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Valéria Molnár, Verner Egerland, Susanne Winkler

Exploring the Architecture of Topic at the
Interface of Grammar and Discourse

1 Introduction

The investigation of the Architecture of Topic in linguistic theory follows the
programme of bringing the different strands of information structure research
together and integrating the insights of this research into a new and complete
picture. Topics are regarded as “sorting keys” to file and access information
(Kuno 1972), and are also claimed to be “one of the means available in the lan-
guage to organize or classify the information exchanged in linguistic communi-
cation – they are signals for how to construct the context set, or under which
entries to classify the new proposition” (Reinhart 1981: 80). The notion of topic
is often regarded as complementary to the notion of focus, contributing to a
binary division of sentences corresponding to the basic requirements of infor-
mation structure (IS): (i) anchoring the message in discourse, and (ii) guaran-
teeing informativeness in discourse.1 According to this view, topics are
important means for establishing coherence, while the focused part adds new
information to the common ground of the discourse participants.

In the decades since Chomsky (1972) and Jackendoff (1972), most attention
has been paid to the notions of focus, its discourse-semantic features and its
cross-linguistic and language-specific manifestation in grammar (cf. Molnár
and Winkler 2006). In this volume, we will therefore highlight the concept of
topic and argue that topic is one of the basic primitives of IS besides focus and
(according to recent proposals also) contrast.2 We agree with Reinhart (1981:
68), who claims that “[C]larifying what sentence-topics are is not just a matter

Valéria Molnár, Verner Egerland, Lund University
Susanne Winkler, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen

1 See also Strawson’s (1964: 96) two general principles of communication, the principle of the
presumption of knowledge and the principle of relevance, which “intends, in general, to give or
add information about what is a matter of standing or current interest or concern”.
2 The linguistic relevance of the notion of contrast is discussed in Molnár (2002, 2006), Frey
(2006, 2010), Repp and Cook (2010), Kučerová and Neeleman (2012), and Neeleman and Ver-
meulen (2012).
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of intellectual curiosity; several other linguistic phenomena depend on or inter-
act with this pragmatic relation”.

Linguistically, it is a highly relevant concept which is vital for the interpre-
tation of the boldfaced items in English sentences like (1)–(4), as well as for the
explanation of the difference between these cases and example (5) (instances of
topichood are underlined):

(1) [CONTEXT:What about Hurricane Irma?]
It swept across the northern Caribbean and Florida in September 2017, leav-
ing a trail of devastation in its path.

(2) As for Hurricane Irma, it was the most powerful storm ever recorded in the
Atlantic ocean.

(3) Cuba Hurricane Irma devastated, (but the strength of the hurricane dimin-
ished gradually over the US mainland.)

(4) In Miami, Hurricane Irma left more than 1 million homes without
electricity.

(5) There was an extremely powerful storm in the northern Carribbean and Flor-
ida in September 2017.

Examples (1)–(4) above illustrate different types of “sorting keys” for the orga-
nization of information in the sentence, also signalling contextual givenness in
(1), and expressing some kind of shift in (2), contrast in (3), and frame-setting
in (4). Sentence (5) seems to be different since it lacks this sorting possibility in
its structure. As examples (1)–(4) above demonstrate, topics differ not only in
their discourse-semantic properties but also in their formal realization, making
use of various types of sentence-initial constituents and special structures in
English. Both the language-specific properties of topics in English and the
cross-linguistic variation of topicality have received a considerable amount of
attention in linguistic research.

However, it is far from clear whether the notion of topic can be established
as a language universal, justified by a common functional feature or grammati-
cal property. This problem can also provide an explanation for the latest strand
of research, which raises doubt about the theoretical status and applicability of
this concept. Recently a special issue of The Linguistic Review (edited by van
Bergen and de Hoop 2009) and a few articles (e.g. Büring 2016 and Roberts
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2011) have been devoted to the topic issue.3 These influential analyses focus on
the difficulties with the operationalization of the notion topic4 and point out
that the linguistic relevance of topic is still highly controversial: “there is very
little consensus among linguists on any (…) specific definition. Multiple proper-
ties contributing to topichood have been described, but none of these proper-
ties seems either necessary or sufficient to classify something as a topic” (van
Bergen and de Hoop 2009: 173). A serious objection to the notion of topic is that
it has not been treated uniformly in linguistic research: “There is no agreed-
upon way to identify topics across languages, and therefore inconsistent claims
about their properties abound” (Büring 2016: 85).

In contrast to the above-mentioned sceptical views, the present investiga-
tion of the architecture of topic aims to close this gap and provide arguments
for a uniform treatment of the notion of topic. After a short overview of the the-
oretical foundation of topicality in discourse and grammar suggested in linguis-
tic theory and an introduction of relevant concepts of information structure
research in section 2, section 3 discusses the linguistic relevance of topicality.
Section 4 focuses on the burning issues of topicality research. In 4.1 and 4.2.
the two crucial dimensions of topicality are explored, with specification of the
discourse-semantic features and presentation of the most important topic
markers of grammar (in morphology, syntax, and phonology). Subsection 4.3
provides a discussion of the possibility of a uniform, universally valid topic def-
inition despite the great cross-linguistic variation, connecting this question to
the issue of topic typology. The open questions and the challenges for future
research in the field of topicality are summarized in section 5. Section 6 intro-
duces the papers included in this volume, which highlight relevant topic-re-
lated theoretical aspects of information structure research and investigate
different discourse-semantic and grammatical properties of topichood in vari-
ous languages.

3 Although focus is the dominating notion in information-structural research in edited vol-
umes and handbooks (Féry and Ishihara 2016), some of them also include deeper discussion
of topics (e.g. Krifka and Musan 2012; Neeleman and Vermeulen 2012; von Heusinger; Maien-
born and Portner 2012).
4 Cf. Büring (2016: 81) concerning the problems with the operationalization tests, referring
back to Roberts’ (2011) work: “none of the topic tests seems sufficient or necessary to identify
topics, nor is it clear that they actually test for the same thing”.
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2 Information Structure in Linguistic Theory

The strategies of anchoring topicality in grammar and/or discourse are widely
debated and the architecture of topic is a highly relevant theoretical issue. The
concept of topic has been controversially discussed for almost six decades and
still has not found a uniform treatment. The key theoretical question is whether
information structure can be accounted for in the theory of Generative Gram-
mar or whether a widening of the perspective is necessary. In the generative
framework “|l]anguage is not properly regarded as a system of communication.
It is a system for expressing thought, something quite different” (Chomsky
2000: 75). Here, the modelling of the internal language faculty and the mapping
between the components of Grammar are in the centre of interest: the basic
component, known as the computational system (narrow syntax), generates in-
ternal representations and maps them into the sensory-motor interface (the pho-
nological system) and the conceptual-intentional interface (formal-semantic
system). In contrast, Discourse Grammar regards language as a means of com-
munication and the focus lies on the context-dependent aspects of meaning and
their means of expression. This approach requires the study of the interface be-
tween Grammar and Discourse.

The proponents of the formal grammar approach to information structure
assume that information-structural notions are integrated into the formal sys-
tem of language. According to their view, the syntax-semantics interface is re-
sponsible both for the representation of scopal relations and for the
interpretation of information-structural and discourse notions. The opposite po-
sition, which is assumed by the proponents of the discourse grammar approach
to information structure, assigns the explanation of different discourse func-
tions, among them those expressed by these notional pairs of information struc-
ture, to (Discourse-)pragmatics, which either interfaces with LF (Logical Form)
or forms a separate component (cf. Winkler 2005: 25–26). Even though it re-
mains an open question whether information-structural notions should be inte-
grated into the formal system of language or should be represented in the
pragmatic component primarily governed by contextual factors, there is agree-
ment concerning the nature of “informational meaning”, which is defined as
context-dependent meaning that is crucial for the theoretical treatment of topi-
cality. The exploration of informational meaning requires attention to the influ-
ence of context on linguistic structures and to the dynamic character of
communication. Language as a means of communication provides the neces-
sary syntactic, prosodic, and morphological means to meet the communicative
demands of a particular context or discourse.

4 Valéria Molnár, Verner Egerland, Susanne Winkler
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The main goal of this volume is to show that the analysis of information
structure and its basic concepts requires an interface approach and the integra-
tion of different perspectives: in addition to the grammatically coded syntactic
and prosodic properties, it is important to take into account the discourse-seman-
tic dimension in the analysis of topicality. This dimension has been elaborated in
influential linguistic approaches in the last decades and the proposals are based
on relevant linguistic concepts which are necessary for the analysis of informa-
tion structuring. These concepts will be presented below in more detail.

As suggested by Vallduví (1992: 13), information “as viewed in information
theory is by definition a reduction of uncertainty: the information carried by
two sentences with equal propositional content is different when the reduction
of uncertainty they bring along to the hearer’s knowledge-store is different”.
Communication “can be seen as continuous change of the common ground” ac-
cording to Krifka and Musan (2012: 2). The notion of Common Ground (CG) is
defined by Krifka (2007: 15) as “information that is mutually known to be
shared and continuously modified in communication”. Since the main task of
communication is “transfer of information and its optimization relative to the
temporary needs of interlocutors” (Krifka 2007: 15), it is relevant to structure
information and provide clearly recoverable instructions. As Prince (1986: 208)
claims, “[i]nformation in a discourse does not correspond to an unstructured
set of propositions; rather, speakers seem to form their utterances so as to struc-
ture the information they are attempting to convey, usually or perhaps always
in accordance with their beliefs about the hearer: what s/he is thought to
know, what s/he is expected to be thinking about”.

In order to meet the communicative demands of interlocutors, packaging
instructions are necessary and must be recoverable from the overt structure of
any language. Information packaging is a concept originally suggested by Chafe
(1976), and is structurally represented by syntactic, morphological, or prosodic
means, or a combination of these, as is usually the case. They indicate “how
information conveyed by linguistic means fits into the (hearer’s mental model
of the) context or discourse” (Vallduví and Engdahl 1996: 460). The basic idea
of “information packaging” is illustrated by Vallduví and Engdahl with the fol-
lowing examples:

(6) She hates chocolate.

(7) Chocolate she hates.

The claim is that (6) and (7) have the same propositional content – they are
truth-conditionally equivalent. The difference between (6) and (7) is not in what

Exploring the Architecture of Topic at the Interface of Grammar and Discourse 5
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they say about the world, but how they say what they say about the world.
These sentences embody two different packaging instructions with the same
propositional content.

Even if information packaging by foregrounding and backgrounding different
parts of the information takes care of “those aspects of optimization of message
that respond to the temporary state of the addressee’s mind” in updating the
common ground, in certain cases it also affects the “message itself” and has
truth-conditional consequences (Krifka 2007: 14). Krifka (2007: 13–14) argues that
it is crucial to distinguish between two dimensions of the Common Ground (CG):
CG content and CG management. The dimension of the CG that indicates how the
CG content should develop is subsumed under CG management, the dimension
that is concerned with the truth-conditionally relevant information is subsumed
under the CG content. This distinction seems especially relevant for different uses
of focus, where in addition to the pragmatic use, the semantic use can also be
attested. Focus can be used for information packaging in answers to questions
“guiding the direction into which communication should develop” (Krifka 2007:
21). Different options can be indicated in English by placement of accent as in
(8), quoted from Krifka (accented syllables are marked by capital letters, the fo-
cused constituent (F) is in square brackets):

(8) a. A.What did John show Mary?
B. John showed Mary the [PICtures]F.

b. A. Who did John show the pictures?
B. John showed [MAry]F the pictures.

Focus is claimed in these cases to be related to a “set of alternatives” (cf.
Rooth’s 2016 Alternative Semantics, Krifka 2007), also called “F-alternatives” by
Büring (2016: 66), defined as a set of propositions containing a variable for the
focused constituent. Focusing in these semantic approaches is considered as a
kind of operation asserting the exclusion of alternatives (as opposed to contras-
tive topics, which question alternatives; cf. Büring 2016). This view thus does
not correspond to (although it is compatible with) other focus definitions based
on phonological criteria (Chomsky 1972), a syntactic feature (Jackendoff 1972;
Rizzi 1997), or contextual newness.5 The truth-conditional relevance of focusing

5 Chomsky (1972) regards focus essentially as a phonological phenomenon; with the phrase
“containing the intonation center”, however, he also takes the functional property of focus into
consideration by claiming that the focus constituent represents new information. Jackendoff
(1972) integrates focus into the syntactic theory by introducing a syntactic marker F and argues
that two systems of rules make use of the syntactic marker F: one in semantics and one in

6 Valéria Molnár, Verner Egerland, Susanne Winkler
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in Hungarian (with a designated focus position) has already been argued for by
Szabolcsi (1981). Focus affecting the truth-conditional content of the CG occurs,
however, in other languages, too. This type of truth-conditionally relevant
focus is discussed in research primarily in connection with the focus- sensitive
particles only and even in English (cf. Jackendoff 1972; Rooth 1985; Krifka 2007).
The claim is that the truth-conditions of (9a) and (9b) differ depending on the
association of the focus particle with either pictures in (9a) or Mary in (9b):

(9) a. John only showed Mary the [PICtures]F.
b. John only showed [MAry]F the pictures.

(Krifka 2007)

As will be argued in the following sections, an account of topichood also re-
quires that both dimensions of the CG, CG management and CG content, are
taken into consideration (see presentation of papers in sections 4 and 6). The
conversational moves performed by the participants for signalling topics are
motivated by the communicative goals in discourse, whereas certain aspects of
topichood (like its effect on presuppositions and anaphora interpretation; see
Reinhart 1981: 69) could be claimed to belong to CG content as they affect the
truth-conditions of the sentence.

3 On the Linguistic Relevance of Topicality

The notion of “sentence topic” is most often included among the basic notions
of information structure in linguistic theory, despite terminological confusion
and controversy concerning the relevance of this concept. Depending on the
character of the theoretical approaches, several terminological pairs have been
used for the binary division of the sentence with respect to the requirements of
linguistic communication into a part responsible for the anchoring of the mes-
sage in the discourse and a part adding new information to the common ground
(see section 1 above, footnote 1). The former notion has been called “psycholo-
gical subject” (von der Gabelentz 1891), “theme” (Prague school of functional
linguists following Mathesius 1929, 1975), “topic” (Dahl 1969; Reinhart 1981),
and “link” (Vallduví 1992), while its complementary notion has been referred to

phonology. The [F]-feature is still present in the “universal syntactic structure” (cf. the carto-
graphic approach of Rizzi 1997).

Exploring the Architecture of Topic at the Interface of Grammar and Discourse 7
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as “psychological predicate”, “comment”, “rheme”, or “focus”. Whereas focus
as “the phrase containing the intonation center” (in a few languages also
bound to designated positions) and “represent[ing] new information” (Chom-
sky 1972) or “indicat[ing] the presence of alternatives that are relevant for the
interpretation of linguistic expressions” (Krifka 2007: 18) is operationalizable,
the large language-internal and also cross-linguistic diversity of topics presents
an immense challenge for linguistic research.

Concerning the issue of the linguistic relevance of topichood, many ap-
proaches refer to a strong intuition that it is necessary to have a concept for
organizing and storing of information (e.g. Krifka 2008; Büring 2016; Roberts
2011). This is clearly stated by Roberts (2011: 1908):

Quite often in making an utterance, a speaker in some way brings our attention to an en-
tity that is relevant at that point in the discussion, in order to tell us something about it.
The relevant entity may be an individual or it may be a situation or event. In any such
case, we say that the entity to which our attention is drawn is the Topic of the utterance.

However, the identification of topics is not a straightforward matter. As
Krifka (2007: 40) argues “[t]his presupposes that information in human
communication and memory is organized in a certain way so that it can be
said to be ‘about’ something. This does not follow from a general definition
of information. For example, relational databases or sets of possible worlds,
both models for information, do not presuppose any relation of aboutness”.
Büring (2016: 83–84) supports this view by claiming that “there is no rea-
son to assume a priori that information should be structured into aboutees
and their properties (. . .)”.

A different way of approaching this problem is to look at its observable
effects in languages in order to decide whether they fulfil the criteria of nec-
essary descriptive concepts. Marga Reis (1982: 172) defines the criteria of the
necessary descriptive concepts as follows: “Ein Konzept K ist beschreibungs-
relevant /-notwendig für eine Einzelsprache L genau dann, wenn es in der
(optimalen) Grammatik von L mindestens einmal wesentlich auftritt, d.h. für
die Formulierung mindestens einer sprachlichen Gesetzmäßigkeit von L be-
nutzt werden muß” [A concept has descriptive relevance for an individual
language L iff it appears at least once in the (optimal) Grammar of L, i.e. it
must be used for the formulation of at least one language rule of L; transla-
tion by Molnár, Egerland, and Winkler].

The concept of topichood is exploited for the explanation of a whole range of
phenomena in grammar, such as the function of morphological markers (like wa
in Japanese), the interaction with syntactic constraints in, for example, Chinese,
the use of certain syntactic structures like in English (e.g. hanging topic, left
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dislocation and topicalization, illustrated above in the introductory examples
(2)–(4)), the effect of certain prosodic patterns (‘hat pattern’, ‘fall-rise’ in the case
of contrastive topics; cf. Büring 1997, 2016), as well as for the interpretation of
discourse-semantic phenomena (see e.g. Reinhart 1981). Consequently, the topic
must be accessible to sentence grammar. These facts suggest that the topic is a
“necessary descriptive concept” in the sense of Marga Reis’ definition.

4 Burning Issues of Topichood

In addition to the two questions concerning the anchoring of topic (and other
concepts of IS) in linguistic theory and the linguistic relevance of topichood dis-
cussed above, there are at least three burning issues in topic research. These
three domains are related to the operationalization of topics and will be individ-
ually discussed in sections 4.1 to 4.3:
(i) the discourse-semantic properties and dimensions of topichood,
(ii) the grammatical (syntactic and phonological) coding of topichood, and
(iii) the possibility of a uniform definition of topichood and the specification of

its language-specific features, connected to the question of the typology of
topics.

4.1 The Discourse-Semantic Dimension of Topichood

The question which specific discourse-semantic properties enter into topic-
hood has received different answers in research. The type of answers are rele-
vant for the type of topic definition suggested in different approaches as well
as for the identification of features that make the realization of optimal topics
possible.

(i) Aboutness
In regard to the topic definition, most attention has been paid to the aboutness-
relation, which is also typical for predicative constructions. According to Hockett
(1958/21963: 201), “[t]he most general characteristic of predicative constructions
is suggested by the terms «topic» and «comment» for their ICs [intermediate con-
stituents]: the speaker announces a topic and then says something about it. Thus
John | ran away; That new book by Thomas Guernsey | I haven’t read yet. In En-
glish and the familiar languages of Europe, topics are usually also subjects, and
comments are predicates: so in John | ran away”. É. Kiss (2002: 9) also captures

Exploring the Architecture of Topic at the Interface of Grammar and Discourse 9
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topichood in relation to predication, arguing that the topic “foregrounds an indi-
vidual (a person, an object, or a group of them) from among those present in the
universe of discourse as the subject of the subsequent predication”. Similarly,
topic is regarded by Gundel (1988: 210) as “the domain within which the main
predication holds”. According to her, an entity E is “the topic of a sentence (…) S,
iff in using S the speaker intends to increase the addressee’s knowledge
about, request information about, or otherwise get the addressee to act with re-
spect to E”.

Whereas the notion of aboutness is regarded as a primitive in several other
approaches without a deeper theoretical anchoring (see e.g. Kuno 1972; Dik
1978), Reinhart (1981) elaborates the aboutness-relation by exploiting the no-
tions of pragmatic aboutness and context set suggested by Strawson (1964). In
this model a discourse is regarded as “a joint-procedure of constructing a con-
text-set” containing a set of propositions accepted to be true by the partici-
pants. Reinhart integrates the concept of topic into this theory of linguistic
communication, claiming that “[s]entence-topics, within this view, are one of
the means available in the language to organize, or classify the information ex-
changed in linguistic communication – they are signals for how to construct
the context set, or under which entries to classify the new proposition” (Rein-
hart 1981: 80). To explain the organization of the context set, Reinhart uses the
metaphor of a library catalogue which information is stored on file cards with
particular headings. Thus in examples (6) She hates chocolate and (7) Chocolate
she hates discussed above, the identical propositional content needs different
entries, since (6) provides information about the subject referent and (7) about
chocolate. A definition of topics in the same vein is suggested by Krifka (2007:
41): “The topic constituent identifies the entity or set of entities under which
the information expressed in the comment constituent should be stored in the
CG content”. The notion of link, partly corresponding to the notion of topic, re-
ceives a similar definition in the instruction-based model developed by Vall-
duví (1990: 58): “A link is an address pointer in the sense that it directs the
hearer to a given address (…) in the hearer’s knowledge-store, under which the
information carried by the sentence is entered”. Portner and Yabushita (2001)
also suggest to relate topicality to an update procedure quite similar to Rein-
hart’s (1981) notion of aboutness and to Vallduví’s (1992) notion of link: the
information conveyed by the utterance updates the discourse referent corres-
ponding to its topic (if it has one).

The definition of topics based on the notions of predication and aboutness
has been advocated in a large number of accounts of information structure
over the last two decades (e.g. Lambrecht 1994; Molnár 1991, 1998; Chiarcos
2010; Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010). However, this influential definition of
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topicality has also received criticism, not least because of the difficulties of its
operationalization as pointed out by Roberts (2011: 1928): “In all its instantia-
tions in the literature, the notion of aboutness remains relatively vague, and
as we saw, the tests proposed to check for aboutness give slightly different
results for language”.

(ii) Frame-setting
Another influential view of topichood is proposed by Chafe (1976: 51). He re-
gards frame-setting as the decisive function of topics and claims that “‘real’
topics (in topic-prominent languages) are not so much ‘what the sentence is
about’ as the frame within which the sentence holds”. According to Chafe
(1976: 50) “What the topic appears to do is to limit the applicability of the
main predication to a certain restricted domain (…) the topic sets a spatial,
temporal, or individual framework within which the main predication holds”.
Frame-setting is also discussed by Krifka (2007) as a possible topic function
carried out by different types of adverbials. These “set the frame in which the
following expression should be interpreted” and “systematically restrict the
language (…) in certain ways” (Krifka 2007: 46), as illustrated in examples
(10) and (11):

(10) A: How is John?
B: { Healthwise / As for his health }, he is [FINE]F.

(11) A: How is business going for Daimler-Chrysler?
B: [In GERmany]Frame the prospects are [GOOD]F,

but [in AMErica]Frame they are [losing MOney]F.

The function of frame-setting mainly by temporal and local adverbials is also
considered by Jacobs (1984) as essential for the definition of topics. In a later
work, Jacobs (2001: 656) defines frame-setting as follows: “Frame-setting: In
(X Y), X is the frame for Y iff X specifies a domain of (possible) reality to which
the proposition expressed by Y is restricted”. However, Jacobs not only distin-
guishes frame-setting from addressation (the corresponding dimension to the
intuitive notion of aboutness) but adds two more dimensions to the topic-com-
ment partition: predication (a closely related dimension to aboutness) and the
dimension called informational separation. According to Jacobs the functional
diversity of the topic-comment partition can only be captured by taking all
these dimensions of TC (topic-comment) into consideration. He also argues that
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a uniform definition of topic is impossible, since the specific patterns of topic-
related constructions in different languages show different values.

(iii) Givenness
A crucial feature of aboutness- and frame-related approaches to topichood is
their interest in defining topics “in terms of their effect on the ongoing dis-
course” (Reinhart 1981: 78), thereby focusing on the relation of topics to the
complementary part of the sentence (comment or focus). Reinhart’s analogy
with a library catalogue also makes it understandable why new entries should
be possible. This view is, however, not generally accepted in research where
the context-dependence of the topic constituent – “a property of the referents
denoted by linguistic expression in a given context” (Reinhart 1981: 61) – is
often claimed to have definitional relevance. In these approaches the topic cor-
responds simply to known or given information of the sentence (see Gundel
1974; Chafe 1976; Clark and Haviland 1977; Clark and Clark 1977; Lambrecht
1994; Büring 1997; Haftka 1995; etc.). Context-dependence is, however, not gen-
erally required as an obligatory topic correlate. Büring (2016: 82) claims, refer-
ring to Aissen (1992: 51) in example (12), that “the topic marking in Tzozil is
only used to establish the aboutee, not to refer back to it”. The marking of topic
by the prefix a and the suffix e occurs when the topic is new or shifted:

(12) [context: Something had landed at the foot of the tree (…) There was a
straw mat (…) They untied it…]

A ti tzeb san-antrex un-e, iyik’ik la ech’el un.
TOP DET girl San Andres ENC-ENC they.took cl away ENC

‘They took the San Andres girl with them.’

Frey (2004) has a similar view: “Indefinite DP may be an aboutness topic. If so,
it has a specific interpretation”. He illustrates this possibility by example (13),
which contains the indefinite DP ein Student as topic in the first position of the
German middle field:

(13) Heute hat ein Student leider während der Vorlesung geschlafen.
today has a student unfortunately during the lecture slept
‘Unfortunately, a student slept during the lecture today.’

The optionality of context-dependence of topichood is claimed by many other
linguists, too (cf. Sasse 1987; Molnár 1991, 1998; Frey 2004; Endriss 2009;
Krifka, Musan 2012 and Rochemont 2016). However, it is also pointed out that
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topics are frequently associated with the discourse status given. Consider Krifka
(2007: 41): “in many cases, topic constituents are ‘old’ in the sense of being in-
ferable from the context. But there are certainly cases of new topics”. Roche-
mont (in this volume: 64) also argues in his analysis of the relation between
topic and givenness that “[n]othing prevents a topic from being Given in virtue
of an available discourse antecedent/topic, but nothing requires it either.
Topics may be New (and/or shifted), familiar or salient”.

(iv) Referentiality
Referentiality is also often regarded as an important requirement for topichood. Ac-
cording to Dahl (1974: 7), “[i]n a sentence with a topic-comment structure, then,
we say something – expressed in the comment – about someone or something –
represented by the topic. To be able to say something about an entity, we must
first pick it out for our listener, in other words we must refer to it”. Topicality,
defined as the “notional subject” of the clause, is also assumed in research on
Hungarian (a language with designated topic position(s)) to be bound to referen-
tiality or genericity and thus “only entities and classes of entities that can be pre-
supposed to exist (…) can be predicated about” (É. Kiss 1992: 68).

This widely accepted view led to the exclusion of quantified DPs (and sen-
tence adverbials), which are regarded as non-referential entities (cf. Frey 2004:
97). However, this claim has been called into question in several works, moti-
vated both by cross-linguistic evidence and by theoretical considerations. Horn
(1989: 501) shows that the Japanese (topic) particle wa can associate with quan-
tifiers (14) and Büring (2016) analyses quantified DPs with a fall-rise contour as
contrastive topics in (15) (marked by CT):

(14) Zenin wa repooto o das-anakatta
all top report acc hand-in-neg
‘Not everyone handed in the report.’
(Horn 1989)

(15) ALLECT Politiker sind NICHTF korrupt.
all politicians are not corrupt
‘Not all politicians are corrupt.’
(Büring 2016)

Krifka (2007: 42) also argues that quantified DPs can be topics and his view is
based on the following definition of topics: “The topic constituent identifies the
entity or set of entities under which the information expressed in the comment
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constituent should be stored in the CG [Common Ground] content”. He illus-
trates this possibility by examples (16) and (17), which contain quantified ex-
pressions as topic candidates, and claims that “[t]he quantifier in such
sentences expresses the extent to which the comment holds for the elements of
the set”:

(16) Every zebra in the zoo was sick.

(17) Most zebras in the zoo were sick.

Interestingly, from the semantic perspective most attention has been devoted to
the relevance of topichood for scope taking, motivated by the quantificational
and/or operator character of topichood. It is assumed that topics have a kind of
operator function and create widest scope (cf. Huang 1982; É. Kiss 1987). The
relevance of topics for scope taking is also discussed in terms of the de re and
de dicto distinction suggested in the framework of epistemic logic (cf. Hintikka
1973), where not only quantifiers but also epistemic operators (related to propo-
sitional attitudes) are claimed to have scope. “De re in Latin means ‘about the
thing’ and de dicto means ‘about what is said’ (…) in the de re case, what is
important is ‘the thing in the actual world’, i.e. what the description refers to in
our world, but in the de dicto case the important thing is what the description
says about the object it refers to” (Allwood, Andersson, and Dahl 1977: 115,
boldfacing by Molnár, Egerland, and Winkler). This distinction is especially rel-
evant for the resolution of scope ambiguities occurring in the presence of sev-
eral scopal expressions (operators and/or quantifiers) in a sentence like in (18).
This example contains an expression of propositional attitude believe (indicated
by Ba, i.e. a believes) and a quantified expression all Nobel prize-winners. In the
semantic structure of the example shown in (18a,b) F corresponds to ‘is a Nobel
prize-winner’; the examples also contain an additional expression G corre-
sponding to ‘is an idiot’:

(18) John believes that all Nobel prize-winners are idiots.
a. Ba (∀x F (x) → G (x))
b. ∀x (F (x) → Ba (G (x)))

Following Hintikka’s semantics, Allwood, Andersson, and Dahl (1977: 114) argue
that the sentence with the wide scope of the epistemic operator Ba over the prop-
osition p can be interpreted as “in all worlds consistent with a’s beliefs (Ba) p
holds”. This is the case in the de dicto reading (18a), expressing that “in all
John’s belief worlds, all Nobel prize-winners (i.e. the individuals that are Nobel
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prize-winners in those worlds) are idiots”. In contrast, the de re option in (18b),
where the quantified expression has wide scope (crucial for its topicality), should
be interpreted as “for every Nobel prize-winner (who is a Nobel prize-winner in
the actual world) he believes that this individual is an idiot” (Allwood, Anders-
son, and Dahl 1977: 115).

In Beghelli and Stowell’s (1997) model, semantically conditioned scopal
mechanisms are proposed, where each kind of expression participates in those
processes that suit its particular semantic properties. According to their analy-
sis the functional projections of the sentence representing different types of
quantifiers are hierarchically ordered in Logical Form in English (instead of the
traditional movement rule called Quantifier Raising). In this structure (19) each
quantifier acquires its scope by moving into the specifier of the required func-
tional category.6 As the proposed order in (19) shows, referential phrases (RefP)
occupy the leftmost position. Szabolcsi (1997) argues that the preverbal struc-
ture of the Hungarian sentence corresponds to the hierarchy of functional pro-
jections represented in English in LF (illustrated in (20)). Crucially, the Topic is
identified with the referential phrase:

(19) [RefP [AgrSP [DistP [ShareP [AgrP/VP ]]]]]

(20) [Topic=RefP [Quantifier=DistP [Focus=ShareP [Pred.Operator=AgrP/VP ]]]]

Topics are thus claimed to have (discourse-)semantic effects. As noted by Rein-
hart (1995: 80), topichood has relevance for anaphora resolution: unstressed
pronouns have a strong tendency to refer to the topic, which is the preferred
antecedent in anaphora resolution:

(21) [context: Max was on his way home from school, worrying about how
things were going to turn out. After a while he ran into Felix,
and…]

a. he proposed they go to a pub. (he refers to Max, not Felix)
b. the guy proposed they go to a pub. (the guy refers to Felix, not Max)

Neeleman and Vermeulen (2012: 16) argue that topics also have direct (or indi-
rect) relevance for truth-value judgments as the contrast below between (22a)
and (22b) shows. The referential failure results in a presupposition failure only

6 Inverse scope is accounted for with recourse to reconstruction, which is claimed, however,
to only undo semantically insignificant movements.
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in (22a), but not in (22b), where the referential expression King of France is part
of the predicate:

(22) a. As for the King of France, he visited the exhibition yesterday.
b. As for the exhibition, it was visited by the King of France yesterday.

Abrusán and Szendrői (2011) have a similar view and call the referent that is
used to evaluate the truth value of a proposition a pivot. Topichood is claimed
to be relevant for the choice of the pivot and truth-value judgments, since the
default choice is the topic. This supports the assumption that the topic should
be integrated into sentence grammar.

(v) Topic vs. focus and contrast
One of the central issues concerning the discourse-pragmatic dimension of topic-
hood is the relation of topics to other primitives of information structure. Espe-
cially the relation between topic and focus seems to be controversial. Concerning
this relation we find two opposite views in research: while certain approaches
claim that they are complementary categories (see e.g. Büring 1997; É. Kiss 2006;
Heycock 2008), an overlap between topic and focus is held to be possible in
others (Uhmann 1991; Molnár 1991; 1998; Krifka 2007; Büring 2016). As instances
of the potential co-occurrence of topic and focus, cases are mentioned in which
the topic creates a part of a maximal focus domain like in example (23) or where
the focus is part of the topic (cf. Büring: “partial topic”) as in example (24) (focus
is indicated by F, topic by T, and comment by K for Kommentar in German):

(23) Q: Gibt’s wasi Neues?
is there anything new
‘What’s the news?’

A: Ja. [Fi [T XENja] [K promoVIERT ]], (und Marianne heiratet.)
yes Xenja gets a PhD and Marianne marries
‘Yes. Xenja will get a PhD and Marianne will marry’
(Uhmann 1991)

(24) Q: Where are the unicorns?
A: [SOME]T unicorns are [in the GARden]F.

(Büring 1995)

Molnár (1998) analyses contrastive topics (indicated by CT below) as “topics in
focus”. These topics are also regarded as a kind of focus (with shifting function)
by Büring (2016), when he comments on example (25):
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(25) Q: Where did Fritz buy this book?
A: BERTIECT bought it at HARTLIEBF’s.

(Büring 2016)

However, as emphasized by Molnár (1998), the correlation of topic and focus is
not unrestricted. There are several important cases where the focus status of a
constituent prevents it from serving simultaneously as a topic; a case in point is
a structure where the first NP is a narrow focus associated with the nuclear ac-
cent of the sentence, like the noun phrase a bicycle in the cleft example (26-A):

(26) Q: Did you buy a car?
A: No. It was only A BICYCLE that I bought.

It goes without saying that this type of focus reading conflicts with topichood, since
it is not possible for the nuclear focus of the sentence to assume the function of the
pragmatic predication and at the same time form the element which is predicated
about. However, the topiclessness of the sentence does not necessarily mean that
the information-structural partition of the sentence on other levels must also be ab-
sent. In the cleft sentence (26-A) above, used as a reply to a question like (26-Q), the
information of the sentence is divided into two parts where the relative clause (that I
bought) forms the background as the counterpart to the focus (bicycle).

Another problematic case for the co-occurrence of focus and topic is when
the potential topic of the sentence is the focus exponent (extending the focus
domain over a larger part or the whole sentence) as in (27). These sentences –
referred to as thetic sentences (as opposed to categorical ones) – are appropriate
answers to questions like (27-Q), which “avoid imposing any presuppositions to
which the answer could refer” (Sasse 1987: 521):7

(27) Q: What’s this noise?
A: The CAT is miaowing.

(Sasse 1987)

7 Elaborating Brentano’s ideas (1973/1974), Kuroda (1972: 154) argues for the distinction of
two fundamental judgment types, categorical and thetic judgments, characterized as follows:
“the categorical judgment is assumed to consist of two separate acts, one the recognition of
that which is to be made the subject, and the other, the act of affirming or denying what is
expressed by the predicate about the subject”. He also claims that these two types of judg-
ments are realized in Japanese with different markers, wa (for categorical judgments) and ga
(for thetic judgments). According to Kuroda, the categorical judgment (corresponding to the
topic-comment division) is thus only an option.
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(vi) Topic vs. illocutionary force
In recent topic research much attention has been devoted to the relation between
topics and another relevant pragmatic concept, in particular speech acts (or illo-
cutions). The idea that the topic can be a speech act goes back to Jacobs (1984),
who claims in a theoretical framework based on illocutionary semantics that cer-
tain instances of topichood (see examples (28)–(30) with accented topics) create
illocutions. According to him, the topic in these cases should be regarded as a
FRAME operator – the illocutionary operator referring to topicality as opposed to
the illocutionary operator ASSERTION, which he regards as responsible for the
partition of the sentence into TOP and PRÄD:

(28) Was Péter betrifft, so wird er dieses Jahr káum verreisen.
what Peter concerns so will he this year not go away
‘As for Peter, he will not go away this year.’

(29) Die Gérda, die mag ich wirklich nicht
the Gerda this like I really not
‘Gerda, I don’t like her at all.’

(30) Den Franz-Jósef hat Petra nicht gewählt.
the Franz-Josef has Petra not chosen
‘Franz-Josef, Petra has not chosen.’

Krifka (2001: 25) argues in a similar manner that “topic selection is a speech act
itself, an initiating speech act that requires a subsequent speech act (…) about
the entity that was selected”. Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010: 51) also assume il-
locutionary force for certain types of topics, identifying ABOUTNESS-topics (A-
topics) as a Shift operator where “the speaker’s conversational move is to signal
a shift in the direction of the conversation, and hence the necessity to access a
different file card in the propositional CG”.

A further important task for the clarification of the relation between topic-
hood and illocutionary force is also the examination of the force-related condi-
tions for the distribution of topics. Since topics belong to the range of
information-structural phenomena that affect conversational dynamics (Krif-
ka’s 2007 CG management), Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010: 51) claim that “topics
are expected to appear only in clauses endowed with illocutive force, which re-
alize a speech act implementing a conversational move” – suggesting the Inter-
face Root Restriction (IRR). However, they point out that different types of
topics behave differently in this respect and the language-specific differences
also have an impact on the dependence of topichood on illocutionary force.
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4.2 Grammatical Coding of Topicality

As pointed out by Reinhart (1981: 62), “[t]he identification of the topic expres-
sion of a given sentence is an interesting instance of the interaction of syntac-
tic, semantic and pragmatic considerations”. Although the topic is claimed to
be a pragmatic concept, semantic, syntactic, phonological, and morphological
properties of the sentence may also influence or restrict the choice of the sen-
tence topic.

(i) Topic vs. morphology
In Asian languages (e.g. Japanese, Korean) the information-structural status of
constituents can be morphologically marked. Kuno (1972) analyses the particle
wa in Japanese as a topic particle (which often co-occurs with the focus particle
ga in the sentence). According to Kuno (1972: 270) “[wa] marks either the theme
or the contrasted element of the sentence. The theme must be either anaphoric
(i.e. previously mentioned) or generic, while there is no such constraint for the
contrasted element”. Kuno (1972: 271) illustrates non-contrastive wa in exam-
ples (31) and (32) and contrastive wa in example (33):

(31) Kuzira wa honyuu-doobutu desu. [generic]
whale mammal is
‘A whale is a mammal.’

(32) John wa watakusi no tomoati desu. [anaphoric]
John I ’s friend is
‘John is my friend.’

(33) Ame wa hutte imasu ga, yuki wa hutte imasen.
rain falling is snow falling is-not
‘Rain is falling, but snów is nót falling.’

The particle nun in Korean is also traditionally regarded as a topic marker in
(34) (see Choe 1995: 282), or together with intonational prominence as in (35) as
a marker of contrastive topic (CT) (see Büring 2016: 69):

(34) Chelswu-nun CA- N- TA
Chelswu- TOP sleep PRES DEC
‘Chelswu sleeps.’
‘Speaking about Chelswu, he sleeps.’
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(35) (Who did what?)
[JOE- nun]CT ca -ko SUE- nun nol- assta.
Joe CT sleep and Sue CT play PAST

It is, however, pointed out by Hetland (2007) that the particle nun with promi-
nent constituents is not a necessary condition for topic status and its function
should rather be captured in terms of marking alternatives typical for contrast.

(ii) Topic in syntax
Cross-linguistically, the most important formal property of topicality seems to
be its syntactic position in the linear and hierarchical structure of the sen-
tence, indicated both by empirical evidence and motivated by regularities in
cognitive mechanisms (cf. Givón 1992). It is argued in several approaches to
information structure that the topic preferably occurs in the left-peripheral
position of the sentence, preceeding the focus (Givón 1992; Jacobs 1997; Vall-
duví and Engdahl 1996; É. Kiss 1987, 2002; etc.). In some theories topics are
even claimed to be bound to the sentence-initial position. In a functional
framework Halliday regards the topic as “the point of departure for the clause
as a message” (Halliday 1967: 212) or as “the peg on which the sentence is
hung” (Halliday 1970: 161). Chomsky (1965: 221) argues in an early version of
generative grammar that “[i]t might be suggested that Topic-Comment is the
basic grammatical relation of surface structure corresponding (roughly) to the
fundamental Subject-Predicate relation of deep structure. Thus we might de-
fine the Topic-of the Sentence as the leftmost NP immediately dominated by S
in the surface structure, and the Comment-of the Sentence as the rest of the
string”. Even if the left-peripheral position is relevant for topichood, most
works do not assume a one-to-one correlation between this position and topic
function.

Molnár (1991, 1998) argues that sentence-initiality can only be regarded as
a necessary but by no means sufficient formal condition of topicality. Compati-
bility with the topic interpretation has further formal prerequisites, such as the
syntactic category of the left-peripheral constituent and certain semantic prop-
erties (see the discussion above in 4.1). The judgments are somewhat controver-
sial not only concerning the relevance of semantic properties for topichood, but
also with respect to the syntax of topic. The obligatory character of the clause-
initial position is estimated differently and there is no agreement on the types
and number of potential syntactic positions for topics. According to an influen-
tial proposal made by Frey (2004), the prototypical topic position is not sen-
tence-initial, but is located in the left periphery of the middle field of the
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German sentence, preceding the sentence adverbial (as in example (13) above).
In the analysis of Italian and Hungarian several topic positions are assumed in
front of the focus constituent, and thus only one of them can be sentence-initial
(Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010; É. Kiss 2002; etc.; see also Frascarelli and Hinter-
hölzl 2007 concerning German).

It is often pointed out both in language-specific and in typological studies
that the default case for the choice of topic is the subject of the sentence (Li and
Thompson 1976; Molnár 1991; Reinhart 1981; etc.). In V2-languages (e.g. Ger-
man and Swedish) the Spec-CP-position at the left edge is, however, not bound
to subjects, and different constituents (objects, adverbials) can be moved to
this position, i.e. “topicalized”. The functional effect of topicalization varies de-
pending on language-specific properties of this movement, which are related,
for example, to the type of the moved constituent and the basic word order type
of the language. Whereas topicalization of non-pronominal non-subjects in Ger-
man (an OV-language) from the middle field requires contrast only in special
cases, it is most often marked in Swedish (a VO-language) (see Molnár and
Winkler 2010).

As shown in several investigations, other special movements or structures
are also used in different languages for the expression of marked topics. Topicali-
zation in English can realize not only contrastive foci (35a) but also topics obliga-
torily bound to contrastive effects (cf. Prince 1984: 214) as in example (35b). Cleft
structures in, for example, English and Swedish are also claimed to be compati-
ble with topicality if they contain the nuclear focus in the later part of the sen-
tence. This is illustrated by Hedberg’s (2000) example (36) with a so-called
“comment-clause cleft” and Huber’s (2006) example with a so-called “continu-
ous topic it- cleft” (37):

(35) a. WITH ROSA Felix went to the beach.
b. With Rosa, Felix went to the BEACH.

(Reinhart 1981)

(36) It was the Greeks who first made wine (…)

(37) (Peter är min bäste vän.)
Peter is my best friend
Det var han som hjälpte mig när jag var SJUK.
it was him REL helped me when I was sick

In addition to sentence-internal positions, left-peripheral structures outside
the core sentence are frequently claimed to host the topic. The two main
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structures are left dislocation (LD) and hanging topic (HT). In LD there is no
pause between the dislocated phrase and the rest of the clause, and the re-
sumptive pronoun (RP) is a weak d-pronoun which appears in the prefield
of the clause (38). In contrast, the typical features of HT include a pause
between the hanging topic and the rest of the clause, and the resumptive ele-
ment is a personal pronoun which can appear in the prefield or in the middle
field of the clause (39) (see Frey’s discussion and examples (38) and (39) in
2004: 207):

(38) Den Hans, den mag jeder.
the-acc H. RP-acc likes everyone
‘Hans, him everyone likes.’

(39) Den Hans, jeder mag ihn
the-acc H. everyone likes him
‘Hans, everyone likes him.’

The language-specific functional behaviour of potential topic-related struc-
tures is, however, a challenge for information structure research. Contrastive
analyses of different languages show that similar structures differ with re-
spect to their functional potential and that identical discourse functions can
be rendered by different structures. As mentioned above, topicalization in En-
glish is obligatorily related to contrast, whereas this correlation is only op-
tional in German (cf. Molnár and Winkler 2010). Frey (2004) accounts for the
functional differences in the distribution of topicalization (TOP), LD, and HT
in English and German, claiming that LD-Ger corresponds to TOP-Eng and
HT-Ger to LD-Eng. Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) discuss the functional and
(partly also) formal differences between LD in English and clitic left disloca-
tion (CLLD) in Italian, where CLLD can take over the functions carried by both
TOP and LD in English. The differences in the function of clefts in English,
German, and Swedish and their various relevance for topichood are discussed
by Huber (2002, 2006).

(iii) Topic and prosodic patterns
A significant grammatical criterion for the characterization of the concept of topic
is its phonological marking and, within this criterion, primarily the presence vs.
the absence of a pitch accent (although the intonation contour can also be
decisive).
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As discussed by Molnár (1998), topics can be prosodically unmarked and in
this case realized with low or middle pitch intonation contours. The most un-
controversial variant appears in sentences where the topic-comment division
(TCD) correlates with the distribution of given (thematic) and new (rhematic,
focal) elements in the clause. In optimal cases, the topic is not only thematic,
but the TCD also corresponds to the subject-predicate structure, like in example
(40-A) in the context of (40-Q) (the nuclear accent is marked by É. Kiss by an
apostrophe preceding the predicate):

(40) Q: Hogy döntött a bizottság a tervezetek ügyében?
how decided the committee the plans concerning
‘How did the committee decide concerning the plans?’

A: A bizottság ‘elfogadta a javaslatot.
the committee accepted the proposal-ACC
‘The committee accepted the proposal.’
(É. Kiss 1987)

Topics can, however, be prosodically marked in different ways. The binary divi-
sion – the topic-comment structure – of the sentence can also be signalled by di-
viding the sentence into two accent domains. This is possible in integrated focus
structures, i.e. with a maximal focus domain motivated by the all-new character of
the utterance in the context of general information questions like in example (41).
In these cases, the pitch accent (marked by capital letters) is assumed to mark pri-
marily the categorical character (the topic-comment structure) of the sentence (as
opposed to the example for theticity (see (27)), where the sentence-initial pitch ac-
cent is the nuclear accent of the sentence, marking the focus exponent):

(41) Q: What’s this noise?
A: The CAT is MIAOWing.

(Sasse 1987)

Besides the prosodic marking of the topic-comment articulation, additional se-
mantic and pragmatic effects can be triggered by a special prosodic pattern
called “Wurzelakzent”, “I-Kontur”, “fall-rise”, or “B-accent” in research. This
bitonal L*+H or tritonal L*+H L pattern (low-high (low)) accent in the frame-
work of autosegmental phonology has specific discourse-semantic features typ-
ical for contastive topics (see (42)–(44)).

One relevant semantic effect of the L*+H prosodic pattern (assigned to the
constituent marked by √ in Jacobs’ work or to the constituent marked by CT (con-
trastive topic) in Büring’s analyses) is scope inversion as shown by examples (42)
and (43) below:
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(42) √ALle Grass-Romane kann man \NICHT empfehlen.
all Grass novels can one not recommend

‘Not all Grass novels can be recommended.’
(Jacobs 1997)

(43) ALLECT Politiker sind NICHT korrupt.
all politicians are not corrupt
‘Not all politicians are corrupt.’
(Büring 2016)

In examples (42) and (43), negation takes scope over the universal quantified
expression leading to scope inversion, with the interpretation of the sentences
being that not all Grass novels can be recommended and not all politicians are
corrupt.

Further, CT-marking leads to a specific conventional implicature (also
called “Residual Topic” by Büring 1997). This specific “Topic Implicature” only
implies, but does not exclude, other relevant alternatives. “The idea is that
from the mere existence of such non-excluded alternatives, a hearer can deduce
that the speaker must find these alternatives potentially relevant, and at least
possible (otherwise she would have explicitly excluded them, i.e. have used a
focus instead)” (Büring 2016: 65). In Büring’s (2003 and 2016) model, this type
of implicature is conceptualized as a special strategy of inquiry by means of dis-
course trees. Alternative questions are claimed to arise in discourse among the
CT-alternatives which are unresolved and where “at least one must be pertinent
to the conversation” (Büring 2016: 65). Consider example (44):

(44) (Do you remember where you were when you first heard about Chernobyl?)
ICT was at HOMEF.

“Using the CT-marking on the first person subject here [44] adds the implica-
tion that someone else’s whereabouts (at the time of their learning about Cher-
nobyl) are a pertinent question” (Büring 2016: 69).

The investigation of the formal and functional properties of this complex
contour is especially dominant in recent topic research and is claimed to be
the essential feature of topichood (see Büring 2016). There is, however, a ca-
veat. This prosodic pattern is related to a certain discourse-semantic effect,
but not necessarily to topichood (cf. Molnár 1998). This is illustrated by exam-
ples (45) and (46) below, where elements (a negation particle and a finite
verb) are CT-marked which cannot carry the topic-function. In these cases the
fall-rise contour or “I-Kontur” is only connected with “adversativity” (Jacobs
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1997: 104) and indicates open questions, in contrast to Büring’s and Jacobs’
claim.8

(45) Ich habe NICHTCT getrunken, weil ich TRAURIGF bin.
I have not drunk because I sad am
‘I didn’t drink because I am sad.’
(Büring 2016)

(46) Man √MUSS das Buch \NICHT mögen (, aber man KANN).
one must the book-acc not like but one can
‘You must not like the book, but you may.’
(Jacobs 1997)

A further piece of evidence for the non-topical character of this accent pattern,
called B-accent by Jackendoff (1972) or recently RFR (rise-fall-rise) by Büring
(2016), is that it can occur as a single accent in the sentence as in examples (47)
and (48). As the nuclear accent of the sentence (marking the nuclear focus), the
constituent carrying RFR is not compatible with topichood (see the discussion
of the focus-restriction of topichood above):

(47) (Did you feed the animals?) I fed the catRFR.

(48) (Do you want a glass of water?) I’ll have a beerRFR.
(Büring 2016: 75)

The issue of prosodically marked topics, referred to as “Topics, English style”,
has already been discussed by Chafe (1976: 49–53). There he suggests that these
instances must be distinguished from “real topics” (“Topics, Chinese style”) at-
tested in topic-prominent languages. He regards prominent topics in left disloca-
tion (49) and topicalization structures of English (50) as “double foci of
contrast”, containing “possible pairings of theatrical events with certain times”:

8 Cf. Jacobs (1997: 104): “[Mit Bürings Ansatz] wird (…) zum ersten Mal eine plausible Analyse
des pragmatischen Effekts der I-Topikalisierung vorgeschlagen. Es wird erfaßt, daß die erste
Hervorhebung bei I-Topikalisierung einen Alternativenbezug beinhaltet (…), aber auch, daß
dieser Alternativenbezug nicht denselben Status hat wie der mit dem Fokus verbundene”.
[Büring’s approach provides a plausible analysis of the pragmatic effects of I-topicalization for
the first time. It proposes that the first highlighting in I-topicalization is related to alternatives.
However, it also suggests that this relation to alternatives does not have the same status as the
alternatives related to the concept of focus.] (translated by Molnár, Egerland, and Winkler).
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(49) As for the pláy, John saw it yésterday.

(50) Yésterday, John saw the pláy.

Concluding the prosodic features of topicality, the following aspects of the pro-
posed analysis should be emphasized: (i) Topics can remain unaccented, but
they can also carry different types of accents which fulfil various functions. (ii)
Crucially, the topic accent can never be the nuclear accent of the sentence,
since the nuclear accent realizes the focus (the focus exponent or the nuclear,
narrow focus) of the sentence, which is not compatible with topicality.

(iv) Variation and the limits of topic coding
As the discussion above has shown, topichood has been captured in linguistic
research in many different ways. In addition to considerable cross-linguistic
variation, topics have frequently been defined on the basis of different func-
tional criteria. In particular the notion of aboutness vs. frame-setting and the
non-contrastive vs. contrastive character have been evaluated differently by lin-
guists. A further controversial issue of topic research is related to the number of
possible topics in a sentence. This issue has two different aspects: (i) The first
one concerns the question whether topics are obligatory and always overt or
whether they can be absent or only covert. (ii) The other problematic question
is the number of overt topics, i.e. whether the number of sentence topics should
be restricted to a unique occurrence or whether multiple topics are possible.

The answers to the first question differ. Molnár (1998) proposes that topicality
should be ruled out by “the focus-restriction of topic”, that is when the clause-
initial element contains the nuclear accent. This is typical for two cases: (i) when
the nuclear accent indicates a narrow (“emphatic”) focus, and (ii) when the
nuclear accent is assigned to the focus exponent on the left periphery in thetic
statements and the sentence has a maximal focus domain. Thetic sentences are
often claimed in research not only to be monolithic structures but also to be top-
icless (Sasse 1987; Drubig 1992; Rosengren 1997). However, this view has been
questioned; see, for instance, Krifka (2007: 43): “sentences may have no topic
constituent at all, under which condition they are called thetic, following
Marty (1884). But as already Marty [a follower of Brentano] had indicated, this
does not mean that such sentences are about nothing. While they lack a topic
constituent, they do have a topic denotation, typically a situation that is given in
the context, as in [The HOUSE is on fire]Comment”. According to Krifka, the topic-
comment division is thus obligatory even if the overt realization of topics is not
required.
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The views are also divided over the second question, which concerns the
uniqueness of topics. The restriction to a single topic in the sentence is func-
tionally or grammatically motivated. This view is expressed by Reinhart’s (1981)
metaphor for explaining aboutness topics as an entry in a library catalogue,
Vallduví’s (1992) link specified as an address-pointer, and Büring’s (1997, 2016)
prosodically anchored topic definition, which provide explanations for why at
most one topic per sentence can occur. However, restricted occurrences of two
or more topics are sometimes accepted in the case of an ordered set of n-ele-
ments by É. Kiss (2002) and also by Krifka (2007):

(51) As for Jack and Jill, they married last year.

Krifka (2008: 266) argues that a possible way to handle these cases where “a
relation between two file cards is expressed (…) is to introduce a new file card
that contains information concerning both Jack and Jill”.

However, based on syntactic and semantic facts several linguists suggest
that topichood is not restricted to a unique occurrence, but that multiple topics
are also possible in languages like German, Italian, and Hungarian. Frey (2004:
99) defends the view that “[a] German clause can have more than one topic”
with the following motivation: “Since only a topic can be coreferential with a
cataphoric pronoun, it follows that the main clause in [52] contains two topics”
(Frey 2004: 100):

(52) Da sie1 ihn2 mag, wird Maria1 Hans2 wahrscheinlich helfen.
since she him likes will M. H. probably help

Multiple topics are also held to be possible in Hungarian by Lipták (2011) and
Gyuris (2016). They discuss the topical field of the Hungarian sentence in de-
tail, where the different topic types “A-topics” (term for aboutness topics) and
“R-topics” (term for Rahmentopik, delimitation) can occur at the same time,
with different contraints on their order.

Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) as well as Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010)
argue for the existence of multiple topics in Italian, taking syntactic and
prosodic evidence into consideration. They distinguish several topic types,
“A-topics” (aboutness topics), “C-topics” (contrastive topics), and “G-topics”
(given topics), which are ordered in a strict hierarchy in the C-domain (as op-
posed to the free recursion analysis of TOP-projection in Rizzi’s 1997 carto-
graphic model). The three topic types are not only different with respect to their
functions but are also related to different prosodic patterns (L*+H, H*, and L*).
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Moreover, only G-topics are claimed to be recursive (marked by * on the projec-
tion FamP below):

(53) [ShiftP A-Topic [ContrP C-Topic [FocP [FamP* G-Topic [FinP [IP
L*+H H* L*

The discussion shows that the answers to both questions (concerning the oblig-
atory character of topichood as well as the uniqueness issue) are central to the
current research and they are accordingly addressed in the contributions of this
book.

4.3 Topic Typology: Universal Topic Features
and Cross-Linguistic Variation

(i) Definition – universal characterization of topics
After having accounted for the discourse-semantic and grammatical proper-
ties of topichood, the question arises whether it is possible to provide a uni-
form definition of the concept of topic despite the diversity of its cross-
linguistic features and considerable differences in its theoretical analyses. In
recent research, the answer is not seldom negative (see Jacobs 2001; Roberts
2011; Büring 2016). Similarly to Jacobs’ (2001) sceptical view discussed
above (see section 4.1.), Roberts (2011: 1908, also quoted by Büring 2016)
calls into question a possible generalization: “[although] there may be many
common factors, in the end it appears that what these various conventions
realize is a family of closely related notions, rather than a syntactic or prag-
matic universal”. Moreover, Büring (2016: 85) warns against attempts to pro-
vide a unified definition: “the notion of ‘topic’ (without ‘contrastive’) should
be used with great caution”; he makes “a plea to refrain from using the no-
tion altogether, and [to] characterize ‘topic’-markings independently”. How-
ever, as argued by Molnár (2006: 207) elaborating Chafe’s idea (suggested
only for “Topics, Chinese style”), a uniform account of topichood seems
plausible:

Topics serve, namely, in one sense or another to optimally restrict the domain of the main
predication in the sentence drawing the speech participants’ attention to a certain entity.
They can fulfil this function in two different ways: Either in an unmarked way by choos-
ing a salient entity already in the focus of attention of the hearer/speaker, or by directing
attention to this entity by highlighting the entity, in which case the co-occurrence with
focus should be thinkable.
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Moreover, even if the pragmatic dimension is considered to have crucial rele-
vance for the definition of topichood, the notion of topic is claimed to be closely
related to grammar, being dependent on the presence of certain formal features
(see also Molnár 1998). For most investigated languages the left periphery of
the sentence plays a decisive role in the realization of topichood, whereas the
prosodic patterns show a greater variability since topics can remain unaccented
and are compatible with different accent types.

(ii) Topic typology
Not only the universal definition of topics is a challenge for linguistic research,
but also the description of the limits of the variation and the specification of
different topic types attested in various languages.

Sentence topic vs. discourse topic
An important distinction concerning the notion of topic is the domain that
topichood is related to. The role of topic in the discourse structure has been
investigated in a large number of theories in recent decades (Daneš 1967;
Klein and von Stutterheim 1991, 2002; Roberts 1996; Büring 2003, 2016; Chiar-
cos 2010, 2011; Givón 1983; the Centering Theory of Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein
1995). The definition of ‘discourse topics’ seems, however, to be a challenge
for the theory on information structure. Stede (2004: 242) mentions four dif-
ferent groups of theoretical approaches, which “are not entirely unrelated but
nonetheless quite distinct”. The notion of discourse topic is defined (i) in
terms of aboutness, (ii) as an over-arching ‘theme’, (iii) as an ‘ideal question’
that readers can construct, or (iv) as a proposition that readers have to
actively construct.

Crucially, topichood on the discourse level has an impact on the global
stucture of the text, whereas the sentence-internal structuring into topic and
comment is a local issue. Consequently, the definitions of two topic types –
‘discourse topics’ and ‘sentence topics’ – are based on different criteria (cf. Mol-
nár and Vinckel-Roisin in this volume). For sentence topics the appropriate
marking of topichood within the sentence (aboutness or frame-setting for the
predication) is essential, and the correlation with discourse-semantic features
like givenness and familiarity (and also referentiality, specificity) of the entity
as well as early mentioning in the left periphery is preferable. In contrast, dis-
course topics operate beyond the sentence level and their operationalization re-
quires the consideration of more complex discourse properties, like for example
persistency of certain elements (i.e. their occurrence in a large number of seg-
ments of the text) to indicate relevance for the whole text (Givón 1983).
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Types of sentence topics
The cross-linguistic diversity of sentence topics as well as the range of possible
topic types within specific languages have led to different categorizations of
topics in different approaches. The typology of topics suggested in research is
based on different criteria, including different pragmatic properties and various
aspects of grammatical coding. The most often mentioned aspects of
categorization are the distinction between (i) sentence-external and sentence-in-
ternal topics, (ii) aboutness-topics vs. frame-setters, (iii) topics bound to given-
ness vs. context-independent topics, and (iv) contrastive topics vs. non-
contrastive topics. The proposed topic types or distinctions are generally based
on specific properties of topic-related structures attested in a certain language. A
further problem for the establishment of a topic typology is the combination
and/or overlap of different discourse-semantic and grammatical features: both
aboutness-topics and frame-topics can be given or new, non-contrastive or con-
trastive, and sentence-externally or sentence-internally realized. The tripartite di-
vision of topichood suggested by Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) and Bianchi
and Frascarelli (2010) motivated both by the syntactic distribution and specific
prosodic patterns is an attempt at a systematic analysis of different possible topic
types in Italian, German, and English (see (53) above in 4.2). However, the func-
tion and grammatical features of A-(aboutness)-topics, C-(contrastive)-topics, and
G-(given)-topics in different languages need more investigation. An important
question in recent research is also the compatiblity of different topic types with
root contexts.

5 Inventory of Claims and Problems

In this introduction to the Architecture of Topic we have pointed out the burn-
ing issues of topic research. This included the question of the linguistic rele-
vance of topic, its theoretical anchoring in linguistic theory (in Grammar or
Discourse), as well as the discourse-semantic and cross-linguistically attested
grammatical properties of this concept. We have argued for the linguistic rele-
vance of topic and discussed the arguments which support or refute the useful-
ness of a uniform definition of topics. We have proposed an approach where
topichood is regarded as an inherently discourse-semantic concept – as a prag-
matic restrictor in the utterance that the predication can be based on. We have
argued for the possibility of delimiting the discourse-semantic domain of topi-
cality and regarding it as applicable in all languages, but we have also ac-
counted for the necessity of the differentiation of this concept, distinguishing
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topicality on the level of discourse and sentence. Further, it has also seemed
relevant to identify various topic types motivated by their close relation to dif-
ferent discourse properties. Last but not least, we have also claimed in our in-
terface approach that the discourse-semantically anchored concept of
topichhood is dependent on linguistic realization and requires various linguis-
tic means in different languages. According to our view, a satisfactory theoreti-
cal and empirical analysis of topichood presupposes that both the interplay of
discourse and grammar and the relation between universal topic features and
cross-linguistic variation are taken into consideration.

In the previous four sections we have provided an overview of the most
important results of linguistic theory including a set of open questions and
challenges for future research. Concerning the question related to the dis-
course-semantic properties of topichood, the question of the context-depen-
dence of topic (and its relation to givenness), our analysis included the
following issues: the relation between topic and focus and topic and contrast,
the relevance of referentiality, and the possibility of quantification, as well as
the dependence of topicality on illocutionary force (and the root character of
the sentence).

The grammatical coding of topichood focused on the morphological, syn-
tactic, and prosodic means of topicality in different languages. In the syntac-
tic structure of many European languages, the left periphery (outside or
inside the core sentence) is regarded as relevant, leading also to the topic-
focus order. The prosodic patterns of topicality show considerable variation,
and the topic prosody seems only to respect the restriction that the topic
cannot carry the nuclear accent of the sentence. Morphology also plays an im-
portant role in signalling topicality, by providing means for different types
and degrees of determination (in the article and pronominal system in several
European languages) and by providing morphological markers in Asian
languages.

Several other controversial questions were addressed in connection with
topicality. As we have seen, there are different proposals concerning the issue
whether the topic is an obligatory or optional category, whether its realization
should be overt, excluding covert instances. The question concerning the
number of possible topics in a sentence is also open, since it is argued both
for the view that topic is a unique category and for the opposite claim that
multiple topics are acceptable. Further, both the possibility of a universally
valid topic concept and the typology of topicality constitute one of the core
challenges of this research field, since topics within and across languages
show different discourse-semantic properties closely related to their grammat-
ical coding.
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6 Contributions to the Architecture of Topic
Volume

The goal of this volume is to address the above-mentioned questions related to
topicality and provide comprehensive answers by studying the interface between
discourse and grammar. The mapping of grammatical (syntactic and prosodic)
structures and discourse-semantic interpretations is of central relevance in all
the articles, although the points of departure for the analyses differ. They apply
different perspectives, including contrastive studies of modern languages, stud-
ies on diachronic development, and typological generalizations. They also take
into consideration various types of empirical data – introspective data, semi-
spontaneously produced data, experimental data, and language corpora. The
basic underlying idea is that there are universal properties of topichood but that
there may be cross-linguistic variation at the same time. The main goal is to pro-
vide a uniform definition of topicality but also to show the range of the dis-
course-semantic and grammatical variation of topics in different European
languages. An additional aim is to show that the concept of topic is necessary
for the description and explanation of a number of discourse-semantic
phenomena.

The articles of this volume are presented and structured according to the
central rationale that topicality at the grammar-discourse interface can be ana-
lysed from two perspectives, departing from either linguistic functions or lin-
guistic forms. Whereas in several works information-structural and semantic
notions and functions (such as givenness, discourse anaphoricity, binding rela-
tions, topicality, and illocutionary force) serve as a point of departure or tertium
comparationis, showing various grammatical representations in different
languages (see the articles of Rochemont, Hinterhölzl, Frey and Meinunger,
Frascarelli in PART I), others concentrate on certain forms and structures such
as topicalization, left dislocation, “unbracketing”, right dislocation, certain
clause types, and topic positions whose realizations fulfil information-struc-
tural and other discourse-semantic functions (cf. the articles of Culicover and
Winkler, De Kuthy and Konietzko, Erteschik-Shir, Sigurðsson, Egerland, Molnár
and Vinckel-Roisin in PART II). The investigations of the semantic and prag-
matic correlates of topicality on the one hand and the special grammatical
strategies of topic realization on the other not only focus on modern languages
but also include studies of diachronic change (see the articles of Speyer,
Molnár in PART III).
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(i) PART I – Semantic and Discourse-Pragmatic Correlates of
Topicality

The first two papers of this section concentrate on different discourse-pragmatic
and semantic correlates of topicality. They also account for the prosodic and
syntactic coding of different topic types, analysing instances of (de)accentua-
tion and secondary occurrences of focus.

In his article Topic and Givenness,Michael Rochemont explores the relation-
ship between topics and givenness, and specifically, the hypothesis that deac-
centing is directly a function of topichood. He argues that the givenness condition
on topics and the one on deaccenting derive from distinct notions of givenness
and should not be confused. He suggests that two forms of givenness should be
distinguished, one based on familiarity, the other on salience. Where relevant,
topics depend on one form of givenness (familiarity), which also yields the re-
quirement that topics are referential. In contrast, the other form of givenness (sa-
lience) requires deaccenting, which is dependent on coreference to or entailment
by a discourse antecedent (Schwarzschild’s GIVENness). Rochemont also advan-
ces a new procedure for GIVENness calculation, which yields an account not only
of non-focused deaccented expressions but also of the specific deaccenting of Sec-
ond Occurrence Focus expressions.

Roland Hinterhölzl addresses the role of topics in the licensing of anaphoric
relations in his paper on The Role of Topics in Licensing Anaphoric Relations in
VP-ellipsis. He argues that the C-domain plays a crucial role in accounting for
valid and invalid cases of coreference. In particular, it is argued that a contrastive
topic rather than focus as proposed by Rooth (1992) accounts for the presence of
sloppy and strict readings in cases of VP-ellipsis. The discussion of the data is
exclusively concerned with anaphoric relations in English (with a minor compari-
son of parallel facts in German). As far as the architecture of topics is concerned,
it is argued that even in languages like English, where discourse-given elements
remain in their positions, these elements enter into an Agree-relation with a
Topic head in the C-domain. The paper thus provides strong cross-linguistic evi-
dence for the presence of topic positions in the C-domain even in languages like
English that are not discourse configurational like Italian or German. A further
relevant claim of the paper is that a syntactic account of coreference is superior
to a pragmatic account in terms of a complex evaluation of binding alternatives
at LF as it is generally assumed in the standard approach.

The next two papers of the second section (in PART I) investigate the relation
between topicality and another relevant discourse-pragmatic dimension – illocu-
tionary force. In order to account for the complexity of cases they both argue for
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the differentiation of topicality on the one hand and for a more fine-grained dis-
tinction of different sentence types on the other.

The main claim of Werner Frey and André Meinunger’s article Topic Mark-
ing and Illocutionary Force is that only certain types of topic require illocutionary
force in German and English (e.g. left dislocation) whereas the conditions of topic
marking are flexible in other cases of topicality (e.g. can be achieved by topicaliza-
tion). The investigation includes four types of topic marking constructions and
three types of embedded clauses. A three-way distinction is suggested: some of
the instances of topic marking (e.g. in the case of aboutness topics) are weakly
root sensitive, i.e. they have an intermediate status, others can only be hosted by
a clause with full illocutionary force, and still others may occur in any kind of
clause. The analysis shows that the three-way distinction is also valid for other
non-truth-functional/non-descriptive phenomena (e.g. question tags, expressive
interjections, modal particles, expressively coloured expressions). A central theo-
retical goal of the paper is to characterize the property of being weakly root sensi-
tive (relating it to the concept of ‘common ground management’) and thereby to
gain some insights about the semantic/pragmatic properties which a clause must
have in order to make the marking of an aboutness topic possible.

In her paper Topics, Conversational Dynamics and the Root/Non-root Dis-
tinction: Adverbial Clauses at the Discourse-syntax Interface, Mara Frascarelli
analyses the occurrence of different topic types in Italian (Aboutness-Shift
Topic, Contrastive Topic, and Givenness Topic) in adverbial clauses, investi-
gating original Italian data. A novel perspective sheds new light on the syn-
tactic mapping and the formal properties of central vs. peripheral adverbial
clauses, and the proposal is embedded in a cartographic framework. Frasca-
relli argues for the dependence of different instances of topicality on clause
complexity (based on the root/non-root distinction) and for the Interface Root
Restriction, according to which phenomena that affect the conversational
dynamics must occur in clauses endowed with illocutionary Force. Based on
the assumption of lack of Force in “central” adverbial clauses, the exclusion
of A(boutness)-Topics and the presence of C(ontrastive)- and G(iven)-Topics
can be accounted for.

(ii) PART II – Variation in the Grammatical Encoding of
Topicality: Clause-Internal, Clause- External, and Null Topics

The first two articles in PART II investigate specific instances of topicalization
and their relation to the pragmatic function of topicality in different Germanic
languages.
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Peter Culicover and Susanne Winkler discuss different discourse con-
straints on VP topicalization in English and German in their article Why Topic-
alize VP?, and also address questions related to the syntactic analysis of the
phenomenon. In their contrastive analysis they are especially interested in the
explanation of the language-specific differences in the field of VP topicaliza-
tion. The key aspect of their proposal is that the explanation for this movement
does not have to do with what is in initial position. The constituent in initial
position must be interpreted in such a way that the sentence is coherent with
the preceding discourse, and this can happen in a number of ways. What is cru-
cial is that what is left behind in final position is in focus. According to their
hypothesis there are two motivations for VP topicalization: (i) movement of the
VP to the left satisfies the need to isolate focus at the right edge of the sentence
(as suggested in Culicover and Winkler 2008); (ii) the topicalized constituent
connects to the previous discourse and therefore falls under general constraints
of discourse coherence.

In their paper Information-structural Constraints on PP Topicalization from
NPs Kodula De Kuthy and Andreas Konietzko account for PP extraction from
complex NPs in German such as [Aus Tübingen]i haben [mehrere Studenten ti]
am Forschungswettbewerb teilgenommen (‘From Tübingen have several stu-
dents in the research contest participated’). Extractions from complex NPs are
difficult to capture since they are subject to various restrictions related to the
syntactic status of the extracted PP, the semantic relation between the verb and
the complex NP, as well as the type of verb involved. The authors argue that
supposedly syntactic restrictions on extraction from NPs follow from particular
information-structural conditions. As a result of this detailed information-struc-
tural analysis it is shown that the topicalized PP (or parts of this PP) always
functions as a contrastive topic, while the remnant NP always functions as the
focus of the entire sentence. They can also show that such specific conditions
of the information structure of PP topicalization impose requirements on the
preceding context of the construction, for example that the appropriate alterna-
tive sets for the fronted PP and the remnant NP have to be introduced. In order
to account for the discourse properties of the construction, they present an ac-
count anchored in the Questions under Discussion (QUD) approach to informa-
tion structure. The proposed QUD analysis is based on attested data from
corpora, which is supplemented by experimental evidence.

The two papers of the second section (in PART II) address the controversial
question concerning the obligatory vs. optional character of topic realization.
Nomi Erteschik-Shir argues in her article Stage Topics and their Architecture
that all-focus sentences in English and Danish have implicit “stage” topics indi-
cating the spatio-temporal parameters of the sentence, the here-and-now of the
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discourse. Such stage topics can provide the main topic of the sentence and can
also appear as the topics of subordinate clauses. It is also argued in this paper
that the properties of stage topics seem to require a non-syntactic account of IS.
It is claimed that they are superior to syntactic theories of IS such as Rizzi
(1997) and the following research based on his initial insights that require a
plethora of often language-specific IS features to explain word order across lan-
guages. Erteschik-Shir strongly argues that pursuing her line of thought may
lead to a simpler computational system, freeing it from the onus of explaining
gradient data and (cross-linguistic) variation. At the same time, she also claims
that a coherent view of information structure and its integration into a model of
grammar is required to fulfil this mission.

Halldór Ármann Sigurðsson concentrates in his paper Topicality in Ice-
landic: Null Arguments and Narrative Inversion on topicality in Icelandic gram-
mar and discusses the discourse-pragmatic and syntactic constraints on the
null realization of topics. Null topics appear in several phenomena from dif-
ferent periods of Icelandic: referential third person pro drop in Old Icelandic,
diverse types of topic drop in Old and Modern Icelandic, and Narrative Inver-
sion (declarative VS clauses), also in both Old and Modern Icelandic. These
phenomena all involve Aboutness Topics, Given Topics, or both, thus show-
ing that distinct types of topicality are active in Icelandic. However, in con-
trast to Italian, Icelandic does not provide evidence that different topic types
have different structural correlates. This fact indicates that topicality types
are not generally structuralized in language (while not excluding that a topi-
cality hierarchy may be PF-licensed by externalization properties specific to
languages like Italian). It is also suggested that topicality is presumably a uni-
versally available phenomenon, but it is plausibly an interface third factor
phenomenon (in the sense of Chomsky 2005), not provided by Universal
Grammar but interacting with it in the shaping of externalized grammar, dif-
ferently so in different languages.

The two papers of the third section (in PART II) investigate strictly edge-re-
lated instances of topic marking. Exploring the interface between syntax, dis-
course structure, and salience, they concentrate on the establishment of certain
relations between the local topic of the clause and the discourse topic. In his
article Apropos the Topic – On Topic-introducing Expressions in Swedish, Verner
Egerland investigates the syntactic and discourse-semantic properties of Swed-
ish “topic markers” such as apropå ‘apropos’ and beträffande ‘concerning’. He
argues that these expressions have a different syntactic behaviour than other
syntactic construction types like topicalization, left dislocation, or hanging
topic on the left periphery of the clause. They are claimed to represent a fourth
construction type. Egerland also convincingly shows that the topic markers
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apropå and beträffande also differ in their information-structural functions:
they lexicalize pragmatical features such as aboutness and givenness in differ-
ent ways.

In their study Discourse Topic vs. Sentence Topic – Exploiting the Right
Periphery of German Verb-second Sentences Valéria Molnár and Hélène
Vinckel-Roisin discuss different types of topichood and their relation to the
edge positions of the German sentence at the syntax-discourse interface. Spe-
cial attention is paid to the discourse-pragmatic properties of two right-periph-
eral structures, ‘extraposition’ and ‘right-dislocation’, and their relevance for
the expression of topichood on the discourse level. The analysis is based on the
key notion of ‘mental salience’ and its different types as suggested by Chiarcos
(2010) in the Mental Salience Framework. On the basis of a corpus collected
from German contemporary newspapers (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and
Süddeutsche Zeitung), they show that these two right-peripheral syntactic strat-
egies can have the same discourse function, despite different syntactic and pro-
sodic/typographic features. They indicate that the referent of the right-
peripheral constituent (NP or PP) is salient and highly relevant for the whole
discourse. It functions as the ‘discourse topic referent’, i.e. the discourse refer-
ent that is most stably activated in the mental representation of each discourse
segment. They show that both investigated strategies are relevant ‘forward-
looking’ devices imposing certain constraints on the subsequent (or previous)
discourse segment(s).

(iii) PART III – Topics from the Diachronic Perspective

The last part of the volume includes two investigations of diachronic develop-
ment and variation in the field of topicality.

Based on historical corpora, Augustin Speyer claims in his article Topic-
hood and the Margins of the German Clause from a Historical Perspective that
both the left periphery (the prefield) and the right periphery (the postfield) in
German clauses have been subject to changes in the history of German. The
changes can be linked to changes in the correlation to information-structural
values: in both cases, the correlation to information-structural values is loos-
ened up. According to Speyer’s analysis, the content of the two clause-periph-
eral positions, the left-peripheral prefield and the right-peripheral postfield of
the German sentence, is determined by information-structural constraints. A
closer look into the history of German reveals that the prefield, which is often
seen as the topic position, started as a position specialized for familiar about-
ness topics in pre-Old High German, but it became more permissive over time,
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eventually allowing anything that establishes a link to the context. Likewise,
the postfield, a designated position for constituents bearing presentational
focus, widened its application range to anything that bears some focus (includ-
ing contrastive foci). The development of the fields towards less information-
structural specialization is interpreted as a process of ‘bleaching’, in that the
semanto-pragmatic feature content of elements that are compatible with the
fields has been reduced, until only few features are left.

In the paper Stylistic Fronting at the Interface of Syntax and Discourse, Valé-
ria Molnár presents a novel analysis of the discourse-semantic properties of
the phenomenon called “Stylistic Fronting”, comparing Icelandic with Ro-
mance languages and challenging the widely held view that Stylistic Fronting
has no discourse-semantic effects in Icelandic, but is related to topic or focus
interpretation in Romance. It is argued that Stylistic Fronting (SF) is not simply
triggered by formal features but has relevance for information structure in both
Romance and Scandinavian. The impact of SF on discourse interpretation is,
however, dependent on the type of syntactic derivation. In Icelandic, the “sty-
listic” movement can be either a locally (and information-structurally) re-
stricted “formal movement” (STYL-Inversion) into the subject gap without
changing the IS-properties of the moved constituent or a “true” discourse-trig-
gered movement (STYL-Preposing) with an obligatory contrastive effect. Since
SF also seems to vary with respect to syntactic properties and discourse inter-
pretation in Romance, the triggers and interpretive properties of SF in Scandi-
navian seem not to be as different from those in Romance as generally
suggested in the literature.
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Michael Rochemont

Topics and Givenness

Abstract: In this article I explore the relationship between topics, givenness
and deaccenting, and specifically, the hypothesis that deaccenting is directly a
function of topichood. I argue that, where relevant, topics depend on one form
of givenness (familiarity) and deaccenting on another (salience). Familiarity
yields the requirement that topics are referential. Salience yields the require-
ment that deaccenting is dependent on coreference to or entailment by a dis-
course antecedent (Schwarzschild’s GIVENness). I argue for a novel theory of
GIVENness calculation, which yields an account not only of non-focused deac-
cented expressions but also of the specific deaccenting of Second Occurrence
Focus expressions.

Keywords: deaccenting, definiteness, familiarity, F-marked, focus, given,
givenness, G-marked, prosody, salience, second occurrence focus (SOF), topic

1 Introduction

It is not uncommon in studies of topic to claim that a topic must be given, or old
information. Since deaccenting is also generally dependent on givenness, it
might seem reasonable to propose that deaccenting is a function of topichood
(e.g., Erteschik-Shir 1997; Lambrecht 1994). But there are several types of given-
ness, with different properties and functions. It must be asked then whether the
reduction of deaccenting to topichood is indeed legitimate, that is, whether both
notions depend on the same form of givenness. It is not at all clear to me that
they do, at least not in any general way. As we will see, a topical constituent may
be given in the sense that it is functionally dependent (through Common Ground
Content) on the discourse topic of the surrounding discourse, without being
given in the sense required for deaccenting. While a refined analysis of topics
might propose a sub-type of topic with a givenness requirement that matches
that for deaccenting, this would not change the force of my argument here, that
topichood generally does not suffice to license deaccenting.

I proceed by distinguishing two forms of givenness, familiarity and sa-
lience. I argue that deaccenting is conditioned by salience (Rochemont 2016),
whereas topics are generally familiar (Gundel 2003). Building from a proposal
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by Selkirk (2008), I then propose a formulation of salience-based givenness
that is capable of characterizing the deaccenting of not only given non-focused
expressions but also Second Occurrence Focus (SOF).

2 Two Types of Givenness

Following Prince (1981) and most recently Rochemont (2016), I distinguish for
present purposes two types of givenness: salience-based (Prince’s givennessS)
and familiarity-based (Prince’s givennessK). Both are evident in the following
modified example modeled from Chafe (1976). (I will use small caps to mark
pitch accents and underscoring to mark deaccenting. Sentences in braces pro-
vide context for target sentences.)

(1) {John and Mary recently went to the beach.}
a. They brought some PICNIC supplies, but they didn’t drink the BEER because

it was WARM.
b. They brought some BEER, but they didn’t DRINK the beer because it was

WARM.

Speakers of most varieties of English (known exceptions include Hawaiian
English (Vanderslice and Pierson 1967), Caribbean English (Gumperz 1982), Sin-
gapore English (Deterding 1994; Low 2006) and Malaysian English (Gut and Pillai
2014) systematically distinguish the pronunciation of the italicised sentences in
(1a,b). These two sentences, though segmentally identical, form a minimal pair:
in (a) ‘beer’ is intonationally prominent (pitch accented), while in (b) ‘beer’ can
be deaccented (it can show a complete lack of pitch prominence). Patently, what
makes deaccenting possible in the second conjunct in (1b) is the prior mention of
beer in the first conjunct (where ‘the beer’ is accented at first mention, as in (1a)).
In (1a) there is no such prior mention in the first conjunct. I will refer to the
notion of givenness required for deaccenting as “salience”, to be implemented
formally as Givenness following Schwarzschild (1999). I refer to the notion of giv-
enness that licenses the use of the definite the beer in (1b) as “familiarity”.

Distinguishing these two notions of givenness is essential to deciding
whether topichood can serve as a conditioning factor for deaccenting. The giv-
enness condition on topics is usually appealed to capture the need for a topic
to be referential so that the topic may serve as that element of a proposition
against which its truth value is assessed, or equivalently in the file card meta-
phor, as the file card on which the “comment” is entered. (The ability of a topic
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to be replaced by a pronoun without loss of acceptability/interpretability is
seen by many as a hallmark of topichood.) A topical constituent in a sentence
may also be given in the sense that that constituent links the sentence to the
prior discourse by identifying in some way with the topic that encompasses the
discourse, including the local utterance (Roberts 2011). But in both these cases,
it seems that the type of givenness associated with topichood is a function of
familiarity rather than salience. In particular, while topics may be restricted to
referential expressions, deaccenting is not (section 2.1). And while a discourse
topic may “antecede” a sentence topic in a broad variety of ways, including
functional dependence of the type seen in (1a), deaccented expressions may
not; the latter may only identify with an antecedent, topic or not, through core-
ference or entailment (section 2.2).

2.1 Topichood and (In)Definiteness

Topics must be referential. Assuming that as for/concerning mark intended
topics in English (e.g., Reinhart 1982; Roberts 2011), the contrast below shows
that non-referential phrases qualify as poor topics in contrast to those that are
referential.

(2) a. As for/concerning Bill/the boy/my best friend/beavers/a few of my
friends, (. . .)

b. *as for/concerning many people/someone/a boy/no one/everything, (. . .)

The quantified and indefinite phrases in (2b) do not refer, but the definite
referring expressions in (2a) (including generics and partitives) do refer, sug-
gesting that the best topics are familiar in the sense of Heim (1982). In the
file card metaphor, definites are associated with existing file cards (hence fa-
miliar), indefinites are not (hence novel), and require the introduction of a
new file card (see also Erteschik-Shir 1997, 2007). Proponents of such a view
impose restrictions on candidate topics, requiring them to be familiar, and
so excluding indefinite phrases to one degree or another. For instance, Gun-
del (2003) prohibits indefinites generally from serving as topics, with possi-
ble exceptions for specific indefinites. But if deaccenting depends on
topichood and topics cannot be indefinite, then it is falsely predicted that in-
definites (and especially non-specific indefinites) cannot be deaccented. In
both examples in (3), the deaccented an apple is a non-referring indefinite –
no discourse referent has been introduced by the first instance of an apple
that the second instance refers to.
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(3) a. Whenever John eats an APPLE, Mary BUYS an apple.
b. Mary buys an APPLE whenever John EATS an apple.

Erteschik-Shir (2007) requires only that non-specific indefinites not be topics,
unless they are restrictive (contrastive) topics. But non-restrictive non-specific
indefinites can be deaccented.1

(4) {Have you ever been asked to give a job talk?}
Yes, but I’ve never been INTERVIEWED in a job talk.

Moreover, Erteschik-Shir requires that the subjects of individual level predi-
cates must be topics. But whether such a subject may be deaccented is not a
function of subject/topic-hood but of salience. (That subjects generally must be
accented when discourse new has been argued by many researchers.) Without
enriching the context beyond the question, only (5b) can be answered by (6b).

(5) a. Did you learn something today?
b. Did you learn something about beavers today?

(6) a. Yes. BEAVERS are INTELLIGENT.
b. Yes. Beavers are INTELLIGENT.

If the subjects of individual level predicates must indeed be topics, (5/6) show
that topichood is independent of deaccenting and cannot serve to condition it. If
topics are always given, in the sense of being familiar, then this is independent
of their potential for being salient, as seen in (6). As a consequence, topichood
cannot be a conditioning factor for deaccenting.

2.2 Topichood and Entailment

As noted earlier, topical constituents (sentence topics) can also be given in vir-
tue of bearing a relation to a discourse topic. These relations can vary broadly,

1 Nomi Erteschik‐Shir (p.c.) points out to me that this argument may not hold in a framework
where only focused constituents bear accents and all other units are not accented. For argu-
ments that non‐focussed constituents may bear accents, see Rochemont (2013b).
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so long as the topical phrase is construed as bearing a set relation of some sort
to the discourse topic (Daneš 1974; Ward 1985).

(7) {A: Tell me about your siblings.}
B: My sister, I live with. And my brother, I barely talk to.

Deaccenting, on the other hand, is more restricted. As I review below, previous
research has shown that deaccenting is licensed only by coreference to or en-
tailment from a discourse antecedent (and we know from examples like (3) that
the antecedent might not even be a discourse referent). A preliminary indica-
tion that this is so arises from the observation that the topical phrases in (7B/
8B) cannot be deaccented if they appear in situ, as in (8B’). Instead they must
be accented (as discourse new) as in (8B).

(8) {A: Tell me about your siblings.}
B: I live with my SISTER, and I barely talk to my BROTHER.
B’: #I LIVE with my sister, and I barely TALK to my brother.

To summarize, the givenness requirement for topics does not seem at all
equivalent to that for deaccenting. Deaccenting applies irrespective of
definiteness and under stricter semantic relations to a discourse anteced-
ent than topics generally bear. In the terms expressed here, topics de-
pend on familiarity, whereas deaccenting depends on salience. The
discussion of examples (3–8) gives ample reason to be sceptical of the
claim that topichood generally conditions deaccenting. For this reason, in
what follows I will pursue an account of deaccenting that does not de-
pend on the notion of topic. Rather, following previous researchers, I will
use deaccenting as a probe into the proper notion of givenness that is
required for prosodic marking of salience. To distinguish this notion from
the familiarity-based notion, I will refer to this salience-based notion as
GIVENness.

3 Deaccenting and GIVENness

Before proceeding, two widely recognized caveats are in order about the relation
of deaccenting to GIVENness. First, however defined, GIVENness is a necessary
but not sufficient condition for deaccenting, as is widely noted. In particular, a
focused phrase, if GIVEN (Second Occurence Focus (SOF) aside – see below), is
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not deaccented. For instance, in (9) neither tea (9a) nor John (9b) can be deac-
cented, though both are patently GIVEN in the respective prior sentence.

(9) a. {Do you like coffee or tea?} I like TEA. (# I LIKE tea.)
b. John’s mother slapped Mary, and then she slapped JOHN. (#. . . SLAPPED

John.)

Second, deaccenting is mandatory for GIVEN non-focused constituents only in
post-nuclear position; in pre-nuclear position constituents that are GIVEN may
be accented or not, as in (10).

(10) {Mary met a student from her class at a social event.}
a. The student/STUDENT asked her to DANCE.
b. She DANCED with the student/#STUDENT.

Given this distribution, judgments about the availability of deaccenting are
more reliable when candidates appear in post-nuclear position. I will en-
deavour throughout to structure examples in this fashion wherever possible,
re-fashioning examples from the literature when needed.

It is readily shown that deaccenting is limited by entailment from or core-
ference to a discourse antecedent. Thus, coreference suffices for deaccenting in
(11), and hyponymy in (12), but hypernymy, functional dependence, meronymy,
and holonomy fail in (13–16), respectively (Rochemont 2016).

(11) John’s sister doesn’t LIKE John / him / the bastard.

(12) a. Where are those groceries I paid for? Actually, JOHN bought them.
b. John traps gorillas and he also TRAINS animals.
c. John had a sister before MARY had a sibling.

(13) a. #John traps animals and he also TRAINS gorillas.
b. #John had a sibling before MARY had a sister.

(14) a. When I boarded the BUS, I thought I recognized the DRIVER.
b. # When I boarded the BUS, I thought I RECOGNIZED the driver.

(15) a. #If you knock on the DOOR, you can ENTER the room.
b. #When the engine DIED, I JUNKED my car.
c. #John takes pictures of STEEPLES, and he PAINTS churches, too.
d. #If I give you the OARS, you have to FIND the rowboat.
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(16) a. #If you want to enter the ROOM, you have to KNOCK on the door.
b. #My car broke DOWN. I forgot to OIL the engine.
c. #John takes pictures of CHURCHES, and he PAINTS steeples, too.
d. #When I got out of the ROWBOAT, I FORGOT the oars.

All #’d examples in (13–16) are improved if the accent is shifted to the deac-
cented phrase. Accenting marks the respective phrases as discourse new.

Furthermore, deaccenting a constituent when the antecedent must be in-
ferred can lead to an inference of coreference or entailment, as in (17–18).
(In these examples I have used single quotation marks for the intended ante-
cedents for deaccenting.)

(17) a. John ‘called’Mary ‘a Republican’ and then SHE insulted HIM.
b. #John ‘insulted’Mary and then SHE called HIM a Republican.

(18) a. On my way home, ‘a dog’ barked at me. I was really FRIGHTENED by the
fierce German Shepherd.

b. Did you see ‘Dr. Cramer’ to get your root canal? Don’t remind me. I’d like
to STRANGLE the butcher.

c. ‘My neighbour’ is a funny character. Still, I really LIKE John.
d. ‘The crowd’ approached the gate. The guards were AFRAID of the women.
e. ‘The children’ were up late. I’m reluctant to WAKE the boys.

In all these cases, when the accent is shifted to the deaccented expression, the
interpretation of entailment or coreference is lost.

Finally, let me point out that deaccenting is not limited to cases of repeti-
tion or predictability, as many experimental studies assume. None of the exam-
ples in (12–18) involve repetition. Rochemont (2016) uses the example below to
argue that predictability is equally flawed as a determinant of the possibility for
deaccenting.

(19) a. The CHICKEN pecked at the GROUND with its_________.
b. The CHICKEN pecked at the GROUND with its BEAK/ # at the GROUND with its

beak.

Although the lexical item in (19b) that appears in the position of the dash in
(19a) is fully predictable, as (19b) shows this item is not deaccentable in virtue
of this predictability.

Schwarzschild (1999) proposes a definition for GIVEN and a system for de-
termining when a GIVEN constituent must be deaccented. He assumes that
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focus and discourse new are identified though F-marking, and that GIVENness
identifies deaccenting as the complement of focus accenting.

(20) Definition of GIVEN (Schwarzschild 1999: 151):
An utterance U counts as GIVEN iff it has a salient antecedent A and
a. if U is of type e, then A and U corefer;
b. otherwise, modulo ∃-type shifting, A entails the Existential F-Closure of U.

GIVENness: If a constituent is not F-marked, it must be GIVEN
AVOID F: F-mark as little as possible, without violating GIVENness

∃-type shifting is an operation that raises non-propositional constituents to
the type of a proposition by filling missing argument slots with variables and
existentially closing them. Existential F-closure removes F-marked constitu-
ents from a proposition, replacing each with a variable and existentially clos-
ing the result. Recursively applying the procedure in (20) to each node in the
syntactic representation of a sentence will yield an F-marked representation
constrained by GIVENness and AVOID F that is sensitive to the discourse con-
text the sentence appears in. Assuming that a wh-question makes salient a
proposition derived by existentially closing the wh-variable, then in (21), the
question makes salient a proposition to the effect that ∃X [John voted for X].
The answer, with F-marking of Mary, produces a proposition that matches
that for the question, where the F-marked phrase bears an accent and all else
is deaccented under entailment by the propositional antecedent made salient
by the question. Question answer congruence is satisfied as a result.

(21) Who did John vote for? ∃x [he voted for x]
[He [voted for [MARYF]]] ∃X [he voted for X]

Avoid F guarantees that F-marking applies to the minimum extent possible to
satisfy the requirements of GIVENness. In (21) this restricts F-marking to Mary.
F-marking more broadly in this example would violate AVOID F since all con-
stituents apart fromMary are indeed GIVEN under the definition in (20).

While effective across much of the relevant empirical landscape,
Schwarzschild’s proposal faces at least two difficulties.2 The first is that
F-marking as construed in this analysis is almost exclusively identified with

2 See Rochemont (2016) for fuller discussion of these and other problems for Schwarzschild’s
proposal.
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discourse new expressions. In particular, a GIVEN constituent may be
F-marked solely in service of the mandatory F-marking of a discourse new
constituent that contains it. This restriction of F-marking to constituents that
are (contained in) discourse new expressions proves problematic for the anal-
ysis, as Beaver and Clark (2008: 20–22) observe, in cases where the motivation
for F-marking is solely to indicate the association of a constituent with a focus
sensitive operator irrespective of its role in satisfying GIVENness.

(22) {Brady taught semantics and . . .}
a. the students were glad that BRADY taught semantics.
b. the students were glad that Brady taught SEMANTICS.
c. the students were GLAD that Brady taught semantics.

Because the emotive predicate in (22a, b) responds to the position of sentence
stress in the predicate’s complement, the interpretations of these examples dif-
fer: (22a) expresses the students’ preference for Brady, rather than someone
else, to teach semantics, whereas (22b) expresses their preference for Brady to
teach semantics rather than some other subject. But in Schwarzschild’s system
not only are each of the elements of the clausal complement to the predicate in
both examples (22a, b) GIVEN, the clausal complement itself is GIVEN and
hence grammatically unmarked and predicted to be deaccented, as in (22c).
AVOID F rules out any further internal F-marking within these clausal comple-
ments, and so does not license F-marking of Brady in (22a) or semantics in
(22b). One way to capture such cases is to allow F-marking to distinguish alter-
natives-based focus (henceforth ‘Focus’) constituents from discourse new
(henceforth ‘New’) ones.

Other studies point to this same conclusion. Katz and Selkirk (2011) show
experimentally that when Focused and New constituents co-occur in the do-
main of a focus sensitive operator, the accent marking the focus has greater ex-
cursion, duration and intensity than that marking the new constituent,
regardless of order. This implies that F-marking distinguishes between focused
and new constituents, as argued in Kratzer and Selkirk (2007), Selkirk (2008),
and Rochemont (2013b). Consider (23).

(23) {Did John do anything odd at the reception?} Yes – He only introduced BILL

to SUE.
a. He didn’t introduce anyone else to Sue.
b. He didn’t introduce Bill to anyone else.
c. He didn’t make any other introductions.
d. He didn’t do anything else.
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Rochemont observes that in the context indicated, the utterance He only intro-
duced Bill to Sue is multiply ambiguous, as the possible continuations in (23)
indicate: only may associate with just Bill (23a), with just Sue (23b), with both
Bill and Sue (23c), or with the VP (23d). But in Schwarzschild’s analysis all of
these constituents (and more) are F-marked, as below.

(24) He only [introducedF BILLF to SUEF]F

Representation (24) does not distinguish among the various ambiguities evident
in (23). If F-marking marks the Focus that only associates with and NEW constit-
uents are unmarked (Kratzer and Selkirk 2007), then four distinct representa-
tions are called for, as in (25), corresponding to each of the interpretations
invoked in (23a-d) respectively.

(25) a. He only [introduced BILLF to SUE].
b. He [only [introduced BILL to SUEF].
c. He only [introduced BILLF to SUEF].
d. He only [introduced BILL to SUE]F.

Both (22) and (23) give reason to think that Focus and New should be distin-
guished. One possible conclusion is that F-marking should be restricted.

The second problem for Schwarzschild’s proposal has to do with the
complementarity it imposes on the relation of focus (as new) to givenness.
As other researchers have noted (e.g., Kučerová and Neeleman 2012; Reich
2012), the facts of Second Occurrence Focus (SOF) seem to argue against
the view that focus and givenness are in complementary distribution.
Briefly, if a SOF is a focus that must be given, then givenness cannot be
the complement of focus. The SOF in the following examples is
underscored.

(26) A: Everyone already knew that Mary only eats VEGETABLES.
B: If even PAUL knew that Mary only eats vegetables, then he should have

suggested a different RESTAURANT.

(27) A: The provost and the dean aren’t taking any candidates other than
Susan and Harold seriously.

B: Even the CHAIRMAN is only considering younger candidates.

(28) Mary only talked to John’s MOTHER. Even JOHN only talked to his mother.
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In each of (26–28), the SOF behaves as a focus in associating with the focus
sensitive operator only and in bearing some measure of relative prosodic promi-
nence (e.g., Beaver et al. 2007; Féry and Ishihara 2009; Baumann et al. 2010),
though deaccented. Example (27) from Rooth (2004) shows that it is givenness
that is at stake and not simply repetition. Comparing (26) with (29) shows that a
SOF must be given.

(29) Mary is a fussy eater. Even PAUL knows that Mary only eats VEGETABLES.

The givenness condition on SOF is only necessary, not sufficient. A focus may
readily be given and still not bear SOF prosody, as in (30).

(30) Who did John’s mother hug? She hugged JOHN.

A full analysis of SOF must therefore address the question what specifically
conditions SOF prominence over Focus accenting in cases of SOF, given that
both SOF and a primary focus may be given. The important point for now is
that a SOF must be given, and this seems to contradict the complementarity
that Schwarzschild’s system imposes on focus/new and givenness generally. As
with the first difficulty for Schwarzschild’s analysis noted above, a feasible so-
lution to the problem brought by SOF is to distinguish discourse new accenting
and focus accenting: Given is seen to be in complementary distribution with
New but not with Focus. As Selkirk (2008) proposes, this leaves three distinct
relevant categories of information structure (Given, New and Focused), each
with distinctive prosodic expression. SOF too has a distinctive prosody – it dis-
plays reduced focus prominence whose specific expression is relativized to the
positional variation in expression of deaccenting (Féry and Ishihara 2009 and
below). In the next section I examine the mapping between these categories of
information structure and their prosodic expression, with a proposal for corre-
sponding revisions to Schwarzschild’s analysis of GIVENness outlined in (20).

4 More on Second Occurrence Focus
and Defining GIVEN

It is clear in example (30) that the need to mark focus through prosodic promi-
nence outweighs the need to mark givenness through prosodic reduction. But
SOF shows us that this resolution of the conflict cannot generally hold, since
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with SOF deaccenting is not completely overridden by the need for focus
prominence. Rather both requirements (focus prominence and givenness de-
accenting) find equally compromised expression, even in cases where a SOF
can bear a pitch accent. In particular, Féry and Ishihara (2009) argue that, as
with given non-focused phrases in pre-nuclear position generally, SOF can
bear pitch prominence when pre-nuclear, though weaker in instrumentally
observable force than a primary focus in parallel position. I think a similar
argument might be made on the basis of (31).

(31) A: John has always depended on his parents. It was them that he turned to
for comfort when he needed it.

B: Yeah, and it was THEM/them/*’em (that) he turned to for MONEY, TOO.

The previously focused pivot in the cleft in B’s utterance is a pronoun. Evidence
that it remains prominent when deaccented is that it cannot alternate with a re-
duced (cliticized) pronoun as though it were entirely unfocused. (An instrumental
study would be necessary to determine how the accented pronoun variant in B’s
statement might compare with that in A’s utterance.) Though for clarity I will
continue to restrict examples to deaccenting in post-nuclear position, by “SOF
prosody” I mean to include not only the reduced prominence displayed by SOF
when deaccented but also when potentially accented as well. Following Féry and
Ishihara (2009) (see also Selkirk 2008), I take it that the specific manifestation of
SOF prosody is a function of the competition between prosodic prominence for
focus and prosodic reduction for givenness, the varying character of its expression
(pitch accent vs. prosodic reduction) being tied to the differing domains for manda-
tory and optional deaccenting.

So, what specifically conditions SOF prosody over Focus accenting in cases
of SOF, given that both SOF and a primary focus may be given? Space does not
permit me the luxury of reviewing here in detail the various proposals on offer
in the literature (e.g., Rooth 2010; Büring 2015; Selkirk 2008; Beaver and Velle-
man 2011). Instead I will simply outline a new approach, referring interested
readers to the critical review in Beaver and Velleman (2011) and leaving a more
comprehensive comparison to another occasion. In the paradigmatic examples
of SOF in (26–28), it is patently true that the SOF is simply part of a larger con-
stituent that is given in the preceding sentence, and that includes the SOF as
given. This might lead one to hypothesize that what marks a phrase in need of
the special prosody of a SOF is that it is Given as a focus, i.e., that it and its
focus domain are Given (Selkirk 2008). However, not all cases of SOF follow the
pattern of (26–28). Rooth (1992) discusses (32):
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(32) People who GROW rice generally only EAT rice.
(= the only thing rice-growers eat is rice)

In (32) the SOF rice is not given as a focus in that it is not a focus in its discourse
prior use. Being a prior focus can therefore not be a conditioning factor for SOF.

Alternatively, one might seek to predict SOF prosody by means of nested do-
mains of application of Focus Prominence, the phonological rule that gives great-
est relative prosodic prominence to a contrastive focus within its syntactically
determined prosodic domain (Büring 2015). If the domain of a SOF is properly
contained within the domain of another (primary, or first occurrence) focus, then
Focus Prominence is satisfied for both the SOF and the primary focus within
their respective domains: the SOF bears primary prominence within the con-
tained domain and so long as this prominence is weaker than that borne by the
primary focus in the broader (containing) domain, Focus Prominence is satisfied
for both foci. In this sort of approach, no special account of SOF is needed – its
existence and nature follows from the independently required Focus Prominence
rule. As a focus the SOF must bear prominence in its domain, but it cannot bear
prominence as great as that of another focus in whose domain it’s own domain is
contained. Problems with this approach arise in cases where the primary focus
appears within the SOF’s domain. In (32) again, assuming that v/VP is the do-
main of the underscored SOF, the accented Focus is contained in this domain,
even assuming its own domain is the entire sentence. Focus Prominence is satis-
fied for the accented focus at the level of IP, but not for the SOF, which does not
bear the relatively greatest prominence in its vP focus domain.

Appealing though the initial account might seem, it does not appear possible
to reduce the manifestation of SOF prosody to Focus Prominence without depriv-
ing Focus Prominence of its predictive force.

This conclusion is reinforced by (33), which is ambiguous. It has not only
the reading that rice-growers feed rice exclusively to their pets, but also the
SOF reading that rice-growers feed exclusively rice to their pets (where pets is
simply New and not Focused).

(33) People who GROW rice only FEED rice to their PETS.
3

3 A reviewer asks whether the sentence remains ambiguous (with either rice or pets the focus
associate of only) when rice is replaced by a pronoun (it/that). My judgment is that only cannot
associate with it, but can associate with pets (or that). The reason, I think, may be that it can-
not bear any level of prosodic prominence (cf. *I saw IT, not IT.).
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In the SOF reading, rice bears relatively weaker prominence than both feed and
pets, these latter both contained within the focus domain of rice. (This example
also poses problems for Beaver and Velleman’s analysis, which distinguishes
only two levels of prominence, where (33) in the SOF interpretation shows the
need for at least three.) In addition to an example like (33), it has not been pre-
viously observed that multiple pronunciations are possible for Rooth’s original
example (32), shown in (34–35). (In general, accenting of constituents in the
relative clause is not a pre-condition for accenting in the predicate phrase, as
these examples show.4 I include them for completeness.)

(34) a. People who GROW rice only eat RICE.
b. People who grow RICE only eat RICE.

(35) a. People who GROW rice only EAT RICE.
b. People who grow RICE only EAT RICE.

Any analysis that that is designed to require SOF prosody in (32) is already em-
pirically inadequate, given (34–35). The crucial variants in (35) illustrate that
SOF prosody is not mandatory for the given focus rice, even when eat is con-
trastively focused.

I propose a new analysis, adapting Selkirk’s (2008) proposal to a revised
implementation of Schwarzschild’s (1999) basic framework summarized in
(20). Selkirk proposes four distinct information structural categories (Focused,
New, SOF, Given), each with distinctive prosody (focus pitch accented, New
pitch accented, SOF prosody, deaccented) and syntactic marking (F, un-
marked, G, F+G, respectively). These alignments are displayed in the chart
below.

Table 1.

Semantics Focused Given New SOF

Syntax F-marked G-marked unmarked F-+G- marked

Prosody nuclear accent (ι) deaccented accented (φ) SOF prosody

4 As (35b) shows, there need be no contrastive accent on grow even when it is contrasted with
rice. (See the discussion of anticipatory accenting in American farmer examples in Rochemont
2013a.) A reviewer asks how it is possible that grow can be accented in (34a) without a corre-
sponding contrast on eat in the main clause. This can arise in different ways depending on
utterances that may precede (34a). For example, consider (i).

(i) Some people grow rice, others buy it. But people who GROW rice only eat RICE.
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The revisions to Schwarzschild’s GIVENness proposal are summarized in (36),
now replacing (20). In the syntax, information structure feature attachment
applies freely, subject to the condition that a well-formed (i.e., prosodically
and semantically interpretable) output must result. I assume that a constitu-
ent α is F-marked only if Focused, G-marked only if GIVEN, and unmarked
only if New.

(36) An utterance of U counts as GIVEN iff it has a salient antecedent A and
a. if U is type e then A and U corefer;
b. otherwise, modulo existential type shifting, A entails the Existential

F-closure of U.

Existential F-closure of U =df the result of replacing all non-G-marked
F-marked constituents in U with variables, removing all other non-G-
marked constituents, and existentially closing the result, modulo
existentialtype shifting.

G-marking Condition: F-marked α is G-marked only if (i) α is GIVEN, and
(ii) the focus domain of α is GIVEN.

The definition for focus domain is borrowed from Büring (2015).

(37) focus domain =df P is the domain of a focus F and its operator O iff P is the
smallest vP/IP that marks the scope position of O.

The revised procedure of Existential F-closure in (36) disregards New
constituents, so that only GIVEN and Focused constituents are obliged to
seek discourse antecedents in checking for GIVENness. This change allows
us to keep the basic insight Selkirk brings in the form of the G-marking
Condition, but now understanding GIVEN in a substantially different way,
while recognizing the distinction between Focus (as alternatives) and
New.

Let us apply this analysis now to some representative examples from
the preceding discussion. (38)–(43) repeat several examples, annotated for
their interpretation so as to properly describe their prosodic characteristics
as described earlier. In each case the focus domain (fd) is the bracketed
string in the representation. (39)–(42) illustrate how the domain of SOF
rice may be

GIVEN if the main verb is Focused, and (40)–(41) show how rice may not be
a SOF when the verb is simply New.
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(38) (26B)5 ι(If even PAUL knew that Mary only eats vegetables)ι (. . .)
(. . .) that Mary only [eatsG vegetablesF,G]
Paul is F-marked because it associates with even
vegetables is F-marked because it associates with only
vegetables is GIVEN
eats vegetables is GIVEN (fd = ∃x ( x eats vegetables))

(39) (32) People who GROW rice only EAT rice
(. . .) only [eatF riceF,G]
eat is F-marked because it is a focused alternative to grow
rice is F-marked because it associates with only
F-marked ricemay be G-marked because ∃;x ∃V (x V rice) is GIVEN

(40) (34a) People who GROW rice only eat RICE.
(. . .) only [eat riceF]
rice is F-marked because it associates with only
rice is GIVEN, but cannot be G-marked because its fd [eat rice] is not
GIVEN (only rice is GIVEN)

(41) (34b)6 People who grow RICE only eat RICE.
(. . .) only [eat riceF]
rice is F-marked because it associates with only
F-marked rice is not G-marked, though GIVEN, because its fd [eat riceF] is
not GIVEN (only rice is GIVEN)

(42) (33) People who grow rice only FEED rice to their PETS.
(. . .) only [feedF riceF,G to their pets]
feed is F-marked because it is a focused alternative to grow
rice is F-marked because it associates with only
F-marked rice is G-marked because [feedF riceG to their pets] is GIVEN
∃x∃V (x V rice)

(43) (22) {Brady taught semantics and . . .}
i. the students were [glad that BRADYF [taught semantics]G].
ii. the students were [glad that BradyG taughtG SEMANTICSF].
iii. the students were [GLAD that [Brady taught semantics]G].

5 The subscripted ι represents the boundary of a prosodic Intonation Phrase.
6 In examples (i), where the fd eat rice is GIVEN, SOF prosody on rice is possible.

(i) a. People who eat RICE ONLY eat rice.
b. People who eat RICE only eat rice.
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i) Brady is F-marked because it associates with glad
Brady is not G-marked because although ∃x(x taught semantics) is
GIVEN, the fd [glad that x taught semantics] is not GIVEN

ii) semantics is F-marked because it associates with glad
semantics is not G-marked because glad that Brady taught semantics is
not GIVEN

iii)Brady taught semantics is G-marked (and deaccented)
glad is New (unmarked) and accented (as the sole accentable candidate
in a New constituent (i.e., VP).

Recall that I have assumed the necessary but not sufficient conditions in (44).

(44) A node α is
– F-marked only if α is a FOCUS
– G-marked only if α is GIVEN
– F- and G-marked only if both α and the focus domain of α are GIVEN
– unmarked only if α is not GIVEN

The prosodic representations are conditioned by phonological constraints. The
most important of these for present purposes is the constraint requiring dis-
course new phrases to bear a pitch accent. This constraint will block a deriva-
tion like that provided for (40) but in which rice is tagged as [F+G] instead of
[F]. The conditions given in (44) are met in this case for this feature specifica-
tion, but the resulting representation cannot be implemented prosodically be-
cause the VP eat rice is New and so must bear an accent. This can be satisfied
in the manner of (38c) or by accenting eat as New (rather than Focused, as in
(38b)) – see Féry and Samek-Lodovici (2006) and Rochemont (2013a).

5 Conclusion

I have argued that the givenness condition on topics and that on deaccenting
derive from distinct notions of givenness and should not be confused. I have
distinguished two forms of givenness, one based on familiarity, the other on
salience. I have also advanced a new procedure for calculating Givenness, the
salience based notion. This procedure supplies an account not only of deac-
centing generally but also of SOF. It relies on a modification to Schwarzschild’s
procedure that distinguishes between Focused and discourse New constituents.
This revision supplemented by Selkirk’s proposal for identifying contexts
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where SOF is possible repairs the difficulties noted for Schwarzschild’s account
and extends to previously unobserved variations in the expression of SOF.

Nothing prevents a topic from being Given in virtue of an available dis-
course antecedent / topic, but nothing requires it either. Topics may be New
(and/or shifted), familiar or salient. Not so with deaccenting. Deaccenting must
be tied solely to a salient antecedent; familiarity does not suffice. It might be
proposed that topichood is merely a necessary but not sufficient condition on
deaccenting, but it remains that topichood by itself must be adapted to stricter
conditions (namely coreference / entailment) to be the controlling factor in de-
accenting, and creating a type of topic with these attributes amounts to positing
again a notion of givenness that is distinct for putative topics that support deac-
centing and those that do not. I prefer to think of salience as a separate cate-
gory of information structure (Givenness) that can interact with topic or focus
but that is in complementary distribution with New.
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Roland Hinterhölzl

The Role of Topics in Licensing Anaphoric
Relations in VP-ellipsis

Abstract: This paper addresses the role of topics in the licensing of anaphoric
relations. I demonstrate that the C-domain plays a crucial role in accounting for
valid and invalid cases of coreference. In particular, I argue that discourse ana-
phors are bound by a context operator, implying that the mechanism that corre-
sponds to coreference is syntactically encoded. The crucial empirical evidence
comes from the licensing of strict and sloppy readings in VP-ellipsis that follow
from an alternative analysis of the role of focus binding proposed by Rooth
(1992). I propose a topic hypothesis that requires that a coreferential expression
enters into an Agree-relation with a topic head in the C-domain. Impossible
cases of coreference are ruled out as violations of the locality constraint im-
posed by the syntactic Agree-relation.

Keywords: binding, contrastive topic, contrastive focus, coreference, Corefer-
ence Rule, Dahl’s puzzle, discourse update, Interface Rule, parallelism require-
ment, VP-ellipsis

1 Introduction

This paper starts out with a discussion of the traditional distinction between
two types of anaphoric relations, binding and coreference. I dispute a promi-
nent approach, initiated by Reinhart (1983) and further developed by Heim
(1998), Fox (2000), Büring (2005), Reinhart (2006), and Roelofsen (2008),
which assumes that only one type of anaphoric relation, namely binding, is
syntactically encoded (and thus subject to rules of syntactic well-formedness),
while coreference is not syntactically encoded and thus not constrained by
rules of grammar.

Alternatively, I argue that coreference also involves a binding relation that is
mediated by a functional head in the C-domain. The empirical arguments for this
approach come from a revised treatment of anaphoric relations in VP-ellipsis in
terms of focus binding in the account of Rooth (1992). The discussion of the data
is exclusively concerned with anaphoric relations in English (a minor comparison
of parallel facts in German aside). As far as the architecture of topics is concerned,
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I thus argue that even in languages like English, where discourse-given elements
remain in their base positions, these elements enter into an Agree-relation with a
Topic head in the C-domain.

1.1 Binding and Coreference

To see what is at issue, let us consider how standard cases of binding and core-
ference are treated in generative syntax (cf. Büring 2005; Heim and Kratzer 1998).
A pronoun bound by a referential expression as in (1a) or by a quantified expres-
sion as in (1b) is interpreted as a variable bound by an operator with the relevant
configuration created by Quantifier Raising (QR) of the antecedent and predicate
abstraction, as is illustrated in (1c,d), respectively.

(1) a. John1 admires his1 teacher
b. Every student1 admires his1 teacher
c. John λx. x admires x’s teacher
d. Every student λx. x admires x’s teacher (quantifiers are of type ((e,t)

(e,t), t))

A coreferential pronoun, in contrast to a bound pronoun, is interpreted as a
referential pronoun that is freely assigned a value via an assignment function
from the domain of entities in the model, as is familiar from cases of cross-
sentential anaphora and illustrated in (2a). Applying the same procedure as in
(2a) to the pronoun his in (2b) yields a coreferent pronoun: if the possessive
pronoun is assigned the value John, it accidentally corefers with the subject,
without involving any binding relation.

(2) a. Peter met Mary yesterday. He gave her a present (he = Peter, her = Mary)
b. John admires his teacher (his = John)

From this approach it follows that cases of illicit (accidental) coreference as in
(3a) are not ruled out in the syntax (in terms of a violation of the binding the-
ory) but require an extra pragmatic principle that regulates the interaction
between cases of binding and cases of coreference. Reinhart’s (1983) Corefer-
ence Rule states that coreference is ruled out if it yields exactly the same inter-
pretation as its binding alternative. For instance, coreference between the
subject and the object pronoun in (3a) is ruled out, since there is a licit binding
relation in (3b) that yields the very same interpretation. Coreference in (3c) is
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not ruled out, since the binding alternative in (3d) does not have the same inter-
pretation, stating that only John is a self-admirer, while (3c) expresses the prop-
osition that only John and no other person is such that he admires John.

(3) a. *John admires him (him = John)
b. John admires himself (binding alternative to (3a))
c. Only John admires him (him = John)
d. Only John admires himself

This approach works quite well for standard licit and illicit cases of coreference
and has been widely accepted in the field. But we will see in section 2.1 that it
runs into a number of problems in cases of VP-ellipsis.

1.2 The Alternative Proposal

Coreferential expressions, including coreferent pronouns, should be considered
topics in the broadest sense. They presuppose an antecedent in the discourse to
which they refer back. In other words, they behave like discourse anaphors. So
far this has not been taken into consideration in standard accounts of corefer-
ence. In the terminology of Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), discourse ana-
phors count as familiar topics. Familiar topics in Italian and German undergo
movement to a licensing position in the C-domain. No such movement is visible
in a language like English. Nevertheless, I argue in the present paper for the
conjecture in (4).

(4) Topic hypothesis: A coreferential expression enters into an Agree-relation
with a licensing head in the C-domain (in all languages)

In particular, I argue that discourse anaphors are bound by a context opera-
tor (cf. Hinterhölzl 2013) implying that the mechanism that corresponds to
coreference is syntactically encoded. Assuming that functional heads and
not DPs are the real antecedents of bound pronouns (Kratzer 2009), I pro-
pose that a discourse anaphoric pronoun is in an Agree-relation with a
functional head in the C-domain, Fgiven, that introduces a λ-operator binding
the pronoun. The external argument A of this head is then retrieved from
the context under the condition that A is the most salient discourse referent
(DR) matching the φ-features of Fgiven.
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In this way, illicit cases of coreference can be reduced to illicit cases of
co-binding in the syntax, by adopting an absolute version of Fox’s Rule
H and Principle B of the binding theory, as is illustrated in (5) and (6).1

(5) a. John voted for him. *John = him b. Only John voted for him. °k John = him

(6) a. <John> λx. x voted for x b. <John> λx. No y (y ≠ John) y voted for x

(5a) is ungrammatical, because the (prepositional) object pronoun can neither be
interpreted as a bound pronoun (bound by the subject) nor as a discourse ana-
phor coreferent with the subject. The bound pronoun interpretation is ruled out
by Principle B of the binding theory and coreference is ruled out for the following
reason: For the pronoun to be coreferent with John the latter must be an estab-
lished discourse referent in the context, indicated by <John> in (6). If the subject
in (5) is to be read as being coreferent with this discourse antecedent, it needs to
be bound by the lambda-operator introducing this referent, as is illustrated in
(6a). However, as we will see below, co-binding of both the subject and the pro-
noun to the discourse antecedent is not possible without the pronoun being
bound by the subject. Thus the ungrammaticality of a coreference relation be-
tween the pronoun and the subject is reduced to a violation of the binding theory.

It is important to note that the same problem does not arise in the grammat-
ical (5b). As is illustrated in (6b), the subject in this case is not co-bound by the
discourse operator, since it is bound by a separate operator. Hence, the object
pronoun can be bound by the discourse operator and coreference is possible,
giving rise to the reading that John was the only individual in the context that
voted for John.

It is clear that this account presupposes that possible violations of the Bind-
ing principles A, B and C are restricted to antecedents in A-positions, but this
assumption has become a standard one since Aoun (1985). A better alternative
would be to assume that violations of the Binding principles are restricted to

1 An anonymous reviewer points out that (5b) is rather unnatural and that the intended read-
ing is only present in (i) below. It must be noted that cases of coreferent pronouns require an
appropriate context that (pre-)establishes an appropriate discourse referent, as in (ii) below. In
the present paper, I will use coreferent pronouns, since only pronouns give rise to sloppy and
strict readings in cases of VP-ellipsis, as we will see in sections 2 and 3, and the availability of
certain anaphoric relations in VP-ellipsis serves as core argument against the standard
approach.

(i) Only John voted for John.
(ii) Context: John’s popularity is going down massively.

Only John (himself) voted for him.
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antecedents with formal features. Given that the discourse operator introduces
a DP that does not come from the lexicon but is inserted from the semantic in-
terface, <John> in (5) only possesses semantic features, but can be taken to lack
formal features. I leave this issue open for further research.

In the subsequent sections, I develop the alternative account in more detail
and argue in particular that it is superior to the standard account when it comes
to explaining the anaphoric relations in cases of VP-ellipsis. Section 2 is con-
cerned with standard accounts of VP-ellipsis and the phenomenon of parallelism,
which is at the basis of possible anaphoric relations in VP-ellipsis. Section 3 dis-
cusses the difficulties that the standard account has in explaining the different
anaphoric relations in cases of VP-ellipsis. In particular, we will address the prob-
lems it faces with respect to strict readings (Dahl’s puzzle). In section 4, the alter-
native account is developed. The distinction between binding and coreference is
dismissed and replaced by a distinction between pronouns whose formal features
are deleted under identity with a syntactic antecedent (syntactic anaphor) and
those whose formal features remain active during the derivation and are inter-
preted in the selection of the respective discourse referent (discourse anaphor). In
section 5, we return to Dahl’s puzzle and show how it can be accounted for in the
alternative approach. Section 6 explores the question of identity and parallelism
in VP-ellipsis and investigates in more detail the information structure of the two
conjuncts. I argue that identity can be stated on two levels: on the propositional
level or on the speech act level. These observations will lead us to revise Rooth’s
account of semantic parallelism, replacing binding by a contrastive focus with
binding by a contrastive topic. Section 7 summarizes the paper.

2 Identity and Parallelism in VP-ellipsis

There is a lot of literature on how to account for the phenomenon of and the re-
strictions on VP-ellipsis that I cannot fully do justice to in this paper. See Reich
(2012) for an overview of the relevant literature. Summarizing somewhat the
main lines of discussion, some authors propose that there is just a semantic or
anaphoric relation between the ellipsis site and the antecedent; that is to say, the
gap is to be treated as a null pronoun (cf. Hardt 1993, 1999). Others insist on the
fact that there is strong evidence that VP-ellipsis is sensitive to syntactic structure
and thus requires a syntactic account that makes use of syntactic identity (at
some level) and of phonological deletion. Note in this respect that VP-ellipsis is
sensitive to change of voice and to syntactic islands, as is illustrated in (7). In
(7a), the ellipsis site cannot be interpreted as look into this problem. The exam-
ples in (7) are taken from Reich (2012).
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(7) a. *This problem was looked into by John, and Bob did Δ, too
b. * Dogs, I understand, but cats, I don’t know a single person who does Δ

If we adopt a deletion approach the identity condition on VP-ellipsis must be
stated on a syntactic level, which interfaces with semantic interpretation, that
is at LF, because of the phenomenon of antecedent contained deletion, as May
(1995) has argued. As is illustrated in (8), only QR of the direct object in (8a)
derives the relevant configuration for copying the correct VP structure, avoiding
an infinite regress.

(8) a. Sandy hit everyone that Bill did Δ
b. Sandy [everyone that Bill did Δ] [hit t]

One of the crucial issues of the theory of VP-ellipsis is the definition and expla-
nation of semantic effects of parallelism between the antecedent and the ellip-
sis site, to which we turn in the following section.

2.1 Effects of Parallelism in VP-ellipsis

It is well known that all kinds of constituent ellipsis show parallelism effects.
Consider the famous chicken-argument by Sag (1976) (which goes back to John
Ross and George Lakoff), illustrated in (9). Let us first observe that the sentence
in (9a) is ambiguous between the reading the chicken are ready to start eating
and the reading the chicken are ready to be eaten. The point of the argument is
that if the first conjunct is interpreted as the chicken are ready to be eaten so
must the second conjunct, giving rise to the awkward interpretation the children
are ready to be eaten.

(9) a. The chicken are ready to eat
b. and the children are Δ, too

Similar observations hold for quantifier scope, as discussed in detail in Fox (2000).
First note that a sentence like some girl hit everyone is ambiguous between a wide
scope reading of the existential quantifier (meaning there is some girl for which it
holds that she hit everyone) and a narrow scope reading (meaning for everyone
there is some girl or other that hit him). Fox points out that if the existential quan-
tifier in (10a) is interpreted with narrow scope in the first conjunct, it is also inter-
preted with narrow scope in the second conjunct. The same holds true for the wide
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scope interpretation of the existential quantifier. Fox also notes that the existential
subject in the first conjunct in (10b) can only be interpreted with narrow scope. He
surmises that QR of the quantifier everyone in the second conjunct is forbidden to
apply because it does not give rise to a different interpretation as the subject is a
referential DP, thus by parallelism of interpretation the subject may not be inter-
preted with narrow scope in the first conjunct either.

(10) a. Some girl hit everyone and some boy did Δ, too
b. Someone hit everyone and then Bill did Δ

We can conclude from these data that the identity condition does indeed
operate at LF and that it requires strict syntactic identity of the elided VP and
its antecedent. Note furthermore that anaphoric relations in standard cases of
VP-ellipsis give rise to the so-called sloppy (11a) and strict reading (11b).

(11) John scratched his arm and Bill did Δ, too
a. also Bill scratched his own arm (sloppy reading)
b. also Bill scratched John’s arm (strict reading)

The above discussed requirements on identity and parallelism in cases of VP-
ellipis are the reason why it is generally assumed that the first conjunct in (11)
is ambiguous such that the availability of the strict and sloppy reading are de-
rivable as a parallelism effect. One of the best developed theories on semantic
parallelism in VP-ellipsis and the one that is most widely accepted in the field
is the account by Rooth (1992) to which we turn now.

2.2 Syntactic and Semantic Parallelism

Rooth (1992) imposes two conditions on the parallelism effects in cases of VP-
ellipsis. The conjuncts must be parallel in syntactic form and in semantic in-
terpretation, where syntactic parallelism is given, if the elided VP is a copy of
the antecedent VP and semantic parallelism is given, if the target sentence
(the second conjunct) contrasts with the antecedent sentence. The notion of
contrast is crucial in Rooth‘s account, which submits that the subject in cases
of VP-ellipsis is focused, giving rise to focus alternatives. In this account the
target sentence S2 contrasts with the antecedent sentence S1, if the proposi-
tion expressed by the antecedent clause entails some proposition in the set of
alternatives to S2, as is illustrated in (12).
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(12) John said that he is brilliant before [Bill]F did Δ

In (12), the strict reading Bill said that John is brilliant has as its focus alterna-
tive the proposition that John said that John is brilliant, which is implied by
the first conjunct just in case no binding relation between the matrix subject
and the embedded pronoun is assumed. The sloppy reading Bill said that Bill
is brilliant has as its focus alternative the proposition John said that he /him-
self is brilliant just in case the first conjunct involves a binding relation that is
replicated via focus binding in the second conjunct.

This is exactly what seems to be needed to explain the parallelism effects
in VP-ellipsis. Note, however, that Rooth’s account inherits the problems of the
standard account that we will discuss in detail in Section 3. Furthermore, even
though Rooth’s account is on the right track as far as the definition of semantic
parallelism is concerned, it makes assumptions about the information structure
of cases of VP-ellipsis that are not entirely correct and will need to be revised,
as we will see in Section 4. In the following section, I discuss in detail how the
two readings in (11) are derived in the standard approach and point out the
most important problems connected with this account.

3 Anaphoric Relations and VP-ellipsis

The standard explanation for the ambiguity of (13) in the account that distin-
guishes between coreference and binding is that the first conjunct is amenable
to two semantically equivalent syntactic analyses, as is illustrated in (14a,b).
Under the condition (16), these representations give rise to the following repre-
sentation of the second conjunct, with (15a) representing the sloppy and (15b)
the strict reading.

(13) John visited his mother and Peter did Δ, too
a. Peter visited Peter’s mother b. Peter visited John’s mother

(14) a. John λ1 did t1 visit his1 mother
(binding)

b. John1 did visit his1 mother
(coreference)

(15) a. Peter λ1 did [t1 visit his1 mother] b. Peter2 did [visit his1 mother]

(16) No LF-representation must contain both bound occurrences and free
occurrences of the same index (Heim and Kratzer 1998: 254)
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One might in fact argue that the presence of sloppy and strict readings in
cases of VP-ellipsis provides empirical support for the distinction between
binding and coreference. Note, however, that at a closer glance strict read-
ings as derived in Reinhart’s (1983) approach are incompatible with the
above observed effects of parallelism.

3.1 Coreference and VP-ellipsis

Heim (1998) shows that Reinhart’s (1983) Coreference Rule, ruling out the
strict reading of (17) specified in (17c), is not compatible with standard ac-
counts of VP-ellipsis. The reason is that the possessive pronoun in the first
conjunct cannot (accidentally) corefer with the subject (17b), since there is a
licit binding alternative using an anaphor that yields the very same interpreta-
tion (John loves his own mother). Thus the problem is that the second conjunct
is ambiguous, while the first conjunct is necessarily unambiguous, violating
the constraint on parallelism. Note, furthermore, that an anaphor in the first
conjunct can never give rise to a strict reading in the second conjunct in the
standard account.

(17) a. John loves his mother and Peter does Δ, too
b. * his = John (coreference in the first conjunct is ruled out)
c. Peter loves John’s mother too

One way out here would be to assume that coreference in the first conjunct is
not ruled out by its binding alternative in Reinhart’s pragmatic approach,
since coreference gives rise to a different interpretation in the second conjunct
that is not obtainable from its binding alternative. However, Heim (1998)
argues that the coreference rule must operate locally on the smallest clause
containing the pronoun, otherwise the impossible strict reading in (18) could
not be ruled out.

(18) John saw him and Bill did Δ, too (* Bill did see John)

She also points out that strict readings are not restricted to referential pro-
nouns, but also occur with bound pronouns, as is illustrated in (19). Here the
second clause in (19) admits the reading given in (19b), a clear case of strict
pronoun interpretation, since the possessive pronoun does not covary with the
local subject the teacher but with the higher subject every student.
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(19) a. No student said he liked his paper, but every student thought the teacher
would

b. Every student x thought that the teacher would like x’s paper

Furthermore, Heim points out that cases of illicit co-binding, as in (20), are not
captured by Reinhart’s theory. In (20), it is not possible to interpret the two pro-
nouns as simultaneously bound by the c-commanding quantifier in the higher
clause, without the embedded subject binding the object pronoun, as is indicated
by super- and subscripted numbers, for binder and (co-)bindees respectively.

(20) * Every man1 said that he1 called him1 (co-binding)

In the following subsection, we will discuss how these problems can be rem-
edied in the standard approach.

3.2 Alternative Accounts within the Standard
Approach

In this section, I briefly outline two accounts, the one by Heim (1998) and the
one by Reinhart (2006), that address the above problem maintaining the dis-
tinction between binding and coreference. Furthermore, I will point out addi-
tional problems of the standard account that will lead us to abandon the latter.

The solution to these problems proposed in Heim (1998) involves a novel
notion of codermination that covers both binding and coreference as well as
cases of co-binding, as is illustrated in (21). Furthermore, Heim also invokes an
extended version of Principle B of the binding theory as given in (22). The core
of her account is the exceptional rule of codetermination (ERC) in (23). In this
proposal coreference becomes a matter of syntax with the essential result that
coreferent but not co-bound coarguments are allowed in violation of condition
B, if the relevant LF is semantically different from its binding alternative.

(21) Codetermination
Let C be a context, let LF be a logical form and let A and B be two DPs in
LF, we say that
A and B are codetermined in LF/C iff:
A binds B in LF, or
A and B corefer in C, or
there is a third DP which is codetermined with A and B in LF/C
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(22) Heim’s Condition B
Pronouns cannot be codetermined with their coarguments

(23) ERC
Let LF be a logical form in which a pronoun is codetermined but not
bound by one of its coarguments. Then LF is (marginally) allowed, in vio-
lation of condition B, if it is semantically distinguishable from its binding
alternative in the given context

Getting rid of Reinhart’s Rule of Coreference, strict and sloppy readings in cases
of VP-ellipsis can be dealt with again in terms of baseline accounts of the latter,
since the ERC requiring distinct interpretations only comes into play if there is
a violation of Principle B, as is the case in (4ac) but not in (17). My assessment
of this proposal is that the solution works but comes at a high price, since Prin-
ciple B can be violated in specific cases and more importantly since the solution
requires a complex system of coindexing involving different types of indices for
binders and bindees.

The problem with the strict reading in cases of VP-ellipsis and Heims’s
account of it are specifically addressed in Reinhart (2006), who introduces the
Interface Rule, a revised version of her Coreference Rule, which states that cor-
eference is only excluded if it would allow for a reading that is excluded by the
respective binding alternative. As Roelofsen (2008) points out this solution sol-
ves the problem with strict readings in standard cases of VP-ellipsis as in (17),
but runs into problems when confronted with Dahl’s puzzle that I will discuss
in detail below. A solution to Dahl’s puzzle along the lines of Reinhart’s inter-
face rule is proposed by Roelofsen in (2009).

I will not discuss these accounts in any detail here, since they rely on two
mechanisms, namely a) the complex indexing system of Heim (1998), and b)
the comparison of binding alternatives that our alternative account can do
without, as I argue below. Heim’s observations about co-binding and the possi-
bly non-referential character of pronouns obtaining a strict interpretation in
cases of VP-ellipsis, however, are important for our account, as I argue that
illicit cases of coreference reduce to illicit cases of co-binding.

Returning to the illicit case of co-binding in (20), Fox (2000) proposes an
elegant solution to this problem with the economy condition in (24).

(24) Rule H
A pronoun P can be bound to an antecedent A only if there is no closer
antecedent B such that it is possible to bind P to B and get the same se-
mantic interpretation
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Note that Rule H is preferable to Heim’s codetermination rule, since it avoids
that condition B can be violated sometimes and since it also accounts for Dahl’s
puzzle. Dahl (1973) noted that cases of VP-ellipsis involving two pronouns in
the elided VP allow for only three of the four logically possible interpretations
derived by combining sloppy and strict readings, as is illustrated in (25).

(25) Max said that he called his mother and Bob did too.
a. [Bob]F too said that Max called Max’s mother (strict-strict)
b. [Bob] F too said that Bob called Bob’s mother (sloppy-sloppy)
c. [Bob] F too said that Bob called Max’s mother (sloppy-strict)
d. *[Bob] F too said that Max called Bob’s mother (strict-sloppy)

Within the complex indexing system outlined above, we have to consider the fol-
lowing possible logical forms of the first conjunct. For instance, (26b) is ruled out
because it is equivalent to (26a), which involves a more local binding relation.
Also, (26f), which underlies the ungrammatical strict-sloppy pattern, is ruled out
since it is equivalent to, but less economical than (26d), if it is assumed that a
binding relation is more economical than a relation of coreference.

(26) a. [Max]1 t1 said [he1]
2 t2 called his2 mother (25b)

b. [Max]1 t1 said [he1]
2 t2 called his1 mother (25b)

c. Max said that he called his mother (he = his = Max) (25a)
d. Max said [he]2 t2 called his2 mother (he = Max) (25b)
e. [Max]1 t1 said [he1]

2 t2 called his mother (his = Max) (25c)
f. [Max]1 t1 said he called his1 mother (he = Max) (25d)

Note further that approaches based on indices predict that in a sequence of
VP-ellipses, each ellipsis site is resolved sloppily, if the first one is. This is so
because a sloppy pronoun requires binding and, given our assumptions about
indices in (16), the bound index is no longer available for accidental corefer-
ence. However, Dahl (1974) presents an example in which the strict reading
Bill’s wife is realizing that Bill is a fool may follow the sloppy reading Bill does
not realize that Bill is a fool, as is illustrated in (27).

(27) John realizes that he is a fool, but Bill does not, even though his wife does.

To conclude this section, we have seen that the standard account that distin-
guishes referential pronouns from bound pronouns and uses a complex system
of indices faces serious problems in cases of VP-ellipsis. In the following
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section, I present an alternative account of coreferent pronouns in terms of var-
iables bound by a context operator.

4 The Alternative Account

In the alternative account, the distinction between binding and coreference is
given up and coreference is reduced to a binding relation to a context operator.
Illicit cases of coreference can be reduced to illicit cases of co-binding in the
syntax, by adopting an absolute version of Fox’s Rule H, given in (28) and the
Binding Principle B in (29). The crucial point of the principle in (28) is that the
necessity of comparing interpretations evaporates.

(28) Absolute Ban on Co-binding
A DP A cannot be bound by DP C across an intervening DP B, if B itself is
bound by C.

(29) Principle B
A pronoun P cannot be bound by one of its co-arguments.

The working of the principle in (28) is illustrated again in (30) and (31). As noted
above, (30a) is ungrammatical, because both binding of the (prepositional) object
pronoun by the subject and coreference with it are ruled out. Direct binding of
the object pronoun by the subject is ruled out by the Binding Principle in (29),
since subject and object are arguments of the same predicate (are co-arguments).

Let us explore how coreference between the two can be excluded in the
alternative account. For the pronoun to be coreferent with John the latter
must be an established discourse referent in the context, indicated by <John>
in (31). If the subject in (31) is to be read as coreferent with this discourse ante-
cedent, it needs to be co-bound by the lambda-operator introducing this refer-
ent, as is illustrated in (31a). However, co-binding in (31a) is ruled out by the
principle in (28). The same problem, however, does not arise in the grammati-
cal (30b), as is illustrated in (31b). In this case, the subject is not (co-)bound
by the discourse operator, hence the object pronoun can be bound by the dis-
course operator and coreference is possible, giving rise to the reading that
John was the only individual in the context that voted for John.

(30) a. John voted for him.
*John = him

b. Only John voted for him.
°k John = him
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(31) a. <John> λx. x voted for x b. <John> λx. No y (y ≠ John) y voted for x

The advantage of this account is that illicit cases of coreference via the indepen-
dently necessary rule of co-binding can be reduced to standard cases of viola-
tions of the binding theory and possible cases of coreference can be accounted
for without taking into consideration binding alternatives and the difficult
issue of whether the latter give rise to alternative representations at LF that are
semantically equivalent or not. Of course the approach will stand or fall de-
pending on whether it can account for the presence of strict readings in cases
of VP-ellipsis. This issue is discussed in more detail in the following subsection.

4.1 Strict Readings without Coreference

Note first that the rule in (28) implies that the first conjunct in (32) is unambigu-
ous, allowing only for the sloppy reading in a standard account like Rooth’s
account of VP-ellipsis.

(32) John visited his mother and Peter did Δ, too

To account for the presence of the strict reading, we may assume that VP-ellipsis
involves the conjunction of two speech acts (rather than of two propositions).
After processing of the first conjunct the context is updated, and John is added to
the stack of given DRs. (33) shows the representation of the strict reading in the
present account, which meets the two requirements on parallelism of Rooth
(1992): the proposition John visited John’s mother is an element of the focus-value
of (32) and the elided VP is a copy of the antecedent VP.

(33) < John> λ x. [F Peter] did [visit x’s mother]

Is there any evidence for the assumption that in VP-ellipsis the conjunction of two
assertions is involved? Krifka (1999) assumes that the conjuncts in VP-ellipsis con-
stitute separate speech acts on the basis that pronouns in the second conjunct pick
up referents in the first conjunct: “the second answer can have anaphoric elements
that refer to the first answer, which shows that it should be interpreted after the
context is updated with the first answer” (Krifka 1999), as is illustrated in (34).

(34) What did the Permaneders eat?
Péter ate pàsta and his wife ate polènta
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However, there are problems with a simple minded up-dating approach that
will be discussed in detail in the following two sections.

4.2 Problems with the Updating Account

There are basically two types of problems with this account. One problem is
technical and involves the treatment of pronouns in the grammar and that will
be discussed in this section. The other problem points to the necessity of revis-
ing Rooth’s proposal and will be taken up in section 6.

Note first that the strict reading cannot be derived in the present account if
it is assumed that copying occurs at LF where the bound pronoun in the first
conjunct is converted to a variable (bound by the subject). Note that under
these assumptions the pronoun co-varies with the trace of the subject in VP
and can never give rise to a strict reading, as is illustrated in (35).

(35) John λ x. x visited x’s mother

This unwanted consequence can be remedied if it is assumed that what is cop-
ied into the ellipsis site is the pronoun with or without its φ-features. This pro-
posal is based on two rather plausible assumptions, namely that a) syntactic
anaphors lack φ-features, but discourse anaphors contain φ-features, and b)
that syntactic anaphors obtain φ-features in the Agree-relation with their ante-
cent. Given these assumptions one may propose the following mapping condi-
tion between pronouns and variables.

(36) Mapping condition between pronouns and variables:
A pronoun that shares formal φ-features with another DP A (in an Agree-rela-
tion) is mapped onto the same variable that A is mapped onto at LF

This mapping condition would then make the following prediction: discourse
anaphors can only be bound by non overt antecedents, assuming, as we al-
ready did above, that a discourse antecedent enters the computation only with
semantic features. This makes for a potentially interesting prediction. However,
there is independent evidence that what is copied into the ellipsis site is always
the pronoun with its φ-features.

Consider the following case of constituent ellipsis in German. (37) only allows
for the strict reading also Mary loves his mother. The sloppy reading also Mary
loves her mother is out. The intuition here is that the sloppy reading is out since
the φ-features of subject and possessive pronoun in the object do not match.
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However, if syntactic anaphors are copied into the ellipsis site without their φ-fea-
tures, the sloppy reading cannot be excluded on anybody’s account.

(37) Hans liebt seine Mutter und Maria auch.
a. John λ x. x loves x’s mother and Maria λx. x loves x’s mother
b. * Mariai loves hisi mother
c. <John> λy. Maria λx. x loves y’s mother (strict reading)

The sloppy reading is excluded if it is assumed that re-binding by Maria re-
quires an Agree-relation in which the φ-features of antecedent and pronoun
are matched. Thus, I make the following proposal: a) the φ-features of the
pronoun are always copied into the ellipsis site, and b) the φ-features of the
pronoun can be deleted under identity with those of its antecedent, giving
rise to a bound pronoun, or remain visible for the rest of the computation,
building the basis for a coreferent pronoun when the latter enters into an
Agree-relation with a discourse operator.

4.3 Updating and Speech Acts

Having resolved this (important) technical issue, let us now consider the main
problem with the above assumed updating account. Consider the following
case of VP-ellipsis in (38), which clearly allows for a strict reading of the posses-
sive pronoun.

(38) John visited his mother before Peter did

Given the nature of the type of embedded clause containing the ellipsis site – it
is a central adverbial clause in the terminology of Haegeman (2002) – it cannot
be argued that the before-clause in (38) constitutes a separate speech act, imply-
ing that updating must be independent of the utterance of speech acts. As an al-
ternative, I propose that discourse referents are updated after the processing of
each clause, whether it is a main clause constituting a speech act or it is an em-
bedded clause constituting only a proposition. Evidence for this assumption
comes from the observation that even discourse antecedents in central embedded
clauses give rise to de-accenting, as is illustrated in (39). Assuming that de-accen-
tuation is a phonological correlate of d-linking, that is, of discourse anaphors,
(39a) can be analysed as given in (39b).

(39) a. If John does not come in time, Mary will hit_m (him)
b. If John does not come in time, <John> Mary will hit_m
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To summarize the last two sections, we have argued that pronouns in cases of
VP-ellipsis are not ambiguous between a bound and a referential construal.
Due to the principle in (28) only a bound variable interpretation is admitted in
the first conjunct. The strict reading in the present account is due to an update
of discourse referents that occurs after every clause that provides the relevant
antecedent for the discourse operator binding the pronoun in the second con-
junct. The difference between bound pronouns and referential pronouns in
the standard theory is replicated in the present account by assuming that the
φ-features are deleted with bound pronouns but remain visible and interpret-
able in the interface with referential pronouns. What remains to be shown is
why re-binding of the pronoun by the context operator does not violate the
parallelism constraint. We consider this issue in the following section.

5 Returning to Dahl’s Puzzle

To remind us of the case at hand, only three of the four possible readings are
available if the ellipsis site contains two positions for pronominal variables, as
is illustrated again in (40).

(40) Max said that he called his mother and Bob did too.
a. [Bob]F too said that Max called Max’s mother (strict-strict)
b. [Bob]F too said that Bob called Bob’s mother (sloppy-sloppy)
c. [Bob]F too said that Bob called Max’s mother (sloppy-strict)
d. *[Bob]F too said that Max called Bob’s mother (strict-sloppy)

Dahl’s puzzle is explained in the present system by syntactic parallelism of bind-
ing relations: focus binding in the ellipsis site needs to be parallel to the binding
relations in the antecedent clause. In (40) there are two binding relations in the
antecedent clause: one between the matrix subject and the embedded subject
and one between the embedded subject and the possessive pronoun.

Note that the proposition (Max said Max called Max’s mother) is an ele-
ment of the focus value of (40b), since the embedded subject and the posses-
sive pronoun covary with the matrix subject in the ellipsis site via parallel
binding relations in the antecedent site. The two mixed readings differ in that
there is a parallel binding relation in the antecedent site between matrix and
embedded subject for (40c), but there is no such parallel relation between the
matrix subject and the possessive pronoun in the antecedent site for (40d).
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This account raises the question of why parallelism of binding relations is
required for obtaining sloppy readings but not for obtaining strict readings. To
answer this question let us go back to Heim’s observation that strict readings
are also possible with bound pronouns, given again in (41a), where the second
conjunct can be interpreted as specified in (41b). As is evident in (41), the rele-
vant binding relation between the matrix subject and the embedded possessive
pronoun in the second conjunct is not paralleled by a corresponding binding
relation in the first conjunct.

(41) a. No student said he liked his paper, but every student thought the teacher
would

b. Every student x thought that the teacher would like x’s paper

Given these observations, I would like to put forward the following generalisation
given in (42) to account for the grammaticality of (41b) and the ungrammaticality
of (40d). In (41b), the binder every student (including its trace in the vP) is outside
of the ellipsis-site. In (40d), however, both the trace of the matrix antecedent Bob
and the possessive pronoun to receive a sloppy reading are contained in the ellip-
sis-site, while the antecedents of pronouns to receive a strict reading are always
necessarily outside of the ellipsis-site in the present account. Thus Dahl’s puzzle
in (40) is reduced to the independently given availability of the strict reading in
(41). I consider this as strong evidence in favour of the present account.

(42) Only binding relations properly contained in the ellipsis site need to be
paralleled by corresponding binding relations in the antecedent clause.

Let us finally tackle the second challenge to the standard account posed by
Dahl. The relevant example is given again in (43).

(43) John realizes that he is a fool, but Bill does not, even though his wife does

The problem with the strict reading in the third conjunct in (43) is the differen-
tial representation of coreference and binding, pronoun versus variable, in the
standard account. Furthermore, the use of a complex indexing system with the
restriction on index assignment in (16) makes it impossible to derive the strict
reading his wife does realize that Bill is a fool, as we have seen. In the present
account that operates without indices, the problem does not arise: the pronoun
he in x realizes that he is a fool is copied with its φ-features into the ellipsis-site
and the pronoun may receive a strict reading by entering into an Agree relation
with Fgiven in terms of its interpretable φ-features and is in this way subject to
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re-binding by an operator outside of the ellipsis site voiding any requirement of
a strict parallelism effect in binding relations with the antecedent, as is illus-
trated in (44). In (44), the Agree relation between the functional head and the
pronoun is indicated via co-indexing only for ease of exposition.

(44) <Bill> Fi even though his wife does x realize that hei is a fool

To summarize this section, I have shown that Dahl’s puzzle can be accounted
for in a much simpler fashion without considering binding alternatives. Fur-
thermore, I have argued that the switch between strict and sloppy readings is
allowed– as long as semantic parallelism is respected – by the independently
needed mechanism of copying a pronoun with its Φ features into the ellipsis
site and by the important empirical generalisation that only binding relations
properly contained in the ellipsis site must be matched by parallel binding rela-
tions in the antecedent site. As became evident in the examples discussed, in-
cluding those comprising Dahl’s puzzle, binding relations in the antecedent
site need not to be matched with parallel binding relations in the ellipsis site.

The latter observation makes a lot of sense since the ellipsis site, becaue it
is phonologically null, is highly ambiguous. It thus seems to be a cogent strat-
egy to interpret only the ellipsis site as parallel to the antecedent site (but not
vice versa). Different and also contrastive interpretations, as we will see in the
next section, are possible in the second conjunct if these interpretations are in-
dicated by lexical material that necessarily is added outside of the ellipsis site.
In the following section, we will have a closer look at the parallelism constraint
in VP-ellipsis. We will see that in standard cases of VP-ellipsis the information
structural value of the ellipsis-site differs from that of the antecedent cite. In
this case parallelism or semantic identity is observed at the propositional level.
We will also discuss special cases in which parallelism or semantic identity is
observed at the speech act level. The latter cases will lead us ultimately to re-
vise Rooth’s classical analysis replacing focus binding with binding by a con-
trastive topic.

6 Contrast and Contrastive Topics in VP-ellipsis

In the final section, I address the question of whether Rooth’s analysis of the
information structure of standard cases of VP-ellipsis is correct. Remember that
in Rooth’s account, a case of VP-ellipsis like (45a) is analysed as given in (45b),
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in which the subject in the second conjunct is necessarily focused, raising the
question of what type of focus is at stake in cases of VP-ellipsis.

(45) a. John visited his mother and Peter did too
b. John visited his mother and [Peter]F did Δ, too

The intuition behind standard cases of VP-ellipsis like (45) is that what Peter
does is contrasted with what John does in some sense, as is also assumed by
Rooth, implying the presence of a contrastive focus. Note, however, that the
analysis of cases of VP-ellipsis as containing two contrastive foci in (46) is out,
since these sentences can be uttered out of the blue, as is illustrated in (47). In
the context of (47), the whole first conjunct has to be assumed to be focused.
Note furthermore, as is also evident in (47) that while the antecedent site is typ-
ically part of the focus domain, the ellipsis site is necessarily given to meet the
requirement of deletion under identity.

(46) [John]F visited his mother and [Peter]F did Δ, too

(47) What’s going on here?
[First, John insulted his mother]F and then [Peter]F did Δ, too

Moreover, the question arises that if there is no parallelism in terms of contras-
tive foci, what is contrasted in cases of VP-ellipsis. In the following section,
I outline an alternative account that draws heavily from Krifka’s (1999) account
(cf. also Winkler and Konietzko 2010).

6.1 The Role of Contrastive Focus and Contrastive
Topic in VP-ellipsis

Krifka (1999) argues that stressed additive particles like too, also and auch be-
have differently from their unstressed versions associated with focus and ar-
gues that they associate with a contrastive topic (CT), where he defines a CT
as a constituent that refers to an entity about which information is required at
the current point of the discourse, but there are other entities for which infor-
mation of a similar type is required. He furthermore assumes that a stress that
identifies a focus within the topic indicates the presence of such alternatives
(Krifka 1999).
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The analysis of CTs is a much debated issue. I follow Molnár (1998: 135) that
a CT can only occur in obligatory combination with an additional focus in the
sentence. Furthermore, a CT seems to involve a selective focus within the topic
constituent and another selective focus within the comment, while contrastive
focus is (mostly) corrective. See Molnár (2006), Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl
(2007), and Bianchi, Bocci and Cruschina (2013) for further discussion of this
issue.

It is also generally assumed that a CT presupposes a Question under
Discussion (QUD) (cf. Roberts 1996; Büring 1997) for which each sentence con-
nected to the topic provides a partial congruent answer, as is illustrated in (48).
I use two types of accent to indicate that Peter and Per constitute CTs and pasta
and polenta constitute contrastive foci in the context of (47). C in (48) indicates
the comment part of the utterance.

(48) What did Peter and Per eat?
a. Péter ate pàsta (and) [CT Peter ] [C he ate pasta]
b. Pér ate polènta

Furthermore, I adopt the distinctiveness condition on constrastive answers
(Krifka’s 1999 (48)), as given in (49). Note that (49) rules out the non-distinctive
answer to (50a) in (50b) requiring an answer like (50c).

(49) If [ TF …CF] is a contrastive answer to a question Q, then there is no alter-
native T’ to T such that the speaker is willing to assert [T’ C]

(50) a. What did Peter and Per eat?
b. * Péter ate pàsta, and Pér ate pàsta
c. Peter and Per ate pàsta
d. Péter ate pàsta and Pér ate pasta, too
e. Péter ate pàsta and Pér did Δ, too

Based on (49), Krifka (1999) defines the role of the additive particle in the
following way: it cancels the implicature of distinctiveness and constitutes the
real focus in the second conjunct. Note, futhermore, that (50d), where the VP is
de-accentuated, may be considered the basis of VP-ellipsis in (50c). Following
this argumentation, I propose that the focus of the second conjunct in (50d) is
the additive particle, indicating an affirmation or denial of the respective prop-
osition. The analysis of the second conjunct of (50d) is given in (51). Note that
the focus on the particle presupposes that someone else ate pasta, suggesting
the alternative requirement on parallelism in (52).
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(51) [Pér]CT ate pasta, [too]F

(52) Alternative Requirement on Parallelism (ARP):
The first conjunct must entail the presupposition of the second conjunct

Based on the ARP in (52), we can assume that a standard case of VP-ellipsis as
in (53a) has the information structural representation given in (53b).

(53) a. John visited his mother and Peter did too
b. [John]CT [visited his mother]F and [Peter]CT did Δ [too]F

What is important in (53b) is that the two conjuncts have different information
structures. The part that is deleted in the second conjuncts constitutes given (or
presupposed) information but is asserted as new information in the first con-
junct, suggesting that parallelism is computed on the propositional level in
cases like (53a). Some evidence for this analysis comes from a re-interpretation
of the phenomenon of vehicle change addressed in the following section.

6.2 Vehicle Change and Parallel Interpretation

Fiengo and May (1994) argue that the identity condition on VP-ellipsis cannot be
strictly syntactic, since VP-ellipsis displays a phenomenon of switching from a
name or pronoun to another pronominal representation (called vehicle change),
as is illustrated in (54).

(54) a. Mary voted for Ben and he did, too
b. Mary thinks that Ben will win and he does, too
c. Ben voted for himself and Mary did, too

To avoid violations of Principle C in (54a, b), it is assumed that a name can be
replaced with an anaphor or a pronoun in these cases. Likewise in (54c) to obtain
the strict reading an anaphor (a bound pronoun) must be taken to be changeable
into a pronominal representation, in standard terminology into a referential pro-
noun. The big question behind vehicle change is why these changes are available
and licit in cases of VP-ellipsis but unavailable in other cases.

I would like to argue based on my judgments on parallel cases of stripping in
German (for stripping in German cf. Konietzko 2016) that vehicle change crucially
involves contrastive focus on the element to be changed, as is illustrated in (55).
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(55a, b) are completely parallel in judgment to (54a, b). (55c) with the anaphor sich
in German only allows for the sloppy reading. A strict reading, however, is margin-
ally possible to my ear, if a pronoun is reinforced with the focus particle selbst.

(55) a. Maria hat für [Hans]CF gestimmt und er (selber) auch
Mary has for John voted and he himself too
‘Mary voted for John and he (himself) did too’

b. Maria glaubt dass [Hans]CF gewinnt und er (selber) auch
Mary thinks that John wins and he himself too
‘Mary thinks that John will win and he (himself) does too’

c. ?? Hans hat für [ihn]CF selbst gestimmt und Maria auch
John has for him himself voted and Mary too
‘John has voted for himself and Mary did too’

According to our assumptions what is copied into the ellipsis cite is the verb
plus the name or the pronoun (with its φ-features), leading to violations of the
BT or to wrong interpretations. Note, however, that if it is assumed that the con-
trastive focus information is copied into the ellipsis site as well, both the sub-
ject and the object are bound by a separate operator in (56). Given that
variables bound by two different operators can covary, as is illustrated in (57a)
(if co-variation is to be excluded (57b) must be used in English), no violation of
the binding theory is expected in (56).

(56) [he]CT voted for [Ben]CF [too]F

(57) a. everyone loves everyone
b. everyone loves everyone else

This analysis raises the question of how parallelism is computed in cases like
(54) and (55). In a Rooth-style analysis, one would have to assume that every
proposition that is an element of the focus value of the first conjunct entails a
proposition that is an element of the focus value of the second conjunct and
vice versa, leading to wrong results.

Alternatively, I would like to make the following suggestion: the identity con-
dition is also stateable at the level of the assertion comprising information struc-
tural distinctions and not just at the level of the proposition as seems to be the
default in standard cases of VP-ellipsis. The presupposition of (56) is that someone
else voted for Ben rather than for another person. This is implied by the first con-
junctMary voted for Ben rather than for someone else guaranteeing a parallel inter-
pretation in our account. The informal LF of (54a) in this analysis is given in (58).
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(58) for Mary the speaker asserts that it was Ben (and not someone else) that
she voted for and for Ben, the speaker asserts that it was Ben as well (and
not someone else) that he voted for

If this account of the data in (54) and (55) is on the right track, it forms an
important argument against Rooth’s analysis. Recall that most cases of VP-el-
lipsis involve identity on the propositional level such that the two conjuncts
can have an independent and possibly different information structure, as is
illustrated again in (59). While ate pasta, as is also indicated by the obligatory
accent on the object, is part of the focus domain in the first conjunct, ate
pasta is necessarily given, de-accented and thus deletable in the second
conjunct.

(59) a. Péter ate pàsta and Pér ate pasta, too
b. Péter ate pàsta and Pér did Δ, too

Furthermore, note that the accent on Per in (59a) cannot correspond to a CF
since the latter would require identity of assertion, contrary to fact. A CT on the
other hand – contrary to a contrastive focus (CF)–can be assumed to scope out-
side of the assertion, as is illustrated in (60), and can either allow for identity at
the propositional level or at the speech act level.

(60) [ CT [Assertion …CF… ]]

There is evidence for this distinction between CTs and CFs in VP-ellipsis and for
the structure assumed in (60) coming from German data discussed in Konietzko
and Winkler (2010). They show that in cases of bare argument deletion a CT pre-
cedes sentence adverbs and negation, while a CF follows these elements, as is
illustrated in (61) and (62). The context of (61) requires the presence of CTs,
which must be realized in a high position in the clause, while the context in (62)
does not trigger the obligatory presence of a CT topic and is compatible with a
CF, as is indicated in (62). In this context, however, a CT topic is also admissible
suggesting that the relevant QUD can always be accomodated as well.

(61) Will both of the siblings go to France?
a. Maria wird wohl fahren, aber [Hans]CT vermutlich nicht

Mary will PART go-there but John presumably not
‘Mary will go there but John will probably not do it’
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b. *Maria wird wohl fahren, aber vermutlich (Hans) nicht (Hans)
Maria will PART go but presumably John not John

(62) Will Maria go to France?
a. Maria wird wohl nicht fahren, aber vermutlich [Hans]CF

Maria will PART not go, but presumably John
b. Maria wird wohl nicht fahren, aber [Hans]CT vermutlich schon

‘Mary is likely not to go there but presumably John will’

To summarize this section, the role of contrastive focus (CF) in the account of
Rooth (1992) has to be replaced with the role of contrastive topic to arrive at a
comprehensive account of the information structure involved in VP-ellipsis. As
far as anaphoric relations are concerned, focus binding has to be replaced with
binding by a contrastive topic. Everything else remains the same, including the
solution to Dahl’s puzzle in the alternative account. The present analysis of cor-
eference in terms of binding by a context operator thus provides further support
for the role of CTs in VP-ellipsis, as argued for by Krifka (1999), and is in line
with recent work by Winkler and Konietzko (2010) on bare argument ellipsis in
German.

7 Conclusions

This paper set out to tackle the traditional distinction between binding and
coreference, arguing that coreference is to be replaced by a binding relation
to a discourse operator. I have shown that the alternative approach can ac-
count in a much simplier way for the anaphoric relations found in cases of
VP-ellipsis, including Dahl’s puzzle. In particular, it explains the presence
and absence of strict readings without appealing to a complex index system
and without necessitating the comparison between binding alternatives. In-
stead it shows that sloppy and strict readings are possible since the anteced-
ent site makes at the same time available a binding relation and a discourse
antecedent. The latter is then available as antecedent for re-binding an appro-
priate pronoun without violating the parallelism constraint to obtain the strict
reading, since it is shown that only binding relations properly contained in
the ellipsis site need to be paralleled by appropriate binding relations in the
antecedent site.

Finally, I argued that the crucial element that allows for focus binding in VP-
ellipsis contexts is a CT and not a CF, as proposed by Rooth (1992). The most
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important point is, however, the conclusion that a simple account of coreference
and of anaphoric relations in VP-ellipsis is achieved by the assumption that a
syntactic head in the C-domain, a familiar topic in the framework of Frascarelli
and Hinterhölzl (2007), enters into an Agree-relation with discourse given
elements that are spelled out in their base position. I have thus provided strong
cross-linguistic evidence for the presence of topic positions in the C-domain even
in languages like English that are not discourse configurational like Italian or
German. Furthermore, the paper argues that contrastive topics play a crucial role
in the licensing of anaphoric relations in cases of VP-ellipsis and shows that a
syntactic account of coreference is superior to a pragmatic account in terms of a
complex evaluation of binding alternatives at LF, as it is generally assumed in
the standard approach.
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Werner Frey, André Meinunger

Topic Marking and Illocutionary Force

Abstract: The main goal of the paper is to determine whether topic marking of
a constituent of a clause requires that the clause have independent illocution-
ary force. To do so, four types of topic marking constructions and, in addition
to independent clauses, three types of dependent clauses are investigated. It
is shown that for the constructions that mark an aboutness topic it holds that
in order for a clause to allow the marking, the clause does not need to have
the capability to perform a speech act; however, it also holds that these topic
markings cannot occur in just any type of dependent clause. The topic mark-
ings with this intermediate status are called weakly root-sensitive. A three-
way distinction can be found. Next to the weakly root-sensitive markings
there exist one type of topic marking which can only be hosted by a clause
with full illocutionary force and one type that may occur in any kind of
clause.

Other non-truth-functional/non-descriptive phenomena (e.g. question
tags, interjections, modal particles, expressively coloured expressions) are
also studied to determine their distribution. Among them a three-way dis-
tinction can be found as well. Some of the phenomena are weakly root-
sensitive, i.e. they have the intermediate status, others can only be hosted
by a clause with full illocutionary force, and still others may occur in any
kind of clause.

The paper aims to characterise the property of being weakly root-sensitive
and thereby gain some insights about what semantic/pragmatic properties a
clause must have in order that marking of an aboutness topic may occur in it.
In this regard, the concept of a judge (cf. Krifka 2017) is crucial.

The paper arrives at a classification of three types of non-descriptive phe-
nomena and of three types of clauses as well as correlations between these two
classifications.
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1 Introduction

It can easily be agreed on that it is an interesting and challenging task to deter-
mine which expressions are root-sensitive and why they are. This paper will
argue that it is equally important to ask to what degree an expression is root-
sensitive. Thus, the goal of this paper is twofold. One goal is to show that in
German, topic-marking constructions and other expressives (i.e. expressions
with an evaluative/emotional component which is not-at-issue) differ with regard
to their root-sensitivity. Some of the expressives are what we call strongly root-
sensitive, i.e. they may only occur in clauses with an independent illocution.
Some of them are weakly root-sensitive, i.e. they may occur in root clauses and
in a restricted set of embedded clauses, which, as we will show, do not need to
have illocutionary force. And some of the expressives are not root-sensitive at all,
i.e. they may occur in any kind of clause. The other goal of the paper is to arrive
at some understanding of what the difference is between being strongly root-
sensitive, being weakly root-sensitive and not being root-sensitive.

We begin by specifying the four constructions which have been related to
topicality (cf. e.g. Altmann 1981; Jacobs 2001; Frey 2004; Averintseva-Klisch
2009; Krifka 2008; Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007) and which will be studied
in this paper:

(i) Topic marking by the particle jedenfalls ‘for one’

The following considerations reveal that jedenfalls marks an aboutness topic.
Frey (2004) argues for the thesis in (1).

(1) In the middle field of the German clause, directly above the base position
of sentential adverbials (SADVs), there is a designated position for topics
(in the aboutness sense): all topical phrases occurring in the middle
field, and only these, occur in this position.1

The term “SADV” refers to adverbials which express the speaker’s estimation of
the eventuality, e.g. zum Glück ‘luckily’, anscheinend ‘apparently’, wahrschein-
lich ‘probably’.2 Evidence for (1) for example is given by a context which forces
a certain expression to be understood as an aboutness topic, (2), and by non-
referential expressions, (3) (for further evidence, see Frey 2004):

1 The middle field of a German clause corresponds to the region between the C-domain to the
left and the verbal elements at the right edge of the clause.
2 A list of the abbreviations used can be found at the very end of this article.
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(2) Ich erzähle dir etwas über Hans.
I tell you something about Hans
a. Nächstes Jahr wird den Hans zum Glück eine vornehme

next year will the-ACC Hans luckily a fine
Dame heiraten.
lady marry

b. #Nächstes Jahr wird zum Glück den Hans eine vornehme Dame heiraten.

(3) a. *Während des Vortrags haben mindestens zwei leider
during the lecture have at.least two unfortunately

einen Apfel gegessen.
an-ACC apple eaten

b. Während des Vortrags haben leider mindestens zwei einen Apfel
gegessen.

c. *Heute hat fast jeder erfreulicherweise gearbeitet.
today has almost everyone fortunately worked

d. Heute hat erfreulicherweise fast jeder gearbeitet.

The context in (2) states that the next sentence will be about Hans. Thus, it requires
that if Hans occurs in the following sentence, it has to be an aboutness topic. The
expression Hans may occur in the prefield, i.e. in front of the finite verb in a verb-
second clause, or in the middle field following the finite verb. The prefield in
German may host elements of different information-structural statuses. Crucially,
however, if Hans occurs in the middle field it has to precede a SADV as the senten-
ces (2a,b) demonstrate. Thus, the sentences (2) confirm one part of (1): there is a
position above the position of SADVs which an aboutness topic has to occupy if
it occurs in the middle field. The examples (3a,c) confirm the other part of (1). Ac-
cording to, for example, Reinhart (1981) and Jacobs (2001), quantificational phrases
cannot be aboutness topics. The sentences (3a,c) show that quantificational
phrases, i.e. non-topics, cannot appear in the middle field in front of a SADV.

With the help of the topic position characterised in (1) it can be established
that the particle jedenfalls marks the constituent it is attached to as an about-
ness topic, (4a,b). In addition (4c) proves that jedenfalls cannot be attached to a
quantified phrase.

(4) a. Heute wird Hans jedenfalls glücklicherweise helfen.
today will Hans for.one luckily help

b. *Heute wird glücklicherweise Hans jedenfalls helfen.
c. *Heute wird keiner jedenfalls helfen.

today will nobody for.one help
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(ii) German Left-Dislocation (GLD)

In the German literature, the term ‘Linksversetzung’ (Left Dislocation) is used
to refer to the following construction:

(5) Den Hans1, → den1 mag jeder t1
the-ACC Hans ResP-ACC likes everyone

This construction will be called ‘German Left Dislocation’ (GLD) here to avoid its
identification with the English construction called ‘Left Dislocation’, which has
rather different properties from GLD and resembles the German Hanging Topic
construction to be introduced below. Many authors assume that the primary
function of GLD is to mark a sentence topic, e.g. Altmann (1981); Jacobs (2001);
Grohmann (2003); Frey (2005). According to Frey (2005), GLD promotes a non-
topic occurring in the preceding text to an aboutness topic. In his influential
study, Altmann (1981) lists the following main characteristics of GLD: (i) progre-
dient intonation on the left peripheral phrase and no pause between it and the
rest of the clause (indicated by “→” in (5)); (ii) the resumptive pronoun (ResP)
appearing in the construction is a form of the weak d-pronoun (i.e. of the pro-
noun which in the nominative case is der, die or das depending on gender);
(iii) the ResP occurs in the prefield of the clause; (iv) if the left peripheral phrase
is a DP, it agrees with the ResP in case. Note however that not all authors sub-
scribe to property (iii). Some linguists assume that in a GLD the ResP may appear
in the middle field (e.g. Grewendorf 2002; Frey 2005). Also in the present paper
only Altmann’s characteristics (i), (ii) and (iv) will be adopted.

(iii) The German Hanging Topic construction (GHT)

GLD has to be differentiated from the construction in (6), which is often referred
to as ‘Free Theme’ or the ‘Hanging Topic construction’. In this paper, the term
‘German Hanging Topic construction’ (GHT) will be used:

(6) Hans, ↓ jeder mag ihn.
Hans everyone likes him

Many authors assume that, like for GLD, it also holds for GHT that its primary func-
tion is to mark a sentence topic (e.g. Altmann 1981; Jacobs 2001; Grohmann 2003).
However, Frey (2005) argues that GHT has the function of establishing a new dis-
course topic. Altmann (1981) notes the following main characteristics of GHT: (i)
there is a pause between the left peripheral phrase and the rest of the clause (indi-
cated by “↓” in (6)); (ii) the resumptive element shows up in the form of a personal
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pronoun, a d-pronoun (which can, but does not have to, be weak), a definite de-
scription or an epithet; (iii) the resumptive element may appear either in the pre-
field or in the middle field of the clause; (iv) if the left peripheral phrase is a DP, it
is in the nominative or in the same case as the resumptive element (or even in the
same case as a previously mentioned coreferring DP).

It is clear that, given these characteristics, the analysis of an example as
GLD is not conclusive in written language; it could also be analysed as GHT.
Therefore, it is helpful to find a further criterion to distinguish GLD from GHT.
This criterion is offered by binding phenomena (cf. e.g. Vat 1981; Grohmann
2003; Frey 2005):

Operator binding:
(7) a. Seinen1 Doktorvater, → den verehrt jeder Linguist1. (GLD)

his-ACC supervisor ResP-ACC admires every linguist
b. *Sein1/*Seinen1 Doktorvater, jeder Linguist1 verehrt ihn. (GHT)

his-NOM/his-ACC supervisor every linguist admires him

Principle C-effects:
(8) a. *Das neue Buch von Peter1, → das will er1 bald

the-ACC new book by Peter ResP-ACC wants he soon
veröffentlichen. (GLD)
(to) publish

b. Das neue Buch von Peter1, er1 will es bald
the-NOM/ACC new book by Peter he wants it-ACC soon
veröffentlichen. (GHT)
(to) publish

As demonstrated by (7) and (8), GLD shows binding effects, but GHT does not.
(7a) demonstrates that with GLD, an operator appearing in the clause may bind a
pronoun inside the left dislocated phrase. As (7b) shows, this is not possible in a
construction which is unambiguously a GHT construction. Furthermore Principle
C-effects are induced for an R-expression inside the left peripheral phrase of a
GLD structure, cf. (8a), but not for an R-expression inside the left peripheral
phrase of a GHT construction, cf. (8b). Note that to get binding effects it is neces-
sary that there be no pause between the dislocated element and the rest of the
clause. If sentences like (7a) and (8a) are spoken with a pause between the pre-
ceding phrase and the rest, the binding effects disappear. Thus, the progredient
intonation without a pause is a necessary condition for GLD.

The binding criterion proves that Altmann (1981) was right in restricting
the ResP of a GLD structure to d-pronouns which are weak:
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(9) *Seinen1 Doktorvater, diesen/diesen Mann verehrt jeder Linguist1.
his-ACC supervisor this-ACC/this man admires every linguist

If, as illustrated in (9), the resumptive expression is a strong d-pronoun or a
definite description (or, as could be shown, any other expression different from
a weak d-pronoun), the binding option disappears.

(iv) Right Dislocation

Another construction we will consider is right dislocation, (10). It is sometimes
seen as a topic marking construction (e.g. Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007; de
Vries 2009; Averintseva-Klisch 2009).

(10) Maria hat ihn heute in der Stadt getroffen, den Chef.
Maria has him today in the city met the-ACC boss

A pronominal form in the core of the clause is coreferential with a referential
expression which appears in the right periphery of the clause. To be more con-
crete, the referential expression occurs in the right outer domain of the German
clause, and not in the so-called postfield, which is structurally closer to the
clause; cf. e.g. Zifonun, Hoffman, and Strecker (1997); Averintseva-Klisch
(2009); Truckenbrodt (2016).

The paper will study the constructions (i)–(iv) regarding their root-sensitiv-
ity. It will be shown that (i) and (ii) are weakly root-sensitive, that (iii) is
strongly root-sensitive, and that (iv) is not root-sensitive. An obvious goal of
the paper is to gain some understanding of why topic marking constructions
and expressives in general have the very property regarding root-sensitivity
they have. To see this, one has to get an idea what the relevant differences are
between independent and dependent clauses which may host strongly root-
sensitive expressions, dependent clauses which may host weakly root-sensitive
expressions and the remaining dependent clauses. For this purpose it will be
crucial for us what Krifka (2017) has proposed regarding speech acts and judge-
ments. Krifka (2017) follows Peirce (cf. Tuzet 2006) and Frege (1918) in assum-
ing three different acts which take part in the emergence of a statement:

(11) i. the conception of a thought – the thinking
ii. the appreciation of the truth of the thought – the judging
iii. the manifestation of the judgement – the asserting

(11i) refers to the forming of a proposition, which has truth conditions. (11ii) re-
fers to the forming of a judgement, which is a private act. (11iii) refers to the
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forming of an assertion, which is a public act. Krifka (2017) takes subjective
epistemics like probably or reportative evidentials like the German modal verb
sollen (literally “ought”, meaningwise “is supposed to”) as prominent elements
which exemplify the act of judging.

According to Krifka (2017), a speaker S asserts a simple proposition φ in
order to introduce φ to the common ground (CG). Importantly, a speaker S as-
serts a judgement about a proposition φ also to introduce φ in some form to the
CG. By asserting a judgement the speaker for example might weaken his commit-
ment to the truth of φ by referring to a private act since this can make him more
protected from possible social sanctions. Thus, Krifka (2017) assumes that the CG
contains the information about who is committed to the truth of a proposition φ
and whether φ is qualified by a subjective epistemic or an evidential. We will
argue that the same applies to any other qualification by a judge.

The present paper assumes that clauses which can host strongly root-sensi-
tive expressions encode a speech act, cf. (11iii) (which naturally can be extended
to other speech acts). Embedded clauses which may host weakly, but not
strongly, root-sensitive expressions are assumed to encode a judgement and a
judge, cf. (11ii), but not to encode a speech act. The remaining embedded clauses,
which may only host expressions that are not root-sensitive, just encode a propo-
sition without further layers.

Thus, we assume that, for example, the marking of an aboutness topic can
straightforwardly be conceived of as involving a judgement and a judge in the
sense of Krifka (2017). It is a judge who conceives of a property as being promi-
nently related to a certain object, which can be identified independently of the
property. In the case of an assertion involving topic marking with a proposition
φ, the speaker intends that it is recorded in the CG that he relates the open φ to
the referent of the topic.

Likewise, modal particles (henceforth MPs) arguably involve a judge. It is a
judge who, for example by means of the particle ja, indicates that he takes a
proposition as being already known albeit not as being necessarily in the con-
scious awareness of others. Using the MP denn triggers the evaluation that the
instantiation of an open proposition is highly relevant and context related for
hearer and speaker.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II studies the root-sensitivity of
different expressive expressions, among them most notably the topic marking
constructions listed above. In section III some syntactic properties of the differ-
ent types of dependent clauses are discussed which can be shown to be sensi-
tive to the different degrees of root-sensitivity of expressives. Section IV
introduces the notions of a judge and a judgement and, following Krifka (2017),
argues that judgement operators are not speech act operators. Rather, they
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indicate a qualification of a proposition and scope under speech act operators.
Section V reconsiders some expressives which operate on the illocutionary
level and some which operate on the level of a judgement. Ties between the hi-
erarchy in (11) and the different types of clauses which have been found to be
relevant are established. Section V also contains a short comparison with the
results of Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) and the results of Jacobs (2018). A brief
summary concludes the paper.

2 Degrees of Root-Sensitivity of Topic Markings
and Other Expressives

With the notion ‘root phenomena’ (RPs) one standardly refers to phenomena
which only occur in root clauses and in the restricted set of so called root-like
dependent clauses. Often the dependent clauses which may show RPs are
vaguely ascribed the property of having some illocutionary potential. The pio-
neers of the research on RPs, Hooper and Thompson (1973), already identified
the pertinent subordinate structures: assertive argument clauses, non-restric-
tive relative clauses and certain adverbial clauses. Subsequently the main focus
of research was first on argument clauses, especially on complement clauses of
non-negated verbs of saying, of expressing a doxastic attitude (glauben – be-
lieve, hoffen – hope, einfallen – occur to) and of perception (hören – hear, fühlen
– feel) (cf. e.g. Meinunger 2004, 2006 and references quoted therein). Standard
examples of non-root-like dependent clauses are the object clauses of factive
verbs and of predicates which are inherently negative (leugnen – to deny, unmög-
lich sein – to be impossible). Later the availability of RPs in non-restrictive relative
clauses and certain adverbial clauses was discussed more vividly. Haegeman
(2003) and much work after, for example, distinguishes central adverbial clauses
(CACs), which do not allow RPs, and peripheral adverbial clauses (PACs), which
do. Frey (2012) applied this distinction to German adverbial clauses; cf. the lists
in (12).

(12) i. CACs: e.g. temporal, factual conditional, manner adverbial clauses
ii. PACs: e.g. adversative, concessive adverbial clauses, German da-causal

clauses

A well-known German RP is the occurrence of a MP (e.g. Thurmair 1989; Coniglio
2011); cf. the unstressed element ja in (13). It is not licensed in the complement
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clause of a factive verb, (13b), in a restrictive relative clause, (13c), or in a CAC,
(13d,e).

(13) a. Fritz kommt ja gleich.
Fritz comes MP soon

b. *Maria bedauert, dass Fritz ja gleich kommt.
Maria regrets that Fritz MP soon comes

c. *Sie spricht mit jemandem, der ja vorher gekommen ist.
she talks with someone who MP before come is

d. *Maria war aufgeregt, als Fritz ja kam.
Maria was nervous when Fritz MP came

e. *Fritz kam, ohne dass er ja eingeladen war.
Fritz came without that he MP invited was

However, a MP is legitimate in the complement clause of a verbum dicendi like
meinen, (14a), or in a PAC, (14b,c).

(14) a. Maria meint, dass Fritz ja gleich kommt.
Maria thinks that Fritz MP soon comes

b. Maria ist aufgeregt, da Fritz ja gleich kommt.
Maria is nervous since Fritz MP soon comes

c. Maria ist aufgeregt, obwohl Fritz ja gleich kommt.
Maria is nervous although Fritz MP soon comes

According to the received view, RPs are seen as a homogeneous class, i.e.
they may appear in root clauses and in the members of the fixed class of em-
bedded root-like clauses. However, there is evidence that one has to distin-
guish between what here are called weakly root-sensitive elements (or weak
root elements) and strongly root-sensitive elements (or strong root elements)
(Frey 2012). The weak RPs are legitimate in all root contexts, while the strong
ones can be found only in a very few contexts. The occurrence of the MP ja is
a weak RP. The MP occurs in root clauses and in the root-like dependent
clauses which are standardly identified as such. As mentioned already, these
are the complement clauses of non-negated verbs of saying, of expressing a
doxastic attitude and of perception as well as PACs. Weak RPs are possible in
clauses which appear in positions that can be argued to be an integral part of
their host clause (Frey 2012). The German prefield is such a position. Strong
root elements are different. They only occur in independent clauses and in a
very small set of dependent clauses which show signs of being semantically
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dependent but syntactically independent of the clause they relate to (Frey
2012). Following the terminology of Frey (2012), the latter will be called non-
integrated dependent clauses (NonIC). German examples of NonICs are given
in (15). See section III of a discussion of main differentiating properties of
CACs, PACs and NonICs.

(15) NonICs: e.g. continuative relative clauses, so-called free dass-clauses,
verb-first causal and concessive clauses and so-called pragmatic adverbial
clauses, which appear outside of the core of the clause they relate to.

An example of a strongly root-sensitive element is constituted by tag questions
like German nicht wahr? (‘right?’ literally “not true”) or habe ich recht? (‘am I
right’). A tag adds to an assertion a question for the hearer with a strong bias
toward a support of the speaker’s assertion. In English, the most prominent
tags are so-called verb-polarity markers. (16b) reveals that these cannot be asso-
ciated with the complement of a mental attitude verb. They have to relate to the
main clause, which has independent illocutionary force, cf. (16a).

(16) a. Bill hopes that Mary will come, doesn’t he?
b. *Bill hopes that Mary will come, won’t she?

The same applies to German question tags. (17) demonstrates that these are not
tolerable in an object clause of a verbum dicendi, (17a), or in a PAC, (17b), but
they are in a continuative relative clause, (17c). Crucially (17c) is fine with the
tag relating to the wobei-clause only, asking for certainty as to whether Max got
the second degree.3

3 One might wonder why in (17b) the tag test is applied to the preposed subordinate clause.
The reason is that a postposed concessive becomes a NonIC if the right intonation (i.e. sen-
tence accent for the concessive and a pause preceding the concessive) is supplied (cf. e.g. Frey
2012). With the relevant clause in the prefield, matters are clear: the concessive in (17b) is a
PAC. Thus (17b) should be contrasted with preposed clauses which contain modal particles,
for example (i):

(i) [Obwohl Max ja das zweite Examen hat], hat er sich noch nicht
although Max MP the second exam has has he himself still not
beworben.
applied

MPs are licensed in these environments, proving that they have a different status than tags.
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(17) a. *Maria hat erzählt, [dass Max das zweite Examen hat,
Maria has told that Max the second exam has
nicht wahr].
not true

b. ??/*[Obwohl Max das zweite Examen hat, nicht wahr], hat
although Max the second exam has not true has

c. er sich noch nicht beworben.
he himself still not applied
Max hat sich noch nicht beworben, [wobei er doch das
Max has himself still not applied whereby he MP the
zweite Examen hat, nicht wahr?]
second exam has not true

The same contrast is shown by integrated causal verb-final clauses on the one
hand and syntactically independent causal verb-first clauses on the other.
Again, the well-formed example has a reading in which the tag is restricted to
the semantically dependent clause.

(18) a. *[Weil Maria sehr begabt ist, hab ich recht], wird sie
since Maria very talented is have I right will she
schnell promovieren.
quickly graduate

b. Maria wird schnell promovieren, [ist sie doch sehr begabt, hab
Maria will quickly graduate is she MP very talented have
ich recht?]
I right
‘Maria will graduate quickly. Because she is highly talented, am I
right?’

Thus, in their distribution tags are much more restricted than weak RPs.
Yet in some cases it seems that the tag may target the apparent embedded

clause.

(19) a. I suppose she isn’t coming, is she?
b. #I suppose she isn’t coming, don’t I?

However, it has been argued that in these cases what appears to be the matrix
is not an embedding clause but an epistemic adverbial which comes as a modi-
fier to the actual assertion, one argument being that this pattern is only possi-
ble with a subgroup of assertive predicates in combination with a first person
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singular subject (e.g. Giorgi and Pianesi 2005). Thus these sentences are mono-
clausal and the tag operates on the basic claim (i.e. she isn’t coming).

German tags are definitely fine in sentence-final position.

(20) a. Hans glaubt, dass Maria Otto getroffen hat, nicht wahr?
Hans believes that Maria Otto met has not true

b. Hans glaubt, Maria hat OTTO getroffen, nicht wahr?
Hans believes Maria has Otto met not true

Note, however, that what is challenged here by using the tag is the matrix
content, i.e. that Hans believes what Maria did. Neither the realisation of the
subordinate clause as a verb-second or verb-final clause nor the information
structure (i.e. whether the subordinate contains a narrow or a wider focus)
has any effect on this. This is confirmed by the oddness of (21). Here the ma-
trix cannot felicitously be offered to the hearer inviting him to refute or rather
confirm.

(21) a. #Ich glaube/weiß dass Maria Otto getroffen hat, nicht wahr?
I believe/know that Maria Otto met has not true

b. ??Ich vermute, Maria hat OTTO getroffen, nicht wahr?
I assume Maria has Otto met not true

Knowing or believing (= taking as true) is not compatible with doubting it or
offering it for challenge. To the extent that for some people (21b) sounds mar-
ginally possible, it means that the speaker is requiring the hearer to confirm
that his assumption is correct rather than inviting the hearer to challenge Otto’s
coming.

Another strict RP we would like to mention here is the German interjection
Mann. It cannot appear in a CAC, (22a), or a PAC, (22b), but it can appear in a
NonIC, (22c):

(22) a. *Ohne dass Max viel gearbeitet hat, Mann, hat
without that Max much worked has man has
er die Prüfung brillant gemeistert.
he the exam brilliantly mastered

b. *Obwohl Max echt wenig gearbeitet hat, Mann, hat er
although Max MP little worked has man has he
die Prüfung brillant gemeistert.
the exam brilliantly mastered
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c. Max hat die Prüfung brillant gemeistert, wobei er
Max has the exam brilliantly mastered whereby he
echt wenig gearbeitet hat, Mann.
MP little worked has man

Crucially again, the interjection in (22c) can be understood as being related
only to the content of the continuative relative clause.

Note that all the RPs considered so far, strong or weak, do not contribute to
the truth conditions of the clauses in which they appear but have effects on the
use of these clauses. This means they do not belong to the content side, but to
the expressive side. They are non-cognitive or non-descriptive. Gutzmann
(2013) gives a rather comprehensive list of such expressive linguistic items; the
first two on the list have already been discussed:

(23) Modal (and other) particles (ja, eh, denn, halt, gel/wa)
Interjections (Huch, Mann, damn)
Pejorative epithets (dieser Idiot Hans ‘that idiot Paul’)
Expressive attributive adjectives (dein verdammter Hund ‘your damn dog’)
Expressively coloured expressions (Köter ‘cur’, Kraut for Germans)
Formal vs. familiar pronouns (du vs. Sie in German)
Ethical, personal dative (Dass du mir ja nicht zu spät kommst, literally “that
you me (ethical dative) ja (=MP) not too late come”, meaning “Don’t be late!”
Focal accent
Exclamative or unexpectedness intonation (Obama won the Nobel Prize!)
Verum operator (Karl HAT sein Buch beendet ‘Carl did finish his book’)
Appositives and parentheses (Egon, ein ehemaliger Spion, ‘Egon, a former
spy’)
Topicalisation(s) in English and German
Diminutives (Hansi)
Non-inflected verbs as substitutes for actions (dich in den Arm nehm, liter-
ally “you in the arm take”)

It turns out that while some of the phenomena listed in (23) are (strongly or
weakly) root-sensitive, most are not root-sensitive at all, i.e. most phenomena
on Gutzmann’s list are clearly legitimate inside any embedded clause. A CAC
such as a temporal clause, for example, can host expressive nouns or adjec-
tives, (24a,b), appositive elements, (24c), and focussed constituents, and is in-
sensitive toward the familiar vs. formal pronoun use, (24e), or the presence of a
diminutive, (24f).
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(24) a. Als ein Köter Maria entgegenkam, (…)
when a mutt Maria toward.came

b. Als dein verdammter Hund auf mich zuging, (…)
when your damn mutt up me to.came

c. Als Kehler, ein Spion, aus dem Flugzeug stieg, (…)
when Kehler a spy out the aircraft stepped

d. Ich war in der U-Bahn, als ich MaRIa traf.
I was in the underground when I Maria met

e. Als dein/Ihr Kind auf mich zuging, (…)
when your-INFORMAL/your-FORMAL child up me to.came

f. Als dein Hund/Hündchen auf mich zuging, (…)
when your dog/dog-DIMINUTIVE up me to.came

Hence, at this point we can conclude that some expressives are strongly or
weakly root-sensitive, while others are not root-sensitive. Note that as shown in
(24d) non-root-sensitivity also holds for the information-structural marking of
new information focus.

Note that Gutzmann’s (2013) list of expressives contains another classic ex-
ample of a RP: English topicalisation. (25) indicates that English topicalisation
is root-sensitive. Given our more fine-grained distinction we can say that (25a)
shows that English topicalisation is weakly root-sensitive.

(25) a. *Mary regrets that this book, John read.
b. Mary said that this book, John read.

Let us now in turn test the root-sensitivity of the constructions (i)–(iv)
starting with the marking of an aboutness topic with the particle jeden-
falls. This construction is a RP, more precisely, it is a weak RP. This is
demonstrated in (26):

(26) a. *Maria leugnete, dass [Fritz jedenfalls] kommen wird.
Maria denied that Fritz for.one come will

b. Maria denkt, dass [Fritz jedenfalls] kommen wird.
Maria thinks that Fritz for.one come will
‘Maria thinks that Fritz for one will come.’

c. *Als Fritz jedenfalls freundlich auf mich zuging, habe ich
when Fritz for.one friendly up me to.came have I
mich gefreut.
REFL been.glad
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d. Während mich Fritz jedenfalls freundlich gegrüßt hat, ist
while me Fritz for.one friendly greeted has has
Maria grußlos vorbeigegangen.
Maria without.greeting passed.by

e. Maria wurde befördert, worüber sich Fritz jedenfalls sehr
Maria was promoted about.which REFL Fritz for.one very
gefreut hat.
been.glad has

The constituent Fritz jedenfalls may appear in the clausal complement of a dox-
astic verb, (26b), and in a PAC, (26d), but not in the complement clause of an
inherently negative verb, (26a), or in a CAC, (26c). It is to be expected that it
may appear in a NonIC, (26e).

We get the same result for the construction (ii), GLD. It is weakly root-sensi-
tive too.

(27) A: Haben Sie auch Otto eingeladen?
have you also Otto invited

a. B: *Nein, weil jeder bedauern würde, der Otto, dass
no because everybody regret would the Otto that
der dabei ist.
ResP thereby is

b. B: Ja, weil jeder denkt, der Otto, dass der dabei
yes because everybody thinks the Otto that ResP thereby
sein sollte.
be should

c. B: Ja, weil jeder denkt, der Otto, der sollte
yes because everybody thinks the Otto ResP should
dabei sein.
thereby be

GLD may not occur in the complement clause of an emotive factive verb, (27a),
but it is fine in the clausal complement of a verb of a mental attitude, (27b,c)
(recall the remarks on the positions of the GLD’s RP in the introductory
section).

However, in another context for weak RPs, PACs, GLD cannot appear,
cf. (28).

(28) *Otto ist sehr sportlich, der Max, während der sehr musikalisch ist.
Otto is very athletic the Max while ResP very musical is
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We see the reason for this in the different statuses of complementisers of adver-
bial clauses on the one hand (e.g. während ‘while’, obwohl ‘although’, weil ‘be-
cause’) and mere indicators of subordination (dass ‘that’ or ob ‘if’) on the other.
The former seem to have semantic and formal commonalities with prepositions,
thus with P°-elements, whereas the mere indicators of subordination are just
pure C°-elements. Whatever the crucial difference is and how the distinctness
must be properly formalised, it appears that the pure C°-items in principle toler-
ate material to their left which still belongs to the clause they head. So in infor-
mal, dialectical registers (mostly in Southern German varieties) interrogatives,
(29a), topical constituents, (29b,c), and the je-constituent of a correlative con-
struction can precede these items, (29d); cf. Bayer (2001) and Meinunger (2011).
Something similar is not possible with a ‘prepositional’ complementiser, (29e,f).

(29) a. Ich weiß nicht, für wen dass er sich entschieden hat.
I know not for whom that he REFL decided has

b. Den Peter, dass ich getroffen habe, freut mich.
the Peter that I met have pleases me
‘That I met Peter pleases me.’

c. Der Hans, ob kommt, weiß ich nicht.
the Hans if comes know I not

d. Je mehr Städte dass er kennt, desto mehr liebt er Stuttgart
the more cities that he knows all.the more loves he Stuttgart

e. *Die Maria obwohl nicht gekommen ist, war Peter fröhlich.
the Maria although not come is was Peter happy

f. *Die Maria weil gekommen ist, war Peter fröhlich.
the Maria because come is was Peter happy

Furthermore, if a ‘prepositional’ complementiser co-occurs with a C-element,
the former always precedes the latter, which again means that the C-element is
fine with clause-mate material to its left: bis dass ‘until that’ / *dass bis, trotz-
dem dass ‘despite that’ / *dass trotzdem.

GLDed constituents presumably target other positions than interrogative or
relative expressions or ‘prepositional’-like complementisers. Yet what we want
to point out is that adverbial complementisers never allow clause-mate material
to precede them whereas pure subordinators occasionally do. We conclude that
adverbial complementisers, or in general openers of non-selected clauses, do
not provide space for any co-constituents before them.

We expect that a weak RP like GLD can appear in contexts for strong RPs.
However, a GLD may not appear with a continuative relative clause, (30). The
reason is likely to be the same as for the impossibility of its occurrence in a
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PAC: the left periphery of a continuative relative clause does not offer a position
for the GLDed-phrase.

(30) *Alle sind zur Feier eingeladen, seinen1 Doktorvater,
all are to.the party invited his doctoral.supervisor
worüber den jeder Promovend1 informiert hat.
about.what ResP every doctorand informed has

With regard to our other example of a NonIC the situation is somewhat different.
A causal verb-first clause marginally offers the space for a GLDed-phrase, (31).

(31) ?Viele Professoren waren gekommen, seinen1 Doktorvater,
many professors were come his doctoral.supervisor
hat den doch jeder Promovend1 dabei haben wollen.
has ResP MP every doctorand thereby have wanted
‘Many professors had come, the reason being that every doctorand had
wanted his supervisor to be present.’

The reading of a verb-first causal clause emerges through a pragmatic proce-
dure triggered by context, verb placement and mainly through the presence of
the particle doch. The clause is not a ‘prepositional’ adverbial clause, and like
other verb-first clauses, such as matrix yes-no questions, imperatives or narra-
tive declarative verb-first clauses, it is in principle compatible with a preceding
GLDed phrase; hence the somewhat marginal acceptability of (31).

Let us next consider (iii), GHT. We find an important difference to GLD.
GHT cannot figure in the complement of root-inducing verbs like denken or
sagen. So, GHT seems to be a strong RP.

(32) A:Wir sollten auch Otto einladen.
we should also Otto invite

a. B: *Ja, auch weil Max gemeint hat, der Otto, dass er
yes also because Max thought has the Otto that he
dabei sein sollte.
thereby be should

b. B: *Ja, Maria hat gesagt, der Otto, er möchte kommen.
yes Maria has said the Otto he wants come

In addition, GHT cannot appear in a PAC. However, this does not tell us any-
thing further because, as we have seen, this also holds for the weak RP GLD,
most likely for reasons independent of root-sensitivity. Let us next have a look
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at our examples of NonICs, i.e. at continuative relative clauses and at causal
verb-first clauses. Can a GHT appear in such constructions? For the causal verb-
first clauses the answer is yes, cf. (33a). With a continuative relative clause,
however, a GHT is not possible, (33b).

(33) a. Ich freue mich auf meinen Slowenien-Urlaub – Slowenien, gibt es doch
dort wunderbar unberührte, herrliche Landschaften.
‘I am looking forward to my holidays in Slovenia – Slovenia since there
are marvelously untouched gorgeous landscapes.’

b. Ich freue mich auf meinen Slowenien-Urlaub, (*Slowenien), wobei ich dort
noch niemals war.
‘I am looking forward to my holidays in Slovenia though I never have
been there before.’

What could be the reason why a GHT is not possible with a continuative relative
clause? If we assume that a hanging topic belongs to the structure of the follow-
ing clause, the reason for the ungrammaticality of (33b) is the same as that for
the ungrammaticality of (30). The continuative relative clause simply does not
offer a position for the hanging topic.4

Overall, we have seen that the crucial data showing the difference be-
tween the weak root constructions (i) (marking of an aboutness topic
with the help particle) and (ii) (GLD) on the one hand, and the strong root
construction (iii) (GHT) on the other are the examples (26b) and (27b,c)
versus (32).

Next we can see that right dislocation, our construction (iv), is not root-sen-
sitive at all. In (34a) we find the construction with the complement clause of an
inherently negative verb, and in (34b) it appears with a CAC. Obviously, we do
not need to illustrate that right dislocation also may appear in the remaining
types of dependent clauses considered here.

4 However, another explanation has to be given if we follow Frey (2005) in the analysis of
GHT. According to Frey (2005), the dislocated phrase of GHT does not belong to the syntactic
structure of the following clause. It is a syntactic orphan, i.e. it stands in isolation. Thus, in
this view the dislocated phrase of GHT, in contrast to the dislocated phrase of GLD, is not in
need of a syntactic position made available by the following clause. Note, however, that (33b)
with GHT is not good might be due to another property, which Frey (2005) ascribes to the se-
mantics of this construction. According to Frey (2005), a GHT establishes a new discourse
topic, which the following clause elaborates. Arguably this goes against the nature of a contin-
uative relative clause, which, as the name suggests, continues the current discourse unit and
does not start a new one.
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(34) a. Max hat verneint, dass sie vorbeigekommen ist, die Chefin.
Max has denied that she by.passed is the boss-FEM

b. Max war beschäftigt, als sie hereinkam, die Chefin.
Max was busy when she in.came the boss-FEM

So, we have found that four constructions which in the literature are often
discussed in relation to topic marking differ in terms of root-sensitivity.
The marking by a particle and GLD are weakly root-sensitive, GHT is
strongly root-sensitive, and right dislocation is not root-sensitive at all. In
the remainder of the paper we want to make some sense out of these dif-
ferences. In order to do so, we first have to understand the relevant prop-
erties of the environments in which strong RPs, weak RPs and root-
insensitive phenomena occur. Next, we have to get some understanding of
the relevant distinctions between the four topic constructions which make
them behave the way they do.

3 Three Types of Dependent Clauses and their
Properties

In the following we will discuss some properties of three different types of de-
pendent clauses, which are all not complement clauses (Holler 2008; Frey
2012). These are the above-mentioned CACs, PACs and NonICs. Examples of
CACs are temporal adverbial clauses, event-related conditionals, local clauses
and clauses of manner. Standard examples of PACs are adversatives and con-
cessives. Examples of NonICs are continuative w-relatives, so-called free dass-
clauses, verb-first causal clauses and so-called pragmatic adverbial clauses. In
the following paragraphs, a temporal clause will serve as an instance of a CAC,
an adversative clause will represent PACs, and a w-relative will serve as an ex-
ample of a NonIC.

In (35) it is shown how our representatives of the three classes of dependent
clauses behave regarding binding into them by a quantified DP sitting in the
main clause. As (35a) reveals, a temporal adverbial clause does allow it, while
(35b) and (35c) show that an adversative adverbial and a continuative w-rela-
tive, respectively, do not.

(35) a. Keiner1 hat protestiert, als er1 unterbrochen wurde.
no.one has protested when he interrupted was
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b. *Jede Kollegin1 ist letzten Sonntag am Institut
every colleague has last Sunday at.the institute
gewesen, während sie1 doch sonst bei schönem Wetter
been while she MP otherwise in beautiful weather
einen Ausflug macht.
an excursion makes

c. *Jede1 hat die Prüfung bestanden, worüber sie1 sich
every has the exam passed about.what she REFL
gefreut hat.
been.glad has

Thus, with regard to binding the CAC stands alone in allowing it, and the PAC
and the NonIC pattern together in not allowing it. The next property to consider
is the positioning of these clauses in the prefield of a German clause. The pre-
field is a genuine part of its clause. Thus, it is a position of integration. Here the
pattern among the three types of clauses is different. (36) demonstrates that the
CAC and the PAC may occupy the prefield, whereas the NonIC may not.

(36) a. Als Max unterbrochen wurde, hat er protestiert.
when Max interrupted was has he protested

b. Während Maria doch sonst bei schönem Wetter einen
while Maria MP otherwise in beautiful weather an
Ausflug macht, ist sie letzten Sonntag am Institut
excursion makes has she last Sunday at.the institute
gewesen.
been

c. *Worüber sich Max gefreut hat, hat er die Prüfung
about.what REFL Max been.glad has has he the exam
bestanden.
passed

Another property of the three types of dependent clauses which shows that
CACs and PACs go together to the exclusion of NonICs concerns the possibility
of being embedded together with the related clause.

(37) a. Hans erzählte, [dass Max protestierte, als er unterbrochen
Hans told that Max protested when he interrupted
wurde].
was
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b. Hans erzählte, [dass Maria klug ist, während ihr Bruder
Hans told that Maria intelligent is while her brother
fleißig ist].
diligent is

c. *Hans erzählte, [dass Eva die Schachpartie gewann, worüber
Hans told that Eva the chess.match won about.what
sich Oskar ärgerte].
REFL Oskar annoyed.was

We see that a CAC and a PAC can be embedded together with their host clauses,
(37a,b), whereas a NonIC cannot, (37c).

Frey (2012) argues that data like (35)–(37) yield two main insights about the
structural relations of CACs, PACs and NonICs with their host clauses. First,
CACs can be in the c-command domains of sentence constituents belonging to
the host clause, but this does not hold for PACs and NonICs. Second, CACs and
PACs both belong to the structure of the matrix clause, while NonICs do not.

According to Frey (2012), the licensing of CACs, PACs and NonICs is very
different. A CAC is licensed in the standard way inside its host’s TP by the
verb or by one of its functional projections. A PAC is also syntactically li-
censed inside its host. However, it is licensed locally in very high positions by
the host’s Force-projection. This difference explains why PACs, in contrast to
CACs, show signs of non-integration like the opaqueness for binding by an el-
ement of the host. That a PAC is syntactically licensed inside its host after all,
albeit in a very high position, captures that it may be positioned in the pre-
field of a verb-second clause. This treatment of CACs and PACs distinguishes
this account from proposals like that of Pasch et al. (2003: 398), who make a
sharp distinction between the semantics of CACs and PACs but treat them syn-
tactically on a par.

Frey (2012) goes on to argue that PACs and NonICs also have very different
licensing conditions. Some evidence consists in the fact that a PAC may appear
in the prefield of its host, whereas a NonIC may not, (36b,c), and in the fact that
a PAC can be embedded with its host clause, while a NonIC cannot, (37b,c).
Whereas a PAC receives its syntactic licensing by the Force-projection of its host,
according to Frey (2012), a NonIC is not part of the syntactic structure of its asso-
ciated clause – it is syntactically a true orphan in the sense of Haegeman (1991).
Thus, syntactically a NonIC constitutes an independent sentence. Frey (2012) as-
sumes that a NonIC has a force which is anchored to the speaker independently
of the host. A NonIC has its own illocutionary force. Its licensing as a dependent
clause happens solely semantically in the discourse by a coherence relation
which connects it with its associated clause.
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The different ways of licensing of CACs, PACs and NonICs correspond to
further basic differences between these clauses. Here we will have a look at dif-
ferences in the prosodic behaviour of the combination of main clauses and de-
pendent clauses (cf. Frey and Truckenbrodt 2015). In a wide focus context,
CACs can carry the sentence accent of the entire utterance, cf. (38a), while an
utterance with a PAC requires separate sentence stress on the host clause, cf.
(39) (Brandt 1990; Frey 2012).

(38) What did Elsa tell you?
a. Peter wird kommen, sobald er etwas ZEIT hat.
b. Peter wird KOMMEN, sobald er etwas ZEIT hat.

Peter will come as.soon.as he some time has

(39) What did Elsa tell you?
a. #Peter wird kommen, während Maria KEINE Zeit hat.
b. Peter wird KOMMEN, während Maria KEINE Zeit hat.

Peter will come while Maria no time has

The contrast between (38a) and (39a) confirms that a PAC is – loosely speaking –
less deeply integrated than a CAC. However there are also prosodic indications of
the integration of a PAC. When either the host clause or the PAC is contextually
given, the constraint that a constituent marked as given should not be assigned
sentence stress (the constraint ‘*Stress-given’ in Truckenbrodt 2015) can in prin-
ciple remove sentence stress from them, as in (40) and (41).

(40) Peter wird kommen. [Er wird kommen]G während Maria KEINE
Peter will come he will come while Maria no
Zeit hat.
time has

(41) Maria hat keine Zeit. Während [sie keine Zeit hat]G wird
Maria has no time while she no time has will
Peter aber KOMmen.
Peter but come
‘Maria has no time. While she has no time, Peter will come, though.’

The host clause and the PAC form a unit under one single root node. The con-
straint ‘each root sentence requires at least one sentence stress’ requires sen-
tence stress only once in the entire utterance, and so the stress may shift away
from a given part to another part of the utterance.
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This is different with a NonIC, illustrated here once more with a continua-
tive w-relative. In (42) the host clause is contextually given. Nevertheless the
constraint ‘*Stress-given’ cannot remove sentence stress from the host clause
(Frey and Truckenbrodt 2015). Thus, ‘host + continuative w-relative’ do not
count as one utterance. With each sentence a separate utterance is performed.

(42) Peter wird kommen.
Peter will come
a. #Ja, [er wird kommen]G worüber sich Maria FREUT.

yes he will come about.what REFL Maria is.glad
b. Ja, [er wird KOMmen]G worüber sich Maria FREUT.

yes, he will come about.what REFL Maria is.glad

In sum, the prosodic data in (38)–(42) confirm that a CAC occupies a structur-
ally low position inside its host, while a PAC belongs to the host, but is not em-
bedded deeply enough to be able to carry the sole sentence accent of ‘host +
PAC’. A NonIC is an independent clause, which constitutes its own prosodic
domain.

4 Judgements Versus Speech Acts

Let us recapitulate our observations about the dependent clauses which may
host strong RPs, the so-called NonICs. We have seen that NonICs in contrast to
CACs and PACs may host question tags and interjections like Mann. Further-
more, we have observed that NonICs are syntactically rather independent of
their host clauses. Some authors (e.g. Frey 2012) assume that they are
completely autonomous syntactically. As we have seen, the syntactic indepen-
dence of NonICs corresponds to their prosodic independence. A NonIC consti-
tutes its own prosodic domain.

As already stated, Frey (2012) concludes that a NonIC has a Force-projec-
tion which is anchored to the speaker independently of the force of the host
clause. This encodes that a NonIC has its own illocutionary force. This makes
some sense. For example, the insertion of a question tag into a sentence re-
quires that an assertion be performed with the sentence and it triggers that a
conforming question regarding the proposition of the sentence is added.

Note also the examples in (43).
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(43) a. Nimmst du noch ein Dessert? Worüber ich mich
take you one more dessert about.what I REFL
freuen würde.
be.glad would

b. Wird Fritz auch eingeladen? Ist er doch ein guter Freund
will.be Fritz also invited is he MP a good friend
des Hauses.
of.the house

The two sentences in (43a) and (43b) have different illocutionary force, showing
the illocutionary independence of NonICs most clearly.

Note finally that the prosodic independence of NonICs may be seen as a
confirmation of the assumption that NonICs have their own illocutionary force.
This holds if we follow Truckenbrodt’s (2015) claim in (44).

(44) Clauses that are speech acts are mapped to intonation phrases.

Above we have seen that PACs do allow weak RPs, but no strong ones. They
are not syntactically independent and they need not be mapped to intonation
phrases. These observations cast doubt on the truth of the popular claim in
(45) (e.g. Hooper and Thomson 1973; Jacobs 1991; Haegeman 2004; Coniglio
2011).

(45) A clause may host a RP iff an illocutionary act is performed with the
clause.

If (45) were true, it would remain opaque why PACs cannot host strong
RPs and why they need not be mapped to intonation phrases. On the
other hand, regarding their syntactic and semantic status, we obviously
cannot treat PACs in the same way as we treat CACs. We have seen many
differences. In particular PACs, in contrast to CACs, have the special ca-
pacity to host weak RPs.

Why has a condition like (45) so often been assumed? We believe it is be-
cause of data like in (46a,b).

(46) a. Fritz hat ja/*denn das Buch gelesen.
Fritz has MP/MP the book read

b. Hat Fritz *ja/denn das Buch gelesen?
c. Fritz hat (*denn) das Buch geLEsen?
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(46a,b) illustrate that MPs, which according to our classification constitute a
weak RP, are sensitive to sentence mood. This sometimes is taken as evidence
that they can only occur in clauses with illocutionary force. Note, however, that
we follow the standard distinction in the German tradition between sentence
mood, on the one hand, and illocution or illocutionary force, on the other. The
former is related to the concept of sentence type, which is the result of the inter-
play of grammatical features (such as w(h)-words, verbal mood, verb position
and the like; for German see Altmann 1993 or Lohnstein 2000). Illocution is
considered to be related to true speech acts (which change the world). We are
claiming that weak RPs do not presuppose that the clauses they occur in must
have illocutionary force and, hence, are performative. MPs, for example, are
tied to sentence mood (declarative, interrogative, imperative), but not to spe-
cific speech acts. For example, denn is restricted to interrogative sentence
mood, but it cannot appear in just any kind of question or inquisitive act. So
the declaratives with a rising accent in (46c) and (65a), which are understood
as a special yes-no question, do not tolerate the appearance of denn5 (see also
section 5 below).

We want to base our proposal for the treatment of strong and weak
RPs on ideas developed in Krifka (2017). First we observe that weak RPs
are not-at-issue expressions. In (47) this is illustrated with an epistemic
sentence adverbial (subjective modal).

(47) A: Es wird wahrscheinlich regnen.
it will likely rain

B: Das glaube ich nicht.
it believe I not

This cannot mean that B does not believe that it is likely that it will rain,
it only means that B does not believe that it will rain.

5 Likewise, denn is not licensed in questions arising through tags ((60b) below). On the other
hand, it is fine in orders or rhetorical questions, which are sometimes considered to be not
inquisitive but assertive.

(i) Könntest du mir denn bitte das Salz geben?
could you me MP please the salt give
roughly: ‘Please, pass me the salt!’

(ii) Wer will denn nachts um halb 4 Butter kaufen?
who wants MP at.night at half 4 butter buy
roughly: ‘Nobody wants to buy butter at 3:30 a.m.’
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Compare (47) with (48), in which an epistemic adjective occurs. Such an expres-
sion is at-issue.

(48) A: Es ist wahrscheinlich, dass es regnet.
it is likely that it will rain

B: Das glaube ich nicht.
it believe I not
This can mean that B does not believe that it is likely that it will rain.

Krifka (2017) concludes from this observation that subjective modals are propo-
sition-external. Epistemic sentence adverbials and the marking of an aboutness
topic are equally not-at-issue. Regarding the latter, consider:

(49) A: Hans jedenfalls wird mithelfen.
Hans for.one will assist
‘Hans, for one, will be assisting.’

B: Das glaube ich nicht.
This cannot mean that B does not believe that it especially holds of
Hans – perhaps in contrast to others – that he will assist, it just means
that B does not believe that Hans will assist. Thus B does not refute
any additional nuance or expressive feature that comes along with the
particle.

By means of this test it can be shown that all weak RPs are not-at-issue. With
Krifka (2017) we can conclude from these observations that all weak RPs are
proposition-external. Arguably, this semantic property is mirrored by the fact
that in syntax, weak RPs are located outside TP. For example, according to, for
example, Cinque (1999), sentence adverbials are positioned outside of TP, and
the marking of an aboutness topic always seems to occur outside the TP; cf. e.g.
Frey (2004) for German.

Furthermore, Krifka (2017) claims that subjective modals are not related to
the speech act performed, i.e. they are neither operators modifying the strength
of the commitment to the speech act nor do they qualify the speech act. One of
Krifka’s reasons for this claim is that subjective modals may occur in the com-
plement of a propositional attitude clause (John thinks that it will likely rain),
where they can become part of the embedded propositional attitude. Further-
more, Krifka observes that adverbials which are clearly speech act related can
be ‘added’ in the following discourse, (50a). This is usually not possible with
subjective modal adverbials, (50b).
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(50) a. It will rain. Honestly, it will rain.
b. #It will rain. It likely will rain.

Thus, Krifka reasons that subjective epistemics do not scope over speech acts,
and that they are also not part of the proposition. Thus, he concludes that there
must be a distinct semantic layer in-between.

We can apply this kind of reasoning to the other weak RPs. They all are
not-at-issue and they all can become part of an embedded propositional atti-
tude, i.e. they do not modify the speech act performed with the whole clause.
Thus, we can conclude that weak RPs relate to a distinct layer between the
speech act and the proposition.

Krifka points to writings of Frege and Peirce (cf. Tuzet 2006), where such a
distinct layer is introduced. Frege (1918) explicitly differentiates between the
following aspects involved in an assertion:

(51) i. das Fassen eines Gedankens – das Denken (‘the grasping/conception of
a thought – the thinking’)

ii. die Anerkennung der Wahrheit eines Gedankens – das Urteilen (‘the ap-
preciation of the truth of a thought – the judging’)

iii. die Kundgebung des Urteils – das Behaupten (‘the manifestation of the
judgement – the asserting’)

Similar thoughts about the distinction between a thought, a private judgement
on the truthfulness of the thought and a public assertion of this judgement
were developed by Peirce. Thus, according to Krifka, Frege and Peirce envisage
three distinct semantic operations:

(52) i. A thought/proposition φ which has truth conditions,
ii. a judgement of a person x concerning a proposition φ, a private act,
iii. an assertion of a person x of a proposition φ, a public act.

Krifka (2017) generalises Frege’s and Peirce’s partition to all speech acts and
proposes representing the judgement and the speech act in the syntactic struc-
ture, the pertinent functional projections being called JP and ActP. Thus, he
arrives at a general syntactic representation of these semantic partitions, stand-
ing hereby in what meanwhile can be called the tradition of the ‘syntacticisa-
tion of discourse’ (cf. e.g. Speas and Tenny 2003; Miyagawa 2012; Haegeman
and Hill 2013).
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According to Krifka (2017), the weakly root-sensitive subjective modals are
semantically anchored to a judge; they express the degree of the confidence of
the judge in the truth of a proposition. Syntactically they are related to JP.

Krifka (2017) subscribes to the commitment view of speech acts. Regarding
assertions, the commitment view holds that in asserting a proposition φ the
speaker expresses public responsibility for the truth of φ, backed by social sanc-
tions if φ is false and the speaker has no excuse. To the CG shared by speaker
and hearer it is added that the speaker is publicly committed to the truth of φ.
The proposition φ itself is added to the CG as a conversational implicature. In
line with this view, Krifka (2017) adds a fourth partition to (52), which is the di-
mension of the commitment of a participant in the dialogue. While the commit-
ter x equals the speaker in assertions, it equals the addressee in information
seeking questions. According to Krifka, a question of speaker S to hearer H like
Is it raining or not? does not change the set of shared propositions but restricts
the continuations of the conversation to those in which either H commits to the
proposition that it is raining or H commits to the proposition that it is not rain-
ing. As for syntax, Krifka assumes a commitment phrase CmP, whose head rep-
resents the commitment of a committer.

Thus, one arrives at the assumptions in (53).

(53) i. The TP encodes a proposition φ.
ii. Above TP there can be a judgement phrase (JP), which encodes a judge

and expresses an evaluation of the proposition φ by the judge.
iii.Above JP there can be a commitment phrase (CmP), which encodes a

committer and expresses public commitment of the committer.
iv. Above CmP there can be a speech act phrase (ActP), which encodes the

speaker and expresses the occurrence of a specific speech act.

For illustration let us take two other examples of weak RPs. The use of a MP pre-
supposes a judgement. For example, with the MP ja the status of a proposition rela-
tive to the CG is evaluated and it is expressed that the proposition is assumed to be
in principle available. Obviously also topic marking involves a judgement. A judger
considers a statement to be essentially about a certain object; as a consequence the
term which refers to this object is highlighted and marked a sentence topic.

Our observations concerning weak RPs lead to the general thesis in (54):

(54) Weak RPs relate semantically to a judge and are syntactically licensed by J0.

An immediate consequence of (54) is that all clauses which allow weak RPs ex-
hibit a JP and all clauses disallowing weak RPs don’t.
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In the syntactic structure (53) leads to the hierarchy in (55):

(55) ActP > CmP > JP > TP

The presence of the projections in (55) is implicationally top down, i.e. if a
clause structure encodes the projection α in (55), it also encodes all projections
below α. Thus, every independent clause contains an ActP, a CmP, a JP and a
TP. What about dependent clauses? CACs are just TPs6; they express a proposi-
tion, but they do not allow any RPs. PACs express a proposition and they allow
weak RPs. It follows that they are JPs.7 NonICs also allow strong RPs. According
to our considerations they have full illocutional force, i.e. they are ActPs and as
such contain a CmP, a JP and a TP. The complements of mental attitude verbs
allow weak RPs but not strong ones. Therefore, we assume that they have the
categorial status of (a CP dominating) a JP. The complements of factive verbs
do not allow any RPs. Thus, we assume that they have the categorial status of
(a CP dominating) a TP. The same is true for the complements of all other verbs
which do not induce an embedded root context. Are there dependent clauses
which are CmPs? The answer likely is yes. The prime candidates are the com-
plement clauses of speech predicates in certain languages. Although this goes
beyond the topic of the present paper, one case in point should be mentioned.
There are languages in which indexical shift occurs in the complements of atti-
tude verbs and in the complements of speech predicates, and there are lan-
guages in which indexical shift only obtains in the scope of certain speech
predicates (Sundaresan 2018). In Tamil, for example, index shift is allowed in
the complement of a speech verb, but not in the complement of an attitude
verb.8 Note that there are no languages in which it is the other way round

6 This statement should not be taken literally since of course CACs are introduced by subordi-
nators. We do not want to take a stand on whether these subordinators are prepositions,
which would mean that CACs are PPs dominating a TP, or whether they are complementisers,
which would mean that CACs are CPs dominating a TP.
7 The remarks of fn. 6 apply mutatis mutandis to PACs.
8 In the Tamil examples in (i) indexical shift becomes obvious in the number agreement on
the verb (Sundaresan 2017).

(i) a. Seetha1 [taan1 pooʈʈi-læ dȝej-čč-een-nnŭ] sonnaaɭ
Seetha ANAPH.NOM.SG contest-LOC win-PST-1SG-COMP say-PST-3FSG
‘Seetha1 said that she1 won the contest.’

b. ??Seetha1 [taan1 pooʈʈi-læ dȝej-čč-een-nnŭ] nenččaɭ
Seetha ANAPH.NOM.SG contest-LOC win-PST-1SG-COMP think-PST-3FSG
‘Seetha1 thought that she1 won.’
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(Sundaresan 2017). We can assume that in the more liberal languages in-
dexical shift is dependent on JP, while in the restrictive ones indexical
shift is dependent on CmP. If speech verbs take CmP-complements and
mental attitude verbs take JP-complements, the pattern follows. Thus, it
might be worthwhile to consider the option that in some languages,
speech verbs and only these take CmP-complements. However, in the fol-
lowing we will stick to the simple assumption that, at least in German, all
root-inducing verbs just take JP-complements.

We arrive at the following listing of the categorial statuses of the different
dependent clauses considered in the present paper:

(56) i. CAC: [CP TP]
ii. PAC: [CP JP]
iii.NonIC: ActP
iv. complement of a mental attitude verb or of other root-inducing verbs:

[CP JP]
v. complement of a factive verb or of other not-root-inducing verbs: [CP TP]

How is the judge of a clause determined, i.e. how does J0 get its value? We can
assume that the licensing and valuation of J0 has to occur under c-command
in a strict local environment, i.e. the valuation occurs via the closest head. In
the case of an independent sentence the judge equals the committer, cf. (57a).
As already noted, the performer of the speech act might be different from the
committer though. It follows that in this case the judge will be different from
the speaker. This is what happens in information seeking questions, cf. (57b).
Who is the judge of the complement clause of a mental attitude verb, i.e. how
is the J-projection of the embedded clause licensed and valued? The answer is
rather straightforward. The judge of the embedded clause equals the logical
subject of the matrix verb and the J-projection is licensed by the matrix verb,
(57c). Note that the J0 of the embedded clause is in local configuration with its
licenser.

(57) a. Peter: It will likely rain. judge of main clause = Peter
b. Mary to Peter:Will it likely rain? judge of main clause = Peter
c. Mary: Peter thinks that it will likely

rain.
judge of embedded clause =
Peter
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Let us next ask the question of who the judge of a PAC is and how the J-projec-
tion of a PAC is syntactically licensed and valued. A natural answer to the first
question is (58).

(58) A PAC derives its judge from that source which also delivers the judge of
the PAC’s host.

Regarding the syntactic licensing of a PAC’s JP, it follows from the considera-
tions above that a PAC has to be base-generated structurally close to the syntac-
tic representative of the source of its host’s judge. We will make the following
assumption:

(59) A PAC’s base position is right-adjoined to its host’s JP.

A PAC may also occur in the prefield of a V2-clause, cf. e.g. (36b). In the case of
(36b) the PAC is moved to [Spec,ActP] from its JP-adjoined base position. If the
PAC’s host is an embedded JP, the PAC is right-adjoined to that JP, or if the PAC
occurs in the prefield of the embedded JP, it is base-generated in [Spec,JP] of its
host.

It follows that there is no binding from a constituent of a PAC’s host into
the PAC since the PAC is base-generated too high. It follows as well that the
complex [host + PAC] cannot have just one nuclear accent inside the PAC since
again the PAC is too high in its host’s structure.

Note that it also follows that binding into a PAC should be possible from a
position which is structurally higher than the PAC’s host. (60) confirms this
prediction.

(60) Jede1 fragte sich, warum Otto genommen wurde, obwohl sie1
everyone asked REFL why Otto taken was although she
doch die Richtige wäre.
MP the right would.be

The pronoun in (60) is inside the c-command domain of the subject of the high-
est clause.

Let us now consider the positioning of NonICs. We have seen that NonICs
have full illocutionary force. Thus, we can assume that they are ActPs. In addi-
tion, it is a natural assumption that a NonIC constitutes a subsidiary speech act
relative to the speech act performed with the NonIC’s host. In contrast to Frey
(2012), we assume here that in syntax this ancillary function of NonICs is mir-
rored by their being adjoined to their hosts. Since a NonIC constitutes a
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subsidiary speech act for another speech act, the host of a NonIC has to be an
ActP too. We arrive at the assumption in (61).

(61) NonICs are ActPs which are adjoined to ActPs.

A consequence is that a NonIC cannot be embedded together with its host. Its
host, being an ActP, cannot be embedded in the first place. Following Green
(2000) and others (cf. section II), we formulate (62).

(62) An ActP cannot occur embedded in another syntactic structure.

Let’s next consider strong RPs. (63) makes clear that a strong RP cannot occur in
the prefield of a V2-clause. Thus it cannot be part of its host’s syntactic structure.

(63) a. Ich muss heute zum Amt, Mann.
I must today to.the department man

b. *Mann, muss ich heute zum Amt.
man must I today to.the department

c. Maria wird gewinnen, wetten!
Maria will win let’s bet

d. *Wetten wird Maria gewinnen.
let’s bet will Maria win

Next we note that a strong RP too can be considered to constitute its own
speech act, albeit again a subsidiary speech act relative to the speech act with
which it is associated. This assumption seems to be justified on grounds of the
semantics/pragmatics of strong RPs and on the basis of their phonology. Thus,
strong RPs have a certain semantic and pragmatic independence. Correspond-
ingly they do not seem to be in need of syntactic licensing by the head of an-
other syntactic structure. Therefore, we can assume (64).

(64) A strong RP constitutes a speech act and is adjoined to the ActP of its host.

An immediate consequence of (64) is that strong RPs can only occur with inde-
pendent sentences and the restricted set of dependent clauses which are called
NonICs in the present paper.9

9 At first glance the following data seems to contradict the claim that strong RPs cannot ap-
pear embedded.
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5 On the Correspondences between Root
Phenomena and Types of Clauses

Our observations so far yield the following correspondences. GHT and other
strong RPs need a host which encodes an independent illocutionary operator,
i.e. which exhibits an ActP. GLD, the marking of an aboutness topic with a par-
ticle and other weak RPs need a host which is able to encode a judge, i.e. which
has a JP. Finally, right dislocation and other expressives which are not root-sen-
sitive may be hosted by a clause which encodes neither a speech act nor a
judgement but just a proposition.

Let us start with the strong RPs. In syntactic theory it is sometimes assumed
(cf. e.g. Speas and Tenny 2003 and Miyagawa 2012) that the fact that a clause
has illocutionary force is encoded syntactically by a projection in the clause’s
left periphery. Here the relevant projection is called ActP. Given our observa-
tion, it is justified to assume that the hosting clause of a strong RP must have
an Act-projection, which in the interpretation component is independently re-
lated to an illocutionary operator. If we look at our examples of strong RPs, we
realise that they occur in an outermost position of the clause they belong to.
This follows since they have to be locally licensed by Act0, which is the highest
head in its clause.

According to Frey (2005) a GHT introduces a new discourse topic.
Thus it contributes to the structuring of the discourse. Therefore, it is of a
very high level in terms of interpretative effect. We may assume that only
clauses with illocutionary force can be used to structure the discourse.
Therefore, it makes sense that in order for a phenomenon to be able
to affect discourse structure it has to belong to a clause which is an ActP,
i.e. it has to be a strong RP.

The other examples of strong RPs considered in this paper also affect dis-
course structure. As noted above, the insertion of a question tag demands that

(i) a. Maria, ein Genie, wetten, hat den besten Vortrag gehalten
Maria a genious let’s bet has the best talk given

b. der bisher größte – oder etwa nicht? – Bankenskandal
the until-now biggest or MP not bank-scandal

Strong RPs may appear in appositional constructions and in non-restrictively interpreted attrib-
utes. Note, however, that at least regarding appositive constructions it has been noted for a long
time that they behave as secondary messages that are not syntactically integrated in a standard
way into their host (cf. e.g. de Vries 2006; Heringa 2012). (ib) indicates that for non-restrictive at-
tributes the same has to be assumed.
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an assertion be performed and it adds a conforming question to the discourse,
which affects the continuing discourse. An interjection also has an effect on
discourse structure. It not only expresses an emotional attitude of the speaker
towards a speech act, but it also makes clear that the speaker considers her/his
statement as highly relevant for the ongoing discourse by strengthening the il-
locutionary weight of the statement.

Let’s move to weak RPs. A weak RP is not immediately dependent on
a speech act. MPs, for example, are linked to sentence mood, but, as we
have seen, they are not restricted in such a way that their host clause
must constitute an independent speech act on its own (cf. for that matter
also Jacobs 2018 on ja). Let us once more consider the particle denn. It is
licensed by interrogative mood (cf. (46b)), but it is not licensed in just any
question-like speech act. ‘Rising declaratives’ or tagged declaratives consti-
tute inquisitive acts that do not provide a good host for denn, cf. (46c)
and (65a,b). On the other hand, some open propositions do allow denn,
without encoding independent speech acts, cf. (65c,d). Thus, it rather
seems to be the case that denn is an operator which characterises the as-
sessment of a proposition by a judge. The standard assumption about the
meaning of the particle denn, which occurs in a question with the open
proposition φ, is that it indicates that the speaker considers the answer to
the question highly relevant. We propose to characterise the meaning of
denn slightly different: a judge considers the true proposition φ’, which
has the open position of the proposition φ with which denn occurs instan-
tiated, as highly relevant.

(65) a. Du hast das Buch (*denn) gelesen?
you have the book MP read

b. Peter hat das Buch (*denn) gelesen, oder?
Peter has the book MP read or

c. Marias Frage an Peter, ob er denn dabei war,
Maria’s question to Peter whether he MP at-that was
wollte er nicht beantworten.
wanted he not answer

d. Finde mal heraus, wen sie denn getroffen hat!
find MP out whom she MP met has

MPs do not induce a discourse move, i.e. by themselves they do not structure
the discourse, but rather have a more local interpretative effect. However, they
can be said to constitute means to support CG-management.
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Let us now consider the marking of an aboutness topic by a particle
and by GLD. Unlike GHT these are clause-internal phenomena. Topic mark-
ing by a particle occurs below the so-called C-domain or, to use an alter-
native terminology, inside the middle field. The GLDed phrase of the GLD
construction is positioned very high in the C-domain or, using the alterna-
tive terminology, in the ‘Vor-Vorfeld’ (pre-prefield). In line with this and
in contrast to GHT, the marking of an aboutness topic by a particle and
GLD have a rather local interpretative effect. They establish the aboutness
topic of the clause they occur in. In addition, GLD demands that the topic
it establishes be already given by the context. Topic marking expresses
that a judge considers a property as being associated especially with a
specific object. In addition it becomes part of the CG that the judge es-
tablishes this association. Topic marking does not induce a certain dis-
course move and it does not structure the discourse. Therefore, these
markings are not directly linked to illocutionary acts. They have an effect
on CG-management though.

Many, if not even most, expressive items, however, are not sensitive to
the occurrence of an illocution or to the estimation by a judge. Right disloca-
tion, focal constituents, diminutives, pejorative epithets and so on can ap-
pear anywhere. Non-root-sensitive phenomena are not dependent on
illocutionary force or on a judgement, i.e. they are not concerned with dis-
course moves nor with the way information is assessed by a thinking
mind.10 They just facilitate the communication between speaker and hearer
by marking what is new or given at a certain point in the communication,
help to clarify the reference of an expression or make clear the emotional
attitude of the speaker towards a referent. Note that non-root-sensitive phe-
nomena do not have scope over the proposition they occur in. In contrast to
topic marking or discourse particles they do not affect CG-management. For
example, CG-information is not affected by indicating which part of a sen-
tence is new and which part is given at a certain point in the conversation.
Furthermore, although the fact that the speaker has used a pejorative epithet
or diminutive to refer to an object might become part of the CG, i.e. it might
get stored as an additional proposition in the CG, the use of these elements

10 We are aware of the fact that there are authors who think differently about right disloca-
tion. Averintseva-Klisch (2009) is a case in point. She assumes that right dislocation has the
function of introducing the discourse topic for the following passage of the text. We are scepti-
cal about the correctness of this claim, though. Note, for example, that it is perfectly fine to
end a text with a right dislocation construction.
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does not affect how the proposition of the ambient clause should be judged
epistemically or how it should be stored in the CG. Thus, an epithet for ex-
ample does not have scope over the overall proposition.

Note also in this context that Krifka (2008) makes a crucial difference be-
tween CG-content and CG-management. CG-content refers to phenomena such
as givenness, novelty, presuppositions etc. CG-management manifests the com-
municative interests and goals of the participants. Krifka proposes that CG-man-
agement is concerned with the way in which the CG-content should be treated.

Let us conclude this section with a short look at two other classifications of
RPs and topic constructions in recent works of Jacobs (2018) and Bianchi and
Frascarelli (2010), respectively.

Jacobs (2018) also proposes a three-fold split of expressions as far as their
distribution in dependent (embedded) or independent clauses is concerned.
He calls them MCP (Main Clause Phenomena) I, II and III. At first glance, this
might look much like what we propose. However, Jacobs’ (2018) division is
crucially different. Jacobs’ proposal and our proposal are not counter-pro-
posals; in the end both classifications may turn out to be compatible to quite
a large extent although not throughout. For the sake of clarification let us
make a short comparison. Jacobs thus distinguishes MPC I, which are linguis-
tic expressions that are licit in some embedded clauses such as pertinent ad-
verbial clauses (presumably our PACs), complement clauses of verba dicendi
and in appositive relative clauses, though not in restrictive relative clauses.
His main illustrating element is the discourse particle ja. The second group (=
MCP II) comprises expressions which are less restrictive than those of group I
because they are legitimate in more environments; the example for an addi-
tional environment he gives is restrictive relative clauses. The MCP II elements
are evaluative and epistemic adverbials (such as leider ‘unfortunately’). An
example of Jacobs’ is given in (66).

(66) Gestern rief jemand an, der sich leider / ??ja verwählt
yesterday call someone PRT who REFL unfortunatly / MP misdialed
hat.
has

The third group comprises elements and structures which under no circumstan-
ces can be embedded: special verb-first clauses (yes-no questions, imperatives)
and “marginal” constructions which lack a finite verb altogether (one of Jacobs’
examples is infinitive commands: (das Bild) nicht berühren! ‘Don’t touch (the
picture)!’).
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Recall that we do not propose a three-type division of main clause phenom-
ena. We differentiate three types of use-conditional expressions and three types
of dependent structures. We argue for a class of expressive items which are fine
in any context, including regular embedded clauses. Hence these expressions
cannot be typed and named main clause phenomena. We then divide main
clause phenomena into two categories: strong ones and weak ones. Our notions
of weakness and strictness (strength) do not fit with Jacobs’ division between
his MCP I and MCP II. If there is a potential correspondence, then Jacobs’ MCP
III and our strict main clause phenomena may cover similar expressions. Yet
the concrete phenomena are pretty different, perhaps with the exception of the
“unembeddable discourse particles” doch or nochmal in Wie war doch/nochmal
Ihr Name? (‘What was MP your name? / What was your name again?’). How-
ever, whereas Jacobs is interested in phenomena which do not embed at all,
our interest has been phenomena which occur in independent clauses and in
clauses which are syntactically autonomous while being dependent on a se-
mantic or pragmatic level.

All in all, it seems that Jacobs’ classification is by and large orthogonal to
the one we propose.11

We also think it will be helpful to clarify the difference between our ap-
proach and the one advocated in Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010). What the two
proposals have in common is the study of different types of topic constructions
and the assumption that CG-management and illocutionary force play an essen-
tial role. Furthermore, Bianchi and Frascarelli also distinguish different types
of topics. They propose a three-fold partition: (i) aboutness topics (which they
call A-topics), (ii) contrastive topics (their C-topics) and (iii) givenness topics
(G-topics) .

The type (iii) just refers to constituents which are given. We would not
subsume them under the notion topic but one certainly can do so. Such con-
stituents do not show any signs of illocutionary dependency or any relation to
CG-management, and hence they are not considered to be root-sensitive: they

11 However, we would like to note that at this point we are not fully convinced that
an example like (66) shows that one has to separate MCP II from MCP I. First, the rela-
tive clause in (66) with leider does not seem to have the reading of a restrictive relative
clause. The speaker has a certain person in mind who called and for whom it holds in
addition that unfortunately has dialed the wrong number and who is not identifiable
to the hearer. Second, the fact that the MP ja is not appropriate in the context of the
non-restrictive relative clause in (66) might just be due to the fact that ja requests the
hearer to retrieve information from the CG and that this is incompatible with the sub-
ject of the clause in question being a (specific) indefinite.
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appear freely in any type of clause. In this respect, we fully agree with Bianchi
and Frascarelli.

More intricate are Bianchi and Frascarelli’s topic types (i) and (ii).
A(boutness)-topics are argued to be root-sensitive; C-topics are considered
to not be root-sensitive. Bianchi and Frascarelli agree with Haegeman (2004)
and others that C-topics cannot appear in CACs, which they attribute to the
status of these clauses as mere event modifiers. As such they are analysed as
not denoting propositions. Complements of predicates which according to
Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) do select for propositions, however, may
allow C-topics although these complements are not considered to be root-
like. Thus sentences which comprise factive predicates (be glad) or inher-
ently negative verbs like conceal are claimed to be well formed with C-
topics:

(67) a. I am glad that this unrewarding job, she has finally decided to give _ up.
b. He tried to conceal from his parents that the maths exam he had not

passed _, and the biology exam he had not even taken.

Bianchi and Frascarelli take these data to show that this type of topic is
not root-sensitive. Subsequent research has shown, however, that the data
are not watertight. Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) suggest that glad in (67a)
is shifted to mean something like “glad to say” and coerces a verbum di-
cendi meaning (this shift from some true factives to assertive predicates is
well attested; see Fabricius-Hansen and Sæbø 2004). We think that the
same can also be carried over to the example in (67b). To conceal that
something has not happened, is not the case or does not take place may
very well mean that the subject of the concealing makes statements about
the content of the embedded clause. For (67b) this reading seems espe-
cially natural because of the presence of try. Under this perspective the
matrix verb in (67b) also acts a verb of saying and not as a canonical fac-
tive verb, which makes it likely to allow RPs.

As for A-topics, Bianchi and Frascarelli show that they are root-sensi-
tive. However, the crucial difference between our approach and the one
taken by them is that Bianchi and Frascarelli do not make the three-way
distinction between dependent clauses we make. For them, clauses are ei-
ther canonically embedded (as e.g. CACs) or illocutionarily independent.
Furthermore, in contrast to our assumption they assume that PACs are illo-
cutionarily independent. Another difference is that they propose that
PACs are syntactically connected by some coordinating element with their
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host clauses. Instead we analyse aboutness topics as weakly root-sensitive,
which means that they need not appear in illocutionarily independent
clauses, and we analyse PACs as being part of the syntactic structures of
their hosts. On the other hand, we classify GHT, an instance of hanging
topics (a type which Bianchi and Frascarelli do not recognise as a special
type of its own), as a type of topic that must appear in a syntactically in-
dependent clause.

What is similar in both approaches is that both assume different types of
topics and a different distribution of the particular types across the dependency
statuses of different types of clauses.

6 Summary

The paper argues for the following theses:
– It is necessary to distinguish between weakly and strongly root-sensitive

phenomena. Strongly root-sensitive phenomena may only occur in clauses
with independent illocutionary force, while weakly root-sensitive phenom-
ena have a broader distribution, but they may not occur in just any kind of
clause. They require that the clauses in which they occur exhibit the Judge-
projection (JP). JP encodes an act of judging of the following proposition by
a judge.

– Regarding their root-sensitivity, constructions which in the literature are
often classified as topic constructions differ. The German Hanging Topic
construction is strongly root-sensitive, German Left Dislocation and topic
marking with a particle are weakly root-sensitive, and Right Dislocation is
not root-sensitive.

– At least a threefold distinction among dependent clauses is necessary.
There are (i) dependent clauses which may host strongly root-sensitive
constructions, (ii) dependent clauses which may not host strongly root-
sensitive constructions, but weakly root-sensitive ones, and (iii) clauses
which may only host non-root-sensitive constructions. Clauses of type
(i) have independent illocutionary force and encode a speech act,
clauses of type (ii) encode a proposition and a judgement on the prop-
osition, and clauses of type (iii) just encode a proposition.

– Other non-truth-functional/non-descriptive phenomena like tags, interjec-
tions, pejorative epithets, diminutives or the marking of information focus
are also to be distinguished regarding strong root-sensitivity, weak sensitiv-
ity or non-root-sensitivity.
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– Strongly root-sensitive phenomena have an effect on the organisation of
the discourse, while weakly root-sensitive phenomena have an effect on
common ground management.
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List of Abbreviations

CAC Central adverbial clause
CG Common ground
GHT German Hanging Topic
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GLD German Left Dislocation
MP Modal particle
NonIC Non-integrated dependent clause
PAC Peripheral adverbial clause
ResP Resumptive pronoun
RP Root phenomenon
SADV Sentential adverbial
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Mara Frascarelli

Topics, Conversational Dynamics and the
Root/Non-root Distinction: Adverbial
Clauses at the Discourse-syntax Interface

Abstract: The composition and extent of the phrasal hierarchies in the left pe-
riphery of different clause types has been a major concern in recent research,
mainly concentrating on the root/non-root distinction. This chapter intends to
address this issue for adverbial clauses, assuming information structure and
prosodic elicitation as diagnostics; specifically, the present analysis focuses on
what Topic types are admitted in the C-domains of diverse adverbial clauses,
through a systematic interface investigation based on original Italian data.

A novel perspective is thus proposed to shed new light on the syntactic
mapping and the formal properties of (central vs. peripheral) adverbial clauses,
embedding the relevant proposal in a cartographic framework of analysis.

Keywords: central adverbial clauses, conversational dynamics, discourse cate-
gories, interface analysis, peripheral adverbial clauses, prosody, root/non-root
phenomena, topic

1 Root Phenomena under the Lens of Discourse
Analysis: An Introduction

A number of recent works have examined the composition and extent of
phrasal hierarchies of different clause types, distinguishing between root,
root-like and (diverse types of) embedded clauses, and relevant phenomena
(cf. Hooper and Thompson 1973; Emonds 1970, 1976, 2004; Haegeman 2002;
Meinunger 2004; Heycock 2006).

Furthermore, recent works on the formal properties of discourse categories led
to a clause-related distinction for different types of Topics (cf. Haegeman 2004;
Frascarelli 2007; Krifka 2007; Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010; Frascarelli and Hinter-
hölzl 2007, 2016), Foci (cf., among others, Cruschina 2011; Bianchi and Bocci 2012;
Bianchi 2013) and Contrast, often associated with either Focus or Topic, but also as
an independent feature (Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998; Molnár 2006; Bianchi and
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Bocci 2012; Frascarelli and Ramaglia 2013; Bianchi 2013, 2015). The data examined
in this respect, however, mainly concern declarative or interrogative clauses.

Based on the assumption that a systematic connection exists between the
formal (syntax-prosody) and the semantic properties of discourse categories (cf.
Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007), this chapter uses information structure as di-
agnostics to define the root/non-root quality of adverbial clauses and provide a
structural analysis in a cartographic approach (cf. Rizzi 1997 and subsequent
works). For this purpose we propose a syntax-discourse investigation examin-
ing the acceptability of different types of Topic (Aboutness-Shift Topics, Contras-
tive Topics and Familiar/Given Topics) in diverse types of adverbial clauses,
based on judgments collected by means of an original online survey. The inves-
tigation is based on original Italian data; however, cross-linguistic considera-
tions will be also provided from the literature when relevant for the discussion.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the root/non-root
distinction and illustrate the notion of Root phenomena, providing examples for
the relevant distinction in different languages. In section 3 we present the dis-
course categories addressed in the current investigation and their role is discussed
with respect to Conversational Dynamics. Section 4 provides a short survey on the
major properties of adverbial clauses, focusing on their mixed properties, as is ar-
gued in recent works. In Sections 5 and 6 we present the interface analysis: inter-
pretive judgments are analysed and confronted with their prosodic realizations.

Based on the evidence collected, we present a novel proposal on the syn-
tactic mapping of adverbial clauses in section 7, supporting the necessity of a
formal distinction for central and peripheral adverbials that can take into ac-
count their different interpretive (discourse-semantic and prosodic) properties.

2 The Root/Non-root Distinction1

2.1 What is a Root Clause?

To provide a clear-cut, uncontroversial definition of a Root clause is far from triv-
ial. Since Emonds (1970, 1976), this quality has been attributed to those clausal
domains that can host specific types of phenomena (like Left Dislocation) and
the relevant “root restriction” has been connected to the availability of assertive
force in these clauses.

1 Please see the list of abbreviations used for glosses of non-English examples at the end of
the chapter.
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Hooper and Thompson (1973) made the point that this restriction only relies
on semantic/pragmatic requirements and cannot be accounted for syntactically.
In this sense, assertion is connected with illocutionary force,2 a claim that is sup-
ported by the observation that “root transformations” are actually also allowed
in syntactically embedded clauses whose content constitutes the main assertion:

(1) It appears [that this book he read thoroughly].
(Hooper and Thompson 1973: 478)

This challenge was then taken up by different authors, who tried to elaborate a
syntactic account for the relevant restriction. Emonds (1970, 1976) observed
that for many speakers dependent clause contexts mimic the freedom of root
structures in indirect discourse. However, root-like indirect discourse embed-
ding is incompatible with most dependent clause positions (cf. Emonds 2004).
In a similar vein, Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) and Jiménez-Fernández and
Miyagawa (2014) propose that non-root clauses contain an operator, which pre-
vents some discourse categories from moving to the C-domain.

Based on an integrated, multi-layered perspective, Bianchi and Frascarelli
(2010: 19) suggest that the restriction imposed on some phenomena to be realized
in clausal domains (potentially) endowed with assertive force complies with
plausible interface requirements and should be accounted for within the tradition
of update semantics. The latter endorses a dynamic view of semantic interpreta-
tion, whereby the meaning of a sentence is its update potential: a function from
an input context to an output context. The input context is the set of possible
worlds that are compatible with the conversational Common Ground (CG), i.e.
the set of propositions that are considered to be presupposed by all the partici-
pants in the conversation up to that point. The updating effect of an assertion is
that the asserted proposition, when accepted by all the participants, is admitted
into the CG, and thus discards from the input context all the possible worlds that
are incompatible with it (technically, by intersection), yielding a “reduced” out-
put context. (cf. Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010 for discussion).

Bianchi and Frascarelli’s (2010) approach is assumed in the present analy-
sis, so that a root clause is intended as a clausal domain endowed with update

2 In fact, Hooper and Thompson (1973: 495) do not provide a clear definition of what consti-
tutes an “asserted clause” and state that the assertion of a sentence is “its core meaning or
main proposition”, which “may be identified as the part that can be negated or questioned”.
The authors also provide a five-way division of predicates, which has later been resumed by
different authors for further discussion and elaboration (cf., among others, Vikner 1995; Reis
1997; Meinunger 2004; Heycock 2006).
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potential, and root phenomena can be thus either considered as operations trig-
gering/connected with “conversational moves” or as “instructions” to the
hearers on where the propositional content expressed by the assertion act
should fit in the CG (cf. Krifka 2007 and footnote 4).

2.2 Two Types of Root Phenomena

In the literature, root phenomena are primarily instances of movement to the left
periphery of the clause including operations like VP preposing (2a), Negative Con-
stituent Preposing (2b), Topicalisation (2c), Left Dislocation (2d), Locative inversion
(2e), Preposing around be (2f), Subject Auxiliary inversion (2b-2g), illustrated in the
example below from English (cf., among others, Hooper and Thompson 1973; Hey-
cock 2006), and V2 constructions in languages like German (3) (cf., among others,
Gärtner 2002; Wiklund et al. 2009):

(2) a. Mary promised that she would cook fish tonight, and cook fish she will.
b. Never in my life have I told you lies!
c. That movie you should watch.
d. John, I never saw him at a scientific conference.
e. On the wall hangs a portrait of my ancestors.
f. Standing next to me was the bride’s first man.
g. Will Sara ever finish writing that paper of hers?

(3) Dieses Buch wollte ich gestern lesen.
this book want.PST.1SG I yesterday read.INF
‘Yesterday I wanted to read this book.’

Starting from this classification, Bianchi and Frascarelli (2012) provide evidence for
the necessity of a finer distinction across left-peripheral root phenomena, based on
the analysis of the distributional and scopal properties of constituents in the C-do-
main. Specifically, the authors identify and discuss two types of Root phenomena:

(i) Type I root phenomena like Left Dislocation (4) and Focus Fronting in
Italian (5), which can occur in root clauses and in complements of bridge verbs
(e.g., say, think),3 but cannot occur under emotive and factive predicates (e.g.,

3 In investigations dedicated to root phenomena, complements of bridge verbs play a major
role since they have a “quasi-root” character; that is to say, they generally allow for the reali-
zation of root operations, while this is normally excluded in complements of factive or voli-
tional verbs (cf., among others Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010; Gärtner 2002; Haegeman 2002;
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be glad/sorry, regret, resent), or under volitional verbs (e.g., hope, wish, would
like), as is shown in the following examples (from Bianchi and Frascarelli 2012):

(4) a. *I am glad [that this unrewarding job, she has finally decided to give it up]
b. *I hope [that the past he will forget it soon], so as to bravely face the future.

(5) A: Di sicuro sei contento che tua sorella si
of certain be.2SG glad that your sister REFL

fidanzi with Gianni (…)
get.engaged-SUBJ.2SG con Gianni (…)
‘For sure you are glad that your sister gets engaged with Gianni (….)’

B: ?*No ,sono contento [che CON MARIO si
no be.PRS.1SG glad that with Mario REFL

fidanzi].
get-engaged.SUBJ.2SG
‘No, I am glad that WITH MARIO she gets engaged.’

(ii) Type II root phenomena like English Topicalization (6) and V2 construc-
tions, which can occur in root clauses and in complements to bridge verbs, but
also in complements to volitional verbs, both with a Focus (7a) and a Contras-
tive Topic (7b) interpretation (from Bianchi and Frascarelli 2012):

(6) I hope that the past he will forget _, and the future he will face _ bravely.

(7) a. Ich wünschte, meine Fehler hätte ich rechtzeitig
I wish.1SG my errors have.SUBJ.1SG I in time
erkannt, nicht nur meine Mängel.
acknowledged not only my faults
‘I wish I had acknowledged my errors in time, not only my faults.’

b. Ich wünschte, meine Fehler hätte ich rechtzeitig
I wish.1SG my errors have-SUBJ.1SG I in time
erkannt und meine Wünsche realisiert.
acknowledged and my wishes realised
‘I wish I had acknowledged my errors in time and my wishes realised.’

Emonds 2004; Meinunger 2004; Heycock 2006). Notice, however, that this distinction is not
always clear-cut intra- and cross-linguistically. Volitionals like German wollen, for instance,
behave like bridge verbs, but do not license V2 (cf. Penner and Badge 1991), whereas manner-
of-speech verbs license V2, despite the fact that they are not bridge verbs. See references cited
for details on this controversial issues, which are far beyond the scope of the present chapter.
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As will be clear later, the distinction between the two types of root phenomena
will play a crucial role in the study and understanding of imperative and adver-
bial clauses.

3 Discourse Categories and Conversational
Dynamics

Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) propose a typology of Topics, based on the
systematic correlation between their formal properties and their function in dis-
course, which is encoded in a strict hierarchy in the C-domain:

(8) [ForceP [ShiftP [ContrP [FocP [FamP [FinP [IP ]]]]]]]]

Assuming Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl’s (2007) typology, Bianchi and Frascarelli
(2010) show that the realization of discourse categories also depends on conver-
sational dynamics. In particular, they provide evidence that a discourse cate-
gory that triggers an update of the discourse context must occur in clauses
endowed with context update potential. Supported by comparative data, this
observation leads the authors to formulate the Interface Root Restriction (9),
which provides a clear-cut distinction between Type I and Type II Root
phenomena:

(9) Interface Root Restriction (Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010: 51)
Information Structure phenomena that affect the conversational dynamics
(CG management) must occur in clauses endowed with illocutionary force
that implement a conversational move.4,5

4 Following Krifka (2007), two dimensions of the CG are assumed, namely the CG content and
the CG management. The CG content is the truth-conditional information accumulated up to a
given point in the conversation. The CG management includes (i) the sequence of conversa-
tional moves (assertions, questions, etc.) performed by the speech act participants, which re-
quire illocutionary force, and (ii) the instructions that help the interlocutor determine the way
in which the CG content develops and is organized (but do not constitute, in themselves, inde-
pendent conversational moves).
5 Even though this restriction was not overtly stated as bi-conditional by the authors, it was
intended as such. Hence, clauses endowed with illocutionary force are expected to host (all) in-
formation-structural phenomena. I thank a reviewer for pointing out this crucial aspect to me.
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Since we address the acceptability of different types of Topics in adverbial
clauses in this chapter, an overview on their discourse and formal properties is
in order in the next sub-sections.

3.1 The Aboutness-shift (A-)Topic

The A-Topic connects Reinhart’s (1981) aboutness (“what the sentence is about”)
with the property of being newly introduced or reintroduced to propose a shift in
discourse. Assuming with Reinhart that the CG is divided into subsets of proposi-
tions that are stored under defining entries (so-called “file cards”), the A-Topic
can be defined as the entry identifying the file card under which the proposition
expressed in the sentence is stored. Consider for instance the following passage
(from the naturalistic corpus used in Frascarelli 2007) in which the speaker, who
is a radio speaker, is talking about her boss (introduced before and realised here
as a null subject) and, at a certain point, she shifts to her abilities in her job
through the clitic-left dislocation (CLLD) of the term brava (‘good at’) (glosses are
only provided for the sentence under examination):

(10) per il momento mi ha messo a far la speaker
‘By now he has given me the speaker role
dice che c’ho la voce per far la speaker perché sono brava-
he says that I have the right voice to be a speaker because I am good at -
“brava” non me lo dirà mai perché non è il tipo (…)
in fact he will never say “brava” to me, he is not that kind of person (…)’

(10ʹ) brava non me lo dirà mai
good not me.IO.CL it.DO.CL say.FUT.3SG never
‘He will never say “brava” to me.’

Syntactically, the A-Topic is merged in the highest topic position in the C-do-
main (i.e., ShiftP in (8)) and, from an intonational viewpoint, it is associated
with the complex L*+H tone (following a ToBi notation; cf. Pierrehumbert
1980); i.e., the topic shift is signalled by a rise in the F0 contour that is aligned
with the tonic vowel in its full extension, while the highest point is reached on
the post-tonic vowel (cf. Frascarelli 2007: §3.1). The intonational contour of the
sentence at-issue in (10) is provided in Figure 1 below.

As for its role in conversational dynamics, the A-Topic must be considered
a conversational move insofar as topic selection is a speech act itself (cf. Krifka
2001: 25). In particular, it is an initiating speech act providing the entry (the ‘file
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card’) under which the subsequent speech act (an assertion, a question, a com-
mand, etc.) will be stored. As such, this operation is restricted to clauses en-
dowed with illocutionary force and this means that the A-Topic qualifies as a
Type I root phenomenon.

3.2 The Contrastive (C-)Topic

C-Topics induce alternatives in the discourse that have no impact on the Focus
value of the sentence (cf. Büring 2003).6 Specifically, the C-Topic marking is
used to “break down a complex proposition into a conjunction of simpler ones
in which a predicate applies separately to each member of a salient set”
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bra va non me lo dirá mai

L*+H

Figure 1: A-Topic.

6 In the Alternative Semantics approach (Rooth 1992; Beaver and Clark 2008), the crucial
difference between Contrastive Topic and Focus is that the latter generates a set of alterna-
tive propositions (varying in the position of the focused element), while the former implies a
set of questions hierarchically ordered by entailment relations. In particular, according to
Büring (2003) the CT-congruence requirement states that every declarative clause containing
a C-Topic must be the answer to a question belonging to a set of alternative questions – ei-
ther explicitly asked or implicitly introduced – which are all part of a strategy to solve a
super-question. Thus, a sentence like [Fred]CT ate [THE BEANS]F must be part of a “discourse-
tree” entailing the super-question Who ate what? and the relevant sub-questions ({What did
Fred eat?, What did Mary eat?, …}).
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(Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010: 72). Syntactically, the C-Topic is merged in the
position immediately below the A-Topic in the C-domain (i.e., ContrP in (8))
and is characterized by a high tone that is aligned on the tonic vowel (H*).

This is illustrated in the following passage, in which a student was asked
about how she liked an online English course. She thus dislocates the DP il
senso generale as a (partial) C-Topic in order to break down a complex answer
and contrast her capacity to understand the theory (i.e., the ‘general meaning’)
with her ability to carry out the relevant exercises. As expected, this constituent
is marked with a H* tone (cf. Figure 2 below):

(11) I video per me almeno sono piuttosto lunghi da fare sezione per sezione
‘Videos are, for me at least, rather long to follow, section after section
cioè il senso generale lo capisco
that is to say, I understand the general meaning
ma poi quando vado a fare gli esercizi è pesante]
but then, when I go to do the exercises, it is hard’

(11’) Cioè il senso generale lo capisco
that is DET sense general it.DO.CL understand.1SG
‘I mean, I understand the overall meaning.’
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cioè il senso gene ra le lo capisco

H*

Figure 2: C-Topic.
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C-Topics thus provide an instruction to the speaker, but do not constitute, in
themselves, independent conversational moves. This means that, unlike A-Topics,
C-Topics are not restricted to root domains, though the meaning of clauses con-
taining C-Topics must remain at the propositional level (Bianchi and Frascarelli
2010). From this it follows that C-Topics qualify as Type II root phenomena.

3.3 The Familiar/Given (G-)Topic

G-Topics refer to given information in the discourse that is somehow salient to
the conversation. Since their main function is the retrieval of given informa-
tion, G-Topics can be considered as D-linked constituents (Pesetsky 1987), ei-
ther in a ‘strong’ (Heim 1982) or in a ‘familiar/weak’ sense (Roberts 2003)7,
and can be used either for topic continuity, that is to say, to ‘maintain’ the
current A-Topic (this is the case of the so-called Aboutness G-Topics), or to
mention a constituent that is part of the background but was not proposed as
a ‘file card’ (i.e., an A-Topic) in the previous context (these are what we call
Background G-Topics). Syntactically, the G-Topic is merged in the lowest
Topic position in the C-domain (i.e., FamP in (8)) and its tonic vowel is low-
toned (L*).

In order to illustrate the distinction between an Aboutness and a Back-
ground G-Topic consider the following passage in which a student is talking
about a self-learning course. The relevant DP (l’autoapprendimento) thus repre-
sent the current A-Topic:

(12) Il problema di questo autoapprendimento è stato affrontare la grammatica
‘The problem of this self-learning course was the grammar part
lì ti trovi davanti ad argomenti nuovi nei quali avresti bisogno di qualcuno
(…)
there you deal with new topics for which you would exactly need someone
(…)
invece l’autoapprendimento questo non- non me l’ha dato ecco.
while a self-learning course could not give it to me, that’s it.’

7 In particular, Roberts’ (2003) notion of Familiarity refers to discourse referents that are (i)
perceptually accessible in the utterance, (ii) globally familiar from shared cultural knowledge,
(iii) contextually entailed to exist, or (iv) implied via “bridging”.
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(12’) l’autoapprendimentok questoj prok non me lj’
DET self-learning this not me.IO.CL it.DO.CL
ha dato
have.3SG given
‘while self-learning did not give this to me’

As is clear, the dislocated subject l’autoapprendimento is an Aboutness G-Topic
(connected with a pro), while the demonstrative questo resumes the information
just given about the relevant course and is therefore a Background G-Topic. Both
are low-toned (as is shown in Figure 3 below) and realized in the left periphery of
the sentence. This means that, contrary to A- and C-Topics, G-Topics can be mul-
tiple and can also appear in the right periphery of the sentence (always assuming
Merge in FamP and deriving its final position through IP-inversion to the C-do-
main; for details, cf. Frascarelli 2000; Cardinaletti 2002).

Since givenness is calculated on the basis of the CG content, G-Topics clearly
do not instantiate a conversational move and do not depend on illocutionary
force: they simply refer to the existing CG content with a retrieval function. This
implies that the G-Topic is not a root phenomenon (of any type) and is expected
to be found in any type of subordinate clause (cf. Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010).
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questo non me l’ha datoapprendi-
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Figure 3: Multiple G-Topics.
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4 Adverbial Clauses: Major Properties
and Background for Analysis

4.1 Central and Peripheral Adverbial Clauses

In her recent seminal investigation on adverbial clauses, Haegeman (2002 and
subsequent work) provided evidence that adverbial clauses are not a homoge-
nous group and that at least two types must be distinguished, namely central
and peripheral adverbial clauses. The former modify the proposition expressed
by the clause with which they are related, while the latter allow background
propositions to be processed as the privileged discourse context for the proposi-
tion expressed in the associated clause.

It is argued that these two types of clauses differ in both external and inter-
nal syntax, and different explanations have been proposed to account for that.
We assume Haegeman’s distinction and intend to evaluate the author’s analysis
against the realisation of different types of Topics in central and peripheral
clauses in Italian.

It is generally agreed that temporal and conditional adverbial clauses resist
root phenomena (cf. section 2.2), such as argument fronting in English (cf.
Hooper and Thompson 1973; Emonds 2004), as is shown in the following En-
glish examples (from Haegeman 2012: 155):

(13) a. *While this paper I was revising last week, I thought of another analysis.
b. *When her regular column she began to write again, I thought she would

be OK.
c. *If these exams you don’t pass, you won’t get the degree.

In early discussions on root phenomena, Hooper and Thompson (1973) make
the point that this restriction cannot be accounted for syntactically and offer a
semantic-pragmatic account, arguing that it is based on the fact that phenom-
ena depend on assertion, hence they are blocked in adverbial clauses. As a mat-
ter of fact, speech act adverbials and evaluative adverbs are incompatible with
temporal and conditional adverbial clauses: Consider (14) and (15) below, re-
spectively from Haegeman (2010) and Ernst (2007):

(14) *?When/if frankly he is unable to cope, we ‘ll have to replace him.

(15) *If they luckily arrived on time, we will be saved.
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Assuming a structural approach to this issue, Haegeman (2006) proposes in-
stead that argument fronting and speaker-related adverbs were dependent on
the availability of the functional head Force, which is missing in adverbial
clauses, whose left periphery is “reduced”. Nevertheless, in later works the au-
thor pointed out the limits of such an approach, showing that the presence of
illocutionary force per sé is not a sufficient condition for argument fronting in
English. Haegeman (2008), 2010, 2012) then argues that the incompatibility be-
tween adverbial clauses and root phenomena (like the dislocation of argu-
ments) depends on an intervention effect: since temporal and conditional
clauses are derived by operator movement, this operation conflicts with argu-
ment fronting.

The hypothesis that adverbial clauses are derived by movement originates
from Geis’ analysis (1970, 1975), who noticed that a sentence like (16) is ambig-
uous between a high construal and a low construal of the temporal operator:

(16) John left when Sheila said he should leave.

Based on this observation, Larson (1987) proposed the following representa-
tions for high (17a) and low (17b) construal respectively, which is resumed and
assumed in Haegeman’s analysis:

(17) a. John left [CP wheni [IP Sheila said [CP [IP he should leave ]] ti ]]
b. John left [CP wheni [IP Sheila said [CP [IP he would leave ti ]]]]

As for conditional clauses, Haegeman (2010, 2012) draws from Bhatt and Pan-
cheva (2006) the suggestion that conditional if-clauses can be analysed as free
relatives of possible worlds, derived by the leftward movement of a world oper-
ator (for details, cf. Bhatt and Pancheva 2006). In the cartographic approach
Haegeman, assumes, she proposes that the relevant world operator is associ-
ated with FinP. Accordingly, also in this case an argument fronted to the left
periphery will lead to an intervention effect:

(18) [CP OP if [TopP this book [FinP OP [IP you … [VP find this book ]]]]]

Even though an analysis of conditional clauses as underlyingly free relatives
might seem harder to maintain, cross-linguistic comparative evidence shows
that such a proposal is totally feasible and with substantial explicative value.
Languages like Somali, for instance, provide clear evidence that both temporal
and conditional clauses are in fact relative clauses, since they are headed by a
generic element like ‘time’, ‘way/manner’, ‘turn/condition’, and present exactly
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the same (operator) properties shown by relative clauses headed by referential
DPs (cf. Puglielli 1981; Puglielli and Frascarelli 2005; Frascarelli 2010):

(19) a. [gabartii [oo markaas guriga galaysá]] baan arkay.
girl.AN COMP time.DET house.DET enter.PRG.RED FM.1SCL saw.1SG
‘I saw the girl when (lit.: that (discourse-given) time’) she was coming
home.’

b. [sida Ahmed uu doonayó] ereyga u qor.
manner.DET Ahmed SCL.3SG.M want.PRG.SUB word.DET to write.IMP

‘Write the word as (lit.: ‘the way’) Ahmed wants.’
c. [haddii Cali uu yimaadó] waan la hadli lahaa.

turn.AN Cali SCL.3SGM come.SUB DECL.SCL.1SG with talk had
‘If (lit.: ‘(given) the condition (that)’) Cali came I would talk with him.’

Similar evidence can be found in typologically diverse languages, as is dis-
cussed in Puglielli and Frascarelli (2011). Consider the following examples from
Turkish (Kornfilt 1997) and Maori (Bauer 1993), respectively:

(20) Müdur̈ [tatil-e çik-tiğ-i zaman] ofis kapa-n-ir.
boss holiday-DAT go-NOMIN-3SG.POSS time office close-REFL-HAB
‘When the boss is on holiday, the office is closed.’
(lit.: ‘the boss, the time of his going on holiday, the office is closed’)

(21) [kia tae mai koe] ka kai taatou.
time coming here you T/ASP eat we.INCL
‘When you arrive here, we will eat.’
(lit.: ‘the time of your arriving here, we eat’)

Nevertheless, Bhatt and Pancheva (2006: 656) point out that not all adverbial
clauses are derived by operator movement, as ‘because’ and ‘since’ are senten-
tial functions and not quantifiers; that is, they do not bind positions inside
their clause.

Rationale/reason adverbial clauses are indeed listed in Haegeman’s works
among peripheral adverbial clauses and this distinction correctly predicts that
rationale clauses are compatible with argument fronting in English (differently
from temporal and conditional clauses, cf. (13) above). Consider the following
example (from Haegeman 2012: 159):

(22) I think we have more or less solved the problem for donkeys here, because
those we haven’t got, we know about.
(Guardian, G2, 18.02.2003, p. 3, col. 2)
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The class of peripheral adverbial clauses also includes adversative/concessive
clauses, and argument fronting is permitted also in this case, as expected:

(23) His face not many admired, while his character still fewer felt they could
praise.
(Quirk et al. 1985: 1378)

This contrast leads Haegeman (2008, 2012) to conclude that peripheral adverbial
clauses are not so tightly related to the associated sentence as central clauses are
and, in particular, that peripheral adverbial clauses are not derived by operator
movement to the left periphery (cf. cited references for details).8

Nevertheless, argument fronting does not seem to always come ‘for free’ in
peripheral adverbial clauses. As Lahousse (2003) argues, for instance, in lan-
guages like French, Stylistic Inversion in concessive and causal clauses
requires the presence of an additional trigger (differently form temporal and
conditional adverbial clauses). In (24), for instance, the adverbial là (‘there’) is
the relevant trigger (from Lahousse 2003: 319):

(24) Un nom prédestiné, parce-que là renaîtrait le
a name predestine.PART because there re-arise.COND.3SG the
phénix.
phoenix
‘A predestined name because there would be reborn the phoenix.’
(Japrisot, La dame dans l’auto avec des lunettes et un fusil, 1966)

Furthermore, cross-linguistic evidence shows that rationale clauses also
somehow show the morpho-syntactic properties DP-embedded clauses in
some languages. Consider the following example from Maori (Bauer 1993):

(25) I hoki maatou ki te kaainga [i te mea e ua ana]
T/ASP return we.ESCL to DET home from DET thing T/ASP rain PST

‘We went back home because [lit.: from the thing that] it was raining.’

8 As a reviewer pointed out, it is interesting to notice that temporal and conditional clauses
are given in fronted position in (13), while the examples provided for rationale and concessive
clauses show them in the right periphery. This contrast leads to the suggestion that their infor-
mation-structural relation with the matrix clause is different. In particular, central adverbial
clauses seem to provide a “domain of application” for the associate sentence, whereas ratio-
nale/concessive clauses are “naturally” interpreted in the scope of the assertion expressed in
the main clause. This intuition will be resumed and given a formal account in final section of
this chapter.
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Additional problems for a distinction based on operator movement and inter-
vention effects seem to be provided by CLLD languages like Italian, in which
topic dislocation is allowed in temporal and conditional clauses (cf. also Cinque
1990: 58), as well as in rationale and concessive clauses, without restrictions or
additional triggers (cf. the original data examined in section 6). We reckon that
this apparent drawback can be provided an explanation if a different perspec-
tive is assumed for analysis and two major questions are addressed.

4.2 What about Discourse? Diagnostics and Methodology

Most approaches to adverbial clauses have focused either on their pragmatic or
on their morpho-syntactic properties. On the other hand, we think that an anal-
ysis of the phenomena occurring in left periphery of different clause types
should be based on the discourse-related properties of their left peripheries. In
particular:
1. what kind(s) of Topic can be hosted in the left periphery of adverbial clauses?
2. is there any variation in the type of discourse categories permitted based

on independent core grammar properties of languages?

In order to answer these two major questions and provide an interface-based
syntactic mapping of adverbial clauses, two tests have been designed for a sys-
tematic comparative analysis concerning the acceptability (expressed on a Likert
scale from 0 to 4) of different types of Topic in diverse adverbial clauses. The
relevant test was provided as an online survey, which permitted the collection of
198 full questionnaires. In a second step of the analysis, a selected number of
respondents collaborated in the recording of a set of sentences taken from the
tests, in order to check whether the intonational contours associated to the Topic
was the one intended for the relevant context.

5 The Analysis of Data: Central Adverbial Clauses

5.1 The A-Topic in Temporal and Conditional Clauses

In order to test the possibility of having an A-Topic in the left periphery of tempo-
ral and conditional clauses, informants were asked to provide a judgment on the
acceptability of a couple of sentences in which a Topic proposing a shift was
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realized either after or before the relevant complementizer (i.e., when ‘quando’
and se ‘if’). This is shown in the following examples.9

(26) [Un dirigente dice: Per il mio lavoro devo tenermi sempre informato e risol-
vere i problemi in tempo reale (…)
‘A manager says:’ ‘For my job I must always be informed and solve prob-
lems in real time (…)’]
a. se l’ email, non la leggessi sempre, in una

if DET email NEG it.DO.CL.F read.SUBJ.2SG always in a
sola giornata si accumulerebbero decine di messaggi!
single day REFL gather.COND.3PL dozens of messages

b. l’email, se non la leggessi in continuazione, in una sola giornata (…)
‘If I didn’t read my e-mail continuously, in a single day dozens of mes-
sages would gather.’

(27) [Squilla il telefono. E’ per Gianni, ma lui è uscito. Risponde la moglie e dice
al suo amico: Mi dispiace, Gianni è uscito e (…)
‘The telephone rings. It’s for Gianni, ma he is not at home. His wife an-
swers and says to his friend: I’m sorry, Gianni went out and (…)]
a. (…) quando la spesa, la va a fare lui,

when DET shopping it.DO.CL.F go.3SG to do.INF he
non si sa mai quanto ci mette.
NEG IMPERS know.3SG never how much in.it.CL take.3SG

b. (…) la spesa, quando la va a fare lui….
‘(…) when he goes to do the shopping, you never know how long he can
take.’

The prediction is that in the (a) sentences an A-Topic interpretation should be ex-
cluded for the dislocated constituent since it is located in ‘a low’ position in the C-
domain (given the analysis of elements like if and when as (original) Operators,
they should occupy a position that is lower than ShiftP and ContrP; cf. (8) above).
As for the dislocated DP in the (b) sentences, even though it might be an A-Topic
from a cartographic perspective, it should be also excluded by the IRR (9), since
adverbial clauses are event modifiers and cannot host Type I root phenomena. In
this respect, it should be noticed that the Topics in (26b)–(27b) cannot be located
in the matrix ShiftP (i.e., in a position that is higher than the projection targeted
by the fronted adverbial clause), since the realisation of clitic resumption (i.e., la

9 For reason of space, glosses are only provided for the target sentences.
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‘IT.CL.F’) shows that they are associated with the argument structure of the adver-
bial clauses.10

As expected, the (b) sentences were totally rejected by informants (they ob-
tained 1 as a median value11) whereas, surprisingly, the (a) sentences were
judged as fully acceptable (median value 4 for both types of central adverbials).
However, after elicitation, the prosodic analysis showed that a low tone was as-
sociated with the relevant Topics. This means that acceptation was associated
with a (Background) G-Topic interpretation (cf. Section 3.3). In other words, in-
formants provided a positive judgment for the only possible function a Topic
can have in that low position in the C-domain.

The analysis of interpretive and prosodic data thus leads to conclude that
A-Topics are excluded in central adverbial clauses.

5.2 The C-Topic in Temporal and Conditional Clauses

To test the acceptability of C-Topics in adverbial clauses was not easy, since it is
difficult to create (and parse) a context in which an adverbial clause provides an
answer to a question belonging to a set of alternative questions (either explicitly
asked or implicitly introduced), which are all part of a strategy to solve a super-
question (as is required for CT-congruence, according to Büring’s 2003 formula-
tion). To the best of our capacities, a couple of sentences like (28a-b) and (29a-b)
were proposed to informants. Notice that, since here and in the following couples
of examples (from (28) to (37)) glosses and idiomatic translations are the same, to
improve readibility and save space glosses are only given for (a) and idiomatic
translations for (b).

(28) [Tutti hanno finito di mangiare, ma il piatto della piccola Sara è ancora
pieno. La bimba chiede quale sia la condizione per mangiare il gelato
alla fine e la mamma risponde:
‘Everybody has finished eating, except little Sara, whose dish is still full.
The girl asks what is the condition to have an ice-cream at the end. Her
mother replies:’]
a. Se il pollo lo finisci e le zucchine le

if DET chicken it.DO.CL end.2SG and DET zucchini them.DO.CL.F

10 In other words, the relevant Topics would have no syntactic role in the matrix sentence.
11 In statistics and probability theory, a median is the number separating the higher half of a
data sample, or a probability distribution, from the lower half. It is the most resistant statistic,
having a breakdown point of 50%. A median is only defined on ordered one-dimensional data,
and is independent of any distance metric dimensions (cf. Baayen 2008).
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mangi almeno un po’, avrai il gelato.
eat.2SG at least a bit have.FUT.2SG DET ice-cream

b. Se il pollo lo finisci e mangi almeno un po’ di zucchine, avrai il gelato.
‘If you finish your chicken and eat at least some zucchini, you’ll have
your ice-cream!’

(29) [Negli ultimi tempi Leo ha problemi con lo studio e non riesce a passare
gli esami. Un suo amico gli chiede perché è cominciato il problema e
Leo risponde:
‘Leo is recently having problems in his studies and cannot pass his exams.
One of his friends asks him why this problem started and Leo answers:’]
a. Quando il lavoro finalmente lo trovi e le lezioni

when DET job finally it.DO.CL.F find.2SG and DET lessons
non le puoi seguire, comincia il problema!
NEG them.DO.CL.F can.2SG follow.INF start.3SG DET problem

b. Quando il lavoro finalmente lo trovi e non puoi seguire le lezioni, comin-
cia il problema!’
‘When you finally find a job and you can’t follow the classes, the prob-
lem starts!’

As is shown, these sentences realise two conjoined adverbial clauses introduced
by the same C° head. In the (a) sentences a C-Topic is located in the left periph-
eries of both conjoined clauses, while in the (b) sentences a single C-Topic is
proposed (in the first conjoined clause), while the second contrastive element is
left in situ. The comparative judgment was aimed at checking whether the pres-
ence of a single C-Topic could influence acceptability.

The analysis of data shows that (a) sentences were generally refuted by in-
formants (median value 1.5 for both types of central clauses), while (b) sentences
scored 3 as a median value. Hence, the presence of a single C-Topic seems to im-
prove acceptability. However, also in this case, when prosodic analysis is taken
into account, it appears that this positive value is due to the fact that the inform-
ants provided a G-Topic (i.e., low-toned) interpretation for the dislocated constitu-
ent in the first sentence (i.e., il pollo in (28b) and il lavoro in (29b)). This means
that in the presence of a clear CT context (as in the (a) sentences), informants’
answers show that C-Topics cannot be realised in central adverbial clauses,
whereas when a single dislocated constituent is realised (i.e., in the (b) senten-
ces), the intended partial C-Topic could be re-interpreted as a G-Topic (conjured
up via familiarity) and, as such, accepted.

This result thus supports our working hypothesis: central adverbial clauses
are not propositions, hence a C-Topic cannot be realised in their C-domains.
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5.3 The G-Topic in Temporal and Conditional Clauses

Based on the evidence indirectly obtained from the sentences dedicated to
A- and C-Topics, we can already conclude that our predictions are fully borne
out for G-Topics, that is to say, they are fully accepted in central adverbial
clauses. As a matter of fact, informants regularly produced low-toned topics to
“save the interpretation” of differently intended dislocated constituents.

Still, it is important to analyse in detail the results obtained for the senten-
ces used to test G-Topics, since they allow for interesting considerations con-
cerning the difference between their left- and right-hand realisation. Let us
therefore consider the following sample sentences:

(30) [Tutti hanno finito di mangiare, ma Sara ha lasciato tutte le verdure nel
piatto. La mamma dice:
‘Everybody has finished eating, but Sara’s vegetables are still lying in her
dish. Her mother says:’]
a. Non avrai il gelato se le zucchine non le

NEG have.FUT.2SG DET ice-cream if DET zucchini NEG them.DO.CL.F
finisci!
eat up.2SG

b. Non avrai il gelato se non le finisci, le zucchine!
‘You won’t have your ice-cream if you don’t eat up your zucchini!’

(31) [Leo è preoccupato perché non riesce a passare la prova di livello e dice ad
un suo amico:
‘Leo is worried because he cannot pass his proficiency test and says to one
of his friends:’]
a. È davvero un problema quando gli esami di lingua

be.3SG really a problem when DET exams of language
non riesci a passarli!
NEG can.2SG to pass.INF.them.DO.CL

b. È davvero un problema quando non riesci a passarli, gli esami di lingua!
‘It’s really a problem when you can’t pass language exams!’

Very consistently the (a) sentences scored value 4, while the (b) sentences ob-
tained 2.5 as a median value. As for intonation, the relevant dislocated constitu-
ents are realised with a low tone, in either position. This means that they were
correctly interpreted as G-Topics in both positions and, consequently, the ques-
tion arises as to why a leftward location is better than right-dislocation.
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In this respect, in a recent study Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2016) have
shown that when G-Topics that are not explicitly mentioned in the previous con-
text (hence, they are “weakly given”, familiar G-Topics; cf. footnote 7), they are
preferably realized in the left periphery of the sentence, whereas a right-periph-
eral realization is generally associated with a strongly given characterization (à
la Heim 1982). This can provide a feasible explanation for the asymmetry at
issue, since neither zucchine ‘zucchini’ in (30) nor esami di lingua ‘language
exams’ in (31) are overtly mentioned in the relevant previous contexts: these
entities are inferred and accommodated in the background via shared cultural
knowledge. Hence, we can understand why a right-hand position is the most
appropriate for the examples under exam, though a left-hand realisation is not
rejected (but only considered as ‘marginal’).

We can thus conclude that the G-Topic is the only Topic type that is ac-
cepted in central adverbial clauses, thus supporting our working hypothesis.
This means that argument fronting is not banned per se in adverbial clauses
and that intervention effects can only provide a concurrent motivation for
ungrammaticality.12

The ban on dislocated constituents in languages like English and the differ-
ence with respect to CLLD languages can be thus given a comprehensive expla-
nation from an information-structural, discourse-based perspective. Specifically,
it can be argued that in central adverbial clauses Left Dislocation and Topicaliza-
tion are excluded in all languages because they implement, respectively, A- and
C-Topics. As for G-Topics, English sentences like (13) cannot be ‘saved’ through a
G-Topic interpretation due to core grammar properties of the language: as argued
in Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010: 21), no leftward topic structure is devoted to
mere givenness marking in English where the retrieval of given information is
generally implemented through in situ destressing (cf. also Neeleman and Rein-
hart 1998; Schwarzschild 1999). Hence, the dislocation of G-Topics is not an op-
tion in (languages like) English.

Finally, notice that an operator analysis for central adverbial clauses also
supports the analysis of CLLD constituents as a “different type of A’-depen-
dency”, which does not create intervention effects with wh-type movements.

Let us now consider the results obtained with peripheral adverbial clauses
of the concessive and rationale type.

12 Furthermore notice that, operator movement could not be invoked to explain the ban on
Left Dislocation, since LD Topics are resumed by pronouns in argument position.
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6 The Analysis of Data: Peripheral Adverbial
Clauses

6.1 The A-Topic in Concessive and Rationale Clauses

As in the case of central adverbials, the interpretive judgments expressed on
peripheral adverbial clauses clearly show that A-Topics are not allowed in this
clausal type. Specifically, when the intended A-Topic is located lower than the
complementizer, it is realized with the intonation of a G-Topic (and, as such, it
median value is 4); when the Topic is higher than the complementizer, it is
rated 0 (hence, worse than with central adverbials). Consider the following
examples:

(32) [Sara parla con un’amica dei suoi impegni familiari che non le danno re-
spiro. Dice: Non posso fare programmi (…)
‘Sara is talking with a friend about her familiar commitments, which are
breath-taking. She says: ‘I can’t make plans (…)’]
a. (…) a volte anche se il biglietto, l’ ho già

sometimes even if DET ticket it.DO.CL have.1SG already
comprato,
bought
non posso partire a causa di un’ emergenza.
NEG can.1SG leave.INF because of a urgency

b. (…) a volte, il biglietto, anche se l’ho già comprato, non posso partire a
causa di (…)
‘(…) sometimes, even though I have already bought a ticket, I cannot
leave for some urgency.’

(33) [Un’amica che Leo e Sara non vedono da tempo li andrà a trovare. Leo pro-
pone di andare a cena fuori. Sara risponde:
‘A friend that Leo and Sara haven’t seen for ages will visit them soon. Leo
proposes to go outside for dinner. Sara replies:’]
a. Va bene. Siccome la carne, non la mangia,

all right as DET meat NEG it.DO.CL.F eat.3SG
propongo di andare in pizzeria.
propose.1SG of go.INF in pizza place

b. Va bene. La carne, siccome non la mangia, propongo di andare in
pizzeria.
‘OK. Since she doesn’t eat meat, I propose a pizza place.’
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We can thus conclude that A-Topics are not allowed in the C-domain of
peripheral adverbial clauses as well: when a Topic is higher than complemen-
tizers like ‘as/since’ or ‘even if/although’, it is not accepted by informants,
and when it is located in a lower position, the PF interface shows that its
realization is low-toned. This means that, in the relevant contexts, informants
can only accept an interpretation in which the dislocated constituent is a (fa-
miliar) G-Topic.

6.2 The C-Topic in Concessive and Rationale Clauses

To test the acceptability of C-Topics in peripheral adverbial clauses, sentences
like the following were provided to informants:

(34) A: Allora stasera ceniamo daMaria: ho detto che noi porteremo un pollo mentre
lei deve solo friggere le patate. Lei ha detto che va bene, ma ha concluso con
un “anche se (…)”. Tu sai qual è il problema?
‘So, this evening we have dinner at Maria’s place: I told her that we will
bring a chicken and she has to prepare some French fries. She said this
is fine, but she ended saying “even if (…)” Do you know what the matter
is?’

B: Non ti preoccupare, è contenta di cenare insieme (…)
‘Don’t worry: she is happy to have dinner together (…)

a. (…) anche se il pollo non lo ama molto e
even if DET chicken NEG it.DO.CL love.3SG much and

le patate non le frigge quasi mai.
DET potatoes NEG them.DO.CL.F fry.3SG almost never

b. (…) anche se il pollo non lo ama molto e non frigge quasi mai le patate
a casa.
‘(…) even if she doesn’t like chicken very much and she doesn’t often
fry potatoes.’

(35) A: Per quale motivo non andiamo ad un ristorante con Elisa stasera?
‘Why are we not going to a restaurant with Elisa this evening?’

B: Beh (…)
‘Well (…)

a. (…) siccome la carne non la mangia e il pesce
since DET meat NEG it.DO.CL.F eat.3SG and DET fish

non le piace, è meglio una pizzeria.
NEG her.IO.CL.F. please.3SG be.3SG better a pizza place
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b. (…) siccome la carne non la mangia e non le piace il pesce, è meglio
una pizzeria.
‘(…) since she doesn’t eat meat and she doesn’t like fish, a pizza place
is better.’

As is shown, also in this case the two adverbial clauses were proposed as con-
joined under the same C° head, and in the (b) option only the first C-Topic was
realised (cf. Section 5.2).

Interestingly, in the present case informants the (a) sentences (median
value 3, for both types of peripheral clauses), and the relevant elicitations show
that Topics were produced with the intonation associated with a C-Topic (H*),
as intended. This makes a significant difference with respect to central adver-
bial clauses and can be taken as evidence that peripheral adverbial clauses
have a propositional import, even though they are not endowed with illocution-
ary force. Hence, they cannot host an A-Topic in their C-domain, but a C-Topic
is allowed. This result provides strong support for an (information-)structural
distinction between central and peripheral adverbial clauses; the latter are
propositions, while the former are event modifiers.

6.3 The G-Topic in Concessive and Rationale Clauses

Based on the indirect evidence obtained from the data discussed above, we can
already claim that G-Topics are also permitted in peripheral adverbial clauses.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider the relevant Likert results in detail.

(36) A: Come mai non sei venuto al concerto ieri?
‘Why haven’t you come to the concert yesterday?

B: Beh (…)
‘Well (…)’

a. (…) anche se il biglietto ero riuscita a comprarlo,
even if DET ticket be.PST.3SG succeded to buy.INF.it.DO.CL
ho avuto un impegno all’ ultimo momento.
have.1SG had a commitment to.DET last moment

b. (…) anche se ero riuscita a comprarlo, il biglietto, ho avuto un impegno
(…)’
‘(…) even though I could buy the ticket, I had a last minute commitment.’

(37) [Un’amica che Leo e Sara non vedono da tempo li andrà a trovare. Leo pro-
pone di andare ad un ristorante. Sara risponde:
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‘A friend of Leo and Sara that they haven’t seen for ages will visit them
soon. Leo proposes to go to a restaurant. Sara replies:’]
a. Siccome la carne non la mangia,

as DET meat NEG it.DO.CL.F eat.3SG
forse meglio una pizzeria.
maybe better a pizza place

b. Siccome non la mangia, la carne, forse meglio una pizzería.
‘Since she doesn’t eat meat, maybe better a pizza place.’

The results obtained support the considerations expressed in section 5.3 on the
different discourse functions of left- and right-hand G-Topics, since left-dislo-
cated G-Topics in the (a) sentences scored 4 on the Likert scale, while (b) sen-
tences obtained 2 as a median value (in line with central adverbial clauses).
This provides significant evidence that weakly given G-Topics are preferably re-
alized in the left periphery of the sentence, whereas the right periphery is inter-
pretively associated with elements overtly mentioned in the context.

Our general interim conclusion is therefore that argument fronting in adver-
bial clauses is not banned per se, but it depends on the type of Topic under
exam. A-Topics are excluded – as expected in clauses not endowed with illocu-
tionary force13–while G-Topics are always fine (in languages allowing for the
dislocation of purely given information, like Italian). Hence, based on the be-
haviour of A- and G-Topics, no difference emerges between central and periph-
eral adverbial clauses.

However, the analysis of C-Topics offers a crucial divide between central
and peripheral adverbial clauses, since only the latter can host a C-Topic in its
C-domain. Peripheral adverbial clauses thus seem to qualify as propositions

13 A reviewer wonders whether explicitly performative rationale/concessive clauses (as in (i))
are compatible with this conclusion:

(i) I’m still ready to defend my position, although I hereby acknowledge my failings.
Since A-Topics are not allowed in a sentence like (i) – as is shown by the ungrammaticality

of Left Dislocation in (ii) below – we must conclude that it is indeed not possible to propose/
shift to a new topic within a rationale/concessive clause, despite the presence of a performa-
tive marker.

(ii) *I’m still ready to defend my position, although my failings, I hereby acknowledge them.
We suggest that elements like hereby are ‘lexically specified’ as triggers of a performative

reading (like performative verbs), but they do not require to be associated with a sentence en-
dowed with illocutionary force. It might be argued that the illocutionary force of performative
markers is ‘presupposed’, while in matrix clauses it is asserted. This interesting issue is how-
ever far from the purposes of the present work.
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and, as such, cannot be analysed on a par with central adverbial clauses. A ten-
tative structural analysis that can account for this difference will be offered in
section 7.

7 Adverbial Clauses at the Interfaces:
A Structured View to Discourse

In the light of the data examined, we suggest that relativization à la Kayne
(1994) can provide an appropriate syntactic account for central adverbial
clauses: the latter are (synchronically/diachronically) derived via promotion
analysis: the adverbial clause is the complement of a D° head and the NP-head
(a generic NP like ‘time’, ‘way/manner’, ‘turn/condition’, etc.) is an Operator
sitting in Spec,CP, which can be overt or covert according to parametric varia-
tion. This is illustrated in (45):

(38) [DP [D’ [CP Central Adverbial [NP-head]k [C’ [IP …VARk…]]]]]

Following Cinque’s (1999) analysis of AdvPs, the relative/adverbial clause (a
DP) is inserted in the Spec position of a functional projection in the split-IP do-
main, which is consistent with its modifying function (e.g., Spec,TP for a tem-
poral adverbial clauses, Spec,MoodP[+irrealis] or Spec,ModP[+possibility] for
conditional clauses, and so on).

As for peripheral adverbial clauses, on the other hand, we propose an anal-
ysis in terms of a clause that is conjoined to its antecedent through an “asym-
metric conjunctive structure” (as is proposed in Puglielli and Frascarelli’s 2005
for non-restrictive relative clauses, following Rebushi 2003):

(39) [ConjP [DP+def]k [Conj’ Conj° [CP Periph. Adverbial <OPk> [C’ [IP… VARk …]]]]]]]

Assuming the conjoined structure in (39) for peripheral adverbial clauses, we
propose that in rationale/concessive clauses the ‘antecedent’ is a (covert/overt)
definite DP (like ‘the reason/rationale’, ‘the concession/allowance’, etc.), while
the Conj° head is an element like ‘why’, ‘because’, ‘as’, ‘though’. The adverbial
CP, on the other hand, is the second term (i.e., the Complement) of the relevant
ConjP and contains an Operator that is a (covert) copy of the antecedent.

According to this proposal, peripheral adverbial clauses are not modifiers:
they are not in a DP-embedded position and can qualify as a propositional CPs
providing additional information about their antecedent DP. Specifically,
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adverbial clauses provide background information with respect to the relevant
DP (a sort of definite descriptions, cf. Chierchia and McConnel-Ginet 1990;
Doron 1994; Del Gobbo 2003). As such, they have a propositional import but
they are not endowed with illocutionary force. This structural distinction can
provide an explanation for the different positions in which central and periph-
eral adverbial clauses are preferably located by speakers (cf. footnote 8), to be
addressed below.

As is shown in (38), central adverbial clauses are merged in the split IP-do-
main. However, they are rarely spelled out in their basic position, for both pro-
sodic and interpretive reasons. On the PF side, this movement is feasibly due to
“prosodic heaviness”, which is a common interface trigger to target a peripheral
position. Nevertheless, heavy constituents generally reach a final position in the
sentence (cf. the “Heavy NP-Shift” phenomenon), so, why is fronting preferred in
this case? It can be argued that movement of temporal/conditional clauses is
connected with a discourse-related function which is encoded in the C-domain,
namely with “frame-setting” (cf. Chafe 1976; Lambrecht 1994; Jacobs 2001; Krifka
2007; Carella 2015; Frascarelli 2017). Indeed, according to Chafe (1976) frame-set-
ters have the function to limit the truth-conditional validity of the sentence they
are associated with or, using Jacob’s (2001) words, they specify a domain of (pos-
sible) reality to which the proposition is restricted. This is exactly the function of
temporal and conditional clauses, and this is the reason why their fronted posi-
tion is cognitively preferred like rationale and concessive clauses do.

Peripheral adverbial clauses, on the other hand, are not event modifiers,
hence they are not merged as Specifiers of inflectional heads in the split IP-do-
main. They are propositions and, as such, adjoined to VP in the conjoined
structure illustrated in (39), thus accounting (among other things) for their pre-
ferred post-matrix location.

This structural analysis can provide a comprehensive explanation for the
discourse-semantic and syntactic properties associated to central and periph-
eral clauses. Indeed, the structure proposed for peripheral clauses is consistent
with Bhatt and Pancheva’s (2006: 656) observation that elements like ‘because’
and ‘since’ are sentential functions (not quantifiers) and do not bind positions
inside their clause. At the same time, the two structures proposed in (38) and
(39) include the presence of a variable within the relative clause, and this ac-
counts for the operator properties shown by peripheral adverbial clauses in dif-
ferent languages (cf. Section 5.1 above). Finally, this proposal offers a
promising cartographic re-elaboration of Geis’s (1970, 1975) analysis of high
and low construal of the temporal operator (cf. Section 2.1 above), to be further
explored cross-linguistically and refined in future works.
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List of Abbreviations

Abbreviations used for glosses of non-English examples throughout the chap-
ter (notice that present tense is unmarked).

AN anaphoric determiner
CL clitic pronoun
COMP complementizer
COND conditional mood
DECL declarative marker
DET determiner
DO direct object
F feminine
FM focus marker
FUT future tense
HAB habitual aspect
IMP imperative
IMPERS impersonal subject clitic
INF infinitive mood
IO indirect object
M masculine
NEG negative marker
NOMIN nominalizer
PL plural
POSS possessive marker
RG progressive aspect
PST past tense
RED reduced paradigm
REFL reflexive
SCL subject clitic
SUB subordinate verbal form
SUBJ subjunctive mood
SG singular
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Why Topicalize VP?

Abstract: In this paper we are concerned with explaining the function of VP
topicalization in English and German. Our particular focus will be on what li-
censes VP topicalization. We continue a line of research that we began in Culi-
cover and Winkler (2008). There we argued that the linear ordering of a
particular English construction, focus inversion, is explained in part by the fact
that the subject is isolated on the right edge of the construction. This position is
characterized by being the default locus of sentence accent, which is thereby
interpreted as focus. So, while the syntax of this construction is non-canonical,
it does not require a sentence-internal accent to convey focus.

The key aspect of this proposal is that the explanation for focus inversion
does not have to do with what is in initial position. The constituent in initial
position must be interpreted in such a way that the sentence is coherent with
the preceding discourse, and this can happen in a number of ways. What is cru-
cial is that what is left behind in final position is in focus.

Our proposal here is that VP topicalization in English and German is ex-
plained in the same way. Specifically, the topicalized constituent appears in a
non-canonical position so that the focused element may fall under the default
sentence accent.

We summarize our core hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis
There are two motivations for VP-Top:
a. Movement of the VP to the left satisfies the need to isolate focus at the right

edge of the construction (as in Culicover and Winkler 2008).
b. The topicalized constituent connects to the previous discourse and there-

fore falls under general constraints of discourse coherence.

Keywords: VP topicalization, syntax/information structure interface, movement
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1 Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with explaining the function of VP topicaliza-
tion – henceforth VP-Top – in English and German. The construction is
exemplified in (1) and (2). (1) suggests that the entire VP must topicalize in En-
glish (a generalization that we call into question below), while (2) shows that in
German it is possible to topicalize not only the entire VP, but part of the VP.

(1) a. (. . .) and buy the book, Fritz did.
b. * (. . .) and buy Fritz did, the book.

(2) a. Den Mercedes 220 gekauft hat keiner.
the.ACC Mercedes 220 bought has no.one.NOM
‘No one bought the Mercedes 220.’

b. Gekauft hat den Mercedes 220 keiner.
bought has the.ACC Mercedes 220 no.one.NOM
‘No one bought the Mercedes 220.’

c. Verkaufen wird er seinen Mercedes 220 nie.
sell.INF will he his.ACC Mercedes 220 never
‘He will never sell his Mercedes 220.’

d. Seinen Mercedes 220 zu verkaufen, versuchte er erst gar nicht.
his.ACC Mercedes 220 to sell.INF tried he first even not
‘He didn't even try to sell his Mercedes 220.’

e. Zu verkaufen versuchte er seinen Mercedes 220 erst gar nicht.
to sell.INF tried he his.ACC Mercedes 220 first even not
‘He didn't even try to sell his Mercedes 220.’

Our particular focus will be on what licenses VP-Top. To put it another way, we
want to understand the syntactic and discourse conditions that govern the pos-
sibilities for VP-Top in these languages.

We continue here an approach that we began in Culicover and Winkler
(2008). There we argued that the linear ordering of a particular English construc-
tion, focus inversion, is explained in part by the fact that the subject is isolated
on the right edge of the construction. This position is characterized by being the
default locus of sentence accent, which is thereby interpreted as focus.

The key aspect of this proposal is that the explanation for focus inversion
does not have to do with what is in initial position. The constituent in initial
position must be interpreted in such a way that the sentence is coherent with
the preceding discourse, and this can happen in a number of ways. What is cru-
cial is that what is left behind in final position is in focus.
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Our proposal is that VP-Top in English and German is explained in much
the same way. Specifically, the topicalized constituent appears in a non-canoni-
cal position so that the focused element may fall under default sentence accent
assignment. The VP is a particularly suitable category to consider in this con-
text, because it is more difficult to transfer to VP the classical grammatical or
functional explanations motivated for DPs and PPs. In particular, unlike these
categories, the VP does not denote a set of entities, it does not participate as
readily in focus constructions such as clefting, and it does not generally satisfy
the thematic requirements of a lexical noun.

We summarize our core hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis
There are two motivations for VP-Top:
a. Movement of the VP to the left satisfies the need to isolate focus at the right

edge of the construction (as in Culicover and Winkler 2008).
b. The topicalized constituent connects to the previous discourse and there-

fore falls under general constraints of discourse coherence.

A preliminary glance at VP-Top in (1) and (2) suggests that it functions very dif-
ferently in the two languages. In English it is apparently necessary to move the
entire non-finite VP, while in German it seems to be possible to move any part
of the finite VP (including the V alone).

But this is just a first glance, and the literature and our own intuitions
show that it is possible to strand parts of VP in English as well.

(3) a. (. . .) and buy a book Fritz did that was about the disappearance of many
species due to climate change.

b. (. . .) and claim Fritz did that the future of the human race itself was at
stake.

We argue that stranding of VP material, including direct objects, is possible in
English as well as in German. We investigate the differences in syntactic structure
in the two languages that account for the observed differences in the topicaliza-
tion constructions. We also investigate the different discourse functions of
VP-Top. We show that the differences between the two languages can be ac-
counted for in terms of minimal, well-motivated differences in their basic syntac-
tic structures and the conditions that these structures must satisfy. Specifically:

(4) a. The VP in English is head-initial, while the VP in German is head-final.
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b. Spec,IP in English must be filled by the external argument, while Spec,
IP in German may be filled by any phrasal category.

c. The complement of C0 in English is IP, while the complement of C0 in
German subordinate clauses is VP.

d. Topicalization in English is adjunction to IP or CP, while topicalization
in German is movement to Spec,IP.

We show how these differences in syntactic structure account for the observed
syntactic properties of the VP-Top constructions in the two languages. Our ap-
proach contrasts with those that take the constructions in the two languages to
be fundamentally different (cf. Ott 2017).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the prosodic
form and discourse functions of VP-Top in English and relate these aspects of
VP-Top to a plausible syntactic analysis. Section 3 then looks at the comparable
discourse and intonation properties of VP-Top in German and makes a prelimi-
nary syntactic proposal that captures both the similarities and the differences be-
tween the two languages with minimal stipulation. Section 4 reviews the main
points of our analysis and suggests some directions for future research.

2 English VP Topicalization

2.1 Types of English VP-Top

English VP topicalization occurs in a restricted range of syntactic and discourse
contexts. On the one hand, it can appear in the second conjunct if the VP ech-
oes or is construable from the first conjunct. (5) illustrates.

(5) a. They said that Trump would win the election, and [VP win the election he
did].

b. Shamir, the man who said that Netanyahu was “the angel of destruction.”
It takes one to know one. And destroy he did.1

VP-Top can be constructed with and, but and even marginally with (even)
though/although, as illustrated in (6).

1 http://972mag.com/shamir-and-netanyahu-it-takes-one-to-know-one/49784/
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(6) a. They said that he would win, and win he did.
b. They said that he would win, but win he didn't.

c. ?They were convinced that he would win,
ðevenÞthough
although

� �
win he

couldn’t.

Typically the topicalized material is given, and the subject and the material in
focus that follows it is a comment on what is given. The VP may be given in the
sense that it is what is being talked about, even if it has not been asserted but
simply entertained.

Cases such as these are discussed at some length by Ward (1990). Ward
proposes that VP-Top has two types of discourse function: (i) proposition affir-
mation, which comes in three varieties, and (ii) proposition suspension.2

The types of proposition affirmation identified by Ward are:
– INDEPENDENT PROPOSITION AFFIRMATION affirms a proposition that is neither

semantically entailed by nor presupposed in the prior discourse. An exam-
ple given by Ward is:

(7) As members of a Gray Panthers committee, we went to Canada to learn,
and learn we did.

– CONCESSIVE AFFIRMATION affirms a proposition that stands in RHETORICAL OP-

POSITION to another proposition conceded in the prior discourse (Horn
1991). An example given by Ward is:

(8) Waiting in long lines to pay someone else more money than they seem to
be entitled to is lunacy. But wait in line they did Monday in Chicago and
the Cook County suburbs, (. . .)

– SCALAR AFFIRMATION affirms a proposition whose predicate is construable as
a scale upon which the subject represents a high value. An example given
by Ward is:

(9) Asked what he thought about during today’s race on a sultry day,
[Tour de France winner Greg LeMond said:] ‘I didn’t think. I just
rode.’ Ride he did.

Regarding proposition suspension, it “involves suspending a speaker’s com-
mitment to belief in a previously evoked and salient proposition. In contrast

2 Ward does not discuss cases in which the second clause is negated, as in (6b). As far as we
can tell these cases are the negative counterparts of proposition affirmation, but the question
deserves further study.
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to proposition affirmation, the evoked proposition must follow from the pre-
ceding discourse.” (757) These cases are characterized by VP-Top in an if-
clause, e.g. Ward’s (31a):

(10) Mark finished his thesis late, if finish it he did.

From our perspective there are two significant aspects of these characteriza-
tions of the discourse function of VP-Top. One is that preposing the VP isolates
the remnant as a focus, typically one of reaffirmation, new information or con-
trast. (7) is an instance of Verum Focus, (8) is Verum Focus with new informa-
tion (Monday in Chicago and the Cook County suburbs), and (9) is Verum Focus.
In the case of (10), did marks the focus, but since it is in the scope of if, the
focus is not interpreted as affirmation but as suspension.

The other significant aspect of English VP-Top is that in affirmation, what
is topicalized is given, and in suspension, what is topicalized is accepted for
the sake of further comment. Thus, even in these two uses of VP-Top, we can
see that there is no uniform discourse interpretation of the topicalized phrase.
Rather, what is common to these varieties of VP-Top is that the predicate is
evoked by the context.

A second construction is though-attraction (11).3

(11) a. Beneditto now knew what he had long suspected: that he had truly inher-
ited great powers from his father, but, regrettably, he had no knowledge
as to how to summon forth these powers. Try though he did, he remained
powerless to free himself from the body of the great tree, neither was he
successful in wishing himself a man.4

b. The possibility that Freitas, son of the postmaster in the San Joaquin Val-
ley town of Atwater, would climb higher in political office was snuffed out
on May 21, 1979, when a jury rejected a first-degree murder conviction for
ex-Supervisor Dan White and instead found him guilty of two counts of
voluntary manslaughter in the City Hall killings of Moscone and Milk. Try
though he did in the years that followed, Freitas never could distance
(. . .)5

c. Poor Charles. He certainly never meant to antagonize anyone, especially
not Emma. However, try though he might to just get along with

3 Examples (11b–g) were found in a search of COCA (Davies 2008).
4 books.google.de/books?isbn=1463405049
5 http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Former-D-A-Joseph-Freitas-Jr-dies-in-Paris-at-66-
2499610.php
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everyone, he still drives her craaaaazy. Without even knowing it, he be-
comes Emma’s greatest enemy; she blames him for pretty much every-
thing, including even meeting her (. . .)6

d. From personally guided trips to dazzling parks for political powerbrokers
and their wives to countless cocktails downed in the name of business, Hart-
zog gave to get. And he sweated the small stuff. When, for instance, news
broke that South Carolina senator Strom Thurmond’s wife had given birth,
Hartzog rang them up and delivered hearty congratulations. Jaunty and
joshing though he often was around legislators and his own conference
room table, the joke-loving Hartzog was also a brusque taskmaster with a
short fuse when dealing with underlings. Utley, for one, says his boss could
be “a tyrant” when staff failed to do precisely what he wanted.7

e. Yet mannerist painters of the early 16th century had painted mountains
with an excitement that was not “loathing” at all. Pieter Bruegel, partly
inspired by them, and partly by his deliberate route through the Alps on
his way home to Flanders from Italy in the early 1550s, drew the moun-
tains with an appreciative objective accuracy and not the slightest hint of
distaste. A decade earlier, a Swiss physician, Conrad Gesner, had ex-
pressed striking enthusiasm for the Alps: “I sense my spirit struck by
these astonishing heights, and ravished in the contemplation of the sover-
eign architect”. Even Leonardo da Vinci, fascinated though he was with
the destructiveness of the earth’s elemental forces (. . .)8

f. Determined though he was from the start to push ahead with the full
reform proposed in the report, the premier decided to wait until the
government was fully (. . .)9

In these examples, both the topicalized material and the remnant are new infor-
mation. The contrastive function of though guarantees that something in the
subordinate clause will be in contrast with something in the main clause. For
example, in (11f), determined to push ahead contrasts with wait until the govern-
ment was (. . .).

A third construction, found in British English but not American English,
shows what appears to be VP topicalization in a simple assertion. The examples
in (12) from the BNC illustrate.

6 http://www.shmoop.com/madame-bovary/antagonist.html
7 http://www.npca.org/news/magazine/all-issues/2011/summer/the-guardian.html
8 http://www.csmonitor.com/1994/0718/18161.html
9 The Acadians: In Search of a Homeland, By James Laxer
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(12) a. He told me that himself. Boasted about it, he did.
b. Said there was nowt like the smell of new-mown grass. Took ’er back to

’er childhood, it did.
c. Well, he’s pushed his set right on up through Ragge Down. Come up in the

middle of it, he has.
d. He’s become an actor! Acting in one of your London theatres, he is!
e. She ’s a sympathetic woman – trained in London, she was – and she’ll

help you.

This construction is quite different from the German and standard English
cases that we are considering, because the remnant is not a focus. Moreover, in
simple past tense sentences like (12a,b), the past tense is marked on the topical-
ized VP and the auxiliary. This fact raises the possibility that this is not a vari-
ety of VP topicalization, but reduction of the main clause with an emphatic
tag – (He) boasted about it, he did (Culicover 1971, 1973). Such an analysis is
made somewhat more plausible by the existence of cases where the tag shows
inversion, e.g. Hardly boasted about it did he?10 We do not have a worked out
account of this construction so we will not say anything more about it here.

2.2 Syntax of English VP-Top

We turn now to the syntax. We argue that, contrary to the traditional view,
what topicalizes in English VP-Top may be any projection of V, including the
head V itself. This conclusion extends naturally to the analysis of German,
without requiring an appeal to scrambling in German as part of the explanation
of why VP topicalization can leave behind a remnant of the VP.

But first, we consider the landing site. In general, English topicalization
can adjoin an XP above a wh-phrase in Spec,CP in main clauses and below the
complementizer that (Rochemont 1989). The reverse is not possible, however,
as the examples in (13)–(14) show.

(13) a. To Sandy, how many of the books did you give?
b. *How many of the books to Sandy, did you give?

(14) a. Sandy found out that to Kim, we had given all of the books.
b. *Sandy found out to Kim, that we had given all of the books.

10 http://www.not606.com/showthread.php/263872-50-Million-reasons-to-hate-the-Premier-
League/page2
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These possibilities can be accounted for as plausible stipulations about the
linear order of constituents in English, in particular that the complementizer
that must be clause-initial, and that in sentences with inversion the finite auxil-
iary must be in second position (Culicover 2013). Furthermore, since multiple
extraction produces crossing and nested dependencies, combining topicaliza-
tion and wh-fronting, or multiple topicalization, typically produces unaccept-
ability that is not necessarily a matter of syntactic well-formedness per se.

For example, (15b) does not appear to violate any ordering constraints, but
it is an instance of crossing dependency.

(15) a. Sandy found out how many of the booksi we had given ti to Kim.
b. *Sandy found out how many of the booksi to Kimj we had given ti tj.

However, the nested dependency appears to be equally unacceptable.

(16) a. Sandy found out to whomi we had given all of the books ti.
b. *Sandy found out to whomi all of the booksj we had given tj ti.

It may be, then, that extracting over a topic is a subjacency violation, as Roche-
mont (1989) proposes, or that the unacceptability is due to discourse incompati-
bility, e.g. between the embedded topic and the interrogative scope. We do not
explore the possible options here, but simply assume the standard adjunction
sites for English topicalization as realized in the structures above.

We assume for convenience the following structures. We notate heads as
X0 and maximal projections as Xmax, and we refer in the text to CP (=Cmax), IP,
VP, XP and so on. But crucially, we assume, with HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994)
and the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) that there are no categorial distinc-
tions between various projection levels. Hence a head X0 and its projections
share all categorial features of X0; the selectional properties at each projection
level differ according to the saturation of selectional features.

(17) Root clause

Spec1 C

C0 Imax

Cmax

Vmax

Spec2 I

I0
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(18) Embedded clause – same as Root clause (17)

(19) VmaxVerb phrase (English)

Spec V1

V2

V3
(0)

X1

X2

We adopt the conventional assumptions that
– wh-phrases are in Spec,CP in main and subordinate clauses.
– Topicalization is adjunction to IP or CP.11

– Inversion in questions is movement of I0 to C0.
– The subject originates in Spec,VP (the VP Internal Subject Hypothesis).

11 The situation is actually somewhat more complex. Note that it is possible to have a topical-
ized phrase before either a wh-phrase or a negative phrase, both of which trigger inversion.

(i) a. To Mary, what did you give?

b. To Mary, not a single thing would I give.

But unlike a wh-phrase, a negative phrase can trigger inversion in embedded contexts. The
following illustrates for an embedded that-complement (Culicover 1991).

(ii) I said that
under no circumstances
only then

� �
would I agree to something like that.

Culicover (1991) also observed that it is possible to have negative inversion in relative clauses.

(iii) a person who
under no circumstances
only then

� �
would I agree to talk to

Interestingly, a Web search for “which under no circumstances” comes up with several hits
for which under no circumstances must we (. . .) in naturally occurring text.

These cases of inversion in embedded clauses are interesting because they raise the ques-
tion of how inversion works. If the wh-phrase and the negative-phrase are in Spec,CP, then
inversion moves I0 to C0. But inversion after that requires another functional head that has
exactly the properties of C0 but is between C0 and I0. Constructions such as these are a major
concern of the ‘cartographic’ approach to the left periphery, e.g. Cardinaletti and Roberts
(2002); Rizzi (2004). For simplicity of exposition we assume the simpler structure although it
does not in itself account for embedded inversion.
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For English, we assume that the structure of a root clause is (17). An embedded
clause in English also has this structure. In contrast, an embedded clause in
German is VP. Thus it is in the structure of the embedded clause that we see
one major difference between English and German. Finally, the structure of VP
in German is the same as that of English, except German is left branching while
English is right branching.12

Now for the central problem: what can topicalize? It has long been held
that English VP-Top does not have the same range of partial VP topicalization
that German has (e.g. Baltin 2006; Landau 2007; Phillips and Lewis 2013). The
main difference appears to be that while the direct object can be stranded in
German – see (2) above – it cannot be in English (20)–(22).

(20) a. (. . .) and [read a book]i he did ti .
b. * (. . .) and readi he did ti a book.

(21) a. (. . .) and [give a book to Sandy]i, Kim did ti .
b. * (. . .) and givei Kim did ti a book to Sandy.

(22) a. Though he may visit Sally, it won’t matter.
b. * Visiti though he may ti Sally, it won’t matter

[Baltin 2006]

Observations such as these have led to some interesting accounts. Most promi-
nent is the one due to Müller (1998): German has scrambling, so the direct ob-
ject can be moved out of VP and stranded by topicalization, while English does
not have scrambling, and so the direct object cannot be stranded.

Baltin (2006) remarks that such examples have been attributed to extraposi-
tion in earlier work; in his proposal they are stranded by the leftward move-
ment of V. But for Baltin there is a problem with such leftward movement,
exemplified by (22): apparently the direct object cannot be stranded. So Baltin
concludes in the end that English has scrambling, like German, but if the object
is scrambled in English the verb must move to a position to the left of it in order
to license it.

Baltin’s treatment is criticized by Landau (2007) and Phillips and Lewis
(2013) on a number of grounds. Not the least of these is that on Baltin’s ac-
count, the verb and the direct object must move independently to high posi-
tions – giving it the appearance of a topicalized VP – and do not form a

12 Hence we do not adopt the assumption of uniform branching order of Kayne (1994).
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constituent. The resulting sequence (which may include more than these two
constituents of the original VP) “mysteriously” (Landau’s characterization)
recapitulates the exact form of a possible VP in situ. When we consider that not
only the verb and direct object may constitute a topicalized VP, but in fact any
possible VP may be topicalized, with various arguments and adjuncts, the mys-
tery becomes overwhelming.

Note that English in fact has a type of scrambling internal to VP, which is
evidenced by the reordering of ‘heavy’ constituents to the right. Such reorder-
ing includes the direct object.

(23) a. Mary gave [a painting that she found at the art fair] to John.
b. Mary gave to John [a painting that she found at the art fair].

Strikingly, such heavy NPs can be stranded under English VP topicalization.

(24) (. . .) and give to John she did, [ a painting that she found at the art fair ].

Such examples, while rare, are attested in corpora.

(25) a. The other week, I went up to the Compendium bookshop in Camden Town,
London NW1, to hear Iain Sinclair read from his latest novel. And read he
did, the bit about the floating science fiction convention, from towards
the end of Radon Daughters. The heavy metal lads rushed (. . .)13

b. Feb 2, 2006 – If you were not 100% in support of his crusade, you were
his enemy to be destroyed and destroy he did a lot of good people. So we
are very (. . .)14

c. May 11, 2012 – Mr. Archer’s experiences in the legal system gave
him much about which to write. And write he did (a rather highly
acclaimed series, I believe) (. . .)15

d. May 23, 2009 – And write he did, a fair few gems including this one.
I read it, thought I’d have ago drawing it and here we are. Den Dilworth
inked it and I sent it (. . .)16

13 (Jenny Turner – London Review of Books, http://www.lrb.co.uk/v16/n19/jenny-turner/the-
opposite-of-a-dog)
14 GunAuction.com – Why Do You let People Sell Nazi Crap on this Site? (www.gunauction.
com/help/forum/Dis-playForum.cfm? SubjectID=11770)
15 www.amazon.com/forum/kindledeals/. . .
16 https://gcrutchley.blogspot.com/2009/05/
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e. With that kind of eloquence, it is no wonder Jefferson was selected to
write the Declaration. And write, he did, a document that still shines as
bright today as it did (. . .)17

Moreover, it is possible to strand not only PPs, complements Ss and heavy NPs,
but also extraposed complements and adjuncts of NPs.

(26) a. (. . .) and make the claim she did [that the Yankees would win it all this
year].

b. (. . .) and read a book he did [that he had taken with him to school ].
c. (. . .) and give a book he did to Mary [that he had taken with him to school ].
d. (. . .) and give a book he did [that he had taken with him to school ] to the

girl who was sitting next to him in class.

(27) a. (. . .) and buy a book she did about anti-reconstruction phenomena in Old
High German.

b. (. . .) and take a course she did offered by the inter-college consortium for
higher learning.

Given data such as the foregoing, one might well be tempted to conclude that
topicalization of a partial VP is possible just in case there are syntactic pro-
cesses such as scrambling, heavy NP shift and extraposition that can move con-
stituents out of VP and adjoin them higher. But the structure in (19) makes
available constituents that can be topicalized without such restructuring,
namely V1, V2, V3 and so on. Moreover, at least extraposition in English would
have to be vacuous movement to account for examples such as (26a,b,d). In the
case of (26d), in fact, extraposition would have to remove the relative clause
from the NP and vacuously extrapose it internally in the VP so that it precedes
the PP to the girl who was sitting next to him in class.

It is clear that such vacuous movement is a way to avoid directly topicaliz-
ing V0 and other sub-constituents of VP, a problem that is resolved by assum-
ing (19) for English and permitting topicalization of any projection of V.18

17 www.massapequanews.com/holidays.html?, Holidays – massapequaNEWS.com
18 Note that this approach requires two assumptions about the relationship between syntactic
structure and linear order in the English VP. First, the ordering of heavy NPs, PPs, adjuncts
and clausal complements is not derived by movement, but is free. It is subject to constraints
on heaviness, information structure, etc. (Wasow 2002). Second, an extraposed relative clause
need not be a constituent of the NP that it modifies, but may be a constituent of the VP that
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Finally, we note that our analysis predicts the possibility of embedded VP-
Top in English, as long as the discourse conditions are satisfied. While embed-
ded VP-Top is rare, it does occur, as the following examples show.19 Notice that
each case has Verum Focus on the tensed auxiliary (Jäger 2018).

(28) a. * At all events, I saw that go he would not.
(Hermann Melville, “Bartleby, the scrivener”)

b. “I did not want him to go back to the war for I knew that it would kill him,
but I knew that go he must. And he did go and the war did kill him as I
was sure that (. . .)”20

c. “James would insist that hate him she surely did. But neither hate, nor
guilt – nor even lust – had anything to do with Cole’s purpose in talking
so openly with Jonet”.21

d. “(. . .) perceiving that there was no remedy, and that die she must, she
went out of the dungeon where she was detained, and walked towards the
midst of the space”22

e. “She dashes back just in time, though, holding Billy’s bunny and remind-
ing him that love him she surely does”.23

f. “(. . .) so incredibly beautiful, intelligent and sweet dispositioned could
love someone like him – and then confessed, rather bashfully, that love
him, she truly did”.24

To summarize, English VP-Top is not as constrained as previously thought. Not
only is it possible to topicalize the entire VP, it is possible to topicalize the verb
alone, or the verb and other constituents of VP, stranding the direct object and
other complements, as well as adjuncts. The data thus suggests that the charac-
terization of VP-Top should refer to projections of V, along the lines illustrated
in (19).

contains the NP. In this case, the extraposed relative clause is then interpreted as predicated
of the NP (Dowty 1996).
19 These examples are licensed by the analysis in (17)–(18).
20 Veteran In A New Field – Page 26 – https://books.google.de/books=isbn=061519592X.
W. H. Payne – 2013.
21 A Woman Scorned – Page 219 – https://books.google.de/books-isbn=074341778X=Liz Car-
lyle – 2000
22 Under These Restless Skies: Lady Margaret Pole. under-these-restless-skies.blogspot.com/
2014/05/lady-margaret-pole.html
23 See Mom Work Books. — Mommy Tracked. www.mommytracked.com/see-mom-work-
books
24 Eleanor Bergstein – Mort Shuman. www.mortshuman.com/eleanor_bergstein.php
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3 German VP Topicalization

3.1 Syntax of German VP-Top

We turn now to the syntactic analysis of German VP-Top. We focus first on
the syntax, and identify precisely where the differences between German
and English lie: (i) the German VP is left branching, while the English VP is
right branching, and (ii) in German, any XP may appear in Spec,IP (and not
just the external argument, as in English). The two languages differ more
dramatically, however, in the discourse conditions on topicalization as dis-
cussed in section 3.2: it is relatively free in German, but severely restricted in
English.

There is, of course, a vast literature on German constituent order. Much of
the literature is devoted to exploration of interactions between the Vorfeld, that
is, ‘topicalized’ material, V2 in main clauses and ordering in the Mittelfeld
(scrambling phenomena). There is a nice range of not entirely consistent pro-
posals about how these orderings are derived, reflecting various assumptions
about the inventory of maximal projections in main and subordinate clauses,
the underlying position of subjects, triggering of movement, and so on. There is
a smaller but robust literature as well concerning the discourse properties of
various positions in the German sentence.

Looking back on the history of this part of the field, what is particularly
salient is that to a considerable extent, the sorts of proposals that are most
prominent are those that are most compatible with the ‘standard’ views about
syntax at the time, to some extent independently of empirical considerations.
So, for example, in early work it was argued that the reason that German per-
mits topicalization of part of the VP but English doesn’t is that German has
scrambling and English doesn’t have scrambling (e.g. Müller 1998). But then
more recently it has been argued that partial VP fronting in German does not
depend on scrambling because scrambling is not licensed in the Minimalist
Program, given that it is not plausibly triggered by the need to discharge a
feature (Fanselow 2002). As observed by Culicover and Jackendoff (2005), this
sort of evolution is not atypical of contemporary syntactic theory, where a sub-
stantial part of the development has been driven by aesthetic considerations of
uniformity and economy, with no small amount of sociological pressure and
historical inertia.

We make these observations in order to contrast the usual approach to the
phenomena in question with the one that we take here, which we would char-
acterize as more ‘pragmatic’. It turns out that Fanselow’s conclusion that
scrambling is not involved in partial VP fronting is indeed the right position to
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take. This can be demonstrated empirically, as we discuss below, and it is the
position that we took for the analysis of comparable phenomena in English in
section 2.2. More generally, we focus in this piece more on the empirical phe-
nomena and leave questions of conformity to a particular theoretical framework
to another venue.

The first decision to make is whether topicalization in German is to Spec,
CP with V2 positioning of the verb in C0 (Evers 1975), or to Spec,IP with V2
positioning of the verb in I0 (Diesing 1988, 1990; Reinholtz 1991; Rögnvalds-
son and Thráinsson 1990; Santorini 1989). The former position is motivated
by the fact that V2 does not occur in subordinate clauses – presumably the
overt complementizer dass blocks V2, but the empty C0 in the main clause
does not.

On the other hand, there is also inversion (that is, V2) in wh-questions in
German. Either a wh-phrase and a topicalized XP are in the same location, that
is, Spec,CP, or the wh-phrase is in a higher position than the topicalized con-
stituent. Since wh-phrases go into initial position in subordinate clauses but
there is no topicalization in subordinate clauses, the simplest assumptions are
the following25:
– Wh-phrases are in Spec,CP in main and subordinate clauses (as in English).
– In a main clause the complement of C0 is IP, and a topicalized XP is in

Spec,IP (in contrast to English, where XP is adjoined to IP).
– V2 is movement of V0 to I0 (as in English).
– Inversion in questions is movement of I0 to C0.
– The subject originates in Spec,VP (as in English).
– Crucially, the complement of C0 in the subordinate clause is VP, not IP

(Travis 1991; Sternefeld 2006). Hence there is no V2 in a (non-root) subordi-
nate clause, on the assumption that V2 is movement of the tensed V to I0.

These assumptions give us the following preliminary structures for German
sentences.

25 A complication would be the possibility of topicalizing VP in subordinate clauses. Reis
(1991) cites the following example, which is marked.

(i) Obwohl ein Buch gelesen keiner hat, wollte jeder seine Meinung dazu äußern.
although a book read nobody has wanted everybody his opinion about it give
‘Although nobody had read a book, everybody wanted to give his opinion.’

See also Haider and Rosengren (2003). We leave open here the questions of whether this ap-
parent topicalization is scrambling, and how scrambling fits into our general framework.
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(29) Root clause Cmax

Imax

Vmax

Spec1 C

C0

I0

Spec2 I

(30) Embedded clause Cmax

Vmax

Spec1 C

C0

(31) VmaxVerb phrase (German)

Spec V1

V2

V3
(0)

X1

X2

Finally, there is the requirement in German that Spec,IP be occupied by some
XP. This position is not thematic; hence it is an A' position in the traditional
sense, although it is internal to IP. In English, however, the corresponding
requirement is that Spec,IP must be occupied by the constituent that gets some
θ-role governed by the verb.26

The derived structure of a German main clause and an English main clause
is thus the same just when what is moved to Spec,IP in German is the thematic
subject and what appears in I0 is a modal or auxiliary. In both languages an
unfilled Spec,IP must be realised overtly as an expletive, es in German (von Fin-
tel 1990) and it in English. But otherwise, the structures are rather different,
particularly with respect to the ‘topicalized’ constituent.

26 This statement is slightly too strong, in view of English extraposition, which leaves behind
an expletive in subject position. However, we can treat the pair consisting of the expletive it
and the extraposed S as the argument (cf. Safir 1985) and understand ‘occupied’ as referring to
at least one element of such a chain.
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An interesting piece of evidence that is consistent with the proposal to put
the topicalized constituent in German in Spec,IP but the English topic in an ad-
joined position is due to Marga Reis (p.c.), who points out that topicalized con-
stituents in German can be echoed, while English topics cannot; see (32).

(32) a. John, I saw.
b. *Who%, you saw?
c. Fritz habe ich gesehen.

Fritz have I seen
‘I have seen Fritz.’

d. Wen% hast du gesehen?
Who have you seen
‘Who have you seen?’

The assumption that topicalization moves any phrase in German to Spec,IP,
combined with the assumption that there is no categorial distinction between
heads and projections, has the consequence that any projection of V, including
the head, may be topicalized in German (Fanselow 2002; Haider 2010; Hinter-
hölzl 2002, 2009). This consequence appears to be correct, as demonstrated by
many examples from the literature on German partial VP movement, a repre-
sentative sample of which is given in (33).

(33) a. [VP Geküsst] hat sie Peter nicht.
kissed has she Peter not?

‘She has not kissed Peter.’
(Fanselow 2002)

b. [V Verkaufen] wird er das Pferd.
sell.INF will he the horse

‘He will sell the horse.’
(De Kuthy and Meurers 2001: 143)

c. [V Zu verkaufen] versuchte er das Pferd.
to sell tried he the horse.

‘He tried to sell the horse.’
(De Kuthy and Meurers 2001: 155)

d. [V Gekauft] hat die Allreal das Areal für 2,65 Millionen
bought has the Allreal the property for 2.65 million

Franken.
francs
‘Allreal bought the property for 2.65 million francs.’
(COSMAS: A13/JAN.04057 St. Galler Tagblatt, 12.01.2013)
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Moreover, since the subject originates in VP, and since there are no restrictions
on what can appear in Spec,IP, it should be possible to topicalize a VP with its
subject. The following well-known example from the literature confirms this
expectation.

(34) [Ein Außenseiter gewonnen] hat hier noch nie.
a.NOM outsider won has here still never
‘An outsider has never won here yet.’
(Haider 1990: 94)

To summarize, for German, as for English, it is possible to account for the range
of VP-Top possibility without assuming that scrambling out of VP is involved.
VP-Top in both language can be accounted in terms of topicalization of any pro-
jection of V, leaving behind the rest of VP in situ.

3.2 Discourse Interpretation

We conclude our survey of German VP-Top with an analysis of the discourse
properties of examples found in corpora. We show that there is no uniform
discourse function of the topicalized VP – it can be explicitly or implicitly con-
trastive or non-contrastive. The remnant is focus, as we have argued for the
comparable English construction. It may be a contrastive focus, or a new in-
formation focus, again as the discourse allows.

There are three primary information structural types of VP-topicalization,
depending on the discourse function of the topicalized VP, and the remnant.27

Type 1. (VP-Top: Contrast. Remnant: Contrastive Focus)

Type 1 is characterized by the fact that the topicalized VP is contrastive. It is a
contrastive topic in the sense of Büring (1997, 2016); Jacobs (1997); Krifka
(1998); Molnár (1998).

(Type 1a) VP-Top (object and verb)

27 Anonymous reviewers observe that other configurations may be possible, e.g. GeREGnet
hat es ‘it has rained’ in the context of an alternative question, Hat es geregnet oder geschneit?
‘Has it rained or snowed?’, or GeREGnet HAT es, aber nicht besonders stark. ‘It has rained, but
not particularly hard.’ in the context of Hat es geregnet? ‘Has it rained?’. We leave such cases
to future research.
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(35) [Eine Medaille ge%WONnen] hat KEI&ner.
a medal won has nobody
‘Nobody has won a medal.’

The schematic representation of the information structural relations are given
in (36).

(36) [VP-Top Contrast (%) ] [remnant Contrastive Focus (&)]

(37) Der US-Amerikaner Paul Krugman ist zweifellos ein blitzgescheiter
the US-American Paul Krugman is doubtless a sharp.as.a.tack
Mann – sonst wäre der prominente Wirtschaftsforscher wohl
man – otherwise would.be the prominent economist well
nicht mit dem Nobelpreis ausgezeichnet worden. Die Klugheit
not with the Nobel.Prize distinguished been the wisdom
gepachtet hat Krugman damit allerdings noch lange nicht.
leased has Krugman with.this however still long not
‘The American Paul Krugman is no doubt sharp as a tack – otherwise the
prominent economist would not have been granted the distinction of the
Nobel Prize. Despite this fact, Krugman does not have a monopoly on wis-
dom by a long shot.’

In the more complex (37) there is a contrastive focus on the remnant. Noch
LANge nicht ‘not by a long shot’ is contrasted with the affirmation of ist ZWEI-
fellos (. . .) ‘is doubtless (. . .)’ and a contrast on the topicalized VP Die Klugheit
gePACHtet (‘the wisdom leased’), where being smart is contrasted with not hav-
ing a monopoly on being wise.

Some other examples that show a similar double contrast are given in (38)
and (39).

(38) Zwei Jahre harren sie hier aus. Die Heimat verlassen
two years stay.and.wait they here out. The home leave
wollte keiner von ihnen, die meisten bleiben ihr treu.
wanted none of them, the most remain to.it faithful.
‘They stay and wait here for two years. None of them want to leave home,
most of them stay faithful to it.’

(39) a. Die Wahl geschafft haben gerade einmal zwei von ihnen.
the vote achieved have only two of them
‘Managing to get the vote were only two of them.’
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b. Die Wahl geschafft hat auch diesmal keiner der
the vote achieved has also this.time none of.the
Nachwuchspolitiker.
young.politicians
‘Managing to get the vote this time as well were none of the young
politicians.’

(Type 1b) VP-Top (subject and verb)

In (35) to (39), the topicalized constituent is the VP (verb plus object). There
are, however, well-known cases of VP-top in German where the highest projec-
tion of V0 is topicalized along with the subject (see e.g. Haider 1990; Höhle
1991). The relevant observation here is that the subject VP-topicalization cases
seem to obey the same discourse requirements that are specified for type 1. The
topicalized VP contains a contrastive constituent, the remnant must contain a
contrastive remnant, preferably a negative indefinite as a response to a positive
indefinite (contrast between je(mals) vs nie(mals) / ‘ever’ vs. ‘never’) in the con-
text question, as given in (40):

(40) A. Hat hier je ein Außenseiter gewonnen?
has here ever an.NOM outsider won
‘Did an outsider ever win here?’

B. [Ein %AUßenseiter gewonnen] hat hier noch &NIE
an outsider won has here still never
‘An outsider has never won here yet.’

The schematic relation is given in (41):

(41) [VP-Top Contrast (%) ] [remnant Contrastive Focus (&)

The intonation pattern of type 1 is a prototypical contrastive topicalization con-
tour also referred to as I(ntonational) Topic in the nominal domain (e.g. Büring
1997; Büring 2016; Höhle 1991; Jacobs 1997; Krifka 1998; Molnár 1998). There is
a rise on the contrastive element in the VP-Top in the constituent and a fall on
the contrastive focus.28

28 The best idealized context for this construction is a yes-no-question that contains a positive
polarity item, e.g. jemand ‘someone’ vs. niemand ‘no one’, or je ‘ever’ vs. nie ‘ever’, as in the
context in (40).
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Depending on the context, the topicalized VP can contain either the object(s)
or the subject. Further restrictions must be obeyed by the subject-VP-top cases;
the verbs prefer to be unaccusative verbs, the subjects prefer to be nonspecific
(cf. De Kuthy and Meurers 2003; Grewendorf 1989; Lee-Schoenfeld and Lunden
2017). We observe in our corpus data that the discourse status of the topicalized
VP is given (c-construable or entailed) and the rise marks the contrastive ele-
ment. This can be seen in example (40) (from De Kuthy and Meurers 2003: 99).
The yes-no question mentions the topicalized VP. Therefore, in the answer the
discourse status must be given. However, the rise on Außenseiter ‘outsider’) sets
up a contrast to an implicit set of competitors (at least insiders and outsiders).

Type 2: VP-Top: Contrast. Remnant: Focus new (presentational focus)

Type 2 contains a contrastive element in the topicalized VP. The remnant con-
tains a new information focus, which is often referred to as presentational
focus (see Culicover and Rochemont 1983; Rochemont 1986), as schematically
represented in (42):

(42) [VP-Top Contrast (%)] [remnant New Information Focus (&)]

Idealized Context:

(43) A: Wer gehört denn jetzt zu dem Komitee?
Who belongs then now to the. DAT committee
‘Who belongs to the committee now?

B: Dem Komitee %BEIgetreten sind, der kantonale
the committee joined are the cantonal
Ge&WERKschaftsbund, die SP die Partei der Arbeit (. . .)
federation the SP the Party GEN Labour (. . .)

The specific prosodic property of type 2 is that there is a rise on the contrastive
element in the topicalized constituent, here on the verb beigetreten. The focus
of the constituent is not on a quantificational expression as in type 1, but on
the new information focus. The remnant is typically heavy and presentationally
focused. A H*-pitch accent appears on each item of the list.

(44) Das Kantonale Komitee “Stoppt den Rentenklau” unterstützt
the cantonal committee “Stop the Retirement.theft” supports
deshalb das Referendum und organisiert die
therefore the referendum and organizes the
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Unterschriftensammlung in der Region. Dem Komitee beigetreten
signature.collection in the region. the committee joined
sind der Kantonale Gewerkschaftsbund St. Gallen, die SP,
are the cantonal federation.of.trade.unions St. Gallen, die SP,
die Partei der Arbeit (. . .)
the Party GEN Labour (. . .)
‘The cantonal “Stop the Retirement Theft” Committee therefore supports
the referendum and is organizing the signature collection in the region.
Joining the committee are the cantonal Federation of Trade Unions of
St. Gallen, the SP, the Party of Labour (. . .)’

In this example the topicalized VP dem Komitee beigetreten ‘joining the commit-
tee’ is implicated by the existence of the committee as described in the preced-
ing sentence. It is thus contrastive, in the sense that the exact makeup of the
committee is different from its existence and function. The list of participants
joining the committee is new information focus, and is postposed because it is
long compared to the predicate. The non-topicalized variant (45) has the list of
groups joining the committee first and the predicate following it. While gram-
matical, it is more awkward, as is the English counterpart.

(45) a. Der Kantonale Gewerkschaftsbund St. Gallen (…)
b. The cantonal Federation of Trade Unions of St. Gallen (…)

sind dem Komitee beigetreten.
are the committee joined

Another example with the same relation to discourse is (46). In contrast to ex-
ample (44), the contrastive set of alternatives are explicitly mentioned in the
context in which (46) occurs.

(46) Das Rettungskorps ver%LASSen hat nach 23 Jahren der neue
the rescue.corps leave.past.prt has after 23 years the new
alt Kommandant Milo &GOLDener.
former commander Milo Goldener
‘Leaving the rescue corps after 23 years was the new former commander
Milo Goldener.’

This example shows a contrast on the topicalized VP, where leaving the rescue
corps is contrasted with various ways of entering or staying in it. In this exam-
ple, the other events in the set of alternatives are explicitly mentioned in the
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newspaper article. The remnant contains the new information focus, namely
the DP denoting the individual that leaves the committee after 23 years.

A third example with similar structure is (47). This example presents the
contrastive set of alternatives in a hierarchical order.

(47) Bei den Jugendlichen ging der Medaillensatz an Jessica
by the youth went the medal.set to Jessica
Hollenstein (. . .) Das Finale er%REICHT hat auchMichael &SCHERrer
Hollenstein (. . .) the final reached has also Michael Scherrer.
‘As for the youths, the medal set went to Jessica Hollenstein. Also reach-
ing the final was Michael Scherrer.’

In this example the topicalized VP is contrastive. The two VPs denote two differ-
ent things that typically happen in a competition – some achieve medals, some
reach the final. The name Michael Scherrer is a new information focus and per-
haps also has a contrastive reading. In a competition, the winners and almost
winners are in contrast. In all three examples, the topicalized VP is contrastive.
However, the set of alternatives from which it is chosen is either explicitly men-
tioned in the discourse or it is only implicated.

Type 3. VP-Top: no Contrast. Remnant: Contrastive Focus (Verum Focus).

Type 3 differs from type 1 and 2 in that the topicalized VP does not contain a
contrast. This is the type that comes closest to the English type where the dis-
course status of the topicalized VP is simply given, as schematically illustrated
in (48).

(48) [VP-Top no Contrast] [remnant contrastive focus (&)]

The straightforward case in German is one where the topicalized VP is anaphor-
ically reduced. In the example in (49) it can be seen that the VP-anaphor das
(‘do this’) is used. In more colloquial varieties, topic drop can occur and the
topicalized VP is not realized at all (Fries 1988).

(49) A: Hat ihr Hund schon einmal/jemals ein Kind angebellt?
has your dog PARTICLE once/ever a child barked.at
‘Has your dog ever barked at a child?’

B: Nein, (das) hat er noch nie.
no do.this has it PRT never
‘No, it never has.’
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The intonational contour on the VP-anaphor (das) is flat.29

When the focus falls on a marker of truth value, such as finite tense in
English (50) or negation (51), we get Verum Focus.

(50) (. . .) and read a book, he DID.

(51) Alle hatten nach dem Sieg eine Feier erwartet.
everyone have.PL after the.DAT victory a celebration expected
Aber ein Fest gefeiert, hat der TV Mähringen NICHT.
but a festival celebrated has the TV Mähringen NOT
Stattdessen (. . .)
instead (. . .)
‘TV Mähringen did NOT hold a party. Instead, (. . .)’

In the German example, the topicalized VP simply evokes the VP implied by the
preceding sentence – there is no contrast. The remnant has focal accent on ne-
gation nicht, and is thus interpreted as contrasting truth value: not having a
celebration versus having one.

In the following example, on the other hand, the topic is non-contrastive
and the focus is new information. In this example the focus accent is placed on
the name Ellenberger.

(52) Nach dem letztjährigen Erfolg findet zum zweiten Mal das
after the last.year success takes for the second time the
Liechtensteiner Tanzfestival Tanz+” statt. Das Programm
Liechtensteiner dance.festival “Dance+” place the program
zu %SAMmengestellt hat Barbara &ELLenberger, Leiterin des
assembled has Barbara Ellenberger director of the
Theaters am Kirchplatz (TaK) in Schaan.
theater at Kirchplatz (TaK) in Schaan
‘After the success of the previous year, the Liechtensteiner dance festival
“Dance+” takes place for the second time. Barbara Ellenberger, the director
of the theatre at Kirchplatz (TaK) in Schaan, has assembled the program.’
(A09/MAR.05562 St. Galler Tagblatt, 18.03.2009, S. 30; Tanz+ in Vaduz)

29 It can also be realized alternatively with a rise. If it is realized with a rise, it is implicated
that the dog didn't bark, but that it did something else. In the case of deletion of the VP-ana-
phor, the negative indefinite in the remnant constituent has falling intonation.
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What we have done in this section is provide evidence to support our hypothe-
sis that one of the functions of VP-Top in German is to isolate a subject focus in
sentence-final position. Moreover, topicalization establishes discourse either by
expressing contrast or by continuing the discourse topic.

4 Conclusions

Let us summarize. We have hypothesized that VP-Top in general is movement
of a projection of V to the left edge in both English and German. Topicalization
can be explained (in part, at least) in terms of the alignment of the focus under
the intonation center at the right edge of the phonological phrase (modulo the
branching structure of English and German). The syntax doesn’t constrain the
type of focus – it constrains where the focus is realized.

We have proposed that the discourse function of the contextual and topical-
ized material is determined by its intonational properties and links to the dis-
course, and not by its position in the syntactic structure. Crucially, the topic is not
moved to agree with any particular functional feature.30 It can be contrastive or
old information, as the context demands. And how it links to the prior discourse is
quite free, as long as the connection with discourse is coherent. Thus, the topic
must be ‘c-construable’, in the sense of Culicover and Rochemont (1983). Focus on
the right edge is contrastive or non-contrastive, also as dictated by the discourse
context. And, finally, VP-Top in German overlaps in function with varieties of En-
glish focus inversion; they both isolate focus, albeit in different ways.

The picture of grammatical architecture that emerges as we work through
the details of this account locates the explanation for the phenomenon outside of
syntactic representation proper. Broadening the notion of well-formedness to
take into account correspondences between syntactic structure, phonological
form and meaning, including discourse function, is characteristic of certain con-
structional approaches to grammar; see for example Culicover and Jackendoff
(2005). On such an approach, an expression with a particular syntactic structure
is well-formed not simply because it satisfies some licensing conditions imposed
by grammatical principles, rules or constructions, but also because it satisfies
the requirements of the syntax/information structure interface, as well as the
well-formedness conditions on the structural arrangement of constituents.

30 It is of course possible to use a formal feature to make the topic move. But this feature
does not correspond to any particular interpretation. Therefore, the feature is just a technical
and more opaque way of saying that topicalization is a possible construction.
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Kordula De Kuthy, Andreas Konietzko

Information-structural Constraints on PP
Topicalization from NPs

Abstract: In this paper, we discuss PP extraction from complex NPs such as
[Aus Tübingen]i haben [mehrere Studenten ti] am Forschungswettbewerb teilge-
nommen. (‘From Tübingen have several students in the research contest par-
ticipated’). Extractions from complex NPs are difficult to capture since they
are subject to various restrictions related to the syntactic status of the ex-
tracted PP, the semantic relation between the verb and the complex NP, and
the type of verb involved. In this paper, we will concentrate on one particu-
lar kind of extraction, the PP topicalization from NPs. This PP topicalization
has been shown to be dependent on an appropriate context. In order to ac-
count for the discourse properties of the construction, we present an account
based on the Questions under Discussion (QUD) approach to information
structure. Modeling QUDs is starting to emerge as a fruitful way to define an
explicit hinge between the properties of the sentence and the nature of the
discourse in which the sentence can function. The proposed QUD analysis is
based on attested data from corpora, which is supplemented by experimental
evidence.

Keywords: information structure, syntax, QUD, extraction, contrastive topic

1 Introduction

This article presents an information-structural account of PP topicalization
from NPs arguing that many of the factors which previous literature has tried to
explain in terms of syntactic restrictions on movement are in fact derivable
from discourse factors related to contrastive topics.

The type of PP topicalization from NPs under discussion is exemplified in (1).
We underline topicalized constituents in our examples; the host NPs appear in
brackets.

(1) Über Syntax hat Sarah sich [ein Buch] ausgeliehen.
about syntax has Sarah self a book borrowed
‘Sarah borrowed a book on syntax.’
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The construction has often been referred to as extraction of PPs from NPs be-
cause one of the possible syntactic explanations for the fronting of the PP über
Syntax in (1) is that the PP has been extracted from the NP ein Buch, of which
the PP is a dependent.

As has often been observed in the literature (cf. Fanselow 1991; Müller
2010; Pafel 1995; De Kuthy 2002; Schmellentin 2006 among others), grammati-
cal examples of PP topicalization from NPs such as the one we saw in (1) de-
pend on the meaning of the selecting verb.

(2) *Über Syntax hat Sarah [ein Buch] geklaut.
on syntax has Sarah a book stolen

‘Sarah stole a book on syntax.’

The only difference between the sentence in (1) and the one shown in (2) is that
the verb ausleihen (‘to borrow’) is replaced by the verb klauen (‘to steal’).

A second important property was discussed by De Kuthy (2002), who in
agreement with Fanselow (1991) observed that supposedly unacceptable exam-
ples of the kind illustrated by (2) are in fact acceptable in an appropriate con-
text, as illustrated in (3).

(3) Gestern wurde in der Bibliothek eine Anzahl von Linguistikbüchern geklaut.
Vor allem Semantikbücher verschwanden dabei.
‘Yesterday, a number of linguistics books were stolen from the library.
Mostly books on semantic disappeared.’

a. Über Syntax wurde jedoch [nur ein einziges Buch] geklaut.
on syntax was however only one single book stolen
‘There was, however, only one book on syntax stolen.’

In this article, we want to argue that a unified discourse-based explanation for
both types of examples becomes available in an approach that makes the infor-
mation structure of a sentence explicit in terms of Questions under Discussion
(QUD; Roberts 2012; Büring 2003; Velleman and Beaver 2016), serving as a link
between the sentence and the discourse structure. We propose that partial con-
stituents always involve particular information structure requirements. To em-
pirically ground our approach, we present authentic data containing the above
discussed PP topicalization and show that the contexts in which these authen-
tic examples occur all have the necessary properties required by our informa-
tion-structural analysis.
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A relevant example from the Stuttgart 21 corpus, the transcript of a panel
discussion broadcasted on German TV, is for example shown in (4).

(4) Ich habe nur nach dem Ablauf der heutigen Diskussion schon auch den Ein-
druck, dass viele der Fragen, die wir heute jetzt hier diskutiert haben, und
auch die Auswirkungen in nicht unerheblichem Maße durchaus auch bei
K21 auftauchen. Weshalb ich nochmal dafür werben würde, das Thema
Neubaustrecke, (…), eigentlich eher hinter die Diskussion über die beiden
Konzepte zu stellen, weil ich glaube, das wäre, sagen wir mal, wenn ich mir
überlege, was sind die Konzepte,

‘I got the impression after today’s discussion that many of the questions which
we discussed today and also implications occur to a not insignificant extent
regarding the traditional train station K21. That is why I want to propose again
to postpone the topic of the new railroad tracks after the discussion about the
two concepts, because I believe, if I think about what are the concepts, ’

a. über Neubaustrecke besteht zumindest in großen Teilen
about new railroad tracks exists at least in large parts
immer noch [die Einigkeit], dass man sie bauen möchte.
still the consensus that one it build wants
‘There is at least to a considerable extent a consensus about the new
railroad tracks that people want to build them.’

The example showcases the topicalization of a PP, über Neubaustrecke
(‘new railroad tracks’) originating from a definite subject NP, die Einigkeit
‘the consensus’. Interestingly, this is a type of PP topicalization that has
mostly been argued to be unacceptable, since the remnant NP, of which the
fronted PP über Neubaustrecke is a dependent, is a definite subject NP.
Both, definite NPs and subject NPs, are usually argued to be islands for ex-
traction. If the topicalized PP is extracted, then such examples should nor-
mally be ungrammatical. Another interesting characteristic of this example
is the cooccurrence of Einigkeit ‘consensus’ and besteht ‘exists’, which is
usually considered to be a support verb construction. Unfortunately, in this
paper we will not be able to further investigate in which way such special
noun verb combinations influence the acceptability of the PP topicalization,
for a discussion of this aspect see De Kuthy (2002: 31).

In addition to naturally occurring data from corpora and to further
strengthen our approach, we present the results of a rating study showing that
a context that supports the required information structure significantly im-
proves the acceptability of PP topicalizations.
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Whatever the assumed underlying process for the above construction is, it
thus has to account for the fact that PP topicalization from complex NPs is not
only constrained by supposedly syntactic factors. One of the decisive factors
are the information structure requirements of this particular word order.

2 Accounts of PP Extraction

Previous approaches to PP extraction from NPs have revealed that extraction of
this type is determined by syntactic, semantic, lexical, as well as contextual fac-
tors. Syntactic factors involve (i) the syntactic status of the NP (subject vs. object),
(ii) its position in the middle field, and (iii) the syntactic status of the extracted PP
(adnominal adjunct vs. adnominal argument). We turn to these factors further
below. Semantic factors mainly involve the semantics of the verbal predicate (cf.
the discussion in Section 1). Lexical factors involve the type of verbal predicate
which selects the NP from which extraction takes place. It has also been observed
that PP extraction improves under certain discourse conditions. We spell out a
specific instance of such conditions in Section 3. Let us first turn to the syntactic
factors that have been observed in connection with PP extraction. The purpose of
this section is to show that many of the so-called generalizations in the literature
are not absolute. Speakers’ judgments often vary, and for some cases counter
examples from corpora can be given.

Let us consider the type of verbal predicate first. It has been argued in the
literature that subextraction from direct object NPs is more acceptable than
subextraction from subjects. Extraction from subjects is unproblematic in the
case of passives (5a), unaccusatives (5b), and stage predicates, while extraction
from agentive subjects is not possible (cf. Diesing 1992; Haider 1993; Pafel 1995;
Müller 2010; Schmellentin 2006; Fanselow 2001):

(5) a. Über wen wurde ein Buch gelesen?
about whom was a book read
‘A book about whom was read (by someone)?’

b. Über wen ist ein Buch erschienen?
about whom is a book appeared
‘A book about whom appeared?’

However, this generalization is not absolute and extraction from agentive sub-
jects is also possible. Examples (6a), which is slightly marked as indicated by
the ‘§’, and (6b) are taken from Pafel (1995: 148–149), (6c) is attested:
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(6) a. § Von der ZEIT hat ihn der Chefredakteur angerufen.
of the ZEIT has him the chief-editor called-up
‘The chief editor of the ZEIT called him up.’

b. Von Wittgenstein haben die Erben protestiert.
of Wittgenstein have the heirs protested
‘The heirs of Wittgenstein protested.’

c. Aus den neuen Ländern und Berlin treten morgen 7950
from the new federal-states and Berlin take-up tomorrow 7950
Rekruten ihren Wehrdienst bei der Bundeswehr an.
recruits their military-service with the Bundeswehr
‘7950 recruits from the new federal states and Berlin will take up their
military service in the German army tomorrow.’

Example (6a) contains extraction from a subject of the transitive verbal predicate
anrufen (‘call’). It is noteworthy that the example contains a pronominal object
which has scrambled over the subject NP. We turn to this issue further below.
Note, however, that in (6b-c) extraction is acceptable from a subject of an unerga-
tive predicate. This indicates that extraction from agentive subjects cannot be
solely dependent on the availability of object scrambling, although scrambling
seems to improve extraction from subjects, an effect which has been observed for
PP extraction as well as for was-für splits (cf. Jurka 2010; Müller 2010: and referen-
ces therein). The following data taken from Müller (2010: 61) illustrate this effect:

(7) a. * Über wen hat ein Buch den Fritz beeindruckt?
about whom has a book the Fritz impressed
‘A book about whom impressed Fritz?’

b. Über wen hat den Fritz ein Buch beeindruckt?
about whom has the Fritz a book impressed

It is noteworthy that the difference between (7a) and (7b) is not undisputed.
Winkler, Radó, and Gutscher (2016) report that extraction from subjects in was-
für splits in structurally parallel cases to (7a) improves in a context where the
subject is contrastively focused. Moreover, cases like (7b) have also received
mixed ratings in the literature. Schmellentin (2006), for instance, assigns a ‘*’
to PP topicalizations in a structurally parallel case to (7b):

(8) * Über Glauser haben Anna viele Artikel beeindruckt.
about Glauser have Anna many articles impressed
‘Many articles about Glauser impressed Anna.’
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These mixed ratings indicate that extraction from subject NPs cannot be
fully explained in purely syntactic terms and evidence suggests that this
phenomenon is partly context dependent. In the next section, we sketch
an approach based on QUD which captures this context sensitivity. Before
we do, let us take a look at the syntactic status of the extracted PP and
the role it plays for acceptability. It has been noted in the literature that
extraction of modifiers is more degraded than extraction of arguments.
Pafel (1995) classifies von-PPs and über-PPs as arguments (cf. 6a, 6b and
7a), the mit-PP in (9), which is taken from Pafel (1995: 147), is taken to
be a modifier:

(9) * Mit rotem Einband habe ich ein Buch gelesen.
with red cover have I a book read
‘I read a book with a red cover.’

However, De Kuthy (2002) observed that even PP extraction of such modifiers
improves considerably with context, illustrated in (10).

(10) Auf der gestrigen Modenschau wurden auch die neuesten Frisuren der Sai-
son vorgestellt.
‘Yesterday at the fashion show also the newest hair cuts were presented.’

a. Mit kurzen Haaren wurden nur [drei Modelle] gezeigt.
with short hair were only three models presented
‘Only three models with short hair were presented.’

In this section, we have discussed a number of syntactic and lexical con-
straints on PP extraction. The data show that each of the syntactic generaliza-
tions faces counterevidence. In Section 3, we will lay out a discourse-based
approach which connects the PP extraction to specific information-structural
requirements.

3 The Proposal: A QUD based Approach

We have observed that in an appropriate context the allegedly ungrammatical
PP topicalizations are fully acceptable and that many corpus examples show
patterns (as for example a subject NP) that have been argued to be ungrammat-
ical due to syntactic constraints. In order to be able to explain why PP
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topicalization examples are acceptable only in an appropriate context, we need
to establish what the exact properties of such embedding contexts are and
which properties of the sentence itself must match the context. This lends itself
to an information-structural analysis of the construction, as has already been
proposed in De Kuthy (2002). Under her account, splitting a PP dependent from
an NP is only possible if “the NP and the PP are not both part of the same focus
projection and if they are not both part of the background” (De Kuthy 2002:
149). Taking example (3), repeated here as (11), what is the information struc-
ture of the sentence and which factors of the preceding discourse support this
information structure?

(11) Gestern wurde in der Bibliothek eine Anzahl von Linguistikbüchern geklaut.
Vor allem Semantikbücher verschwanden dabei.
‘Yesterday, a number of linguistics books were stolen from the library.
Mostly books on semantic disappeared.’

a. Über Syntax wurde jedoch [nur ein einziges Buch] geklaut.
on syntax was however only one single book stolen
‘There was, however, only one book on syntax stolen.’

In order to connect the information structure of sentences to the overall struc-
ture of the discourse, an analysis in terms of Questions under Discussion is
proving to be a useful tool. According to Roberts’ (2012) account, natural dis-
course in general serves to answer hierarchically ordered Questions under
Discussion (QUDs). These implicit QUDs can be used to account for the infor-
mation structure of utterances in context: the part of a sentence contained in
the formulation of the current question is called the background, while the
part which provides the actual answer is the focus. Since the formulation of
such QUDs should not be an arbitrary process, we base our analysis on the
approach developed by Riester, Brunetti, and De Kuthy (2018) in terms of
both discourse and information structure, integrating an explicitly spelled out
notion of QUDs. Explicit pragmatic principles support the formulation of the
relevant QUD for an utterance in the discourse. One of their central principles
for the formulation of QUDs is the principle of Q-Givenness stating that “im-
plicit QUDs can only consist of given (or highly salient) material” (Riester,
Brunetti, and De Kuthy 2018: 10).

An analysis including an implicit QUD for the PP topicalization is shown
in (12).
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(12) Gestern wurde in der Bibliothek eine Anzahl von Linguistikbüchern geklaut.
Vor allem Semantikbücher verschwanden dabei.
‘Yesterday, a number of linguistics books were stolen from the library.
Mostly books on semantic disappeared.’

Q1: How many books on which topics were stolen from the library?
Q1.1: How many books on syntax were stolen?
A1.1: [Über Syntax]CT wurde jedoch [nur [ein einziges]F Buch]

on syntax was however only one single book
geklaut.
stolen
‘There was, however, only one book on syntax stolen.’

There are two interesting observations that help us to precisely characterize the
connection between the context and our PP extraction example: The first obser-
vation is, that the context introduces two alternative sets, which are picked up
by the fronted PP and the remnant NP: an alternative set for the number of books
that were stolen and an alternative set for the kinds of books that were stolen.
Secondly, a question about some entity (here about the number of linguistic
books that were stolen) is not answered directly but is broken down into answers
about smaller parts or elements of that entity. Following the account of Büring
(2003), these parts are called contrastive topics. This idea is also included in the
pragmatic principles guiding the formulation of QUDs in Riester, Brunetti, and
De Kuthy (2018) as the Parallelism Constraint, in which for two or more parallel
sentences with two variable positions each, the common QUD should establish
the semantically common material of the answers as the background. This com-
mon QUD can then be further divided into two or more partial questions. One of
the positions in the answers to these partial questions is then a contrastive topic,
the other a focus. In our case, one of the subquestions of Q1 in example (12) asks
about the number of syntax books, another subquestion could ask for example
about another kind of books that were stolen, as for example books about mor-
phology. The fronted PP and the part of the remnant NP contain the answers to
this question, i.e. the fronted PP über Syntax ‘about syntax’ is a contrastive
topic, whereas the specifier ein einziges ‘one single’ of the remnant NP is the
focus of the sentence. This analysis is in line with the pragmatic constraint for-
mulated by De Kuthy (2002): One part of the split NP is a contrastive topic, the
other a focus, i.e. they are not both part of the same focus or the background in
the entire clause.

Our analysis nicely carries over to an observation already made by Fanse-
low (1991: 185). He observes that certain PP extractions from NPs are only
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acceptable in an appropriate context and the context he provides for his exam-
ple (13) exhibits similar properties as the one of our example in (11).

(13) Schau her, was Britt, deine Tochter, mit meiner Biographiensammlung
angestellt hat! Die Bücher sind zerissen, bemalt und mit Brei bekleck-
ert! Zwei meiner Bände über Carnap sind entzwei. Drei von meinen
Biographien über Bloomfield sind zerfetzt, und (…)
‘Look, what Britt, your daughter, did with my collection of biographies!
The books are torn, painted and stained with food! Two of my volumes
about Carnap are destroyed. Three of my biographies about Bloomfield are
torn up, and (…)’

a. über Chomsky hat sie sogar [alle Bücher] zerrissen.
about Chomsky has she even all books torn
‘all books about Chomsky are torn.’

Again, the context in (13) introduces two alternative sets: The number of books
that have been destroyed and the set of authors whose books are among the
destroyed books. We can thus introduce a similar QUD structure as in (12), as
shown in (14).

(14) Schau her, was Britt, deine Tochter, mit meiner Biographiensammlung angestellt
hat! Die Bücher sind zerissen, bemalt und mit Brei bekleckert! Zwei meiner
Bände über Carnap sind entzwei.
‘Look, what Britt, your daughter, did with my collection of biographies!
The books are torn, painted and stained with food! Two of my volumes
about Carnap are destroyed.’

Q7: How many books has she destroyed?
Q7.1: How many books about Bloomfield has she destroyed?
A7.1: [Drei]F von meinen Biographien über Bloomfield sind zerfetzt

three of my biographies about Bloomfield are torn
und
and
‘Three of my biographies about Bloomfield are torn up, and’

Q7.2: How many books about Chomsky has she destroyed?
A7.2: [über Chomsky]CT hat sie sogar [alle]F Bücher zerrissen.

about Chomsky has she even all books torn
‘she has torn up all books about Chomsky.’
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Following from the question-answer congruence between the QUD Q7.2 and the
answer A7.2, the topicalized PP über Chomsky ‘about Chomsky’ is the contrastive
topic and the specifier alle ‘all’ of the remnant NP alle Bücher ‘all books’ func-
tions as the focus.

This type of analysis is also readily supported by naturally occurring data
exemplifying the phenomenon. Topicalized PPs and their immediate context
we found in corpora nicely pattern with the just observed information-struc-
tural restrictions.

As already briefly discussed in Section 1, example (15) (Stuttgart 21 corpus)
involves a PP topicalization originating from a definite subject NP.

(15) Ich habe nur nach dem Ablauf der heutigen Diskussion schon auch den Ein-
druck, dass viele der Fragen, die wir heute jetzt hier diskutiert haben, und
auch die Auswirkungen in nicht unerheblichem Maße durchaus auch bei K21
auftauchen. Weshalb ich nochmal dafür werben würde, das Thema Neu-
baustrecke, (…), eigentlich eher hinter die Diskussion über die beiden Kon-
zepte zu stellen, weil ich glaube, das wäre, sagen wir mal, wenn ich mir
überlege, was sind die Konzepte,
‘I got the impression after today’s discussion that many questions which
we discussed today and also the implications also occur with the tradi-
tional train station K21. That is why I want to propose again to postpone
the topic of the new railroad tracks after the discussion about the two con-
cepts, because I believe, if I think about what are the concepts,’

a. Über Neubaustrecke besteht zumindest in großen Teilen
about new railroad tracks exists at least in large parts
immer noch [die Einigkeit], dass man sie bauen möchte.
still the consensus that one it build wants
‘There is to at least a considerable extent a consensus about the new
railroad tracks that people want to build them.’

Example (16) shows a possible QUD analysis of the respective sentence contain-
ing the topicalized PP über Neubaustrecke (‘about new railroad tracks’).

(16) Q1: Which discussion basis exists in relation to which train station concept?
Q1.1: Which discussion basis exists in relation to the concept of building new

railroad tracks?
A1.1: [Über Neubaustrecke]CT besteht zumindest in

about new railroad tracks exists at least in
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großen Teilen immer noch [die Einigkeit, dass man sie bauen
large parts always still the consensus that one it build
möchte.]F
wants
‘There is to at least a considerable extent a consensus about the new
railroad tracks that people want to build them.’

Again, two alternative sets are introduced in the context: a set containing the dif-
ferent alternative building concepts, and the other set consists of the different dis-
cussion viewpoints about which kind of train station should be built. The QUD Q1,
to which the sentence A1.1 containing the topicalized PP provides an answer,
asks about the discussion basis and the train station concepts, and in the more
specific subquestion Q1.1, an answer to the train station concepts is already in-
cluded. This PP über Neubaustrecke (‘about new railroad tracks’) thus serves as
the contrastive topic and the NP die Einigkeit (‘the consensus’) provides an an-
swer to question about the discussion basis and thus functions as the focus in
this sentence.

In a parallel example, (17) from the TAZ newspaper (5.5.1999: 4), two
alternative sets are introduced: one about the different kinds of strategies in con-
nection with the war in Serbia, and one about the opinions about these strategies.

(17) Deshalb werde es zunächst eine 24-stündige Feuerpause geben, die ver-
längert werde, wenn sich die serbische Seite weiter zurückziehe. Die
Luftschläge würden eingestellt, wenn zudem von serbischer Seite die
Kampfhandlungen und Vertreibungen beendet würden.
‘Therefore, there will be a preliminary cease of fire for 24 hours,
which will be prolonged, if the Serbs retreat further. The air strikes
will be stopped if in addition the Serbs stop any fighting and
displacement.’

Q: Which opinion exists about which procedure among the western G8
countries?

A: [Über diese Vorgehen]CT bestehe [Einigkeit]F unter den westlichen
about these procedures consists agreement among the Western
G8-Staaten.
G8 countries
‘There is agreement about these procedures among the western G8
countries.’
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A QUD analysis of this example shows that the fronted PP über dieses Vorgehen
(‘about this procedure’) is a contrastive topic and the remnant NP Einigkeit
(‘agreement’) is the focus (it refers to one of the points of view regarding the
strategies in the contrastive topic and provides an answers to the QUD).

Interestingly, such a fine-grained QUD analysis can also account for cases
where only part of the fronted PP picks up an element from the discourse alter-
native set, as exemplified in (18) from taz Bremen (14.10.1995: 29).

(18) Und Sonntag ist Filmtag: Schon in der Matinee um 11 Uhr im Bürger-
haus Weserterassen läuft “Und täglich grüßt das Murmeltier” (. . .)
Weniger prosaisch die Filme von Velu Viswanadhan.
‘Sunday is movie day: Already at 11 a.m. the movie “Groundhog Day” is
showing (. . .) Less prosaic are the movies from Velu Viswanadhan.’

Q: What is opening in which respect to the Indian painter in the movie
theater?

A: [Über den indischen Maler und Filmemacher]CT eröffnet um 12
about the Indian painter and film maker opens at 12
Uhr im Kino 46 [eine Ausstellung]F.
o’clock in the cinema 46 an exhibition
‘An exhibition about the Indian painter and film maker will open at 12
o’clock in the cinema.’

As before, the context in (18) introduces two alternative sets, one set consists of the
relation in which the Indian filmmaker stands to films, exhibitions etc., i.e. a film
about him, a film of him, the other set consists of things, events related to a film-
maker, i.e. films, exhibitions etc. In the proposed QUD analysis the matching QUD
for the sentence in (18) thus asks about this relation and about an element from the
second set. The preposition über (‘about’) in (18) provides an answer to the relation,
and is thus the contrastive topic, the remnant NP eine Austellung (‘an exhibition’)
answers the other part of the question and thus functions as the focus in this
sentence.1

As observed in De Kuthy (2002), PP topicalization from an NP is not only
acceptable in contexts where the fronted PP (or parts of it) functions as a con-
trastive topic, and the remnant NP functions as the focus. She provides

1 An anonymous reviewer points out that the topicalized PP in (18) is not necessarily inter-
preted as a contrastive topic. Contrastive topics typically carry rising accents which is not nec-
essarily the case in this example. We leave this option open for future research since a
detailed analysis of the intonational contours would be needed.
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examples where the context introduces two alternative sets such that other ma-
terial than the remnant NP can function as the focus. In example (19) it is the
main verb ausgeliehen (‘borrowed’) at the end of the sentence that functions as
the focus.

(19) Q: Hat Detmar ein Buch über Mozart gekauft?
‘Did Detmar buy a book about Mozart?’

A: [Über MOZART]CT hat Detmar ein Buch [AUSGELIEHEN.]F
about Mozart has Detmar a book borrowed
(und über Bach hat er eins gekauft.)
and about Bach has he one Bought
‘Detmar has borrowed a book about Mozart and bought one about
Bach.’
(De Kuthy 2002: 132)

The parallel example in (20) exhibits this pattern involving PP topicalization
from a subject NP (De Kuthy 2002: 134).

(20) Q: Wo stehen die Porzellanfiguren aus den berühmten Sammlungen?
‘Where are the porcelain figurines from the famous collections?’

A: [Aus der ROTHSCHILD-Sammlung]CT steht eine Porzellanfigur
from the Rothschild collection is a porcelain figurine
[in der VITRINE.�F
in the display
‘From the Rothschild collection, there is a porcelain figurine in the
display.’

Again, two contrastive alternative sets are established via the question
context. The topicalized PP aus der Rothschildsammlung (‘from the Roths-
child collection’) selects an element from one of the context sets, the ver-
bal argument PP in der Vitrine (‘in the display’) picks up an element from
the other alternative set, while the remnant NP eine Porzellanfigur (‘a por-
celain figurine’) is part of the background of the entire clause.

As motivated by the example analyses in this section, PP topicalization
resulting from a complex NP involves particular information-structural re-
quirements: The context establishes two alternative sets, such that the
fronted PP (or parts of it) functions as a contrastive topic, and the rem-
nant NP or some other constituent from the rest of the clause functions as
the focus. In consequence, this must thus also be true of sentences lacking
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an explicitly provided context such as (1) – an appropriate QUD must then
be sufficiently salient based on the lexical material in the sentence alone.

Making this QUD analysis concrete, it means that when reading (1), one
can readily accommodate the QUD to obtain the question-answer pair in (21),
supporting the occurrence of the partial constituent. For the example (2), on
the other hand, the QUD needed to license the partial constituent is so unusual,
as illustrated in (22), that the QUD is not readily accommodated without an ex-
plicit textual context, such as the one we saw in (3).

(21) Q: What did Sarah borrow about which topic?
A: [Über Syntax]CT hat Sarah sich [ein Buch]F ausgeliehen.

(22) Q: What did Sarah steal about which topic?
A: [Über Syntax]CT hat Sarah [ein Buch]F geklaut.

In sum, a discourse-based approach formulated in terms of QUD is capable of
providing a discourse-based explanation for the occurrence of partial constitu-
ents, such as the here discussed PP topicalization, and the role that information
structure plays in this regard.

4 Experimental Evidence

In this section, we provide experimental evidence for the account presented
in Section 3. In particular, we test the hypothesis that PP extraction from NPs
is licensed by contexts that provide two sets of alternatives: one for the ex-
tracted PP and one for the remnant NP. Moreover, we have established in Sec-
tion 3 that the remnant NP is typically focused. This account makes two kinds
of predictions. First, under the information-structural conditions spelled-out
above, we would predict that PP extraction should benefit more from an ade-
quate context than the corresponding condition without PP extraction. We as-
sume that a sentence without PP extraction cannot receive a contrastive topic
interpretation. Second, since we expect the remnant NP to be focused, we also
predict a difference with respect to the word order in the middle field.
Focused material is realized preverbally in the German middle field (Höhle
1982), hence we would expect that a remnant NP should be dispreferred in a
scrambled position in the middle field relative to a second constituent that is
discourse given. The sensitivity of subextraction from NPs to the relative order
of constituents in the middle field has been noted in the literature (cf. Müller
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2010). Under the present approach these differences fall out from information-
structural constraints which determine the distribution of focal material in
the middle field. In the following section, we specify these effects with an ex-
perimental design and derive predictions which will be tested in a rating
study.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Design and Materials

In this experiment we test two aspects of PP extraction. The first concerns the
contextual licensing, i.e. the question how the discourse has to be set up for
PP extraction to be licensed. The second question concerns the relative posi-
tion of the host NP in the middle field. To investigate the first question, we
compare PP extraction to PP in situ with and without context. Moreover, we
manipulate the relative order of constituents in the middle field to see
whether this has an effect on extraction. We concentrate on extraction from
subject NPs, which is the most controversial case.

Let us concentrate first on the set-up of the context. Recall from Section 3
that PP-extraction from NPs is particularly felicitous if two contrastive sets are
contextually salient, one which provides context alternatives for the extracted
PP and a second which provides alternatives for the remnant NP from which
extraction took place. A PP extraction case with such a context is given in (23)
below:

(23) Context:
Daniel liest gerne Bücher über amerikanische Geschichte. Insbesondere in-
teressieren ihn Bürgerrechtler.
‘Daniel likes reading books about the history of the US. He is particularly
interested in civil rights activists.’

Target item:
Über Marin Luther King hat den Daniel ein Roman
about Martin Luther King has the Daniel a novel
fasziniert.
fascinated
‘Daniel was fascinated by a novel about Martin Luther King.’
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In the target item in (23) the PP über Martin Luther King ‘about Martin Luther
King’ is extracted from the complex subject NP ein Roman über Martin Luther
King ‘a novel about Martin Luther King’. The context introduces a set of alterna-
tives ‘books about the history of the US’ for the the NP ‘novels’ and a set of
alternatives for the PP: ‘civil rights activists’. We pursue two research questions
with this context manipulation. First, is there a difference between the PP ex-
traction and the PP in situ with respect to context sensitivity? If PP extraction is
context sensitive, as hypothesized in this study, we should observe that PP ex-
traction improves if presented with the context given in (23) while no such effect
should be observed with PP in situ. Second, does the context manipulation inter-
act with word order in the middle field? If the host NP from which extraction
takes place must contain a focus we would predict that the subject should di-
rectly precede the verb in the middle field since this is the position where focus
in the middle field is typically realized. We thus arrive at a 2x2 design for the
within factors ‘extraction’ (split vs. base) and middle field ‘word order’ (SO vs.
OS). The conditions are given below:

(24) Conditions:
Context: Daniel liest gerne Bücher über amerikanische Geschichte. Insbe-
sondere interessieren ihn Bürgerrechtler.
‘Daniel likes reading books about the history of the US. He is particularly
interested in civil rights activists.’

1. Über Martin Luther King hat ein Roman den Daniel
about Martin Luther King has the Daniel a novel
fasziniert. (SO/split)
fascinated

2. Über Martin Luther King hat den Daniel ein Roman
about Martin Luther King has the Daniel a novel
fasziniert. (OS/split)
fascinated

3. Neulich hat ein Roman über Martin Luther King den Daniel
recently has a novel about Martin Luther King the Daniel
fasziniert. (SO/base)
fascinated

4. Neulich hat den Daniel ein Roman über Martin Luther King
recently has the Daniel a novel about Martin Luther King
fasziniert. (OS/base)
fascinated
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To investigate the effect of context, one group of participants saw the items
with and another group without context. This makes 'context' a between sub-
jects factor. The overall design is thus 2x2x2.

4.1.2 Participants and Procedure

Two experimental studies were conducted over the web using the OnExp soft-
ware for data collection. A total of 96 self-declared native speakers of German
participated in the studies. Most of them were students at the University of Tü-
bingen. 43 individuals completed the experiment without context, 53 individuals
completed the version with context. Acceptability ratings were collected using a
7-point scale, ‘1’ corresponding to completely unacceptable and ‘7’ to fully
acceptable. At the beginning of the experiment, participants identified their age,
gender and language background. Each experimental session started with a
practice block, where participants saw four practice items to familiarize them-
selves with the task. Overall, we constructed 16 experimental items according to
the design in (24). They were distributed over four different lists according to a
Latin square design. In total, participants rated 66 sentences, which were pre-
sented in a randomized order, 16 experimental items and 50 fillers.

4.2 Results

We conducted an ANOVA analysis with the factors ‘extraction’ and ‘word order’
as within factors and ‘context’ as a between factor. We concentrate on two
questions. First, does the context manipulation have a stronger effect on extrac-
tion than on PP in situ? Second, can we observe an effect of context on
the word order in the middle field? The results are illustrated in Figure 1.
We observe that the extraction conditions benefit from the context manipula-
tion more than the base conditions.

The interaction of the factors ‘extraction’ and ‘context’ was significant [F1
(1,94) = 5.5; p < .05; F2(1,15) = 8,5; p < .05]. This interaction is based on the
fact that the split conditions received significantly higher ratings with context
than without [t1(1,94)=3.1; p <.01; t2(1,15)=6,8; p <.001], while there was no signifi-
cant improvement for the base conditions. With respect to the context sensitivity
of the word order in the middle field, we observed an interaction of the factors
‘extraction, and ‘word order’ that was significant by subject and marginal by
items [F1(1,94) = 7.1; p < .001; F2(1,15) = 3,9; p < .07]. This interaction corresponds
to a context sensitivity which is present for OS word order [t1(1,94)=2,6;
p <.01; t2(1,15)=3,9; p <.001] but absent for SO word order.
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4.3 Discussion

Our experimental results prvide evidence for the context sensitivity of PP topicali-
zation from complex subject NPs compared to PPs in situ. This effect was shown
to occur under specific discourse conditions which support the information-struc-
tural requirements of the NP split as discussed in Section 3. More importantly, we
were able to show that this discourse effect is sensitive to word order. Extraction
from subject NP receives higher ratings if the subject is preceded by a scrambled
object, which results in a OS word order in the middle field. This suggests that
extraction from subjects is particularly felicitous if the subject NP occupies a focal
position. Under such conditions the subject NP is transparent for extraction. The
experimental results thus provide evidence for the information-structural account
laid out in this paper. This account links the information-structural requirements
of the sentence, which are determined by its focus structure, to the discourse
structure. Our results support the view that extraction becomes possible if the in-
formation-structural requirements of the sentence converge with the discourse
structure, which has to provide the appropriate QUD.
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Figure 1: Experimental Results.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a discourse-based account of PP topicali-
zation from NPs which shows that supposedly syntactic restrictions on ex-
traction from NPs instead follow from particular information-structural
conditions. We have spelled out a detailed account of the discourse proper-
ties of PP topicalization based on a QUD and information-structural analysis
of this particular word order phenomenon. As a result of this detailed infor-
mation-structural analysis we were able to show that PP-extraction from NPs
is particularly felicitous if two contrastive alternative sets are contextually
salient. In this case the topicalized PP (or parts of this PP) functions as a
contrastive topic. This account is in line with an approach already presented
in De Kuthy (2002), which includes an information-structural requirement
for PP topicalization stating that ‘‘not both, the fronted PP and the remnant
NP, can be part of the same focus in an utterance”. Such specific conditions
of the information structure of PP topicalization impose requirements on the
preceding context of the construction, for example that the appropriate al-
ternative sets for the fronted PP and the remnant NP have to be introduced.
If these conditions are met, extraction becomes possible, even for subject
NPs. Under this view, additional constraints for subjects, which have been
formulated in syntactic terms in the literature, can be dispensed with. Our
account is supported empirically by corpus and experimental evidence and
provides an explanation for the diverging judgments for NP splits in the lit-
erature. They follow from the context dependency of PP extraction, i.e. how
easy it is to come up with a context for a given sentence. These context re-
quirements are quite complex and articulate, as we have shown. Our ap-
proach also opens up a way to explain language-specific differences with
respect to island phenomena. It has been observed in the literature that sub-
ject NPs in German are to a far lesser extent opaque for extraction than e.g.
in English (for discussion cf. Haider 2010). The transparency of subjects for
extraction follows if the language has an option to provide a way that the
subject can end up in a focal position, e.g. via scrambling of the object over
it, as in German. The possibility of extracting from the subject thus follows
from independent syntactic properties of the language and whether these
properties have a consequence for the information-structural set-up of the
clause.
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Nomi Erteschik-Shir

Stage Topics and their Architecture

Abstract: All focus sentences have implicit “stage” topics indicating the spatio-
temporal parameters of the sentence, the here-and-now of the discourse. Such
topics can provide the main topic of the sentence and can also appear as the
topics of subordinate clauses. This paper is about the role of stage topics in gram-
mar including the distinction between stage and individual level predicates,
anaphora in sentences with verbs of perception, the definiteness effect in existen-
tials and extraction out of picture noun phrases and relative clauses.

Keywords: thetic sentence, truth-value, stage-level predicates, existentials, the
definiteness effect, information structure, extraction, perception predicates

1 Introduction

Do all-focus or thetic sentences have a topic? Gundel (1974) argues that the
topic of such sentences is “the particular situation (time and place) about
which it is asserted”, a “stage” topic in my terms. This paper outlines the
properties of such stage topics and argues that they play an important role in
accounting for a wide range of syntactic and semantic problems. The next sec-
tion defines stage topics as the pivot for truth-value assessment. The follow-
ing section argues that stage-level predicates are distinguished from
individual level predicates by having stage topics. This affords an explanation
of why it is not just the lexical properties of predicates that matters but also
the context in which they are uttered. Section 4 introduces the Information
Structure (IS) framework within which stage topics are to be understood. The
topic of section 5 is existentials and the definiteness effect. It is shown that
the contextual parameters of stage topics predict whether or not the definite-
ness effect applies. Section 6 deals with the lexical selection of stages by in-
tensional and perception predicates. Section 7 argues that the presence of
stage topics with certain verbs explains extraction out of their picture noun
phrase complements and the relative clauses modifying their complements.
The concluding section summarizes the properties of stage topics argued for
in the paper and comments on an architecture of grammar that includes
them.

Nomi Erteschik-Shir, Ben-Gurion University
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2 What is a Stage Topic?

Topics are what the sentence is ‘about’ and the truth value of a sentence is
determined with respect to them (Reinhart 1981, Strawson 1964). Since sen-
tences may have more than one topic, the ‘main’ topic (often the syntacti-
cally highest one, i.e., a subject or one that is topicalized) is the pivot for
truth value assessment. Depending on context, however, any one of the
topics in a sentence can play this role. Only referential expressions serve as
topics. Topics are prototypically referential DPs with a discoursal anteced-
ent. Weak (unstressed) pronouns are therefore by definition topics and can
be used to test which constituent types may function as a topic. Just as the
availability of weak personal pronouns indicates that referential DPs qualify
as topics, the existence of temporal and locative pronouns (then, there)
show that spatio-temporal expressions may function as topics. Although
topics are necessarily given or presupposed, not all presupposed elements
are topics.

Since the topic is the pivot for truth value assessment every sentence must
contain at least one topic. This must also be the case for all-focus or thetic sen-
tences. Erteschik-Shir (1997) analyzes such sentences as having an implicit or
overt “stage” topic indicating the spatio-temporal parameters of the sentence
(the here-and-now of the discourse). Gundel (1974) proposes “(. . .) that the
given element and hence also the topic of sentences (. . .) which answer some
implicit question like What happened?, is the particular situation (time and
place) about which it is asserted (questioned, etc.). Since this element is almost
always recoverable in the context in which the sentence is uttered, it may be
deleted, and thus need not be overtly represented in surface structure at all”, In
the following interchange the question ‘what happened?’ questions an event
taking place in the current here-and-now indicating that the question itself has
an implicit stage topic. The answer, then, illustrates an all-focus sentence with
a stage topic:

(1) Q: What happened?
A: John broke the vase.

The answer must be evaluated with respect to the stage topic (the current here-
and-now defined by the question). Evaluation with respect to John or the vase is
in principle also possible, but would contradict the context specified by the
question. I use sTOPt to indicate a stage topic. ‘s’ and ‘t’ indicate the spatial
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and temporal parameters of the stage.1 The Information Structure (IS) of the an-
swer in (1) is therefore:

(2) sTOPt [John broke the vase]FOC

Some sentences must be predicated of a stage topic independently of context,
since they have no other arguments which can play the role of a topic. This is
shown in (3).

(3) sTOPt [It’s snowing]FOC

The truth value of such sentences can only be evaluated with respect to the
stage topic indicating the current here-and-now.

Stage topics can also be overt. Compare (4a) and (4b):

(4) a. sTOPti [There’s a cat [outside the door]i ]FOC
b. [Outside the door]sTOPt [there’s a cat]FOC

(4a) is evaluated with respect to the implicit stage topic, the current time and
location of the discourse. Outside the door modifies this location (note coindex-
ing), so the sentence will be true only if the cat is outside the door (here-and-
now). In (4b), the PP is topicalized and as any topic requires previous mention
of this location. This renders the interpretation that it is true of the location
‘outside the door’ of the here-and-now that a cat is there. The two sentences are
therefore equivalent in truth value.2

3 Individual and Stage Topics

According to Kratzer (1989, 1995), stage level predicates may, but need not have a
spatio-temporal argument. (5a) illustrates a stage level predicate. Stage level predi-
cates are ambiguous. Either the sentence is predicated of the stage topic, that is, it
is evaluated with respect to the current here-and-now or else it indicates a property
of firefighters, whereas (5b) with the individual level predicate ‘intelligent’ only

1 Although both ‘s’ and ‘t’ are indices of the stage. I place the ‘s’ in front of TOP for ease of
visibility.
2 Further explanation for how this comes about is offered in Section 4.
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has the latter meaning, i.e., intelligence is interpreted as a property of the subject,
the dog.

(5) a. Firefighters are (always) available.
b. The dog is intelligent.

According to Kratzer, the spatio-temporal argument is represented in logical
structure as a variable which is supplied with a value by the context of use.

If instead of a spatio-temporal argument we view the sentence as having a
stage topic, as proposed in Erteschik-Shir (1997), then this would follow from
the nature of topics which are always determined by the context of use.3 The
spatio-temporal parameters of the discourse are always available and can there-
fore play the role of a topic. The IS of each of the interpretations of (5a) is given
in (6a) and (6b) and the single IS of (5b) is given in (7).

(6) a. sTOPt [Firefighters are available]fOC
b. [Firefighters]TOP[are (always) available]FOC

(7) [the dog]TOP [is intelligent]FOC

(7) offers a plausible IS of a sentence with an I-level predicate but requires a
constraint on such predicates that they cannot select a stage topic. An alterna-
tive analysis follows from the observation that sentences with I-level predicates
are true of ALL times and places. This result can be derived if we assume a ge-
neric (unindexed) reference time and location. One approach to blocking the
possibility of a contextual stage topic, indexed with the current time and place,
is to have one of the arguments be identified or indexed with this generic stage.
The IS would then be the one shown in (8).

(8) [the dog]sTOP [is intelligent]FOC

The individual topic of individual level predicates is thus viewed as taking on
the spatio-temporal parameters of a generic stage topic.4 The interpretation

3 É. Kiss (1999: 685) similarly proposes that thetic sentences are about the event: “(. . .) thetic
judgments can be analyzed as covert predication structures predicating about a phonologi-
cally empty, but deictically or anaphorically bound event argument, that is, about ‘here-and-
now’, or ‘there and then’. This would explain why individual-level predicates, possessing no
event argument, cannot participate in thetic judgments”.
4 Generic stage topics are introduced in section 4.
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which follows is that it is true of the dog, at any reference time and any loca-
tion, that it is intelligent. In this way the individual dog will not get its locative
and temporal parameters from context and the sentence is true of all times and
places in which this individual occurs. Evidence for this analysis follows from
the interpretation of sentences with I-level predicates in the past tense:

(9) [the dog]sTOP [was intelligent]FOC

One interpretation of such a sentence is that the dog must be in the past, i.e.,
the dog is dead. This follows because the past tense modifies the stage to be in
the past. The interpretation that the dog was intelligent sometime in the past is
not available since the past tense fixes the temporal parameter of the stage to
the past identifying the dog as being in the past. As a reviewer pointed out, the
context in (10) which puts the current stage in the past, renders the interpreta-
tion that it is a property of the dog at that time to be intelligent as in (8).

(10) We had a family come to visit us last week. The dog was intelligent;
the family was not.

S-level predicates also allow I-level interpretations as shown in (6b). I-level
predicates, however, are generally restricted to this interpretation. A parsimoni-
ous grammar should allow free assignment of ISs to sentences, allowing for
contextual stage topics with I-level predicates as shown in (11), rendering the
interpretation that the dog, at the current here-and-now is intelligent.

(11) sTOPt [the dog is intelligent]FOC

Such an interpretation could be feasible in the context of a science fiction sce-
nario and should not be excluded. Allowing for both ISs for I-level as well as
S-level predicates also does not necessitate constraints on the type of topic se-
lected by I-level predicates thus simplifying both the lexicon and the grammar.
Another benefit of this approach is a simple account of the following well-
known examples:

(12) a. Pigs have red eyes.
b. John has red eyes.

Both sentences allow for both ISs. The interpretations that pigs’ eyes are red at
a certain time and place is excluded by world knowledge. Similarly the inter-
pretation that John’s eyes are permanently red, is also excluded by world
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knowledge. Both these interpretations can of course be contextualized (pigs in
a children’s story, John is not human, etc.).5

I conclude that all sentences have stage topics and that stage topics can
be indexed or not. In the latter case the parameters of the stage topic are asso-
ciated with an argument as in (9). It follows that the subject of an intransitive
I-level predicate, in a normal context, is necessarily interpreted as the topic of
the sentence. Intransitive individual level predicates therefore provide an ex-
cellent test for topichood. Any element that can function as a subject of such
sentences must qualify as a topic. As expected definites are possible topics.

(13) a. The little boy is intelligent.
b. He is intelligent.
c. John is intelligent.

As shown in (14) (capitals indicate stress) indefinites are also possible topics.
Only non-generic indefinites are excluded:

(14) a. #A boy is intelligent.
b. Dogs/a dog are/is intelligent. (only generic)
c. A student I know is intelligent. (specific)
d. A DOG is intelligent, a CAT is not. (contrastive)
e. TWO/SOME (of) the students are intelligent. (partitive)

These facts can be accounted for within a theory of information structure (IS)
which is both sensitive to definiteness and which also keeps track of those dis-
course referents that are ‘given’ and can be topics and also allows for the intro-
duction of new potential topics as presented in the next section.

4 Topic, Focus and File-Change

Topics, as presented in the introduction, are what the sentence is about.6 Incor-
porating Reinhart's (1981) basic insight into their nature, topics represent existing

5 A much more detailed account of the stage/individual level distinction is given in Cohen
and Erteschik-Shir (1992) in the context of an analysis of the interpretation of bare plurals.
6 This section provides an outline of the file-change system. I refer the reader to Erteschik-
Shir (1997) for details including an account of how intonation is accounted for within this
system.
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cards which must both be old and “prominent” in the discourse and these cards
provide the locus for truth value assignment. According to Reinhart, the common
ground is represented by a set of file cards. Each file card represents a discourse
referent.

In Erteschik-Shir (1997) this system was adapted to incorporate the notion
of focus. The set of file cards are viewed as partially ordered, with the cards for
potential topics positioned prominently on top of the stack of cards. Perma-
nently available on top of the stack are the cards for the current stage, as well
as the cards for the speaker and the hearer. This is what allows these referents
to be topics in the initial utterance of a conversation. Additional cards are
added to the top of the stack when the card (the referent it represents) is fo-
cused. This follows implicitly from the definition of focus:

(15) The Focus of a sentence S = the (intension of a ) constituent c of S which the
speaker intends to direct the attention of his/her hearer(s) to, by uttering S.
(Erteschik-Shir 1973, Erteschik-Shir and Lappin 1979)

The focus is, according to its definition here, the constituent to which the hear-
er's attention is drawn. Translated into the file system, this means that focused
cards are placed prominently in the file. Utterances are conceived of as a set of
instructions by a speaker to a hearer to update and organize a file so that the
file will contain all the information the speaker intends to convey. The file con-
sists of indexed cards which represent existing (old) discourse referents and in-
formation pertaining to this heading is entered on the card. The system also
incorporates a basic idea from Heim (1982) that indefinites trigger the construc-
tion of new cards and definites presuppose the existence of old ones.

(16) a. The card is selected from among the already existing file cards if it is
definite and therefore represents an existing referent.

b. The hearer is required to make out a new card for an indefinite.

The file system thus involves locating cards on top of a stack (topics) or posi-
tioning them there (foci). Additionally, each card is updated with the informa-
tion predicated of it in the sentence. In many languages foci are marked by
stress.

Let me illustrate with the sequence of sentences in (17).

(17) a. ITOP [know a student]FOC
b. SheTOP [is intelligent]FOC
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The card for the speaker, first person topic of (17a) is located on top of the file
and is therefore licensed as a topic. The focus rule applies to ‘a student’, a refer-
ential element within the focus domain and this constituent is stressed.7 Since
this is an indefinite, a new card is made out for this referent and is then posi-
tioned on top of the file. This card therefore licenses the topichood of the core-
ferential subject of (17b).

The spatio-temporal parameters of the card for the current stage, perma-
nently available on top of the file, change according as the discourse proceeds.
If, for example, a location is introduced as in (18a), it can provide the topic for
further discourse as in (4b) (repeated here as (18b).

(18) a. What’s outside the door?
b. [Outside the door]sTOPt [there’s a cat]FOC

When locations and times are introduced into a context the card they introduce
takes on the spatio-temporal parameters of the card for the current here-and-
now constraining ‘outside the door’, in this case, to be at the current location
and at the current time This is indicated by the stage index on the PP.

When an individual is introduced into the discourse, it automatically al-
lows generic reference as well. (19) is a natural continuation of (18b).

(19) Cats can be very independent.

Individual cards on top of the file thus allow not only individual topics, but
also generic ones. This holds true of stage topics as well. Since a card for the
current here-and-now is available on top of the file, so is the generic stage
which refers to all times and places. Generic topics where introduced in the pre-
vious section in the analysis of individual level predicates.

In this system the notions topic and focus are defined discoursally. Partici-
pants in a discourse update their common ground according to the rules of
IS outlined here. Topics and focus in this framework do not project syntactic
structure à la Rizzi (1997), but are rather integrated at the PF interface. For
discussion of various aspects of this issue, see Erteschik-Shir and Lappin
(1987), Erteschik-Shir (2005b, 2006a, 2006b).

Topics, as defined above, are the pivot for truth value assessment. It fol-
lows that topics necessarily take wide scope. The scopal consequences of this

7 For the details of how stress is assigned to complex focused constituents see Erteschik-Shir
and Lappin (1983) and Erteschik-Shir (1997: Chapter 4).
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view are discussed in Erteschik-Shir (1997, 1999). Endriss (2009), a recent pro-
ponent of this view, offers a comprehensive account of the quantificational
properties of topics tying together their semantic, structural, and prosodic
properties.

The interpretation of Foci differs from that of Rooth (1985, 1992) for whom a
focus (informally) involves selection from a set of alternatives. In Erteschik-Shir
(1997) I argue that foci may range over a discourse defined set of alternatives,
but that this is not a property of foci as such. Foci which do range over a dis-
course defined set of alternatives (including contrastive foci) have different
distributional properties from those which do not.8

The main difference between the approach advocated here and syntactic
and semantic approaches to IS proposed elsewhere, is the requirement that all
IS properties (syntactic, semantic and prosodic) are derivable from the two IS
primitives, topic and focus as defined here. These are the only IS primitives re-
quired. Elements which are unmarked for topic or focus, do not have any status
with respect to IS. This is the case for eat in “ITOP ate an applefoc” in the context
of “What did you eat?” in which the verb is introduced in the question.

We are now ready to examine the distribution of actual topics in (13) and
(14). The definite referents are acceptable in the examples in (13) if they have
been introduced as foci in the discourse previous to the utterance of the senten-
ces and following (16a), have been selected from the existing file cards and posi-
tioned on top of the stack. Similarly, (14b) is acceptable with the generic reading,
since generics, like names, are definite. Since no card is available for the singular
indefinite in (14a), however, it cannot provide a topic for the sentence. The dis-
tinction between singular indefinites which do not provide valid topics and the
specific, contrastive and partitive indefinites in c, d, and e, follows naturally
from the rules assuming that more than one topic and focus can be assigned
within a sentence. This is also the way specificity is derived in cases like (14c)
repeated here including its IS:

(20) [[a student]foc [ITOP know e]]TOP [likes linguistics]foc

The manipulations of the card file for (20) is identical to that of the sequence of
sentences in (17). ‘I’ and ‘a student’ are “subordinate” topics and foci, respec-
tively triggering the positioning of a new card for ‘a student’ with the entry ‘I

8 See, for example, the properties of wh-phrases that range over discourse defined sets with
respect to extraction out of embedded questions (Cinque 1990), to extraction over negation
and to superiority effects (Erteschik-Shir 1997).
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know e’ on top of the file. This allows the modified indefinite to be the main
topic of the sentence with ‘likes linguistics’ as its focus.9

Contrast is particularly relevant here because stage topics can also be con-
trastive. In order to produce a contrastive element, the context has to include a
contrast set. So in order to say (21b), for example, the context has to include a
sentence such as (21a).

(21) a. Which day did John arrive, Sunday or Monday?
b. He arrived on MONDAY.

In (21b) the contrastive stage answers the wh-question and provides the focus
of the sentence. Contrastive elements can, however, also provide the topic of
the sentence as shown in the interchange in (22) in which MONDAY provides a
contrastive stage topic.

(22) Tell me why you came on Monday instead of Sunday:
MONDAY I got up on time (SUNDAY I didn’t).

Note that both contrastive foci and contrastive topics are marked by stress.
These properties are derived employing the topic and focus primitives and asso-
ciated file system rules defined above.

In both (21) and (22), the contextually available set {Sunday,Monday} repre-
sents a ‘set’ card on the top of the stack and is therefore available as a topic
(Sunday and Monday). One of the members of this set can however be focused:
It is selected to be positioned on top of the stack by itself. As a focus, it will be
stressed and can function as the focus of the sentence. As a member of a topic
set, the same constituent will be able to provide a topic. All contrastive ele-
ments therefore have the following structure:

(23) {Xfoc,Y}TOP

(23) signifies the topic set X,Y with X selected as the focus. The card for this
topic set is, by definition prominent on top of the stack. X is focused which
means that it is selected from within this set and placed, by the focus rule, on
top of the stack by itself. We have thus chosen X and not Y. X is stressed as are
all foci. The information structures of (21) and (22) follow in (24) and (25),
respectively.

9 For more details, see Erteschik-Shir (1997: Chapter 1).
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(24) HeTOP arrived on [{MONDAYfoc, Sunday}TOP]foc

(25) [{MONDAYfoc,Sunday}TOP]TOP [I got up on time]foc

The focused element Monday is stressed in both examples by the focus rule.
The other member of the contrast set is not pronounced (unless negated). This
follows because there is no independent card for Sunday available. It only ap-
pears as a member of the discoursally available set.10

The rules for Topic and Focus consequently trigger manipulations on the
file, updating files according to the sentences as they are uttered. The same
rules also apply to subordinate Topics and Foci.

5 Existentials

One way of ‘marking’ a sentence as being all focus and having a stage topic is
for a non-topic to occupy the left peripheral position. According to É. Kiss
(2004) and Holmberg (2000), existentials employ exactly this strategy. As ar-
gued in Erteschik-Shir (2007, 2013), the outcome is an all-focus sentence predi-
cated of a stage topic. (A parenthesized spatial or temporal index is one which
is not specified contextually):

(26) a. (s)TOPt[There is a/*the dog in my garden]foc
b. sTOP(t)[There is a/*the meeting at two o'clock]foc
c. (s)TOPt[There are many/*all people who like icecream]foc

In such an IS, the full sentence is entered on the card for the current here-and-
now which provides the stage topic and an all-focus sentence is derived. What
is special about the stage topic in existentials is that it is lacking in contextual
definition: either the place or the time are not taken from the current stage and
a ‘new’ stage is defined by adding these parameters to it. This can be seen in
(26). In (26a) the location is not given contextually and in (26b) the time is miss-
ing in the context. In (26c) no locative parameter is contextually available, yet
this parameter is not provided in the sentence either, the new stage is accom-
modated to mean the whole world. The definition of a new stage requires new
inventory. Definites presuppose a referent associated with a location. Located

10 Molnár (2006) similarly views contrast as “superimposed” on topics and foci.
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referents are therefore incompatible with the interpretation of a new stage. This
is the explanation for the Definiteness Effect (DE) in existentials.11

The definition of a new stage in this way, also provides an explanation for
when the definiteness effect applies. (27) illustrates examples in which it does
not hold12:

(27) a. There’s the city hall, the museum, and the park.
b. There’s the meeting at 2 o’clock and the office event at 4.

Such existentials generally provide a list of elements contained in a certain
place, or time: (27a) could be a description of the sights in a given town. (27b)
could be a response to a request for the day’s schedule at the office. In both
cases, the context must include reference to the stage in question, namely the
town, and the office events, respectively, but what's special about these stages
is that they are unpopulated. The inventory which is listed in the existential
may be given, yet it is new to the stage in question. An obvious difference be-
tween the sentences in (26) and (27) is that the former lack at least one of the
parameters of the stage, the latter require full contextual specification of the
stage (e.g., for (27a), a particular city, and for (27b), a particular day at work).
Since the stage is not new, the inventory on it need not be new either. The defi-
niteness effect is therefore predicted to hold only of new stages.

The contextual difference between existentials of the first type in which the
DE holds and those of the second type in which it doesn’t, also plays a role in
the IS of the sentence as a whole. Whereas the first type is predicated of an (at
least partially) unindexed stage, one for which the spatio-temporal parameters
are not contextually specified, the stage topic of the second type is fully speci-
fied contextually. It follows, that as part of the focus in the first kind, the

11 The same definiteness effect is also found in locatives such as (i) and (ii) but not in posses-
sives such as (iii):

i. My souptop [has a/*the fly in it]foc
ii. Johntop [has a/*the hat on]foc
iii. Johntop [has a/the hat (in his hand)]foc

In (i) and (ii) the subjects are interpreted as locations and therefore function as stage topics.
Their IS is therefore parallel to that of the sentences in (26) in that these stage topics also re-
quire the filling in of the location by a prepositional phrase. (iii) differs in that the subject is
interpreted as a possessor and not as a location. The definiteness effect does not apply and the
addition of a locational prepositional phrase is optional.
12 The literature on the definiteness effect, originating with Milsark (1974), is vast and will not
be reviewed here.
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missing spatio-temporal parameter(s) must be specified which is why such sen-
tences are incomplete without their “coda”. This is illustrated in (28) for the ex-
amples (26).

(28) a. *(s)TOPt[There is a dog]foc
b. *sTOP(t)[There is a meeting]foc
c. *(s)TOPt[There are many people]foc

(28c) is somewhat different from the other two. It can easily be completed by a
locative, but the coda, in (26c) is a relative clause. What is wrong with (28c) is
therefore not that a missing locative must be filled in, but that without some
added information the sentence is incomplete, it is missing a contentful focus.13

One way to remedy this is to add a location, another is to add a relative clause
and a third is to supply a contrastive context in which many people is con-
trasted with few people, in which case many will be stressed. Existential senten-
ces which are subject to the DE therefore generally include a coda as part of the
focus.

As shown in (27a) this is not a requirement for existentials of the second
kind. Here the location is part and parcel of the stage, and the focus introduces
the inventory on this unpopulated but given stage. No coda is therefore re-
quired. In (27b) a coda is (optionally) present. This coda is however packaged
differently with respect to IS. Compare (29) and (30):

(29) sTOPt [There's [the meeting at 2 o’clock]] foc

(30) sTOP(t) [There is a meeting at 2 o’clock]foc

In (29), “the meeting at 2 o’clock” is the element introduced on stage. In the
existential in (30), however, what is introduced on the new stage is “a meet-
ing”, the coda “at 2 o’clock” functions to specify the missing temporal parame-
ter of the stage.14

The fine-tuned view of the properties of stage topics developed here pro-
vides a way of distinguishing the different types of existentials and their
properties.

13 A reviewer points out that (28b) is fully acceptable in the context of a question such as
“Where is everyone?” In such a context the sentence does not merely assert the existence of a
meeting but is interpreted as “Everyone is at a meeting”.
14 See Leonetti (2008, 2016) for a cross-linguistic explanation in terms of IS as to whether or
not definites of this sort appear in existentials.
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6 Lexical Selection of Stages

6.1 Intensional Predicates

Intensional predicates (find, look for. . .) receive an opaque (de dicto) as well as
a transparent (de re) reading:

(31) Bill is looking for a doctor.

The opague reading – Bill is looking for any doctor – follows from a subordinate
IS in which the object is predicated of an unindexed stage as shown in (32).

(32) NP V [sTOP[NP]FOC]

The interpretation which follows from this IS is: Bill is looking for a stage, a
location where a doctor is to be found. This analysis is very much along the
lines of a proposal by Carlson (1977: 192) who treats these verbs ‘‘as making
an existential claim about stages of the direct object, yet at the same time cre-
ating an intensional context in which this existential claim is being made”.
Evidence that intensional predicates select an unindexed stage as their com-
plement is the fact that individual level predicates are blocked from occurring
in the complements of those intensional predicates which select indexed
stages.

(33) a. *John tried to fear snakes.
b. *John tried to know French.

Intensional predicates, which select an unindexed generic stage as their com-
plement, do allow individual level predicates:

(34) John wants to own more houses than his father.

Generic stages are set up via lexical properties of certain predicates and modals
as well as conditionals. As noted in Section 3, it is possible to view individual
level predicates as allowing a generic stage, but not (without contextual coer-
cion) an indexed one.

If a doctor in (31) is introduced on a stage, he will be unique, but not spe-
cific, rendering the opaque (de dicto) reading in which any doctor will do as the
goal of the search. As shown in section 2.1, with example (20), a specific read-
ing results from a subordinate IS. Specificity can be induced on stage by
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(implicit or overt) context. This analysis predicts that the specific reading must
be discoursally implied. If (31), for example, is uttered in a context in which the
speaker is reporting an event in which s/he has seen Bill in search of a particu-
lar doctor, only the transparent reading is possible. The transparent reading is
therefore the more marked one for these predicates since it requires a particular
context.

6.2 Perception Verbs

Whereas intensional predicates select unindexed stage topics, perception
verbs, such as hear, see, etc. select indexed stage topics:

(35) a. John heard Peter
b. NP V [sTOPt[NP]FOC]

In (35) Peter’s existence on the ‘stage’ is heard by John. In (36) the perception
verb is followed by a small clause. In (36a), what Peter hears is the event of
Peter’s singing on the stage. This interpretation follows from the IS in (36b).

(36) a. John heard Peter sing.
b. NP V [sTOPt[NP V]] FOC

One piece of evidence for this analysis is the lack of scopal ambiguity found
under verbs of perception. (37) has at least three readings. One in which the
subject has wide scope (up to six boys are arrested), one in which the object
takes wide scope (up to six girls are doing the arresting) and an unscoped read-
ing in which exactly two girls arrest three boys.

(37) Two girls arrested three boys.

These readings follow under the assumption that topics take wide scope and
that either the subject or the object can be the topic. Alternatively, the sen-
tence is all-focus with a stage topic resulting in the unscoped reading. Now
examine (38):

(38) John saw two girls arrest three boys.

(38) is not ambiguous. It only gets the unscoped reading. This follows from the
small clause being the focus of a stage topic.
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An interesting fact about Dutch anaphora also follows nicely.15 Note the dif-
ference between the distribution of anaphors in (39) with direct objects and
those in (40) with small clauses. The only possible direct object is the subject
oriented anaphor ‘zichzelf’ in (39c). With the small clauses in (40), the picture
changes. There both the pronoun ‘zich’ and the anaphor ‘zichzelf’ are licensed
as shown in (40b) and (40c).

(39) a. *Henk1 hoorde hem1.
Henk heard him

b. *Henk1 hoorde zich1.
Henk heard SE

c. Henk1 hoorde zichzelf1
Henk heard himself

(40) a. *Henk1 hoorde [hem1 zingen]
Henk heard [him sing]

b. Henk1 hoorde [zich1 zingen]
Henk heard [SE sing]

c. Henk1 hoorde [zichzelf1 zingen]
Henk heard [himself sing]

This data follows from an IS oriented theory of Binding as well as the IS struc-
tures assigned to verbs of perception as argued in Erteschik-Shir (1997: 206–11).
There “I-dependencies” are argued to hold between anaphors and their ante-
cedents. The dependent in an I-dependency characteristically does not trigger
the construction of a new card, instead its ‘identity’ is fixed by the depen-
dency. I-dependencies include, wh-trace dependencies, the dependency be-
tween wh-phrases in sentences with multiple wh-phrases and anaphora.
Bound anaphora instantiates the basic idea behind the notion of an I-depen-
dency, namely that the bound noun phrase is identified for the hearer by
means of the noun phrase upon which it is dependent. I-dependencies are
constrained by the Subject Constraint which requires, grosso modo, that syn-
tactic structure be aligned with IS, such that the subject and topic are aligned
and the predicate and focus are aligned or alternatively that the IS consists of
a Stage topic and an all focus sentence. In both cases the dependent is

15 The Dutch data are from Reinhart and Reuland (1993). Similar data exists in Scandinavian
languages.
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contained in the focus domain and the syntactic structure and the IS are
aligned16:

(41)
subjecttop

stopt

8><
>:

9>=
>; ::: x :::½ � foc

The SE pronouns (zich (Dutch), sig (Danish)) are I-dependent: they are re-
stricted to focus constituents and select a subject topic as their antecedent.

The zelf/selv morphemes imposes further locality restrictions: They require
an antecedent within the minimal predication. The minimal predication is the
minimal IS which includes minimally and maximally one topic and its focus.
Pronouns without zelf/selv are excluded within the minimal IS.17

The Dutch data in (39) and (40) is now accounted for. In all the grammati-
cal examples, the pronoun is bound to the subject-topic, hence dependent
(zich). The direct object pronoun in (39) is local (within the minimal predica-
tion) excluding the pronouns without zelf. (39b) and c show that the pronoun
can be viewed as both local and non-local. Compare the three examples in (42):

(42) a. [Henk1]TOP [hoorde sTOPt[a1] FOC]FOC a = zichzelf
b. Henk1 hoorde sTOPt[[a1] TOP [zingen]FOC]FOC a = zich
c. [Henk1]TOP [hoorde sTOPt[a1] FOC zingen]FOC a = zichzelf

16 See Erteschik-Shir (1997: Chapter 6) for a detailed account of I-dependencies showing that
the Subject Constraint (a processing constraint) obviates the need to invoke c-command and
syntactic constraints on extraction.
17 This account separates binding (the subject constraint) and locality (the mnimal predica-
tion) and thus allows for both I-dependent pronouns and non-dependent pronouns to be re-
stricted locally or to be free. The Danish data in (i) cannot be accounted for without such a
separation.

(i) Annei hørte Susank snakke med Tinam om sigi
sig selvk
hendei/o
hende selvm

Anne heard Susan talk to Tina about her(self)
Anne heard Susan talk to Tina about her/herself

In (i) both the I-dependent sig selv and the non-dependent hende selv are restricted to occur
within their minimal predications whereas sig and hende are not. Since English doesn’t have
two kinds of pronouns as does Danish, the need for separating out locality as a separate con-
straint did not appear necessary in initial accounts of binding.
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As noted in the previous section, perception verbs involve a subordinate IS
with a stage topic. In (42a), a1's existence on the 'stage' heard by Henk is as-
serted. In (42b) the event of a1's singing on the stage is asserted to take place.
The two ISs differ, however, in what counts as a minimal predication for the
anaphor. The subordinate IS in (42a) has the noun phrase predicated of a stage.
This kind of predication does not itself count as a minimal predication since
the stage topic is not overt. Therefore the minimal predication includes the sub-
ject resulting in a zelf-marked pronoun. In (42b), however, the subordinate IS
consisting of the topic a1 and the focus zingen is a minimal predication. The an-
tecedent is therefore non-local rendering the non-zelf-marked pronoun. The
same sequence also allows a zelf-marked pronoun as shown in (42c). This re-
sults from an IS parallel to (42a). The difference between the ISs in (42b) and
(42c) is that in the former a1 is the topic of a subordinate IS and in the latter it is
the focus of a stage topic. The two options are available because verbs of per-
ception select stage topics and the focus of this stage topic is either the whole
complement or just the noun phrase. With an overt stage topic as shown in
(43), the minimal predication is defined by the stage and the pronoun rendering
the non zelf-marked pronoun:

(43) Henk hoorde zich op de tape
Henk heard SE on the tape

‘Henk heard himself on the tape.’

7 Stage Topics and Extraction

The trace in a wh-phrase-trace dependency is I-dependent on a par with
anaphors and is also conditioned by the Subject Constraint in (41) (minus
locality). The dependent is therefore restricted to the focus constituent. This is
how Island Constraints are accounted for in Erteschik-Shir (1973, 1997, 2007).
Picture noun phrases illustrate clearly the role of stage topics in predicting ex-
tractability. The predicates which license extraction out of picture noun phrases
are either 'light' verbs such as see which select stages or creation verbs which
make a stage come into existence (Erteschik-Shir 1981). Examine the well-
known data in (44).

(44) a. Who did John see pictures of?
b. *Who did John see the picture of?
c. *Who did John see Susan's picture of?
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Extraction is possible with indefinites as in (44a) but not with definites as
shown in (44b) and (44c). The ISs in (45) distinguish the example in (45a) from
those in (45b) and (45c):

(45) a. JohnTOP [saw sTOPt [pictures of X]FOC]FOC
b. JohnTOP [saw sTOPt [[the picture]TOP [of X]FOC]FOC]FOC
c. JohnTOP [saw sTOPt [[Susan's ]TOP [picture of X]FOC]FOC]FOC

Predicates which allow I-dependencies with picture noun phrases are predi-
cates which select stages.18 The IS in (45a) is akin to (42a) for which it was
argued that the implicit subordinate stage does not count in defining the min-
imal predication. Neither does it play a role in terms of the Subject Constraint.
An I-dependency is therefore licensed taking X as the dependent. Hence ex-
traction is predicted to be grammatical. In the ISs in (45b) and (45c), however,
the definite subjects of the picture noun phrases provide topics. The
dependent, X, can therefore form an I-dependency within this (subordinate)
IS blocking the formation of the I-dependency in the higher IS, hence blocking
extraction.

This analysis also predicts the following distribution of anaphors:

(46) a. John saw Susan's picture of herself/*himself.
b. John saw pictures of himself.

Extraction from relative clauses in Danish (and other Scandinavian languages)
provides additional support for the role played by Stage topics in accounting
for extraction.19

(47) a. Det er der mange der kan lide.
that are there many that can like
‘There are many (people) who like that.’

b. Det hus kender jeg en mand som har købt.
that house know I a man that has bought
‘I know a man who had bought that house.’

18 See Erteschik-Shir (1981) and Diesing (1992) for discussion of the lexical properties of the
predicates which license extraction. These predicates are either creation verbs or other 'light'
verbs such as see which select stages. Creation verbs, for example, make a stage come into
existence.
19 Data from Erteschik-Shir (1973).
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c. Det har jeg set mange der har gjort.
that have I seen many that have done
‘I have seen many (people) who have done that.’

d. Det har jeg mødt mange der har gjort.
that have I met many that have done
‘I have met many (people) who have done that.’

e. Det har jeg let af mange der har gjort.
that have I laughed at many that have done
‘I have laughed at many (people) who have done that.’

f. *Det har jeg drillet mange der har gjort.
that have I made-fun-of many that have done

The property that distinguishes these relative clause constructions from
the ones that do not allow extraction is that the matrix must serve merely
to introduce the head of the relative clause into the discourse (Erteschik-
Shir 1982). An existential matrix does so by introducing a noun phrase
onto a stage. The other predicates which license extraction are predicates
which select indexed or unindexed stages. As the matrix clause becomes
harder to interpret as merely introducing the head of the relative clause
acceptability declines as shown in (47e) and (47f).20

The analysis of extraction out of relative clauses of this type is similar to
the one offered for picture noun phrases above. Here the stage topic takes the
relative clause as its focus making it the main focus of the sentence as shown
in (48).

(48) Det har jeg set sTOPt [mange der har gjort t]FOC

Extraction is therefore licensed in these cases because it does not violate the
subject constraint. Since the subject constraint is viewed as a processing con-
straint, one might predict that extraction out of relative clauses of this sort
should be possible cross-linguistically, in particular in a language such as En-
glish which is otherwise quite similar to Scandinavian. This prediction is in fact
born out as the following examples from Erteschik-Shir (1973) show:

20 According to Lindahl (2017), Swedish examples with extraction over matrix verbs such as
beundra ‘admire’ and störa sig på ‘be annoyed at’ have been found in her corpus. Matrix
clauses with these verbs do not lend themselves to the analysis offered here. Interestingly ex-
tractions from complements of these verbs receive the worst ratings by informants according
to Lindahl (2017: 211).
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(49) a. ?This is the kind of weather that there are many people who like.
b. ??This is the kind of weather that I know many people who like.
c. *This is the kind of weather that he made fun of many people who like.

Although extraction in these cases is degraded compared to Danish, the accept-
ability rate declines in the same way it does in Danish. One explanation of why
the cut-off point for extraction is so much higher in English than in Danish, as
suggested in Erteschik-Shir (1982) is the fact that topicalization occurs with
great frequency in Danish but not in English. This, I argue, facilitates the proc-
essing of the connection between the fronted item and its gap,

8 Conclusion

As we have seen, stage topics are akin to other topics in having the properties
listed in (50) but different in the properties listed in (51).

(50) Properties of Stage topics common to all topics in general
a. the pivot for truth value assignment
b. overt or implicit
c. may function as main or subordinate topics
d. may topicalize
e. may be contrastive

(51) Properties special to Stage topics
a. may have both spatial and temporal indices, only one or may be

unindexed
b. sentences with implicit stage topics are unscoped
c. may be selected by verbs

As indicated in section 4, a card for the current here-and-now is available on
the top of the file. Its time and place indices are derived from context and are
updated with each successive utterance and is modified by tense. Unindexed
or generic stage topics are also available and as shown in section 3 render an
interpretation of individual level predicates without recourse to lexical selec-
tion. Stage topics may also lack only one of their spatio-temporal parameters
allowing for the violation of the DE in existentials as shown in section 5. Since
topics determine scope, sentences with such topics will be unscoped. Section 6
argues that verbs may select stage topics: intensional predicates select
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unindexed stage topics, explaining their de dicto interpretation. Perception
verbs select indexed stage topics. This explains the fact that their comple-
ments are unscoped and also predicts the distribution of anaphors in their
complements in Dutch.

One property that stage topics have in common with other topics is that
they can be implicit. The rules for topic-drop are language specific: some lan-
guages hardly ever allow topics to drop (e.g., English). Other languages allow
only subjects-topics to drop (e.g., Italian). Still others allow object topics to
drop as well (e.g., Chinese).21

In Erteschik-Shir, Ibnbari and Taube (2013), we offer an account of missing
objects as topic drop inspired by Sigurðsson and Maling (2008) and Sigurðsson
(2011). Their approach is particularly relevant to the current discussion in that
it takes Information Structure into account.22 Since it is generally the case that
missing objects can be replaced by pronouns, and since pronouns are necessar-
ily topics, being replaced by an overt pronoun provides clear evidence that the
missing argument is a topic. For us, null arguments thus enter the computation
as a bundle of unvalued φ-features:

α person

β number

γ gender

2
64

3
75

The PF interface accesses the discourse file and valuation of the feature bundle
occurs by matching with a (topic) card from the top of the file, thereby also pro-
viding a reference. The assumption that the features are unvalued, forces a pro-
cess of valuation where the only source of such valuation is the discourse. It is
therefore not necessary to mark missing arguments with a topic feature. Topic-
hood follows from the need for valuation.

The cards permanently available on the top of the file are, in addition to
the current stage, cards for the speaker and the hearer (see section 3). These are
the actors in the speech act and should receive an integrated analysis. There-
fore, on a par with null arguments, null stages are viewed as entering the com-
putation as a bundle of unvalued s,t-features:

21 No distinction is made here between the various types of null-arguments.
22 According to Sigurðsson and Maling (2008: 14) ‘‘all pronominal arguments are syntacti-
cally computed feature bundles that may or may not be spelled out in PF, depending on PF
parametric options and/or language-specific low-level PF spell-out rules and constraints”.
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α time

β space

" #

Access of the discourse file and valuation of the feature bundle occurs by
matching with the stage-topic card from the top of the file. Here it is possible to
value one of the features or both or to leave them unvalued, generating the un-
indexed stage topic.23 This approach to null arguments is however quite differ-
ent from that of Sigurðsson and Mailing (2008) and Sigurðsson (2011). One
difference is that for us the interpretation of the feature bundle is available in
situ: It is interpretable if a suitable topic is available on top of the file (and does
not involve feature matching with left peripheral elements). Another difference
is that for us overt and null pronouns are computed somewhat differently:
Whereas a fully specified feature bundle is computed syntactically in the case
of overt pronouns, null topics are merged as a set of unvalued ϕ-features.

The properties of stage topics outlined in this paper strongly argue for a non-
syntactic account of IS. Take for example the selection by verbs of implicit stage
topics. Such selection must be integrated in a theory of the lexicon.24 Another
example is the subordinate ISs involved in contrast. One would be hard put to
make these fit within current syntactic theory. Syntactic theories of IS such as
Rizzi (1997) and the following research based on his initial insights, require a
plethora of often language-specific IS features to explain word order across lan-
guages. In section 7 and elsewhere I argue that extractability is constrained by
the processing ease of matching syntactic structure and information structure.
Furthermore variation in how IS is marked in a particular language has an im-
pact on this mapping. Pursuing this line of thought may lead to a simpler compu-
tational system, freeing it from the onus of explaining such gradient data and
(cross-linguistic) variation. Clearly, a coherent view of Information Structure and
its integration into a model of grammar is required to fulfill this mission.
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Halldór Ármann Sigurðsson

Topicality in Icelandic: Null Arguments
and Narrative Inversion

Abstract: This paper discusses topicality in Icelandic grammar as realized in sev-
eral phenomena: referential third person pro drop in Old Icelandic, diverse types
of topic drop in Old and Modern Icelandic, and Narrative Inversion (declarative
VS clauses), also in both Old and Modern Icelandic. These phenomena all involve
aboutness topics, given topics or both, thus showing that distinct types of topi-
cality are active in Icelandic. However, in contrast to Italian, Icelandic does not
provide evidence that different topic types have different structural correlates, a
fact that suggests that topicality types are not generally structuralized in lan-
guage (while not excluding that a topicality hierarchy may be PF-licensed by
externalization properties specific to languages like Italian). Topicality is presum-
ably a universally available category or phenomenon, but it is plausibly an inter-
face third factor phenomenon (in the sense of Chomsky 2005), not provided by
Universal Grammar but interacting with it in the shaping of externalized gram-
mar, differently so in different languages.

Keywords: Icelandic, narrative inversion, pro drop, topic drop, topicality, verb-
initial declaratives

1 Introduction: Types of Topicality

A multiple left edge topic approach is developed in several works by Frascarelli,
Hinterhölzl, and Bianchi (Frascarelli 2007; Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007;
Bianchi and Frascarelli 2009, Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010; Frascarelli 2011).
When no further specification is called for, I refer jointly to these works as Fras-
carelli et al. and to the approach as the Frascarelli et al. approach. At the core of
the approach is the claim that the clausal (CP) left edge contains distinct topic
positions that are located between the Force and the Fin categories postulated
in Rizzi (1997). The topic categories are labeled somewhat differently in the
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different works of Frascarelli et al.; (1) shows the categories and their order as
presented in Frascarelli (2011: 4).1

(1) AS-Topic > C-Topic > AG-Topic > FamG-Topic
[= Aboutness-Shift topic, Contrastive Topic, Aboutness-Given Topic,
Familiar-Given Topic]

If each of the topic categories head their own projection (as argued in Frascar-
elli 2007), we get roughly the hierarchy in (2) (see Frascarelli 2007: 701, with
slightly different labels, though).

(2) [ForceP [ ASiftP . . . [ContrP [FocP [AGivP [FGivP [FinP . . .

A striking result of Frascarelli et al. is that Italian third person null-subjects are
always coreferential with a newly established or a maintained AS-Topic. Thus,
these subjects are given topics at the narrow clausal level, simultaneously as
they are coreferential with an AS-Topic at the local discourse level. The term
Aboutness-Given Topics in Frascarelli (2011) seems to be coined to capture this
double nature. However, to the extent possible, I will try to keep the clausal
and discourse levels apart.

The Frascarelli et al. approach makes some non-innocent claims. One claim,
explicitly stated by Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010: 54; cf. also Frascarelli and Hin-
terhölzl 2007: 89), is that “there is a systematic correlation between the formal
properties of topics and their function in the discourse, which is encoded in a strict
hierarchy in the C-domain (contra a free recursion analysis of TopP projections, cf.
Rizzi 1997)” – remarkable, if true. Another claim, implicit, is that the different topic
categories are heads in the sense of X-bar theory, taking overt topics as specifiers
(in the spirit of Rizzi 1997; Cinque 1999). A third claim, also implicit, is that there is
a one-to-one correlation between the linear order of elements in the C-edge and
their hierarchical relations: if Topα c-commands Topβ then Topα also precedes
Topβ.

These claims are not easily reconciled with recent development of minimalist
thinking (Chomsky 2013 and related work), where there is a growing consensus

1 Hanging topics (as in highest Left Dislocation in Germanic, see Grohmann 1997) are not part of
the hierarchy; they “have distinct formal and discourse properties with respect to the Aboutness-
shift Topic and are located in a specific (higher) position in the C-domain” (Frascarelli 2007: 698,
fn. 13). “Topicalization” or movement (of arguments) to Spec,CP and Left Dislocation (and Con-
trastive Dislocation) in Icelandic (see Thráinsson 1979) commonly relate to contrast. I set these
constructions aside here.
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that there is no ordering in deep narrow syntax and also that X-bar theory, with
its notion of specifiers, was on the wrong track and should be given up in favor of
a simple Agree, Merge and Labeling approach. If that is a step in the right direc-
tion, as I believe it is, then the structural claims of Frascarelli et al. cannot be main-
tained as claims about Universal Grammar (UG) or even narrow syntax (while they
can presumably be upheld as claims about Italian externalized grammar). Phase
edges, rather than being distinct heads in the X-bar theoretic sense, are plausibly
fuzzy (cf. Sigurðsson 2004 et seq.), containing an “array of functional categories”
(Chomsky 2001: 43, note 8) that are each below the level of materialization but
may be jointly materialized (or not materialized at all, as for example C in regular
English declarative subordinate vs main clauses: that vs. Ø). Chomsky (2008: 9) re-
marks that “C is shorthand for the region that Rizzi (1997) calls the “left periphery”.
possibly involving feature spread from fewer functional heads (maybe only one)”.

Regardless of the configurational details of the C-edge (if any), it seems that
we need to assume a number of sub-lexical or non-lexical topic categories, in the
spirit of Frascarelli et al. The correlations between phonology and topic types
laid out in Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) and Frascarelli (2007) provide com-
pelling evidence in favor of this conclusion, and so do multiple topic construc-
tions, such as the ones in (3) and (4), from Franscarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007:
96).

(3) Io, inglese non l’ avevo mai fatto.
I English not it have never done
‘I never studied English before.’

(4) Io, una cosa che ho trovato positiva, è stata la comprensione.
I one thing that have found positive is been the comprehension
‘As for me, something that I considered as positive was the comprehension
part.’

In the analysis of Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) the boldfaced Io is an
Aboutness-Shift topic in both examples, whereas the underlined constituents are a
familiar topic in (3) (inglese) vs. a contrastive one in (4) (una cosa che ho trovato
positive). According to Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007: 97) “shifting topics oc-
cupy the highest topic position in the left periphery”.

My interpretation is that multiple topic constructions are PF-licensed by ex-
ternalization properties specific to Italian (and some other languages), thus not
justifying conclusions about putative universal configurational characteristics
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of the C-edge while at the same time providing evidence that we need to
distinguish between diverse types of topics. Plausibly, topicality is a universally
available category or property, but not everything that is universal or univer-
sally available to language comes with UG.2

Icelandic bears on the status of topicality in grammar in an interesting
way, but different from that of Italian. As Icelandic is a rather strict verb-sec-
ond language, it does not generally allow multiple overt C edge topics, thus
presumably having only a single general Top feature in its C edge.3 However,
it has other constructions that are sensitive to topicality and givenness. First,
Old Icelandic/Old Norse had referential pro drop of both subjects and objects.
Second, Icelandic, old and modern, has the Germanic type of topic drop (Si-
gurðsson 1989, 1993, 2011a). Third, Icelandic has verb-initial (Verb-Subject,
VS) declarative order, Narrative Inversion, NI (Sigurðsson 1990, 1994; see also
Braune 1894; Nygaard 1900 and many others before and after). These con-
structions are exemplified in (5)–(9). As will be discussed in section 2, the dis-
tinction between pro drop and topic drop is not trivially obvious, but for the
present I adopt the understanding in Sigurðsson (1993) without discussion;
the Old Icelandic texts are from the 13th and the 14th centuries (preserved in
younger copies).

(5) Referential pro (Old Icelandic)4:
a. þá skar Rognvaldr hár hansi, en áðr var __i úskorit

then cut R hair his but before was uncut

2 Given a minimalist biological view of the language faculty (Berwick and Chomsky 2011), the
natural assumption is that UG is not only computationally minimal but also item minimal
(where functional categories count as items), providing the general premises for item building
rather than the items themselves (Sigurðsson 2011b, 2012; see also the concluding discussion
in section 4).
3 Possibly, TP-, VoiceP- and vP-internal given, familiar and contrastive topics each enter an
Agree relation with a distinct silent Top(ic) feature in the C edge (unordered in the Icelandic
type of languages, but presumably ordered at spell-out in Italian). Alternatively, low phases
have silent edge Top features of their own, these lower Top features being “coordinated” with
the C Top feature at CP spell-out (see the discussion of multiple Person computation in Si-
gurðsson 2017). I do not take a stand on this moot issue here.
4 (5a): Subject drop (from Spec,TP or Spec,vP) in a main clause with a filled Spec,CP.

(5b): Subject drop in an adverbial clause.
(5c): Direct object drop in a relative clause.
(5d): Prepositional object drop in an adverbial clause.
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‘Then Rognvaldr cut his hair, but (it) had been uncut before.’
(Heimskringla; Nygaard 1906: 10)

b. ok kom hanni þangat ok var Hoskuldr uti, er __i reið
and came he there and was H. out when rode
í tún
in field
‘And he came there and Hoskuldr was outdoors when (he) rode into the
heyfield.’
(Njals saga/Reykjabók; Sigurðsson 1989: 154)

c. dvergrinn mælti, at sá baugri skyldi vera hverjum
dwarf-the said that that ring should be (to) anybody
höfuðsbani, er atti __i
headbane who possessed
‘The dwarf said that that ring should bring death to anybody who pos-
sessed (it).’
(Snorra-Edda; Nygaard 1906: 17)

d. ætla ek, at þú nýtir eigi boga minni
believe I that you (can-)use not bow my
þóttu spyrnir fótum í __i
even-if-you push with-feet in
‘I believe that you cannot use my bow even if you push with your feet
in (it).’ (i.e., use your feet to stretch it)
(Heimskringla; Nygaard 1906: 20)

(6) Topic drop (Old Icelandic):
a. setnaði þá kurrinn, ok — slitu við þat

abated then grumbling-the and ended.3PL at that
þingit
gathering-the
‘Then the grumbling diminished and (the involved) ended the gather-
ing at that.’
(Flateyjarbók; Nygaard 1906: 12)

b. Herra biskupi vaknar (…) __i hefir [sik] upp til kirkju
sire bishop wakens takes self up to church
ok —i tekr skrýddr heilaga dóma, __i gengr svá (…)
and takes in_canonincals sacred things walks so
‘Sire bishop wakens, (he) takes himself to the church and (he) takes
“sacred things” (dressed) in canonicals, (he) walks like that (…)’
(Saga Guðmundar Arasonar, Hóla-Biskups; Hjartardóttir 1993: 52)
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(7) Topic drop (Modern Icelandic):
a. __ Sé þig á morgun.

see.1SG you on morrow
‘(I’ll) see you tomorrow.’

b. Kemur hún? — Veit’é(g) ekki.
comes she know-I not
‘Will she come? I don’t know (that) / (That,) I don’t know.’

c. Húni kom seint heim. __i Opnaði dyrnar. __i Læddist inn.
she came late home opened.3SG door-the sneaked.3SG in
‘She came home late. (She) opened the door. (She) sneaked in.

(8) Narrative Inversion (Old Icelandic):
Þjóstólfr hafði barit húskarl Hǫskuldsi; rekr hanni Þjóstólf í braut
Þ. had beaten houscarl H.’s drives he Þ. in way
‘Þjóstólfr had beaten Hoskuldr’s servant. He drives Þjóstólfr away.’
(Njals saga/Reykjabók; Sigurðsson 1994: 131)

(9) Narrative Inversion (Modern Icelandic):
Johan Cryuffi (…) Fyrsti leikur hansi fyrir Barcelona var í október
J.C. first game his for B. was in October
1973 og skoraði hanni strax tvö mörk í 4-0
1973 and scored he immediately two goals in 4-0
sigri á Granada.
victory on Granada
‘Johan Cryuff (...) His first game for Barcelona was in October 1973 and he
immediately scored two goals in a 4-0 victory over Granada.’
(https://is.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johan_Cruyff, 2016-08-24)

The subject in Narrative Inversion is a given topic at the clausal level, typically
with a preceding coreferential AS-Topic at the discourse level. I will consider this
further in section 3. In the next section, I discuss argument drop, distinguishing,
first, between drop from argument positions (pro) and topic drop, and, second, be-
tween three different types of topic drop.

2 Argument Drop

Icelandic (old and modern) has non-referential pro of several sorts, not consid-
ered here (Sigurðsson and Egerland 2009). In addition, Old Norse had the fol-
lowing referential argument drop types (Nygaard 1906; Hjartardóttir 1993;
Sigurðsson 1993):
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Old Norse referential argument drop types – Type A vs Type B:

(10) Type A (analyzed as pro drop in Sigurðsson 1993):
General but not highly frequent drop of (mainly third person) subjects and
objects from argument positions in both main and subordinate clauses. It
seems that this type of drop was only possible under coreference with a
preceding DP (Hjartardóttir 1993; Sigurðsson 1993).5

(11) Type B (analyzed as topic drop in Sigurðsson 1993):
Argument drop of subjects and objects from Spec,CP in verb-initial root
clauses (commonly conjoined ok ‘and’ clauses) – with or without a corefer-
ential antecedent in discourse.

Notice that the types overlap when subjects that have a coreferential anteced-
ent are dropped in verb-initial root clauses; such examples can either be ana-
lyzed as topic drop from Spec,CP or as a direct drop from Spec,TP (or Spec,vP)
in a V1 Narrative Inversion clause.6

Due to its distributional properties (confined to Spec,CP in verb-initial root
clauses), Sigurðsson (1993) analyzed Type B as involving topic drop, common
to many Germanic varieties. Type A, in contrast, involved drop from argument
positions and could be found in both root and non-root clauses, which lead Si-
gurðsson (1993) to the conclusion that it involved pro drop. However, if Sigurðs-
son (2011a) is right in his minimalist criticism of Government and Binding (GB)
approaches to null arguments, there is no inherent or “lexical” difference
between “distinct types” of null arguments. Nulls must be interpretable (recov-
erable), but their interpretability depends on their environment and not on

5 Kinn, Rusten, and Walkden (2016) argue that this is an incorrect characterization and that
there are some cases of referential pro without a coreferential antecedent. However, the nulls
in question are either arbitrary/generic or expletive or found in idiomatic expressions, and
nulls of these sorts are also found in Modern Icelandic texts, in contrast to clearly referential
nulls like the ones in (5a–d). Kinn et al. base their conclusions on statistics drawn from the
historical IcePaHC corpus. However, one cannot rely on the IcePaHC tagging when it comes to
analyzing the many types of argument nulls in Old Norse; one must read the texts word by
word to develop reliable intuitions about the nature of the examples being studied.
6 As will be discussed in section 3, topic drop and Narrative Inversion are partly functionally
different but also partly interchangeable. In subject topic drop there are silent copies of the
subject in both Spec,CP and Spec,TP (as well as in Spec,vP). One could speculate that NI also
has a silent subject copy in Spec,CP, only differing (syntactically) from subject topic drop in
spelling out a lower copy of the subject in Spec,TP. Alternatively, Spec,CP contains an operator
in NI clauses, the subject being blocked by it from moving to Spec,CP. I do not take a stand on
this issue here (it is unimportant for my present purposes).
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their putative “lexical” or inherent properties. However, for expository ease,
I will occasionally refer to Type A and Type B drop as pro drop and topic drop,
respectively.

The question of recoverability or interpretability is indeed the central problem
related to null-arguments (and other systematic silence patterns in language). Sim-
ply and very generally stated: Does “meaningful silence” require some sort of li-
censing or is it the other way around, such that silence is the unmarked and
expected strategy, prevailing unless blocked by some extra factors? The licensing
approach has been standard in generative syntax for many decades (Chomsky
1981; Rizzi 1986, etc.), but I adopt the opposite approach, where arguments are
null unless their silence is blocked by some structural or contextual hindrance
(commonly some type of intervention). This general idea, call it the Happy Null
Generalization, HNG, is stated as follows in Sigurðsson (2004: 254, n. 27):

Lexicalization is arguably the last resort whenever a meaningful feature cannot be con-
veyed in a message by any other means than the costly means of overtly expressing some
item that carries the feature. Thus, instead of looking for a “license” to stay empty a cate-
gory is “happy” with whatever “excuse” it has not to get lexicalized.

Given HNG there are no inherent differences between the nulls themselves in
types A and B (such as that between variables and pro in GB-theoretic ap-
proaches). That is also the natural minimalist (and minimal) assumption (see
Sigurðsson 2011a; Kinn, Rusten, and Walkden 2016), expected if language de-
veloped as a tool of thought and if externalization for communicative and other
social purposes is ancillary (Berwick and Chomsky 2011). Nevertheless, it is
clear that Types A and B reflect different interpretative or recoverability strate-
gies: Type A nulls (pro) are excused under coreference, while type B nulls are
excused when as close to the context as possible, namely in Spec,CP in root
clauses. And that is not all there is to this – a more fine-grained analysis is re-
quired, as I will discuss in the following sections.

2.1 Type A: Pro Drop

Type A, as stated in (10), involved general drop of arguments from argu-
ment positions in both main and subordinate clauses under coreference
with a preceding DP in discourse. That is to say: under control, loosely
speaking. This type has disappeared from the language, examples like
(5a–d) are thus ungrammatical in Modern Icelandic. As pointed out by
Hjartardóttir (1993) and also by Sigurðsson (1993) this kind of argument
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drop was evidently not recovered by agreement, as suggested, first, by the
fact that it applied to objects (no agreement) as well as subjects (verb
agreement), and, second, by the fact that verb agreement is about equally
as rich in Modern Icelandic as it was in Old Norse (with 4–6 distinct
forms in the present indicative, depending on conjugations). Identification
of pro under control across finite C-T boundaries is blocked in Modern Ice-
landic, presumably by an intervention effect that was absent in Old Norse
(see the general analysis in Sigurðsson 2011a).

Examples such as those in (5) show that Old Norse, like Italian, could oper-
ate with two topics simultaneously. Consider this for (5b), repeated here as (12),
with an added immediately preceding context.

(12) Referential pro (Old Icelandic):
[En snemma um morguninn sendir Hoskuldr eptir Hrútii]
[and early in morning-the sent H. for Hr.]
ok kom hanni þangat ok var Hoskuldr uti, er __i reið í tún
and came he there and was H. out when rode in field
‘And he came there and Hoskuldr was outdoors when (he) rode into the
heyfield.’
(Njals saga/Reykjabók)

Hoskuldr is an aboutness topic in the wider discourse preceding (12) and a given
topic within its clause. The pronoun hann ‘he’ is a reestablished AS-Topic, referred
to by the null-subject across the given topic. This is further illustrated in (13).

(13) [Hoskuldr sent for Hrútri and]

hei came there and Hoskuldr was outdoors when __ i rode into the heyfield
AS Given Ø

As seen, the null refers to the closest preceding AS-Topic, other types of topics
not interfering with or disrupting the AS-Topic chain (as expected, under the
Frascarelli et al. approach).

As indicated by (13), Type A nulls are sometimes found in passages with
two overt topics in Old Norse.7 The two topics are not clause mates, so the Ice-
landic facts do not bear on the structural claims of Frascarelli et al. However,

7 As one would expect, Type A nulls are most commonly found in Old Norse structures with
only a single overt topic (an AS-Topic anteceding the null).
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like the data discussed by Frascarelli et al., they show that grammar distin-
guishes between different types of topics. In addition, Type A nulls (pro) in Old
Norse are like Italian third person null subjects in Frascarelli’s analysis (2007)
in that they are usually coreferential with a preceding AS-Topic (maintained or
reestablished).

It has been repeatedly observed that null arguments in Old Norse were
predominantly in the third person (see, most recently, Kinn, Rusten, and
Walkden 2016 and the references there, including Nygaard 1906). As for refer-
ential pro or Type A nulls, this is precisely what we expect if such nulls had to
be anteceded by an AS-Topic.8 First and second person arguments are typi-
cally non-topics or given topics rather than AS-Topics, thus not usually count-
ing as proper or “excusing” antecedents for pro.9 When anteceded or
controlled by an AS-Topic, Old Norse pro gets a topical referential reading,
otherwise getting a non-referential (arbitrary, generic or expletive) interpreta-
tion. This latter, impersonal strategy is still widely applicable in Modern Icelan-
dic (Sigurðsson and Egerland 2009).

8 For a rather different suggestion, see Kinn (2016). Following Déchaine and Wiltschko
(2002), Kinn argues that first and second person pronouns are “bigger” than third person pro-
nouns (the former being full-fledged DPs, while the latter are argued to be mere “phi-Ps”, lack-
ing a D edge) – hence resisting drop, in contrast to the “smaller” third person pronouns. One
of the arguments that have been taken to support this is that first and second person pronouns
often head full DPs more easily (we linguists, you linguists) than do third person pronouns
(*they linguists, %them linguists). However, this argument does not carry over to Icelandic, nei-
ther old nor modern (e.g., þeir Gunnar, lit. ‘they Gunnar’, roughly ‘Gunnar and his (male) com-
panion(s)’, þær systur(nar), ‘they sisters(-the)’, i.e., ‘the sisters; they, the sisters’; see also the
criticism in Stausland Johnsen 2016). Third person pronouns are in fact commonly “bigger”
than first and second person pronouns in that they express gender distinctions, and in Icelan-
dic this applies in the plural as well as the singular (see masc. þeir vs. fem. þær in the preced-
ing examples). One could counter this argument by saying that first and second pronouns are
“big” in the sense that they positively match the logophoric agent/patient linkers in the edge
linking approach in Sigurðsson (2011a, 2014) and related work. Crucially, though, third person
pronouns corefer with full DPs. I adopt the standard view that all nonreduced pronouns are
DPs (see further Sigurðsson 2017).
9 With some sporadic exceptions. Obviously, though, first and second person pronouns can
be AS-topics, in Italian (see (3)–(4)) and Icelandic as well as more generally. Given the ap-
proach in Sigurðsson (2011a), first and second person pronouns match Top in addition to the
logophoric edge linkers in the absence of another more prominent Top matcher.
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2.2 Type B: Topic Drop from Spec,CP

All instances of Type B topic drop are structurally uniform in that they cannot
normally contain any overt items in Spec, CP (the pre-verbal initial position), as
has been repeatedly illustrated (Sigurðsson 1993, 2011a; Sigurðsson and Maling
2010). Consider (14a–b) in comparison with (7a, c), repeated here.

(7) Topic drop (Modern Icelandic):
a. __ Sé þig á morgun.

see.1SG you on morrow
‘(I’ll) see you tomorrow.’

c. Húni kom seint heim. __i Opnaði dyrnar. __i
she came late home opened.3SG door-the.PL
Læddist inn.
sneaked.3SG in.
‘She came home late. (She) opened the door(s). (She) sneaked in.’

(14) a. *Þig sé __ á morgun.
you see.1SG on morrow
Intended: ‘(I’ll) see you tomorrow.’

b. Húni kom seint heim.
she came late home
*Dyrnar opnaði __i.
door-the.PL opened.3SG
Intended: ‘She came home late (and she) opened the door(s).’

In other words: Not only the argument position of the null-argument must be
empty but also Spec,CP.

Despite this structural uniformity of Type B null constructions, they are
functionally disparate. At least three distinct types can be discerned: construc-
tions 1) with unspecified discourse topics, 2) with specified conjunction reduc-
tion type topics, 3) with speech event topics, commonly but not exclusively
referring to the speaker.

Type 1, with unspecified discourse topics, is exemplified in the Old Icelandic
(6a), illustrated again in (15) (with added context).10

10 For more examples of this sort, see Hjartardóttir (1993: 54–55).
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(15) Sigurðr (. . .) the farmers (. . .)
then the grumbling abated and __ ended.3PL at that the gathering
(i.e., the involved, Sigurðr, the farmers, and others at the gathering, ended
it at that)

This type has no clearly coreferential antecedent but the third person plural
form of the verb indicates that the null stands for some group of people. The
type has disappeared from the language; to my knowledge no examples of this
sort have ever been reported for any Modern Icelandic texts or discourse.

Type 2, with specified conjunction reduction type topics, is exemplified in
the Old Icelandic (6b), illustrated again in (16).

(16) sire bishopi wakens, __i takes [self] up to (the) church
and __i takes (. . .) sacred things __i walks so

This type plainly involves regular conjunction reduction, with or without an
overt conjunction. It is cross-linguistically widespread, perhaps universal.11 It is
exemplified for Modern Icelandic in (7c), and it is easily found in various kinds
of modern texts. See (17) and (18), from a 2015 novel (Tvöfalt gler by Halldóra
Thoroddsen, pp. 6, 7).

(17) Húni (. . .) __i Vaknar um miðja nótt (. . .) __i Sest við
she wakens in middle night sits_down at
suðurgluggann (. . .) __i Horfir yfir sofandi borgina.
south_window looks over sleeping city-the
‘She (. . .) (She) wakens in the middle of the night. (She) sits down at the
southern window (. . .) (She) looks over the sleeping city.’

(18) Húni hefði átt að bjóða honum inn (. . .) __i Hefði ekki átt
she had ought to invite him in had not ought
að (. . .)
to
‘She should have invited him in (. . .) (She) should not have (. . .)’

The type applies to AS-Topics, in the early as well as the modern language. How-
ever, in contrast to Type A nulls (pro), it cannot usually refer to its antecedent
across another topic, i.e., the antecedent-null relation is subject to strict

11 Regular conjunction reduction in Scandinavian is subject to much the same structural con-
ditions as other types of Germanic Type B drop (as distinct from Type A pro drop), as illus-
trated in Sigurðsson and Maling (2010).
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minimality, violated by intervention of another overt topic (AS or given). This is
illustrated for Modern Icelandic in (19), where the first person subject is an inter-
vening given topic (to the best of my knowledge the same is true of all earlier
stages of the language).12

(19) Húni (. . .) __i Vaknar um miðja nótt (. . .)__i Sest viðsuðurgluggann (. . .)
she wakens in middle night sits_down at south_window-the
Ég er við norðurgluggann.
I am at norhern_window-the
??__i Horfir yfir sofandi borgina.

looks.3SG over sleeping city-the
Intended: ‘She (. . .) (She) wakens in the middle of the night. (She) sits
down at the southern window (. . .) I am at the northern window. (She)
looks over the sleeping city.’

Type 3, with speech event null topics, is exemplified for Modern Icelandic in
(7a–b) and illustrated again in (20).

(20) a. __ see.1SG you on morrow (= ‘I’ll see you tomorrow.’)
b. comes she? __ know-I not (= ‘I don’t know (that) / (That,) I don’t know.’)

This type is widespread across most colloquial (and informal written) modern
Germanic varieties (see Sigurðsson 1989; Haegeman 1990; Mörnsjö 2002;
Thráinsson 2007; Sigurðsson and Maling 2010; Sigurðsson 2011a; Nygård 2013).
It has not been observed in Old Norse texts. It may have been non-existent in
the language, but I doubt that very much. Rather, I believe, it is absent from
the preserved texts because it is not compatible with the formal style of saga
dialogues; these dialogues are of course not recorded spoken language, instead
they involve fictive scene settings of verbal events that supposedly took place
two or three centuries before they were first shaped in writing, in the style of
formally trained and educated scribes.

Speech event null topics are typical of informal spoken language answers
(i.e., speaker shift contexts), while the other types of null-topics we have been

12 Thus, coreference in Spec,CP (Type B, in Old as well as Modern Icelandic) cannot easily
circumvent strict Topic minimality, whereas coreference in an argument position could do so
in Old Icelandic (Type A). Presumably, being in an A-position facilitated argument interpreta-
tion over distance in Old Icelandic (across subordinate C as well as intervening given topics).
It is unclear why this property has gone lost (but see the discussion of Chinese, Finnish and
Germanic null arguments in Sigurðsson 2011a).
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looking at are confined to speaker (or writer) bounded contexts (“monologues”).
So, despite being structurally uniform in V2 Germanic, Type B null-topics are
functionally disparate. As we have seen, at least three types can be discerned for
Icelandic, as explicitly stated in (21).

(21) a. Unspecified discourse topics in Old Icelandic, without a clearly corefer-
ential antecedent but usually with roughly the plural reading ‘those in-
volved in the situation or the event’ (distinct from generic readings).

a. Specified conjunction reduction (CR) type topics, with or without an
overt conjunction but with a clearly coreferential antecedent.

b. Speech event topics, typical of informal spoken language answers.

While type (21a) has disappeared, types (21b–c) seem to be getting more fre-
quent in the written language (cf. Kinn, Rusten, and Walkden 2016), presum-
ably as a side effect of much increased use of informal written style. These drop
types cannot always be easily distinguished from one another when the null
argument is a subject. For objects, however, they are clearly distinct. Type
(21b), the conjunction reduction type, cannot apply to objects in Modern Icelan-
dic, while type (21c) with null objects, as in (7b)/(20b), is natural, provided that
the null object is in the third person.13

In Modern Icelandic, the conjunction reduction type behaves much like
conjunction reduction in English and other related languages – largely con-
fined to subjects that are dropped or non-lexicalized under identity with a pre-
ceding coreferential subject. This subject-subject symmetry requirement did not
apply in Old Norse, where subjects could be dropped under identity with a pre-
ceding object and vice versa (see Nygaard 1906: 10–11). This is illustrated for an
object/null-subject chain in (22); similar chains have been documented for Old
Italian, in contrast to Modern Italian (Poletto 2017).

(22) Síðan fekk hon honomi hit sœmilegsta sęti
then gave she him a respectable seat
ok __i var með konungi um vetrinn vel metinn
and was with king through winter well appreciated.MASC

‘Then she allotted him a respectable seat and (he) stayed at the King’s in
the winter, well appreciated.’
(14th century, Njals saga/Reykjabók, Sigurðsson 1994: 46)

13 Commonly corresponding to a það ‘it’ or a þetta ‘that, this’ that refers to a proposition
rather than to an argument; see the discussion of the Cardinaletti Puzzle in Sigurðsson (2011a).
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In general, third person DPs of all sorts could be dropped rather freely in Old
Norse, suggesting, as mentioned above, that null DPs do not require any special
formal “licensing”, although they are recovered in various structural positions
under various conditions in various languages. The recovering conditions have
changed in the history of Icelandic, such that the Type A strategy (referential
drop from argument positions under coreference) has disappeared, in contrast
to the Type B strategy (referential drop from Spec,CP). A similar development
seems to be partly taking place in present-day colloquial Chinese (see Sigurðs-
son 2011a: 298).

3 Narrative Inversion (and Other V1 Declaratives)

The clausal word order typology of Icelandic is in many ways similar to that of
other Scandinavian languages (see Thráinsson 2007). The major differences are
that Icelandic is a semi-null-subject language, with non-referential (expletive/im-
personal) subject drop, and usually has verb raising (to T) in subordinate clauses
(and infinitives).14 SVX is the neutral order in declarative clauses. Fronting of
non-subjects yields a verb-second “inversion”, typically XVSY for definite sub-
jects, with the subject next to the finite verb, XVYS for indefinite subjects, with
the subject in a low or late position, and XVY in impersonal subjectless clauses.
In addition, however, Icelandic has declarative V1 orders: VS, VXS and subject-
less VX. See (9), repeated here, and (23).

(9) Johan Cryuffi (. . .) Fyrsti leikur hansi fyrir Barcelona var í október
J.C. first game his for B. was in October
1973 og skoraði hanni strax tvö mörk í 4-0 sigri
1973 and scored he immediately two goals in 4-0 victory
á Granada.
on Granada
‘Johan Cryuff (. . .) His first game for Barcelona was in October 1973 and he
immediately scored two goals in a 4-0 victory over Granada.’
(https://is.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johan_Cruyff, 2016-08-24)

14 SVX thus being the canonical order in declarative subordinate clauses. XV(Y)S (V2 type)
orders (“then left she”, “then left probably some of the guests”) are infrequent and often un-
grammatical in subordinate clauses, as opposed to main clauses, and subordinate interroga-
tives have wh-SV order (“when she left”), whereas main clause interrogatives have the V2 type
wh-VS order (“When left she?”). The common assumption that Icelandic is a symmetric V2 lan-
guage is thus incorrect.
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(23) Enginn dómari var mættur kl. 4, þegar leikurinn átti að hefjast.
no referee was arrived clock 4 when match-the ought to begin
Var beðið eftir dómara til kl. 5.30.
was waited after referee till clock 5.30
Voru þá nokkrir drengjanna farnir í burtu.
were then some boys-the gone in way
‘No referee had arrived at 4, when the match was supposed to begin. The
involved waited for a referee until 5.30. Some of the boys had then left.’
(http://timarit.is/view_page_init.jsp?pageId=3260235)

I specifically refer to the VS type in (9) as Narrative Inversion, NI (distinguishing
it from the other V1 types, following Sigurðsson 1990, 1994). It has a number of
typical traits, as listed in (24).

(24) a. The subject follows immediately after the initial finite verb: VS.
b. The subject is a given topic at the clausal level, commonly referring to

an already established aboutness topic at the discourse level.
c. It is most frequent for first person subjects, then for pronominal third

person subjects, and least frequent for non-pronominal subjects (second
person arguments are rare in narrative texts and disregarded here).
Thus, in the narrative text counts in Sigurðsson (1990: 45), 47% of the
relevant clauses (VS and SV root clauses) with a first person subject had
VS order, while that ratio was 22% for pronominal third person subjects
and 10% for non-pronominal DP subjects (overwhelmingly most of
these, in turn, had a definite DP subject).

d. It is almost exclusively confined to root clauses and is all but nonexis-
tent in non-root environments.15

e. It is common in og- ‘and’ conjuncts (as in (22)), but virtually nonexistent
in adversative en- ‘but’ conjuncts.

The other two declarative V1 types (VXS and subjectless VX) differ from NI.
First, they are incompatible with pronominal subjects (i.e., they either contain
no subject or only a non-topical subject), and, second, they are grammatical in
many non-root contexts. One trait all three V1 types have in common is (24e):
they are all frequent in og- ‘and’ conjuncts but almost nonexistent in en- ‘but’
conjuncts. The common denominator for all three types is that V1 declaratives

15 A few examples of embedded NI are reported in Sigurðsson (1994: 74–75, 154; see also
Thráinsson 2007: 29).
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involve discourse continuity and cannot usually contain any unexpected or
adversative information (in relation to previous discourse). V1 declaratives are
thus typical of certain narrative texts (including, e.g., sports reports) and some
reasoning texts (scientific, political). As for NI, the subject is a given topic, re-
gardless of person; a third person NI subject, in turn, typically refers to an
already established aboutness topic at the discourse level, either a maintained
aboutness topic, as in (9) above, or a reestablished aboutness topic, as in the Old
Icelandic (8). Consider also the Old Icelandic (25), with two subsequent NI
clauses with distinct reestablished topics. The broad context is that Hallgerda
marries Glum, brother of Thorarin. The immediate context is given in English
within square brackets (from the 1861 translation by George W. Dasent).

(25) [Hallgerda kept her temper down that winter, and they liked her well enough.
But when the spring came, the brothers talked about their property, and
Thorarin said – “I will give up to you the house at Varmalek, for that is read-
iest to your hand, and I will go down south to Laugarness and live there, but
Engey we will have both of us in common”. Glum was willing enough to do
that.]
Fór Þórarinn suðr byggðum en þau bjoggu þar eptir.
went Þ. south district but they stayed there behind
Réð Hallgerðr sér hjón (. . .)
hired H. herself servants
‘So Thorarin went down to the south of that district, and they [Hallgerda
and Glum] stayed behind there. Hallgerda hired servants.’
(Njals saga/Reykjabók; Sigurðsson 1994: 139)

In Old High German, in contrast, “V1-clauses serve to introduce a new discourse
referent (. . .) and therefore are typically used in presentational sentences, fore-
most in the beginning of texts or episodes” (Hinterhölzl and Petrova 2010: 316).16

This is orthogonal to Icelandic, where declarative V1 never initiates an episode,
neither in longer narratives nor in short jokes and anecdotes. In view of this
sharp contrast between German and Icelandic declarative V1, it is tempting to
speculate that the Icelandic type is part of the Celtic heritage in Iceland, as Celtic

16 This characterization is taken to hold for Modern German as well, to the extent that it ap-
plies declarative V1 (see Önnerfors 1997; Hinterhölzl and Petrova 2010: 316, fn. 1). However,
the “Icelandic” type und haben wir ‘and have we’ (i.e., ‘and (thus) we have’) does occur, albeit
rarely (Gisbert Fanselow, p.c.).
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languages are generally VSX.17 Around 65% of the original female population in
the country is believed to have come from Ireland and other Celtic parts of the
British Islands (Helgason et al. 2009) and Early and Medieval Irish culture is re-
nowned for its strong narrative tradition. The tellers or creators of the Old Icelan-
dic sagas are all anonymous, while Scandinavian skaldic poetry is crowded with
hundreds of names of male scalds. That is perhaps not a coincidence. It does not
imply that the scribes of the sagas were women, but it might suggest that the
saga tradition was considered to have “unmanly” roots and thus less prestigious
than the highly esteemed skaldic tradition.

NI is almost exclusively a root phenomenon, like Type B topic drop. The
conjunction reduction type of Type B and NI are partly interchangeable. How-
ever, this only holds when the subject refers to an aboutness topic (overt or si-
lent) in an immediately preceding clause (the topic drop construction being
subject to strict minimality, violated by intervention of an overt topic, AS or
given, cf. (19)). Consider the example in (26).

(26) Maximus hélt með her sinn til Ítalíu árið 387
M. went with army his to Italy year 387
og neyddist Valentinianus þá að flýja til Theodosiusar.
and was_forced V. then to flee to Th.
Theodosiusi leit á Valentinianus sem bandamann sinn
Th. looked at V. as ally his
og fór hanni því með her til Ítalíu
and went he thus with army to Italy
og __i mætti Maximusi í orrustu
and met M. in battle
og __i sigraði hann
and defeated him
‘Maximus went with his army to Italy in the year 387 and then Valentinian
was forced to flee to Theodosius. Theodosius considered Valentinian to be
an ally of his, and therefore he went with an army to Italy and (he) met
Maximus in a battle and (he) defeated him.’
(https://is.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodosius_1, 29 December 2016)

17 This idea might seem to be undermined by the fact that NI occurs in texts that are usually
taken to be Old Norwegian rather than Old Icelandic (see examples in Kinn 2016). However,
the Old Norse saga genre is overwhelmingly Icelandic, so the saga style in Old Norwegian
texts might very well be strongly influenced by the Icelandic narrative tradition.
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Here we have two cases of NI (“and was_forced Valentinian”, “and went he”)
followed by two cases of topic drop. The first NI case is not interchangeable
with topic drop (as a dropped subject would have to be coreferential with ‘Max-
imus’), but the second one is, and both topic drop cases are interchangeable
with NI (which would yield the types “and met he Maximus” and “and defeated
he him”).

As seen in “and was_forced Valentinian” in (26) and in the Old Icelandic
examples in (25), NI subjects (like subjects in regular subject-initial clauses)
can be coreferential with a non-local antecedent. More commonly, however, NI
subjects are coreferential with the closest possible antecedent. Consider (27)
and (28).

(27) Narrative Inversion:
Ólafur Jónsson (. . .) Bróðir Ólafs er Jón Jónsson háskólanemi
Ó. J. brother Olaf’s is J. J. student
og er unnusta hans María Pálsdóttir.
and is fiancé his M. P.
‘O. J. (. . .) O’s brother is J. J. studenti and hisi fiancé is M.P.’

(28) Subject-initial order:
Ólafur Jónsson (. . .) Bróðir Ólafs er Jón Jónsson háskólanemi
Ó. J. brother Olaf’s is J. J. student
og unnusta hans er María Pálsdóttir.
and fiancé his is M. P.
‘O. J.i (. . .) O’si brother is J. J. student and hisi fiancé is M.P.’

As seen, the subject (‘his fiancé’) in the NI example in (27) refers to an imme-
diately preceding AS-Topic, Jón Jónsson, whereas the subject in the subject-
initial order in (28) refers to a prominent discourse topic, across the potential
topic Jón Jónsson.18 Overt subjects in clause-initial position (Spec,CP on stan-
dard accounts) thus have a stronger context-scanning capacity than both null
subjects in Spec,CP and overt subjects in NI.

18 The opposite coreference relations are much degraded, but the appropriate marking would
be # (semantically or pragmatically infelicitous) rather than * (ungrammatical). The example
in (27) is modelled on a parallel example in an obituary in Morgunblaðið 11 February 2017
(with different names).
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4 Concluding Discussion

Icelandic does not provide evidence for distinct structural positions for different
topic types (disregarding hanging topics). However, referential third person pro
drop in Old Icelandic (Type A), several types of topic drop (Type B) in Old and
Modern Icelandic, and Narrative Inversion, also in both Old and Modern Icelan-
dic, are all phenomena that are sensitive to topicality, either involving About-
ness-Shift topics or given topics or both, thus showing that different types of
topicality are active in this language.

Topicality has effects at the clausal level, but it is contextually precondi-
tioned, reflecting relations between discourse (the common ground) and the C
edge (plus the inner CP phase). It is thus a category of broad syntax (in the
sense of Sigurðsson 2014), rather than merely of narrow CP-internal syntax. If
Universal Grammar is defined as narrowly as in recent minimalist work topi-
cality is plausibly not part of it or provided by it. Nevertheless, it seems
uncontroversial that topicality is a universally available category or phenome-
non, suggesting that it is an interface third factor phenomenon (in the sense
of Chomsky 2005). That is, a phenomenon stemming from some universal ca-
pacity that is distinct from Universal Grammar but interacts with it in the
shaping of externalized grammar, differently so in different languages. Thus,
while the work of Frascarelli et al. suggests that Italian has developed distinct
structural C edge correlates with distinct topic types, this has not happened in
Icelandic. The fact that distinct types of topicality are nevertheless operative
in Icelandic grammar is one of many facts that raise the central question of
what principles steer the molding processes that build individual grammars
from the scratch of Universal Grammar and other conceptual/biological
subsystems.19

Acknowledgments: For helpful comments and discussions many thanks to
anonymous reviewers and Mara Frascarelli, Gisbert Fanselow, Werner Abra-
ham, Verner Egerland, and Valéria Molnár. The research for this paper is part
of a project on pronouns and pronoun features, partly funded by a grant from
Riksbankens Jubelumsfond, P15-0389:1.

19 I intentionally disregard linguistic input here (the second factor in Chomsky 2005). As ar-
gued in Sigurðsson (2011b) and related work, linguistic input is secondary in the development
of language.
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Verner Egerland

Apropos the Topic

On Topic-introducing Expressions in Swedish

Abstract: The inquiry into topicality calls for a deeper understanding of explicit
“topic markers” such as apropos and concerning, which are found in many if not
all the languages of Europe. From a syntactic perspective, phrases introduced by
such expressions are not identifiable with any of the construction types that alter
the information structure of the clause involving the left periphery. Thus, apropos
and concerning do not introduce a syntactically topicalized element, nor a dislo-
cated element, nor a hanging topic, given some commonly assumed criteria. In-
stead, it is argued here that phrases introduced by apropos and concerning
represent a fourth such construction type. From the view point of information
structure, apropos and concerning, and presumably similar topic-marking expres-
sions, differ in the sense that they lexicalize pragmatic features such as aboutness
and givenness in different ways. The argumentation is based on Swedish data and
limited to two such expressions: apropå ‘apropos’ and beträffande ‘concerning’.

Keywords: topicalization, dislocation, left dislocation, hanging topic, given-
ness, aboutness.

1 Introduction

While topicalization and dislocation have attracted much attention in the genera-
tive literature, less has been written about such lexical expressions that are used
to explicitly mark or introduce a topical element. Well-studied Germanic and Ro-
mance languages have a rather considerable repertory of such expressions, as for
instance English with respect to x, with regard to x, apropos x, concerning x, as for
x, speaking of x, regarding x, as far as x is concerned, just to mention some of them.
In traditional treatments, there has been a tendency to list such topic markers as
one rather homogeneous class, because they fall “within the same general area of
meaning” (Quirk et al. 1985: 706). If this had been the exhaustive characterization
of such a category, it would constitute a rather unusual case of lexical redundancy.
It is clear, however, that different subclasses can and should be recognized within
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this group of expressions. Such a categorization is of some importance for the fu-
ture inquiry into topic-related issues. It has been suggested, for instance, that a
topic test can be based on the substitution of the topic by expressions such as as
for x, or embedding of the utterance in about-sentences (Reinhart 1981: 64–65).
Such testing will presumably give variable results depending on which expres-
sions are used, and we might expect subtle cross-linguistic differences as well.

In this article, I discuss such ideas based on Swedish data. From a purely intui-
tive viewpoint, which remains to be spelled out in detail, the Swedish words apropå
‘apropos’ and beträffande ‘concerning’ introduce topicalization as in (1)–(2).

(1) Apropå Johan, han kommer imorgon.
APROPOS John he comes tomorrow
‘Speaking of John, he’s coming tomorrow.’

(2) Beträffande Johan, han kommer imorgon.
CONCERNING John he comes tomorrow
‘As far as John is concerned, he’s coming tomorrow.’

The purpose of this study is two-fold: First, I show that these expressions do not
straightforwardly correspond to those topicalization and dislocation structures
that have been identified and analyzed in the syntactic literature. Second, from
the perspective of information structure, I argue that the expressions in question
are grammatical markers of pragmatic notions such as aboutness and givenness.

Swedish beträffande comes from German betreffen, while apropå is a borrow-
ing from French à propos. Both words, and apropå in particular, have several
cognates among Germanic and Romance languages. Even if some basic proper-
ties of such expressions are consistent across the languages where such words
are attested, there may of course be cross-linguistic variation with respect to
some syntactic and pragmatic patterns. The comparative analysis, however, goes
beyond present aims: Although some comparative remarks will be made as we
proceed, the argumentation presented here is based on Swedish data. 1

From now on and throughout this paper, I refer to the fronted constituent
introduced by apropå in (1) as the APROPOS TOPIC (APT), and that of (2) as the
CONCERNING TOPIC (CNT).2 Section 2 presents an overview of the syntactic

1 Hence, I will not explore to what extent these topic introducers are similar to topic markers
such as wa in Japanese (cf. Kuno 1973, and subsequent work).
2 In the glosses, I have chosen to translate apropå with English apropos and beträffande with
concerning. This choice serves practical purposes, but is not intended to mean that I expect the
English words to be equivalents to the Swedish ones in every regard. Part of the interest in this
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properties of APTs and CNTs in Swedish, while section 3 contains a discussion
of their pragmatic properties.

2 The Syntactic Properties of APT/CNT

In 2.1, I first discuss some general properties of these constructions, showing that
both APTs and CNTs can be realized sentence externally and sentence inter-
nally.3 In 2.2–2.3, I argue that the APT/CNT does not unambiguously correspond
to any of the three topicalization strategies commonly recognized in the syntactic
literature: they are neither topicalizations, dislocations, nor hanging topics.

2.1 The Two Surface Realizations of APT/CNT

To begin with, consider that the APT and the CNT in Swedish are compatible
with two different word order patterns. In (3a-b), the introducing APT/CNT is
followed by unmarked word order (subject-verb) in the matrix. In (4a-b), on the
other hand, we see subject inversion triggered by the APT/CNT.4

(3) a. Apropå Johan, han kommer imorgon.
APROPOS John he comes tomorrow

field of research lies precisely in the fact that, at present, we do not know to what extent these
words are each other’s equivalents.
3 The term “construction” will be used throughout in a purely descriptive fashion, without
implications as to the theoretical status of the concept “construction”.
4 As pointed out to me by Elisabeth Engdahl (p.c.), and other native speaker consultants,
some speakers prefer inserting the adverbial element så between the APT and the finite verb
in an example such as (i), corresponding to (4a), though not in (ii), which corresponds to (3a).

(i) Apropå Johan så träffar jag honom imorgon.
APROPOS John so see I him tomorrow
‘Apropos John, I’ll meet him tomorrow.’

(ii) *Apropå Johan, så jag träffar honom imorgon.
APROPOS John so I see him tomorrow

I believe the status of (i) and (4a) is a matter of rather idiosyncratic variation, which has no bear-
ing on the following discussion. It should be noticed that the element in question, så, in many
Scandinavian varieties frequently attaches to the finite verb when the sentence-initial position is
occupied by adverbial elements (Egerland and Falk 2010; Nordström 2010; Eide 2011).
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b. Beträffande Johan, han kommer imorgon.
CONCERNING John he comes tomorrow

(4) a. Apropå Johan kommer han imorgon.
APROPOS John comes he tomorrow

b. Beträffande Johan kommer han imorgon
CONCERNING Johan comes he tomorrow
‘Apropos/concerning John, he’s coming tomorrow.’ = (3a-b), (4a-b)

There are two surface differences between (3a-b) and (4a-b), namely word order
and intonation. In (3a-b), there is a prosodic break between the APT/CNT and the
following matrix that is, typical of a left dislocation or a hanging topic structure.
In examples (4a-b), on the other hand, there is no such break, but rather we find
the intonation contour of topicalization. There is no prosodic difference between
APT and CNT: The intended intonation patterns corresponding to (3a-b) and (4a-
b) are those illustrated in (5) and (6), respectively:

(5)

beträffande

75

300

100

150

200

250

Pi
tc

h 
(H

z)

Time (s)
5.561 9.636

7.37969773
CNT1

Johan han kommer i morgon
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(6)

beträffande Johan kommer han i morgon

75

300

100

150

200

250

Pi
tc

h 
(H

z)

Time (s)
4.138 7.089

6.12382063
CNT2

In (5), the introductory constituent and the following matrix have separate pitch
accents. Observe the fall-raise contour on Johan as well as on the main verb
kommer. On the contrary, in (6), the clausal pitch falls only on the DP (Johan).5 As-
suming that such patterns translate into syntactic structure, I suggest that this dis-
tinction be spelled out as in the two structures in (7) and (8). Thus, in (7) the APT/
CNT are external to the clausal structure while in (8), they are integrated into it:

(7)

APT/CNT

APT/CNT

C’

C’

C

Subject

Subject

CP

CP(8)

TP

C TP

Verb

Verb

5 In addition, there may or may not be an accent on the final PP imorgon ‘tomorrow’. This is
not directly relevant for the present discussion.
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I assume that, in (7), the APT/CNT is situated in a left peripheral position,
which, for the moment, I assume is a Topic Phrase external to the nuclear
clause (cf. Rizzi 1997), though the precise nature of this projection remains
unclear. In (8), given that Swedish is a V2 language, the subject-verb inver-
sion is an indication that APT/CNT is in [Spec,C] following the analysis of
Swedish sentence structure of, for example, Platzack (1986) and Holmberg
and Platzack (1995).

Although here I do not attempt a cross-linguistic survey, it should be
pointed out that the double possibility illustrated in (7) and (8) is not a general
property of V2-languages. In German, for instance, subject inversion as in (9b)
is not acceptable:6,7

(9) a. Apropos Johan, ich treffe ihn morgen.
APROPOS John I meet him tomorrow
‘Apropos John, I will meet him tomorrow.’

b. *Apropos Johan treffe ich ihn morgen.
APROPOS John see I him tomorrow

There is a further difference between Swedish and German on this point: in
Swedish, APT/CNT can appear in an embedded clause, as in (10):

(10) Hon sa att hon apropå/beträffande Johan
she said that she APROPOS/CONCERNING John
inte ville träffa honom igen.
not wanted to-see him again
‘Apropos John, she said that she didn't want to see him again.’

6 Despite the fact that the contrasts illustrated in (3a-b) and (4a-b), as well as the differences
between Swedish and German mentioned in the text, are quite obvious, I know of no previous
treatment of this phenomenon in the syntactic literature.
7 An anonymous reviewer points out that (i) is acceptable in his/her variety of German, unlike
the example (9b):

(i) Hans betreffend werde ich mit Maria reden.
Hans concerning will I with Maria speak
‘Concerning Hans, I will speak with Mary (about him).’

This fact may be taken to suggest that, in the relevant variety of German, Hans betreffend
(‘concerning Hans’) can be topicalized when it is selected by a verb such as reden ‘to speak
(about)’. I will not pursue this idea in this article.
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Such a construction is ungrammatical in German, as in (11):

(11) *Sie sagte, dass sie apropos Johan
she said that she APROPOS John
ihn nicht mehr sehen wollte
him not anymore to-see wanted

It should be noticed that the Swedish example (10) has the word order of a subor-
dinate clause: the finite V appears lower than negation (Holmberg and Platzack
1995). That this is indeed a case of subordination is further suggested by the fact
that the interpretation of APT/CNT in embedded environments is subject to logo-
phoric shift in the sense of, for example, Speas and Tenny (2003), and Reuland
(2006). In (12), the APT/CNT is speaker oriented: trivially, APT/CNT relates to the
speaker’s discourse. On the other hand, in (13), where APT/CNT are embedded in
the complement of the verb say, both relate to the grammatical subject’s previous
discourse:8

(12) Apropå / beträffande Johan, hon träffade honom igår.
APROPOS / CONCERNING John she met him yesterday
speaker orientation

(13) Hon sa att hon apropå/beträffande Johan
she said that she APROPOS/CONCERNING John
hade träffat honom dagen innan.
had met him day-DET before
subject orientation

8 Note that such shifting typically occurs when the governing verb is a verb of saying, as in
(13)–(14). If, as in (i), the main clause predicate is she did not regret, for instance, the logo-
phoric shift is blocked.

(i) ??Hon ångrade inte att hon apropå/beträffande Johan
she regretted not that she APROPOS/CONCERNING John
hade träffat honom dagen innan.
had met him day-DET before
‘She didn't regret that she, apropos John, had seen him the day before.’

To the extent that such a reference can be established, the APT/CNT of (i) relates to the
speaker and not to the embedded subject. However, the acceptability of (i) is downgraded in
my opinion.
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Interestingly, when the APT/CNT appears in clause initial position, (hence, in
[Spec,C] by assumption) both interpretations are available as given in (14):

(14) Apropå/beträffande Johan sa hon att hon
APROPOS/CONCERNING John said she that she
hade träffat honom dagen innan.
had met him day-DET before
subject/speaker orientation
‘Apropos John, she said that she had met him the day before.’

This can be taken to suggest that the surface structure of (14) is compatible
with two different derivations: One in which the APT/CNT belongs to the main
clause, where it refers to the speaker, and one in which the APT/CNT, instead,
has moved from the subordinate clause. In its surface position, then, the APT/
CNT maintains the interpretation it acquires under embedding and is thus re-
constructed in its basic position.9

Hence, by assumption, the acceptability of (14), in its relevant reading, is
linked to that of (13), while both of (13) and (14) are acceptable because of the
possibility of integrating the APT/CNT into the syntactic structure, as in (4). It
thus makes sense that the examples (4), (13), and (14) are all possible (as in
Swedish) or are all excluded (as in German).

Lastly, note that the intonational contour illustrated in (5) and (6) is com-
patible with the claim of, for example, Jacobs (1984), Krifka (2001), and Bianchi
and Frascarelli (2010), that certain instances of topic can be regarded as illocu-
tions, assuming that “topic selection is (. . .) an initiating speech act that re-
quires a subsequent speech act, like an assertion, question, command, or curse
about the entity that was selected” (Krifka 2001: 25). In fact, when the APT/CNT
appears in the left periphery, [Spec,C] remains available for wh-elements. APT/
CNT, thus, can introduce questions as in (15):

(15) Apropå/beträffande Johan, vem har sett honom på sistone?
APROPOS/CONCERNING John who has seen him lately
‘Apropos John, who has seen him lately?’

9 In this sense, there is a certain similarity between the derivation of the ATP/CNT in (14) and
the formal movement of scrambled elements to the Comp-field in Frey’s (2006) account, as
well as Holmberg’s (2006: 560) analysis of Stylistic Fronting. It is not excluded that the surface
position of APT/CNT in (14), a high position of the midfield, can be identified with the target
site of scrambled elements in German. However, this possibility will not be explored further
here.
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On the other hand, the APT/CNT integrated in sentence structure appears to
have the distribution of an adverbial phrase.

The question then arises whether APT/CNT can be identified with any of
the topicalization or dislocation constructions that have been thoroughly dis-
cussed and analyzed in the syntactic literature. These are briefly presented in
section 2.2, and subsequently compared with APT/CNT in 2.3.

2.2 Topicalization, Dislocation, and Hanging Topics

Following standard assumptions (Ross 1967; Cinque 1990; van Riemsdijk
1997; Alexiadou 2006, among many others), I assume that there are three
major construction types that alter the information structure of an assertive
sentence by involving the left periphery: topicalization, dislocation, and
hanging topics.

First, syntactic topicalization structures are analyzed as an A’-dependency
holding between the topicalized element in sentence initial position and its
trace, licensed as a variable. In a V2 language such as Swedish, topicalization
obligatorily triggers subject inversion. In Swedish, the structure is associated
with contrast:

(16) Johani träffar jag ti imorgon.
Johni meet I ti tomorrow
‘John, I will meet tomorrow.’

Second, the dislocation structure does not involve the nuclear clause; for in-
stance, it has been analyzed as base generation in the left periphery (Cinque
1990) or as displacement at PF (Erteschik-Shir 2006, 2007). The dislocated ele-
ment is repeated by a resumptive pronoun internal to the clause. The following
matrix clause has the canonical subject-verb word order:

(17) Johan, jag träffar honom imorgon.
John I see him tomorrow
‘John, I will meet him tomorrow.’

Third, the hanging topic is placed in the left periphery but, unlike dislocation,
does not need to be syntactically connected with the matrix (e.g. Alexiadou
2006). Thus, in an example such as (18), the hanging topic is not introduced by
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a preposition despite the fact that it refers to an oblique argument in the
matrix:10

(18) (Ja) den där restaurangen (ja), dit går jag gärna tillbaka.
(yes) that there restaurant-DET (yes) there go I willingly back
‘Well, that restaurant, I’d like to go back there.’

At the surface, the APT/CNT in the peripheral position of (7) is similar to dislo-
cation or hanging topics, while the APT/CNT in [Spec,C] in (8) superficially
looks like topicalization. However, neither of these analyses can be defended as
argued in 2.3–2.5.

2.3 APT/CNT and Topicalization

In section 2.1, I speculated that the APT/CNT can undergo movement from an
embedded clause to the matrix. However, the topical element itself, John in
(19), clearly does not undergo A’-movement. First, John does not leave behind a
trace analyzed as a variable:

(19) *Apropå/beträffande Johani träffade jag ti igår.
APROPOS/CONCERNING Johni met I ti yesterday

Second, the APT/CNT does not give raise to weak crossover effects (Postal
1971). Take for instance example (20), in which the possessive his cannot be in-
terpreted as referring to the topicalized argument Dickens. In the APT/CNT-con-
struction in (21) there is no such effect:

(20) *Dickensi gjorde hansi roman om Pickwick ti berömd.
Dickensi made hisi novel about Pickwick ti famous

(21) Apropå/beträffande Dickensi
APROPOS/CONCERNING Dickensi
gjorde hansi roman om Pickwick honomi berömd.
made hisi novel about Pickwick himi famous
‘Apropos Dickens, his novel about Pickwick made him famous.’

10 The hanging topic in Swedish is often introduced by some marker such as ja ‘yes’ which
can appear on either side of the topic as is shown in (18) (cf. English well in the gloss of (18)).
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Hence, the APT/CNT does not involve an A’-dependency.
Third, recall that the APT/CNT in Swedish can appear inside an embedded

clause, as in (10), here repeated as (22). Topicalization cannot target this posi-
tion, as shown in (23):

(22) Hon sa att hon apropå Johan inte ville träffa honom igen.
she said that she APROPOS John not wanted meet him again
‘Apropos John, she said that she didn’t want to see him again.’

(23) *Hon sa att hon JOHAN inte ville träffa igen.
she said that she JOHN not wanted meet again

Hence, we can conclude that the embedded APT/CNT appears in a position
which is not available for topicalized elements. I conclude from this that APT/
CNT is not a topicalization structure.

2.4 APT/CNT and Left-Dislocation

As we have seen, the APT/CNT in its left peripheral position is superficially sim-
ilar to left dislocation, but this analysis can be excluded as well. The APT/CNT
is not syntactically connected with the following matrix. Consider the examples
in (24)–(27):

(24) Apropå/beträffande Johan, jag är trött på att låna honom pengar.
APROPOS/CONCERNING John I am tired of to lend him money
‘Apropos/concerning John, I’m tired of lending him money.’

(25) Apropå/beträffande Maria,
APROPOS/CONCERNING Mary
jag kom på att jag måste köpa henne en present.
I came on that I must buy her a gift
‘Apropos/concerning Mary, it came to my mind that I have to buy her a
gift.’

(26) *Apropå/beträffande till Johan,
APROPOS/CONCERNING to John
jag är trött på att låna honom pengar.
I am tired of to lend him money
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(27) *Apropå/beträffande till Maria,
APROPOS/CONCERNING to Mary
jag kom på att jag måste köpa henne en present.
I came on that I must buy her a gift

The APT/CNT in (24)–(25) is not introduced by prepositions although the corre-
sponding elements in the nuclear clause are PPs.

A PP is not entirely excluded, namely in a case such as (28), in which the PP
till Maria ‘to Mary’ echoes the PP from the immediately preceding discourse. In
(28), the prepositional APT is slightly marginal but not unacceptable in my
opinion:

(28) A: I går ringde jag till Maria.
yesterday called I to Mary

B: ?Apropå till Maria, jag måste köpa henne en present.
APROPOS to Mary I must buy her a gift

Example (28), when considered in contrast to the examples (26)–(27), shows
two things: First, the PP in the APT is not syntactically connected with the fol-
lowing matrix, but rather is retrieved from the previous context. Second, any
restriction on the lexical items appearing in the construction does not derive
from selectional properties of the APT/CNT.

I conclude from this section that the APT/CNT is not an instance of
dislocation.

2.5 APT/CNT and Hanging Topic

Having excluded that the APT/CNT is a case of topicalization or dislocation, the
remaining alternative is that it is a hanging topic.11 But such an analysis, too,
faces problems when confronted with the data. Hanging topics are subject to a

11 An anonymous reviewer suggests that the Left Dislocation and the Hanging Topic may not
be radically different “constructions”, as argued in Altmann (1981). I do not believe such a dis-
tinction is crucial for the present argumentation: Regardless of whether the two are to be un-
derstood as one construction or two distinct ones, it is quite clear that APT/CNT is structurally
different from both.
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restriction of ordering in the sense that they only appear in the sentence initial
position (29), as discussed by e.g. Benincà, Salvi and Frison (1988: 133).

(29) Den där restaurangen, jag går gärna tillbaka dit.
that there restaurant-DET I go willingly back there
‘That restaurant, I’d go back there.’

(30) *Jag går gärna tillbaka dit, den där restaurangen.
I go willingly back there that there restaurant-DET

On the contrary, the APT can appear not only to the left but also to the right of
the matrix, as in (31):

(31) Jag går gärna tillbaka dit, apropå/beträffande den där
I go willingly back there APROPOS/CONCERNING that there
restaurangen
restaurant-DET

Furthermore, recall that the APT/CNT can appear in a sentence internal position,
as in (32). Again, the difference with respect to the hanging topic (33) is obvious:

(32) Hon sa att hon apropå/beträffande lägenhet hade hittat en
She said that she APRS/CONC apartment had found one
i centrum.
in centre
‘Apropos an apartment, she said that she had found one in the town
center.’

(33) *Hon sa att hon, lägenhet, hade hittat en i centrum.
she said that she apartment had found one in centre

Such a contrast excludes a hanging topic analysis of the APT/CNT.

2.6 Summary

The APT/CNT-constructions cannot unambiguously be identified with any of
the three syntactic dependencies taken into consideration. The APT/CNT is nei-
ther topicalized through A’-movement, nor dislocated, nor a hanging topic.
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The crucial syntactic properties that have been assumed as criteria are summa-
rized in the following Table 112:

As is clear from this table, along with the three construction types that are com-
monly assumed to alter the information structure by involving the periphery, the
APT/CNT must be recognized as a fourth type. Within this category, a further dis-
tinction can be made between the two syntactic realizations illustrated in (7) and
(8). It is evident that the APT/CNT cannot be reduced to any of the former three
constructions. I now turn to the pragmatic interpretation of the APT/CNT.

3 The Pragmatic Properties of apropos-topics and
concerning-Topics

From a syntactic view point, there are no differences between the APT and
the CNT. However, the two expressions show pragmatic differences in a way

Table 1: Syntactic Properties of Topicalization and Dislocation Constructions.

Involves A’-
movement

Shows syntactic
connectedness

with the following
matrix

Can appear
clause-finally

Can appear
clause-internally

(in an embedding)

Topicalization + + − −

Dislocation − + + −

Hanging Topic − − − −

APT/CNT ex. () − − + −

APT/CNT ex. () − − − +

12 The table summarizes the empirical observations on Swedish. It should be noted that, in
Swedish, topicalization can target the position immediately to the right of the subordinater att
‘that’, as in (i):

(i) Hon sa att JOHAN vill hon aldrig träffa igen.
she said that JOHN wants she never meet again
‘She said that, John she never wants to see again.’

But the acceptability of (i) is irrelevant here: The word order in the clause following the top-
icalization is clearly that of a main clause (see e.g. Julien 2015 and references cited therein).
Hence, (i) is not an example of topicalization in an embedding.
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that justifies a distinction between two different classes of topic markers.
These two classes differ systematically with regard to information structure,
as is discussed in 3.1–3.2.

3.1 “Explicit” Givenness

The first difference resides in the fact that CNTs can introduce a new element, a
kind of subtopic, into the discourse, whereas APTs do not have any such prop-
erty. Consider the following two examples in relation to the context:

[Context: We had a lovely week in Greece. The weather was beautiful and
the food was good, and (. . .)]

(34) (. . .) beträffande hotellet var det utmärkt.
CONCERNING hotel-DET was it excellent

‘(. . .) concerning the hotel, it was excellent.’

(35) *(. . .) apropå hotellet var det utmärkt.
APROPOS hotel-DET was it excellent

‘(. . . ) apropos the hotel, it was excellent.’

In the context of (34)–(35), the hotel has not actually been mentioned. It is a dis-
course-new element, at most inferred from the general description and could per-
haps count as “old information” by virtue of predictability (e.g. Prince 1981: 226).
Note however, that what CNT introduces is not actually Topic Shift: If the overarch-
ing topic of the discourse is the trip to Greece, some information about the hotel
may be expected and, say, given by association. However, this associative link to
the context is not sufficient to introduce the hotel as an APT. It seems that the
apropå-construction actually requires explicit mention of the topic in the preceding
discourse. This in turn means that, by these two expressions, the APT and the CNT,
a distinction is lexicalized between topics that are given in the sense of being explic-
itlymentioned, and those that aremerely inferred, such as hotel in (34)–(35).

3.2 Aboutness

The second difference between APTs and CNTs has to do with the aboutness
topic of the following matrix (Reinhart 1981: 63). The APT gives a deviant an-
swer to a question such as (36):
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(36) A: Vad kan du berätta om Johan?
what can you tell about John
‘What can you tell me about John?’

B: ?Apropå Johan (kan jag berätta att) han har nytt jobb
APROPOS John (can I tell that) he has new job
‘Apropos John, I can tell you that he’s got a new job.’

The CNT, on the other hand, provides a perfectly acceptable answer in the
same context:

(37) B: Beträffande Johan (kan jag berätta att) han har nytt jobb
CONCERNING John (can I tell that) he has new job
‘Concerning John, I can tell you that he’s got a new job.’

The CNT is clearly preferred over the APT if the following sentence is actually
about John.

Furthermore, consider examples such as (38)–(39). Here, the APT presents
a Topic, John, which must have been previously mentioned but has a purely
associative link with the content of the matrix.

(38) Apropå Johan träffade jag Maria igår.
APROPOS John met I Mary yesterday
‘Speaking of John, yesterday I met Mary.’

(39) Apropå Johan, nu regnar det igen.
APROPOS John now rains it again
‘Speaking of John, now it’s raining again.’

The example (38) implies that there is some connection between John and Mary,
while (39) suggests that I for some reason associate John with poor weather. In
other words, there is no requirement on aboutness continuity with regard to the
matrix (Prince 1998, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007). Importantly, such a radi-
cal shift is not acceptable with the CNT, as is clear from (40)–(41):

(40) *Beträffande Johan träffade jag Maria igår.
CONCERNING John met I Mary yesterday

(41) *Beträffande Johan, nu regnar det igen.
CONCERNING John now rains it again
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This means that, if I start out by saying beträffande Johan ‘concerning John’,
whatever follows must be about John. A further consequence of this difference
is that the APT can introduce a thetic sentence while the CNT cannot.13

It appears, then, that one of the constructions is the mirror image of the
other: The referent of the APT must have been mentioned in the previous dis-
course; it may or may not be present in the following matrix. The referent of the
CNT may or may not have been previously mentioned; it must be present in the
following matrix. Syntactically, the generalization can be formally expressed as
in (42)–(43):

(42) xi (. . .) [APT TOPICi [CP . . . (xi) . . .]]

(43) (xi) (. . .) [CNT TOPICi [CP . . . xi . . .]]

From the view point of information structure, the difference between the APT
and the CNT lies in the topical features that they lexicalize. Consider that Fras-
carelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), as well as Bianchi and Franscarelli (2010), distin-
guish between three different types of Topics: Aboutness Topics, Contrastive
Topics, and Given Topics. What (42)–(43) translates into, essentially, is a claim
that the APT is associated with a feature of Givenness, while the CNT comes

13 In fact, the idiomatic expression apropå ingenting ‘apropos nothing’ is used to introduce an
entirely new sentence under maximal focus, as in (i):

(i) Apropå ingenting solen skiner.
APROPOS nothing sun-DET shines
‘Apropos nothing, the sun is shining.’

The equivalent construction with the CNT is unacceptable:

(ii) *Beträffande ingenting, solen skiner.
CONCERNING nothing sun-DET shines

The expression in (i) is rather exceptional in that it seems to contradict the generalization that
the APT is always retrieved from preceding discourse. However, the expression in this case is
used to signal a “radical aboutness shift”, in the sense that nothing in the preceding discourse
is directly relevant for the following statement.

That (i) indeed exemplifies an idiomatic usage is further suggested by the fact that non-
referential expressions cannot productively be used in such a context.

(iii) *Apropå vemsomhelst, (. . .)
APROPOS anybody
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with a feature of Aboutness, in the sense of Aboutness continuity with regard to
the matrix. Aboutness Shift, on the contrary, is compatible with the APT. Inter-
estingly, none of these expressions easily combine with contrastiveness. Con-
sider the examples in (44)–(45):

(44) ?Apropå Johan såg jag honom inte. Men Maria.
APROPOS John saw I him not but Mary
‘Apropos John, I didn’t see him. But Mary.’

(45) ?Beträffande Johan såg jag honom inte. Men Maria.
CONCERNING John saw I him not but Mary
‘Concerning John, I didn’t see him. But Mary.’

In (44)–(45), the APT/CNT is retrieved by a weak pronoun in the matrix. It is
indeed difficult in these cases to construct the intended contrast between John
and Mary.14 If, instead, strong pronouns are used, as in (46)–(47), the contrast
is easily interpretable:

(46) Apropå Johan såg jag inte HONOM. Men Maria.
APROPOS John saw I not HIM but Mary
‘Apropos John, I didn’t see HIM. But Mary.’

(47) Beträffande Johan såg jag inte HONOM. Men Maria.
CONCERNING John saw I not HIM but Mary
‘Concerning John, I didn’t see HIM. But Mary.’

Not unexpectedly, this shows that the relevant contrastive feature lies in the
nature of the pronoun, not in the APT/CNT. In other words, the content of APT/
CNTs is not contrasted with anything in the sentence.

There is, however, no evidence in Swedish for a hierarchical ordering of
such features, and in this sense, Swedish differs from the analysis of Italian in
Frascarelli (2007) and Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007). It is clear, by now,
that the APT and the CNT, despite their pragmatic differences, have the same
distribution, both in the matrix and in the subordinate clause.

14 Rather, in my opinion, both of (44) and (45) tend to the irrelevant reading ‘I didn’t see
John, but Mary did’. Hence a contrast is established with the matrix subject, not with the
APT/CNT.
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6 Final Remarks

The survey of topic marking expressions in Swedish has been limited to two
classes of expressions, apropå ‘apropos’ and beträffande ‘concerning’, defined
APT and CNT respectively. The APT and the CNT share the same syntactic and
intonational properties. In particular, they have two surface realizations: One
of these is integrated into the clause, it has essentially the distribution of an
adverbial and is not attested in a closely related V2-language such as German.
The other one, which is structurally more similar to its equivalents in German
(as well as many other languages) is external to the nuclear clause structure,
and perhaps analyzable as an independent speech act.

None of these realizations can be identified with any of the construction types
that are commonly assumed to alter the information structure of a sentence by in-
volving its peripheries: Topicalization, Dislocation, and Hanging Topic. Therefore,
APT/CNT-structures must be recognized as a fourth class of such expressions.

The difference between the APT and the CNT lies in the way they lexicalize
pragmatic features: the CNT imposes aboutness continuity with regard to the
main clause, whereas the APT signals givenness and aboutness shift.

A cross-linguistic survey is left for future research. It remains to be seen to
what extent some general observations on topic marking expressions in Swed-
ish may to carry over to other Germanic and Romance languages. Lastly, it is
clearly possible that we can identify not only two but more subclasses among
such topic markers that have not been discussed in this paper.
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Valéria Molnár, Hélène Vinckel-Roisin

Discourse Topic vs. Sentence Topic
Exploiting the Right Periphery of German
Verb-second Sentences

Abstract: Exploring the interface between discourse structure and syntax, the
present study addresses the relationship between discourse topicality and
marked word order in German V2-sentences. It takes as its point of departure
two manifestations of a highly marked syntactic structure at the right periphery
of the German sentence: the ‘extraposition’ (also called ‘unbracketing’,
Ausklammerung in German grammars) and the ‘right-dislocation’ (Rechtsver-
setzung). In both cases, verbless constituents like PPs and NPs appear beyond
the right frontier of the sentence (created by a closure-marking final element),
in the ‘extended postfield’ (Nachfeld).

On the basis of a corpus collected from German contemporary newspapers
(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and Süddeutsche Zeitung), we will show that
these two right-peripheral syntactic strategies ‘extraposition’ and ‘right-disloca-
tion’ can have the same discourse function, despite different syntactic and pro-
sodic/typographic features. They indicate that the referent of the right-peripheral
constituent (NP or PP) is salient and highly relevant for the whole discourse. It
functions as the ‘discourse topic referent’, i.e. the discourse referent that is most
stably activated in the mental representation of each discourse segment. We
claim that both investigated strategies are relevant ‘forward-looking’ devices
(often in a combination with ‘backward-looking’ strategies), guaranteeing refer-
ential coherence in discourse by imposing certain constraints on the subsequent
and/or previous discourse segment(s).

Keywords: discourse topic, sentence topic, postfield, (mental) salience, extra-
position, unbracketing, right-dislocation

1 Introduction

In our study we will discuss the notion of discourse topic at the interface of dis-
course and syntax, demonstrating its relevance for creating a coherent text and
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investigating its relation to certain language specific syntactic and prosodic
means in German. The notion of discourse topic is, however, an elusive concept
in text linguistics and in information structural research. The difficulties in
its definition arise both from the discourse perspective and from the interface
perspective, since it is very hard to identify its functional load and to find
systematic patterns for the formal realization of this notion. We will, however,
argue that the right-peripheral position outside the verbal bracket of the
German sentence – the so-called ‘postfield’ (Nachfeld) – can play a prominent
role in marking discourse topicality and contribute to strengthening of
coherence relations in texts.

The structures under investigation can be considered as the two most
important right peripheral syntactic phenomena of the German sentence,
‘unbracketing’ (Ausklammerung) and ‘right-dislocation’ (Rechtsversetzung).
Unbracketed and right-dislocated constituents are placed in different parts of
the postfield in the German sentence as a result of different syntactic opera-
tions: movement or base-generation. Movement is assumed to be relevant only
for unbracketing where similarly to ‘extraposition’ (possible in other languages
like English) a constituent is pushed to the right edge of the sentence leaving
behind a trace. In contrast, right-dislocated constituents are base-generated
sentence-externally and are connected to a pronominal copy in the middle field
or in the prefield of the sentence.

Sentential constituents like subordinated sentences with object function
are often ‘extraposed’,1 and the placement on the right periphery is also the
preferred alternative for relative clauses. According to a generally accepted
claim, no special discourse effects arise in these cases of preferred or “gram-
maticalized” postfield placement. In contrast, unbracketed or right-dislocated
NPs and PPs in the postfield or in the so-called ‘extended postfield’2 are
regarded as marked structures with special discourse functions (see the discus-
sion below in section 3).

In our study we will focus on the two above mentioned types of postfield-
structures – unbracketing and right-dislocation of non-sentential constituents
in German contemporary newspapers – illustrated below in examples (1)

1 Unbracketing is typical for subordinated sentences (see Inaba 2007, Duden 4. Die Grammatik
2016: 897–898 § 1386). The occurrence of sentential constituents in the middle field is highly
marked and in case of finite sentential constituents without correlates often ungrammatical
(see for example Zifonun, Hoffmann, and Strecker 1997: 1651).
2 See Zifonun’s (2015) proposal for the differentiation of the postfield and for the introduction
of the notion “extended postfield” in section 3 below.
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and (2).3 By analysing attested instances of these right-peripheral structures we
will reconsider their functional load from the ‘global’, textual perspective, pay-
ing special attention to their impact on the development of the discourse. In
example (1) the unbracketed PP mit Christian Wulff on the right periphery dis-
plays a high degree of integration into the rest of the sentence, both on the syn-
tactic and on the prosodic level, here supported by the lack of use of the
punctuation mark comma.4 (Postfield constituents are marked in boldface.)

(1) Man kann Mitleid haben mit Christian Wulff.
one can compassion have with Christian Wulff
‘One can have compassion with Christian Wulff.’
(sueddeutsche.de, 05.01.2012) 5

In example (2) the right-dislocated NP der Kanzlerkandidat der SPD can be
regarded as an ‘apposition equivalent’ in the sense of Zifonun (2015: 40), since
it is both coreferent and case congruent with the pronoun er ‘he’ in the middle
field (also in boldface).6

(2) Was hat er eigentlich gesagt, der Kanzlerkandidat der SPD?
what has he really said the chancellor candidate GEN SPD
‘What did he really say, the chancellor candidate of SPD?’
(faz.net, 30.12.2012)7

3 Unbracketed constituents in the postfield are generally prepositional phrases. However, the
investigation of their discourse function in this study concentrates on the referential and dis-
course properties of the NP within the PP.
4 Cf. for example Lambert (1976), Altmann (1981: 46), Hoberg (1981: 188), Zahn (1991), Filpus
(1994), Zifonun, Hoffmann, and Strecker (1997: 1649–1650), Duden 4. Die Grammatik (2016: 897 §
1386).
5 Example (1) is embedded in the following text:

(1 §) Man kann Mitleid haben mit Christian Wulff. Er ist nicht, wie es seinem Amtseid ent-
spräche, damit beschäftigt, Schaden vom Volk abzuwenden, sondern Schaden von sich selbst. Er
verbraucht all seine Kraft damit, sich zu erklären und seine Fehler zu entschuldigen.
(1 §) ‘One can have compassion with Christian Wulff. He is not, as would be in keeping
with his oath of office, occupied with averting harm from the people, but with averting
harm from himself. He expends all his energy on vindicating himself, and excusing his
mistakes.’

6 This phenomenon is subsumed under the category Thematisierungsausdruck (‘thematizing
expression’) in the IDS-Grammatik (Zifonun, Hoffman, and Strecker 1997: 1647).
7 Example (2) is embedded in the following text:

(1 §) Was hat er eigentlich gesagt, der Kanzlerkandidat der SPD? (. . .)
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The right-dislocated NP is generally separated from the host sentence prosodically,
indicated by a (micro-)pause in front of the right-dislocated NP in oral language and
a comma in written language. As argued by Averintseva-Klisch (2007 and 2009) this
structure has generally two basic types; it can be used for the clarification of referen-
tial identity (as Rechtsversetzungs-Nachtrag), or for discourse topic marking (as Re-
chtsversetzung in the strict sense).8 Since the referent of the NPs is already
introduced in the first sentence of the text in the above-mentioned case, the function
of right-dislocation cannot simply be the disambiguation of pronominal reference;
rather, in example (2), themarking of the discourse topic seems relevant.

Our claim is that particularly short non-sentential constituents in the postfield
of the German sentence, both in case of right-dislocation and unbracketing, can
have relevance for the whole text or for larger sections of it. In our paper, we would
like to concentrate on the common functional features of these two marked right-
peripheral structures, despite certain above-mentioned syntactic and
prosodic differences.9 From the ‘local’ perspective they are both related to the host
sentence, and are relevant for marking prominence in it (see also sections 6 and 7
below). The right-peripheral constituent can either carry the nuclear focus of the
sentence or mark a postnuclear secondary focus in both structures. They are also
very similar with respect to their discourse function since they can both indicate dis-
course topicality.10

The specific discourse function of non-sentential postfield constituents is,
however, dependent on the location of the sentence (containing the postfield

(2 §) Peer Steinbrück beklagt sich über die zu niedrige Vergütung des Jobs, den er im kom-
menden Herbst anstrebt, heißt es nun. (. . .)
(11 §) Steinbrück und das liebe Geld – der Kanzlerkandidat wird das Thema einfach nicht los.
(. . .) Das ist umso prekärer, als er es im Wahlkampf mit einer Kanzlerin zu tun bekommt, die
ihm auch in dieser Hinsicht keine Angriffsfläche bietet.

(1 §) ‘What did he really say, the chancellor candidate of the SPD? (. . .)
(2 §) Peer Steinbrück complains about the low salary of the job that he is aiming for next
autumn, it is now said (. . .)
(11 §) Steinbrück and the dear money – the chancellor candidate simply cannot get away
from this topic. This is all the more awkward as in the election campaign he will have to
deal with a chancellor who presents him with no weak spot in this respect either.

8 “Afterthought” is also mentioned as a possible function of right-dislocation by Averintseva-
Klisch (2007) and Truckenbrodt (2016).
9 In this article we will focus on the common discourse function of unbracketing and right-dis-
location since this aspect has not been investigated in research yet.
10 It is important to point out that the assumed function of postfield constituents as discourse
topic markers is only one of several possible functions (see for an overview section 3.2. below).
However, other discourse functions are not taken into consideration in this study.
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constituent) in relation to other sentences in the text. As our empirical analysis
will show, in a sentence at the beginning of a text, noun phrases or preposi-
tional phrases in the postfield announce the discourse topic and serve as for-
ward-looking devices, imposing constraints on the continuation of the
subsequent segments. In contrast, in a sentence concluding a text,
noun phrases or prepositional phrases in the postfield are backward-looking de-
vices, marking the return to the discourse topic of the previous segments and
providing it with special prominence.

According to our claim, the two investigated cases of right-peripheral struc-
tures ‘unbracketing’ and ‘right-dislocation’ seem to be extremely conclusive for
the information packaging in text, since they demonstrate a strong correlation
between the right-edge position and the highest possible degree of salience of
the discourse referents. Our hypothesis is that the postfield placement of NPs
and PPs in German written texts should be regarded as a contextually adequate,
coherence-strenghtening and salience-maximizing linearization strategy for indi-
cating the maximal degree of salience achievable in the given discourse. Our hy-
pothesis is anchored in the Mental Salience Framework (MSF) of Chiarcos (2003,
2005, 2010 and (2011a/b), providing an appropriate textlinguistically based
model for the explanation of the functional relevance of the right-peripheral
placement in the German sentence. Especially the notion of ‘speaker salience’
elaborated in Chiarcos’ model and the development of salience metrics for the
prediction of contextually adequate realization preferences within the NLG (Nat-
ural Language Generation) systems seem to be crucial for the functional analysis
of unbracketed PPs and right-dislocated NPs in German (see below section 5). As
empirical base of the present study we use articles from prominent German con-
temporary newspapers Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and Süddeutsche Zeitung.

The paper is structured as follows: After the introductory section, section 2
argues for the distinction between ‘discourse topic’ and ‘sentence topic’, and
analyses the relation between these two concepts which require operationaliza-
tion on different levels at the syntax-discourse interface. Section 3 discusses the
relevance of sentential edge positions for the expression of different types of
topichood and focuses on the functional load of the left- and right-periphery of
German sentences. In section 4, the ‘global’ and ‘local’ constraints of informa-
tion structuring will be discussed with reference to key notions like ‘coherence’,
‘referential movement’ and ‘salience’, suggested in influential approaches of
linguistic research. Section 5 presents the theoretical framework for the investi-
gation of discourse topicality at the interface of discourse and syntax where
special attention will be payed to Chiarcos’ Mental Salience Framework, em-
phasizing the relevance of different types of salience for information packaging.
The following two sections (6 and 7) contain our qualitative analysis of selected
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examples with unbracketed and right-dislocated non-sentential constituents in
different textual positions, at the beginning of a text (section 6) and at the end
of the text (section 7). In our analysis of the functional properties of postfield
placement, we include information packaging both within the sentence and
within the whole discourse. The final section of our article (section 8) contains
the conclusions of our study and a short discussion of its possible theoretical
and methodological extensions in future research.

2 Discourse Topic vs. Sentence Topic
at the Discourse-syntax Interface

The central pragmatic concept of this article is the notion of topichood. Topics
are generally claimed to contribute to the organization of information in dis-
course in a decisive manner and function as “sort keys” to file and access infor-
mation (Kuno 1972). Topichood has been investigated during the last six
decades both from the micro-perspective, i.e. perspective of the sentence, and
from the macro-perspective of the text. However, there is no doubt that the no-
tion of topichood on the sentence level has recieved considerably more atten-
tion in research than topichood on the discourse level, also called “discourse
topic” (Reinhart 1982, Brown and Yule 1983), “quaestio”, the notion of “what a
text, a narrative is about” (Klein and Stutterheim 1991, 2002), or “question
under discussion” (QUD) (Roberts 1996a/b).

We claim that the analysis of information structure requires the investiga-
tion of both local and global constraints on the structure of sentences and dis-
course. We will argue that discourse topics should be distinguished from
sentence topics and that these two types of topichood are relatively indepen-
dent notions, operating on different levels of discourse.

2.1 Sentence Topics

The notion of “sentence topic” is regarded as one of the core notions of informa-
tion structure, which contributes to the binary division of sentences together
with its complementary notion called “comment” or “focus”. The most influential
definition of sentence topics is suggested on the basis of the aboutness-relation
typical for predicative constructions. According to Hockett (1958/21963: 201),
“[t]he most general characteristic of predicative constructions is suggested by
the terms «topic» and «comment» for their ICs [intermediate constituents]:
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the speaker announces a topic and then says something about it. Thus John |
ran away; That new book by Thomas Guernsey | I haven’t read yet. In English
and the familiar languages of Europe, topics are usually also subjects, and
comments are predicates: so in John | ran away”. The definition of topics
based on aboutness is advocated in several important functionally anchored
works on information structure (Reinhart 1982; Gundel 1988; Lambrecht 1994;
Molnár 1998; Jacobs 2002; Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010).

The view of topichood based on “what the sentence is about” is, however,
rejected by Chafe (1976: 51), who defines “real” topics (present in topic prominent
languages) as setting “a spatial, temporal, or individual framework within
which the main predication holds”. Frame-setting for topichood is also considered
as relevant in other works (Jacobs 1984, 2002, Molnár 2006, and Krifka 2007
suggesting for these cases the notion “delimitation”), even if in these approaches
the topic definition is not restricted to this dimension.

There are also widely diverging views in research on the relevance of the dis-
course-semantic feature givenness for topichood. Whereas stronger or weaker ver-
sions of context-dependence (givenness and/or familiarity) are regarded as
obligatory topic correlates in many approaches (cf. Gundel 1974; Lambrecht
1994; Centering Theory), the possibility of context-independence is argued for
in Reinhart (1982), Frey (2004), Krifka (2007), and Büring (2016). Krifka (2007:
39–40) claims that “(. . .) in many cases, topic constituents are “old” in the sense
of being inferable from the context. But there are certainly cases of new topics”.
He illustrates this with the following appropriate discourse-initial sentence:

(3) [A good friend of mine]Topic [married Britney Spears last year]Comment

Concerning the formal indicators of sentence topics morphological means as
the particle -wa in Japanese and the specific intonational pattern fall-rise
(Molnár 1998, 2002, 2006; Büring 2016) received much attention in research.
In most approaches, though, specific syntactic positions (the sentence-initial
or early placement) and different topic structures (hanging topic, left disloca-
tion) are regarded as the most important topic marking devices (see the
discussion below in section 3).

2.2 Discourse Topics

Not only the notion of sentence topic is controversial, but also the definition of
discourse topicality seems to be a challenge for the theory on information struc-
ture. As discussed by Stede (2004: 242), there are several approaches to the
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notion of ‘discourse topic’ which “are not entirely unrelated but nonetheless
quite distinct:
1. DT1: An entity (a discourse referent) talked about in the discourse, which

plays a particular prominent role – the discourse can be said to be ‘about’
this entity.

2. DT2: an over-arching ‘theme’ that might not be explicitly mentioned in the
discourse but has ramifications for certain aspects of its structure.

3. DT3: An ‘ideal question’ that readers can construct for each sentence in the
discourse, and that is answered by a sentence.

4. DT4: A proposition that readers have to actively construct when processing
a sentence or a sequence thereof, and that has specific consequences for
subsequent processing”.
(Stede 2004: 242)

The definition proposed in Stede (2004) under discourse topic (DT1) corresponds
best to the approach advocated in our analysis. We understand discourse topic here
as the discourse referent that is most stably activated in the mental representation
of each discourse segment; as such, DT is the default goal of coherence relations.
This can be illustrated by examples (1) and (2) mentioned in the introductory part of
this article where unbracketing und right-dislocation serve as important structural
devices of marking the referent of a right-peripheral NP or PP as the discourse topic.
In these examples the referents – Christian Wulff in (1) and Peer Steinbrück in (2) –
are placed at the right periphery in the first sentence of each text. This placement of
the NP and the PP is highly marked in written German, which makes it possible to
draw special attention to these referents. The special highlighting (as narrow focus
and/or part of the focus) at the right periphery on the sentence level can also antici-
pate special relevance of these referents for the whole text. The expectation can be
fulfilled later in discourse; the forward-looking center can thus be guaranteed both
on the sentence level and on the textual level identifying the discourse topic of text,
i.e. the most persistent element in the following segment(s) (see footnotes 5 and 7
above). As will be demonstrated later in section 7, persistency of an entity and dis-
course relevance can also be combined with postfield placement of a constituent in
the concluding part of a text.

2.3 The Relation between Discourse Topic
and Sentence Topic

As the information structural analysis of the right-peripheral non-sentential con-
stituents Christian Wulff and Peer Steinbrück in examples (1) and (2) indicate, the
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relation between sentence topic and discourse topic is not a straightforward mat-
ter. Importantly, discourse topicality is not dependent on the sentence topic
status of a constituent. We will elaborate this issue by analysing the short dia-
logues in (4)–(6) below. The discourse topic Bob Dylan’s new album is specified
in the questions in all three cases, and is taken up in the answers by it in (4-A1)
and (5-A2) and by one of the discs Til The Sun Goes Down in (6-A3) (underlined in
the sentences). The discourse topic does, however, only correspond to the sen-
tence topic in (4-A1) where it stands in the sentence initial position. In (5-A2) it is
embedded in the comment part as a given element, and in (6-A3) it belongs to
the focus of the sentence. Cf.:

(4) Q: What about Bob Dylan’s new album?
A1: It includes three discs with 30 songs by American songwriters.

(5) Q: What about Bob Dylan’s new album?
A2: I haven’t heard about it.

(6) Q: What about Bob Dylan’s new album?
A3: I like one of the discs Til The Sun Goes Down very much.

This shows that the “What about x?” test is only adequate to specify topichood
of a constituent x on the discourse level since the sentence internal structure
into topic and comment is based on different criteria. For sentence topics the
appropriate marking of topichood within the sentence (aboutness or frame set-
ting for the predication) is essential, motivating not only the preference for dis-
course-semantic features like givenness, familiarity (and also referentiality,
specificity) of the entity but requiring also early mentioning for processing. In
contrast, discourse topics are operating beyond the sentence level; conse-
quently, discourse topicality requires the consideration of more complex dis-
course properties. It is mainly based on the relevance of a referent for the
whole text, indicated by its persistency, i.e. its occurence in a large number of
segments of the text.

It is important to emphasize that this prominent discourse role does not
necessarily need the use of special syntactic or prosodic means or specific infor-
mation structural roles within the sentence. As we have seen above, discourse
topicality can be combined with topichood marking on the sentence level (pri-
marily by sentence-initial or early placement), but the constituent referring to
the discourse topic can also be integrated in the later comment-part of the sen-
tence. However, as claimed in connection with the analysis of examples (1) and
(2) strategically relevant segments of the text (especially in initial and final
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textual positions) provide optimal conditions for indicating their discourse rele-
vance prospectively or regressively. The choice of specific syntactic positions
and marked structures at the right periphery of the sentence, connected to im-
plicit prosodic patterns in written texts (construction of default prosodic struc-
tures and covert assignment of focal accents during silent reading) can signal
unambiguously the relevance of the referent (denoted by an NP or PP) for the
whole discourse or at least for larger segments of the text.

We also assume that the degree of relevance and prominence of a constitu-
ent both on the sentence and on the discourse level correlates with the degree of
markedness of the mapping between syntactic function, degree of determination
and position (see also Chiarcos’ proposal below in section 5). The expression of
the prominent discourse role of a referent can be supported by its information
structural status in the sentence which in case of NPs and PPs placed to the
right of the verbal bracket often means nuclear focus or secondary focus.

3 The Relevance of Edge Positions
for the Expression of Topichood

The claim is often made in linguistic research that edge positions have a special
status in information structuring: Besides their contribution to the division of
the sentence into foregrounded and backgrounded material they play a key role
in integrating the information of a sentence into a greater discourse context. In
the discussion of textual coherence, special attention was payed to the left pe-
riphery of the sentence, often by reference to the universality of the so-called
“TOPIC before FOCUS”-constraint (or some of its versions).11 The cognitively and
functionally based argumentation is appealing: Constituents related themati-
cally to the preceding discourse (the so-called “topics”) come first, while con-
stituents with new (“focused”) information appear later. The specific functions
of the left and right periphery are, however, dependent on the typological fea-
tures of languages, where especially the opposition between verb-initial (VSO,
VOS) and non-verb-initial (SVO, SOV) languages is of high relevance (see Her-
ring’s 1990 “Word Order Type Principle”). It seems though uncontroversial that
in non-verb-initial (SOV, SVO) languages the function of the left periphery is
mainly related to the function of establishing coherence in discourse. The linear

11 See Gundel’s (1988: 229) Given Before New Principle, and Tomlin’s (1986: 37) Theme First
Principle.
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syntactic structure is assumed to mirror iconically the dichotomy based on the
two main constraints of information structuring – constraint of coherence and
constraint of informativeness, by preferring given or known elements at the left
edge and adding new, informative elements later in the sentence, closer to the
right periphery.12

3.1 Left Periphery vs. Right Periphery of the German
V2-Sentence

As mentioned above, topichood is claimed to have a strong affinity to given-
ness, i.e. the discourse given or referential status of the element which makes it
easier for the hearer / reader to anchor the new information in the later part of
the sentence. According to Halliday (1967, 1970) the leftmost position of the
sentence is reserved for the topic function (in his terminology theme), defined
as “the point of departure for the clause as a message” (Halliday 1967: 212) and
called “the peg on which the sentence is hung” (Halliday 1970: 161). This claim
has been questioned later in research. However, even theories of information
structure which do not argue for a 1:1 correlation between the sentence-initial
position and topichood consider the first – or an early – position for topics as
optimal for the creation of “file cards” and expression of “aboutness”.

The relevance of the left periphery (or early mentioning) for sentence topics
seems to be accepted also for the analysis of German. The prefield, i.e. the posi-
tion in front of the finite verb creating the first part of the verbal bracket (e.g.
Molnár 1993, 1998, Filippova and Strube 2007, see also Chiarcos’ claims below
in section 5) or the leftward positions in front of the position of sentence adver-
bials in the middle field (Frey 2004, 2006, 2007) are suggested to be necessary
preconditions for the formal realization of topichood. Even approaches empha-
sizing the cataphoric function of sentence topics (i.e. the relevance of
anchoring the predication in the initial part of the sentence) claim that topics
have a high degree of responsibility for the connection of the sentence with pre-
vious segments of the discourse and for functioning as backward-looking cen-
ters. Grammatical features of sentence topics like the marking of discourse
givenness by pronouns or definiteness of the noun phrases are often mentioned
as relevant properties of topics, contributing to the formal expression of their
anaphoric or backward-looking character.

12 See the discussion of the edge positions and the relevant discourse-pragmatic principles in
Molnár (2012).
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In contrast, the right periphery of the German sentence can be claimed to
have a different discourse function – at least on the sentential level. German is
a language with a basic SOV-order and a verbal bracket (created by the finite
verb and non-finite parts of the predicate), showing a strong preference for the
placement of the nuclear focus of the sentence at the end of the clause (either
on the last constituent of the middle field or on the closing part of the verbal
bracket). The placement of the focused element in the right periphery is espe-
cially relevant in written texts, where discourse relevance and prominence can
only be indicated by syntactic means in the absence of explicit prosody.

3.2 Postfield

Right peripheral placement of a constituent is also possible in the German
postfield, outside of the verbal bracket. The notion of postfield (Nachfeld) was
introduced in the “two-field-theory” (Zwei-Felder-Theorie‘ by Drach
(1937/21939) identifying the position after the finite verb in declarative senten-
ces (cf. ‘Grundplan’ in Drach 21939: 17). The model of Drach has, however,
been modified; since Engel (1970a/b, 1972) the proposals for the topological
division of the German sentence take also the verbal bracket into consider-
ation. The position(s) preceeding the final part of the verbal bracket belong to
the ‘middle field’ (Mittelfeld), whereas the position following the verbal
bracket constitutes the ‘postfield’ (Nachfeld). This view is further elaborated
in the IDS-Grammatik (Zifonun, Hoffman, and Strecker 1997: 1644–1675, cf.
also Wöllstein 2014: 73–76, Duden-Grammatik 2016: 897–898). The right pe-
riphery outside of the verbal bracket is divided in two positions, the ‘postfield’
(Nachfeld) and the ‘right outfield’ (rechtes Außenfeld) on the basis of the crite-
rion of ‘syntactic integration’. This criterion has, however, been questioned by
Zifonun (2015) who argues against a bipartite structure in the right periphery
and instead suggests the notion of ‘extended postfield’ (erweitertes Nachfeld).
She regards the extended postfield after the verbal bracket as a single field
with ‘reduced syntacticity’ (verminderte Syntaktizität).

The discourse function and the information structural markedness of the
right peripheral non-sentential constituents can, however, vary depending on a
number of grammatical factors (see Eisenberg 1999: 391–392). Syntactic func-
tion (objects vs. adverbials), morphological realization (noun phrases vs. prepo-
sitional phrases, pronouns vs. adverbs) and also length have an impact on the
degree of grammaticality and appropriateness of the placement at the right pe-
riphery. The right peripheral placement of case marked arguments (subjects
and objects) is highly marked (Zifonun, Hoffmann, and Strecker 1997: 1660,
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Eroms 2000), whereas non-obligatory adverbials realised as prepositional
phrases occur more frequently in the postfield and are less marked. Short
pronominal arguments in the postfield are borderline cases or ungrammatical
(see Eisenberg 1999; Frey 2015). The increase of constituent length by coordina-
tion or the insertion of a cataphoric element (contributing to right-dislocation)
can improve the grammaticality of right peripheral placement also for case
marked nominal phrases (see Zifonun, Hoffmann, and Strecker 1997: 1651;
Eroms 2000: 380; Truckenbrodt 2016).

Several functional analyses of the right periphery in German emphasize its
relevance for focusing of the postfield constituent (cf. Vinckel 2006a; Zifonun,
Hoffmann, and Strecker 1997). The righthand placement of constituents in the
final sentence position outside of the verbal bracket shows, however, a func-
tional diversity both in written texts and in interactions.13 It is used for extension
of information by precision, explication and addition of information as well as
for exemplification and repair.14 Rhetorical strategies, stylistic figures (Vinckel
2006a: 171–178) and the afterthough-effect (this however in unaccented cases,
Truckenbrodt 2016) and its special functions in spoken language (Auer 1991,
1996) are also discussed in research. Indicating discourse topicality can thus
only be claimed as one of the discourse functions of postfield placement (also
mentioned as a relevant discourse function in earlier stages of German, see
Coniglio and Schlachter 2015).

This discourse function is, however, dominating in the collected newspaper
texts where postfield or the ‘extended postfield’ contains not only a prominent
constituent of the sentence but also on the discourse level. Using a marked
structure at the right periphery makes the narrow focus reading of a non-
sentential constituent outside the verbal bracket possible.15 This is often related
to further interpretational components: with emphatic, contrastive interpretation
or with marking of textual persistence and special discourse relevance. Since
this last mentioned interpretational feature is characteristic for discourse topics,
we can assume that a narrow focus in the two marked syntactic structures on
the right periphery is an optimal device for the expression of discourse

13 See also Vinckel (2006a/b), Vinckel-Roisin (2011a/b and 2012a), Vinckel-Roisin (2015) and
Molnár’s (2014) report on the conference “Das ‘Nachfeld’ im Deutschen zwischen Syntax, In-
formationsstruktur und Textkonstitution: Stand der Forschung und Perspektiven”.
14 See also the contributions in Vinckel-Roisin (2015).
15 In case of right dislocation, the isolated sentence external structure requires prominence
(even if it does not exclude focus on sentence internal constituents at the same time). Focus
on the right periphery is, however, only a (preferred) option in unbracketings where the nu-
clear focus can also be assigned to the right peripheral part of the verbal bracket.
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topicality. Whereas a sentence with postfield placement in the initial segment of
a text (or a text segment) can be used for announcing the discourse topic and
signalling its persistence in the later segments of the text, postfield mentioning
of a constituent in a sentence appearing in the final part of the text can draw
attention to the persistency of its referent in earlier segments and contribute to
strengthening its relevance for the whole discourse.

4 ‘Global’ and ‘Local’ Constraints
of Information Structure

As mentioned above, the study of discourse topicality requires the consideration
of organizing principles in language that account for the ordering of information
in discourse beyond the level of sentence. Investigations of the textual perspec-
tive depart generally from the discourse context and are either interested in lo-
cally manifested connections of discourse segments or in the global structure of
texts. Studies focusing on the local constraints of text and/or discourse have
mostly addressed the question, how preceeding discourse segments influence
word order and information structure within the sentence and which syntactic
and lexical choices can guarantee textual coherence in an optimal way.

One of the most influential proposals for the organization of information in
texts was developed by Daneš (1970, 1974) in the so-called “thematic progres-
sion” model, claiming that the organization of information in texts is deter-
mined by “the choice and ordering of utterance themes, their mutual
concentration and hierarchy as well as their relation to the hypertheme of the
superior text units (such as paragraph, chapter [. . .]) to the whole text, and to
the situation” (Daneš 1974: 114). In this model, special attention was payed to
the local strenghtening of textual relations, by the investigation of the connec-
tion between the “theme” of utterances and the “theme” and the “rheme” in
the immediately preceeding utterances.16

The local and global constraints on textual coherence have also been
examined on the basis of the concept of “referential movement” suggested by
Klein and Stutterheim (1991) in the so-called “Quaestio model”. Klein and
Stutterheim (1991, 2002) argue that a coherent text is not an arbitrary set of

16 The most important local patterns discussed by Daneš are (i) “simple linear progression”
(where the theme of the later utterance is derived from the rheme of the previous utterance),
and (ii) the “continuous theme” (where the themes of two neighboring utterances are
identical).
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utterances and it involves a ‘referential movement’ within various semantic
domains (called ‘referential domains’), such as persons, place, time, circum-
stances, modality, and others. Importantly, this model also pays attention to
the text as a whole and is mostly interested in the question how the local con-
straints follow from the global ones. The basic idea is that a coherent text is
an answer to a question “What happened (to you) at this time at this place?”
and contains utterances which “in their entirety serve to express, for a given
audience and to a given end, a complex set of information, a Gesamtvorstel-
lung” (Klein and Stutterheim 1991: 1). Global constraints resulting from the Ge-
samtvorstellung and the Quaestio (“text question”) “(. . .) can be stated as
restrictions on possible referential movement and, as a consequence, of the
appropriate language-specific means to express this referential movement”
(Klein and Stutterheim 1991: 3).

The relevance of questions for discourse structure and coherence in dis-
course has also been discussed in terms of a Question under Discussion (QUD)
developed by Ginzburg (1996) and Roberts (1996a/b). This approach claims that
discourse proceeds by continually raising explicit or implicit questions, and
that each sentence in discourse addresses an (often implicit) QUD either by an-
swering it, or by bringing up another question that can help answering that
QUD. If the interlocutor accepts the question, it becomes the QUD, a narrowed
set of alternatives to be addressed. A QUD can thus be regarded as a partially
structured set of questions which discourse participants are mutually commit-
ted to resolve at a given point in time.

The QUD-proposal is based on the intuition which also lies behind the
question-answer test used already by the Prague School theorists for detecting
the focus (in their terminology the “rheme”) of sentences. An answer to a ques-
tion is appropriate only if its focused constituent corresponds to the wh-phrase
of the question. For example, (8-a) with a nuclear pitch accent and narrow
focus on the subject (indicated by small caps) is an appropriate answer only to
(7-a), whereas (8-b) only fits the question in (7-b) by assigning accent and focus
to the direct object.

(7) a. Who received the Peace Nobel Prize 2015?
b. What did the Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet receive 2015?

(8) a. [The TUNISIAN NATIONAL DIALOGUE QUARTET]F received the Peace
Nobel Prize 2015.

b. The Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet received [THE PEACE NOBEL
PRIZE]F.
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QUDs provide essential contextual information and explicate strategies of
inquiry. The approaches based on the notions of Quaestio and QUD have also
created a bridge between the global structure of discourse and the local charac-
teristics of sentences, and make the clarification of the relation between the dis-
course topic (on different textual levels) and the topic-focus articulation of
sentences possible.

A further relevant notion for the analysis of referential coherence and informa-
tion structuring in discourse in functional, cognitive and computational
approaches is the cognitively based notion of ‘salience’. Linguistic salience de-
scribes (i) the accessibility of entities in a speaker’s or hearer’s memory and
(ii) how this accessibility affects the production and interpretation of language.17

The notion of salience, defined in psychology and neurobiology as a gradual as-
sessment of attentional states, has, however, led to considerable confusion in lin-
guistic theory by referring to different, incompatible aspects of attention. As
Chiarcos (2010: 33) points out, it has been used “as a near-synonym of ‘givenness’
(Sgall et al., 1986, p.54f.), but also as a near-synonym of ‘newness (for the hearer)’
(Davis and Hirschberg, 1988), or ‘degree of interest (of the speaker)’ (Langacker
1997, p.22)”.

5 Theoretical Framework – Mental Salience
Framework

In the Mental Salience Framework (MSF) Chiarcos (2010) developed a two-di-
mensional model of salience in order to resolve the terminological and theoreti-
cal problems connected with this problematic notion and to make its
formalization possible in the NLG systems. He distinguishes two independent
dimensions of salience in discourse associated with different roles regarding
the flow of attention in discourse, speaker salience and hearer salience:
“speaker salience represents the attentional states of the speaker (that express
her intentions to guide the hearer’s focus of attention), and hearer salience rep-
resents the speaker’s approximation of the attentional states of the hearer”
(Chiarcos 2010: 34). Chiarcos also claims that from the perspective of an NLG
system, especially the ‘attentional states’ of the speaker are decisive for

17 Theories of linguistic salience had to explain how the salience of entities affects the form of
referring expressions (cf. the Givenness Hierarchy in Chafe 1976; Givón 1992; Gundel, Hedberg,
and Zacharski 1993), or how it affects the local coherence of discourse (cf. Centering Theory in
Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein 1995).
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discourse planning. This does not mean that the hearer-related perspective can
be neglected: “(. . .) a cooperative speaker takes the perspective of the addressee
into consideration, i.e. she acts according to her assumptions about the atten-
tional states of the hearer (Prince 1981). Generating text that is both coherent
(for the hearer) and goal-directed (for the speaker) requires both perspectives”
(Chiarcos 2010: 34).

In his model, Chiarcos elaborates earlier salience-related approaches where
Givón’s (1983, 2001) two-dimensional analysis of ‘topicality’ and the distinction
between different attention centers proposed in the framework of Centering Theory
play a prominent role. Hearer salience and speaker salience show namely similar-
ity to Givón’s notions of ‘anaphoric topicality’ of a referent (measured by
the distance from its last mention) and ‘cataphoric topicality’ (measured by its per-
sistence (frequency) within the subsequent utterances). The distinction between
the attentional states of hearer and speaker is also closely related to the proposal
of Centering Theory: “(. . .) assumed attentional states of the hearer can indeed be
characterized as being primarily backward-looking (the preceding discourse al-
lows to approximate the attentional states of the hearer), whereas attentional
states of the speaker involve a forward-looking aspect (subsequent discourse
can unveil the speaker’s earlier intentions to elaborate on a particular issue)”
(Chiarcos 2010: 34).18

Another basic feature of mental salience is according to Chiarcos its dy-
namic character. This leads to the possibility and necessity of its ranking de-
pendently of the development of discourse, cf. Chiarcos (2010: 120):

Mental salience is a dynamic property of representations within a mental model; mental sa-
lience characterizes the attentional state of a given mental representation relative to the at-
tentional states of other mental representations within this mental model. Thereby, mental
salience induces a ranking (partial or total order) over the representations in the mental
model (. . .).

Ranking of speaker and hearer salience affects information packaging and is
essential for the use of appropriate formal means in discourse. The calculation
of salience degree decides about the choice of referential expressions, assign-
ment of grammatical roles19 and word order options. Speaker salient (forward-
looking) referents are prototypically realized with oblique nouns, accompanied

18 See especially the discussion of two centering theories in Chiarcos (2010: 77–95): the Cen-
tering Theory of Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein (1995) and the Functional Centering Theory of
Strube and Hahn (1999). See also the discussion of the forward-looking centers in German sen-
tences in Vinckel-Roisin (2012b).
19 Chiarcos (2010: 33) uses the term ‘grammatical roles’ for syntactic functions.
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by the indefinite articles, placed in later positions (as the underlined constitu-
ent in (9)). In contrast, constituents with low speaker salience (and high hearer
salience) are often subjects, indicated by a definite article in (10) or a pronoun
in (11). They often stand initially or in early sentence internal positions (as the
italicized constituents in examples (10) and (11)):

(9) Turkey and Greece were hit by a strong earthquake.

(10) The Aegean eartquake killed two tourists in July 2017.

(11) It also injured 500 people.

According to Chiarcos, non-canonical alignments of syntactic functions and
positions as in (12) where the definite object is topicalized are marked (contras-
tive) and indicate higher speaker salience. Non-canonical structures as left-
dislocation in (13) are also marked and appropriate means for indicating high
speaker salience. (The marked left-peripheral structures are underlined):

(12) The strong earthquake, many people will never forget.

(13) As for the Aegean eartquake, many people will remember it.

Chiarcos develops a formalization of salience degree within the NLG-system and
the proposed model for salience metrics includes both the hearer salience score
and the speaker salience score calculated on the basis of the type of referring ex-
pression (definite or indefinite noun phrase, proper name, pronoun), grammatical
role, and word order. An important task for the salience metrics is to predict pref-
erences for information packaging. Chiarcos argues that the choice between un-
marked and marked structures is mainly dependent on the speaker salience score.
In German, higher degree of speaker salience is primarily connected to expecta-
tions of a marked word order – as formulated in Principles 10 and 11 below20:

– Principle 10 (Speaker salience and marked word order)

The more speaker salient a discourse referent is, the greater is its potential
to induce marked word order.
(Chiarcos 2010: 193)

20 See a more detailed discussion of the relation between salience and word order in Chiarcos
(2010: 188–196).
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– Principle 11 (Salience and word order in German main clauses)
The more hearer salient a given referent is, the greater is the preference for
an unmarked position within the core of the clause.
The more speaker salient a discourse referent is, the greater is the prefer-
ence to be placed in a marked position outside the core of the clause.
(Chiarcos 2010: 194–195)21

According to Chiarcos, the principles of markedness hierarchy have consequen-
ces for the left periphery of German sentences: The degree of newsworthiness
or relevance of a referent for the speaker motivates prefield placement or left-
dislocation, corresponding to the distributional markedness hierarchy of
topological fields (cf. Chiarcos 2010: 157).

Chiarcos does not take, however, the postfield placement and its alternative
realizations into consideration. Our aim is to fill this gap of information struc-
tural and syntactic research22 by highlighting the discourse function of two
marked postfield-structures in German. Based on the MSF-framework special
attention will be payed to the specification of both dimensions of salience
(backward-looking hearer salience, and forward-looking speaker salience) not
only at the sentence level, but also at the textual level. Thus concentrating on
the interface between discourse and grammar, Chiarcos’ ideas will be relevant
both concerning the “packaging hierarchies, i.e., rankings of grammatical
devices for different packaging phenomena. (. . .), that are aligned with cumu-
lated salience scores calculated from hearer salience and speaker salience”
(Chiarcos 2011b: 33) and the principles for the mapping between packaging hi-
erarchies and salience scores.

We also claim that the investigation of texts from the global perspective
should include factors related to genre, since the patterns which are manifest
in a discourse are constrained by genre considerations. The term ‘genre’ is
used here in the sense defined by Dudley-Evans (1987: 1): “a typified society
recognized form that is used in typified society recognized circumstances. It
has characteristic features of style and form that are recognized, either overtly
or covertly, by those who use the genre”. According to Lüger (1995a: 54), press
texts with monologue format are thoroughly planned and especially press com-
mentaries prefer “meinungsbetonte Darstellungsformen” (‘opinion emphasizing

21 The notions core und clause are used in Chiarcos (2010) in the sense of Role and Reference
Grammar: CORE includes the verb and its “base generated” arguments (here core corresponds
to the middle field), CLAUSE includes Vorfeld (“pre-core slot”), CORE and PERIPHERY. See the
detailed discussion in van Valin (1993: 10) and the overview in van Valin (2009).
22 See also Chiarcos (2003: 56).
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ways of presentation’). The high degree of planning results in a high degree of
“intentionality”, which contributes to the foregrounding of the addressee’s side
and the intention of a manipulative influencing of the addressee.23

6 Establishment of the Global Discourse Topic
in the Initial Part of the Text

The discourse function of the ‘extended postfield’ of the German sentence will
be the main topic of the following sections analysing different empirically at-
tested cases of postfield placement in the German sentence. We will show that
the specific type of narrow focusing in the right periphery is an excellent device
for the explicit linguistic marking of the discourse topic – the most salient ele-
ment in the discourse.

Our analysis is structured correspondingly to the position of the sentence con-
taining a postfield non-sentential constituent in the discourse. We will demon-
strate that the discourse strategies can vary depending on the initial or final
position of the sentence in the investigated newspaper texts: announcement of the
discourse topic is possible in the beginning of the discourse whereas reinforcement
of discourse topicality can be provided in the concluding part. Due to limitations
of space, cases of postfield placement occurring in sentences with “intermedial
textual position”, i.e. in openings and endings of specific paragraphs cannot be
included in our analysis. Earlier analysis of unbracketing (Vinckel-Roisin 2011a:
393–394, 2012a: 153–155) and right-dislocation in German (Averintseva-Klisch
2009: 159–160), as well as our recently collected postfield corpus show that both
unbracketed and right-dislocated constituents can be used as discourse structuring
devices on the intermediate level. As topic-announcing expressions they mark the
topic-shift in the intermediate position in an unambiguous way in this case.

6.1 Material – Method

The relevance of the postfield for the establishment of the discourse topic
will be discussed on the basis of recent examples for both unbracketing and

23 Cf. Lüger’s original formulation in German (1995a: 54): “die Intentionalität, die den adres-
satenbezogenen Aspekt von Pressetexten in den Vordergrund rückt und nicht zuletzt eine ma-
nipulative Beeinflussung intendieren kann”. See also Lüger (1995b, 2001, 2005) and the
‘nearness-distance’ model of Koch and Oesterreicher (1990).
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right-dislocation. The data were collected manually und are taken from Süddeut-
sche Zeitung and Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.24 Our analysis can confirm the
results of earlier investigations of unbracketing in German carried out by
Vinckel-Roisin (2011a/b and 2012a), claiming the relevance of the postfield for
discourse topic marking on the basis of a comprehensive corpus-based study.25

Concerning the discourse function of the right-dislocation the results of our anal-
ysis support also the claims of Averintseva-Klisch (2009).

We wish to make a qualitative analysis of selected cases without a statisti-
cal evaluation of the corpus in this study. Based on theoretical consideration
related to the interface between syntax and information structure, our primary
goal is to account for the information structural status of the NPs and PPs in
the postfield, both on the sentential level and on the level of discourse. We
will thereby clarify certain obligatory and possible correlations between dis-
course topicality and the discourse status of postfield constituents within the
sentence.

Our argumentation will be motivated both by the formal and functional fea-
tures of the attested examples and on different displacement tests (placement in
the prefield and middle field within the sentence and change of the word order
of constituents in the subsequent segment(s)). The evaluation of different ver-
sions elicited in informal acceptability judgments by native informants can pro-
vide evidence for the superiority of the postfield placement in the given text both
from the perspective of the sentence and the whole text. As will be shown, the
acceptability judgments confirm that only the postfield placement of a PP or NP
can trigger expectations concerning the continuation of the discourse in an un-
ambiguous way and guarantee the preservation of attention on these referents.26

As mentioned above in section 3, the analysis of newspaper texts should
also take genre-specific constraints into consideration. One of the most striking
features of press texts is the special pattern for the introductory part of newspa-
per articles required by genre conventions. The ‘headline’, the ‘title’ and the
‘lead’ are obligatory and constitutive parts of this text type, and generally, they

24 Our data collection contains 50 recent examples for unbracketing and 30 examples for
right-dislocation which were elicited in order to show the use of discourse topic announce-
ment and reinforcement in German newspapers.
25 This study was financially supported by the Humboldt-Foundation 2009/2010 and carried
out at the Humboldt Universität zu Berlin (Lehrstuhl Syntax).
26 For this paper the acceptability judgments were elicited by informal discussions with 3 na-
tive speakers of German. The judgments of the interviewed persons seem to show a complete
(100%) identity. However, we are aware of the fact that further acceptability judgments and
experiments (e.g. eye-tracking studies) are needed for the confirmation of our results (see
below section 8).
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are inserted later by the journalist or the redaction, based on the content of the
article.27 All examples investigated in detail below (examples (14)–(17)) follow
this typical pattern.

6.2 Analysis of Unbracketed Constituents

Example (14) demonstrates unbracketing of a PP in the first sentence of the
text, where the PP für Sepp Blatter ‘for Sepp Blatter’ is placed after the verbal
bracket. (The postfield constituents are boldfaced in the examples and the rele-
vant elements of the referential chain are underlined):

(14) (HEADLINE) Fifa-Präsident
(TITEL) Blatter hätte das Bundesverdienstkreuz eigentlich nicht bekommen
dürfen
(LEAD) Sepp Blatter, der derzeit gesperrte Präsident des Fußball-Weltver-
bands Fifa, hat sein Bundesverdienstkreuz am Ende der WM 2006 unter
fragwürdigen Umständen bekommen.

(1 §) Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es nicht geklappt für Sepp Blatter.28

Der inzwischen suspendierte Chef des Fußball-Weltverbandes Fifa hätte diese
Auszeichnung gerne entgegengenommen, er hätte sie aus seiner Sicht auch
völlig verdient. Blatter betrachtet den Fußball ja als globale Friedensbewe-
gung, sich selbst hat er schon mal mit dem Papst auf eine Stufe gestellt. (. . .)
(sueddeutsche.de, 23.11.2015)

‘(HEADLINE) President of FIFA
(TITLE) Blatter should not have received the “Bundesverdienstkreuz” prize
(LEAD) Sepp Blatter, the currently suspended president of the football
world confederation FIFA, received his award Bundesverdienstkreuz at the
end of the 2006 world cup in dubious circumstances.

27 See Schneider and Raue (1998: 170), Sauer (2007: 164) and the overview in Szakmary
(2002: 164).
28 (14) (1 §) Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es nicht geklappt für Sepp Blatter.

with the Peace Nobel Prize has it not worked out for Sepp Blatter
‘The Nobel Peace prize did not work out for Sepp Blatter.’
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(1 §) The Nobel Peace Prize did not work out for Sepp Blatter.
The, in the meantime suspended, president of the football world confeder-
ation FIFA would have wished to receive this award, and from his perspec-
tive he would have fully deserved it too. Blatter regards football as a
global peace movement, and he has already placed himself on the same
level as the pope (. . .).’

According to our claim, the right peripheral position of the unbracketed PP has the
function of indicating discourse topicality of the denoted referents and is moti-
vated by the high degree of their salience. Interestingly, the degree of speaker sa-
lience seems to be crucial for discourse topicality. Consequently, the central
question of our analysis is how the high mental salience from the perspective of
the speaker can be identified and calculated. This requires the specification of the
relevant cognitive, pragmatic and grammatical factors, which influence or decide
about the values, both from the perspective of text production and text perception.

In Chiarcos’ model (2010: 134–137) the measurement of speaker salience is
not only based on cognitive factors (on perceptual aspects of salience, cf.
Pattabhiraman 1993), but also on linguistic and textual features. The most
important indicator of speaker salience is the frequency of occurrences in the
text, i.e. persistence (corresponding to the “topic persistence (TP) of referents”
suggested by Givόn 2001: 457). The frequency of mentioning in the subsequent
discourse (e.g. in form of pronominal anaphors) seems to have special rele-
vance for calculating speaker salience in a certain part of the text. (However, as
discussed in section 7 below, persistence in the previous part of the discourse
has the same impact on the values). Crucially, the relevant value of salience in-
cludes the cumulated salience scores calculated from speaker salience and
hearer salience (see Chiarcos’ proposal in section 5 above).

All those above mentioned factors which indicate a very high degree of
speaker salience are attested in example (14). Not only the textinitial position of
the sentence containing the unbracketed PP in (14) is of importance for struc-
turing the whole discourse, but also the fact that this sentence makes use of
special syntactic structures and a marked alignment of grammatical role and
syntactic position using specific syntactic structures. In addition, the discourse
referent of the short postfield constituent ‘Sepp Blatter’ in (14) is activated
already in the beginning of the text, in close vicinity to the sentence with the
postfield structure, indicating high degree of hearer salience of the referent.

It is relevant to point out that the marked combination of the speaker and
hearer salience is also based on the requirements of the genre, including “head-
line – titel – lead” of the article (introducing these entities) and imposing
expectation on the elaboration of the information in the subsequent text.
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The assumption of the discourse topical character of the referent ‘Sepp Blatter’ in
the article and its newsworthiness (a relevant speaker salience factor, discussed
in Chiarcos’ (2010) model) is confirmed by the development of discourse in (14),
by the repeated name Blatter, Sepp Blatter, Blatter and the explicit anaphoric ele-
ments Fifa-Präsident (president of Fifa), der ‘definite article’, sein ‘his’.

Consequently, the attested high salience scores for ‘Sepp Blatter’ are moti-
vated both by factors lying behind speaker salience (marked position,
highlighting by marked alignment of grammatical roles and syntactic position,
and persistence in the text) and by hearer salience (namely the previous men-
tioning of these referents in the introductory headline-titel-lead part of the arti-
cle and short distance to previous mentioning). The combination of the high
degree of speaker salience and the high scores for hearer salience contribute to
the highest possible salience in these cases, accounting for the optimal dis-
course topicality marking by the postfield constituents.29

In the following discussion, we will show the effect of different displace-
ments and other strategies on the information structure of the sentence and the
text by the detailed analysis of different positions of the PP für Sepp Blatter
in the introductory sentence of text (14). This PP, which is unbracketed in the
original version of example (14a), can be either placed in the middle field (sur-
rounded by the verbal bracket) as in (14b) or moved to the prefield, in front of
the finite verb as in (14c) below on the next page.

The syntactic structure of (14a) is marked from the beginning due to the place-
ment of the PP (mit) dem Friedensnobelpreis in the prefield, identifying a highly
marked [+discourse new; +hearer new] (in Prince’s 1992 terminology) sentence
topic with contrastive function. The unbracketing of the PP für Sepp Blatter results
in an additional, syntactically marked structure, where prosodic highlighting of
this highly salient discourse referent seems to be the preferred version. In (14b) the
placement of the PP für Sepp Blatter in the middle field position in front of the
negation particle leads to a change of the information structural status of this PP:

(14a) Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es nicht geklappt für Sepp Blatter.

(14b) Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es für Sepp Blatter nicht geklappt.

Due to the presence of the negation particle (attracting accent and focus) the place-
ment of the PP in (14b) can indicate the background status of the referent of Sepp

29 According to Chiarcos, the salience scores for the speaker also include the salience scores
calculated for the hearer.
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Blatter, thereby strongly reducing its potential to function as a discourse topic in the
subsequent text. However, in spoken language, an additional focus accent on the
PP would be compatible with the (secondary) focus reading of this constituent (this
could be marked typographically by capitals). Importantly, this word order option
(with different prosodic patterns) does not make the continuation of the text inap-
propriate with the choice of the same referent (’Sepp Blatter’) as the topic of the sub-
sequent sentence as attested in example (14a). Both the background reading or a
(possible, but in the written version not preferred) focus reading of ‘Sepp Blatter’ in
the first sentence of the text can be compatible with the topic function of this refer-
ent in the second sentence (corresponding to the patterns “continuous themes” and
“linear progression” suggested by Daneš 1970, 1974). This new sentence topic (in
this case ‘Sepp Blatter’, realized as the NP der inzwischen suspendierte Chef des Fuß-
ball-Weltverbandes Fifa) can principally also be sustained in the following senten-
ces of the texts. However, neither options of the PP-placement within the middle
field of the sentence (with or without prominence) would guarantee the triggering
of further expectations on the continuation of the text.

Turning to the potential prefield position of the PP für Sepp Blatter as illus-
trated in (14c), we can note that this also seems to be problematic from the
point of view of the information structure in the given discourse (appearing as
the first sentence of the text):

(14c) ? Für Sepp Blatter hat es mit dem Friedensnobelpreis nicht geklappt.

The PP für Sepp Blatter as a potential sentence topic is ambiguous between
a ‘continuous, given topic’ (without pitch accent) and a ‘contrastive topic’
reading (with pitch accent) within the sentence. However, neither of these readings
is optimal for triggering expectations on discourse topicality in the given text. Even
if the first mentioned reading is compatible with discourse topicality of ‘Sepp Blat-
ter’, it is not appropriate for manipulating attention and marking of high speaker
salience of the referent. The latter (contrastive topic) is also ruled out in the dis-
course, since there are no competing alternatives to ‘Sepp Blatter’ in the previous or
following text segments. (As demonstrated in the original example (14a) above,
only ‘Sepp Blatter’ is mentioned as referent in the introductory part of the text and
the topic of the following sentences is the same referent ‘Sepp Blatter’).

As the comparison between the postfield, middle field and prefield positions of
the PP für Sepp Blatter above shows, the placement of a specific constituent in the
prefield, middle field or postfield has consequences for focussing options and for
the information structural division of the sentence. Further, the choice of the most
appropriate information structural pattern in a sentence is dependent on both con-
textual factors related to the global discourse stucture and genre specific factors.
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In order to show the impact of the postfield placement on information structure
for the subsequent discourse, we would like to discuss two other instances of dis-
placement in (14d) and (14e), where the immediately following sentence (S2) has
been changed. The difference between the two test-cases is the position of the PP für
Sepp Blatter in the first sentence (S1): the middle field placement of this PP in (14d)
is contrasted to its postfield placement in (14e). Let’s start with the analysis of exam-
ple (14d) where the PP für Sepp Blatter standswithin the verbal bracket:

(14) [S1]Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es für Sepp Blatter (auch) nicht geklappt.
with the peace Nobel prize has it for Sepp Blatter (also) not worked out
‘The Nobel Peace Prize did not work out for Sepp Platter.’

[S2]Geklappt hat es dieses Jahr für das tunesische Quartett,
worked out has it this year for the Tunisian Quartet
das aus dem tunesischen Gewerkschaftsverband (UGTT),
that from the Tunisisian trade union (UGIT),
tunesischen Gewerkschaftsverband (UGTT), dem
Tunisisian trade union (UGIT), the
Arbeitgeberverband (UTICA), der Menschenrechtsliga (LTDH)
working union (UTICA), the human rights league (LTDH)
und der Anwaltskammer besteht.
and the bar association consists.’
‘It has worked out for the Tunisian Quartet that consists of the trade
union (UGIT), the working union (UTICA), the Human Rights League
(LTDH) and the Bar Association.’

The word order in the first sentence of (14d) leads to a coherent connection between
(S1) and (S2) which is established by the continuity of the predicate geklappt
‘worked out’. The conditions for contrast are also fulfilled partly by contrasting dif-
ferent polarities of the predicate (nicht geklappt and geklappt), and partly by the
comparison of the referents in focus ‘Sepp Blatter’ and ‘tunesisches Quartett’. Con-
sequently, the topic shift in (S2) after (S1) (i.e. shifting from the PPmit dem Friedens-
nobelpreis to geklappt) is appropriate when (S1) is realized without the exploitation
of the postfield.

In contrast, the unbracketing of the PP für Sepp Blatter leads to inappropriate-
ness of the contrastive topicalization of the predicate geklappt and contrastive fo-
cusing of the constituent für das tunesische Quartett ‘the Tunisian Quartet’, since
these contradict the expectations triggered by the unbracketing of the PP für Sepp
Blatter:
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(14e) Mit dem Friedensnobelpreis hat es nicht geklappt für Sepp Blatter.
??Geklappt hat es (aber) dieses Jahr für das tunesische Quartett, (. . .)

The expectation in (S2) of the example (14e) is a continuation of the discourse
topic ‘Sepp Blatter’, announced by the marked word order in (S1). This dis-
course-topic announcing strategy explains why a shift to another referent is
evaluated as problematic by native informants.

The comparison of the sentences (14a), (14b) and (14c) with the PP für Sepp Blat-
ter in different syntactic positions as well as the contrast between (14d) and (14e) in-
dicate the following: the unmarkedword order with this PP in themiddle field (with
background or focus reading of the PP) opens up formore possibilities in the contin-
uation of the text than themarked placement of the PP in the postfield. The postfield
placement triggers specific expectations for the hearer not only with respect to the
choice of the following sentence topic but also for the establishment of the discourse
topic. The choice of the contextuallymost appropriate textual pattern attested in the
original version of the sentence in (14a) can also be related to genre. As discussed
above in section 5, the high degree of planning typical for press texts resulting in a
highdegree of “intentionality” turns the foregrounding of the addressee’s side– and
thereby themanipulative influencing of the addressee– to the optimal strategy.

6.3 Analysis of Right-dislocated Constituents

Example (15) demonstrates the right-dislocation of the NP die Fußballvereine, which
is coreferent with the pronoun sie standing in the prefield of the same sentence.

(15) (HEADLINE) Bundesliga-Kommentar
(TITEL) Neuer Mut tut meistens gut
(LEAD) Die Beförderung von Julian Nagelsmann oder anderen zu Bundesliga-
Cheftrainern beweist: Die alte Gleichung im Berufsbild eines Coaches gilt nicht
mehr. Doch das Modell, auf den großen Unbekannten zu setzen, hat auch seine
Tücken.

(1 §) Sie sind mutiger geworden, die Fußballvereine.30

So mutig wie nun die TSG Hoffenheim war überhaupt noch kein Klub. Mitten
in der Saison die auch noch stark abstiegsgefährdete Mannschaft nicht nur

30 (15) (1 §) Sie sind mutiger geworden, die Fußballvereine.
they are braver become the football leagues
‘They have become more brave, the football leagues.’
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einem Trainerneuling in der Bundesliga, sondern mit Julian Nagelsmann
gleich einem Coach anzuvertrauen, der bislang nur Erfahrung mit Jugend-
mannschaften besitzt (. . .) – das ist ungewöhnlich für eine Branche, die, (. . .)
gerne auf Bewährtes setzt und Neuerungen erst einmal gründlich misstraut.
(. . .)
(faz.net, 15.02.2016)

‘(HEADLINE) Bundesliga-comment
(TITLE) New courage often does good
(LEAD) The promotion of Julian Nagelsmann and others to Bundesliga
coaches confirms: The received wisdom regarding the professional image
of a coach is no longer valid. However, the model of betting on the big
“unknown”, is also deceitful.

(1 §) They have become braver, the football leagues.
No club has ever been as brave as the TSG Hoffenheim. To entrust the
strongly relegation-threatened team in the middle of the season to not just
a coaching novice but, in Julian Nagelsmann, to a coach who until now
only has experience with youth teams (. . .) – this is unusual in a business
that (. . .) prefers to bet on the well-tried and deeply mistrusts novelties
(. . .).

We claim that postfield placement also in this case has a relevant function for atten-
tion manipulation and for the indication of information structural prominence both
on the level of sentence and on the level of discourse. The marked alignment of
grammatical role and syntactic position (here bymentioning the referent of the sub-
ject sie in a later position), the (at least implicit) accent assignment combines two
dimensions: Calling attention to a certain constituent (by narrow focusing) locally
and predicting the sustainment of attention on this constituent during a longer dis-
course segment, i.e. turning this constituent to discourse topic of the text or text seg-
ment (see also Averintseva-Klisch 2009 on right-dislocation). The information
structural analysis of different types of displacements and the results of acceptabil-
ity judgments using displacement tests show convincingly that the unambiguous
marking of the combination “focus status and discourse topicality” seems to be
only possible by placement in the postfield – not only in case of unbracketing (as
discussed above in section 6.2.), but also in the right-dislocated structures.

There are, however, relevant word order differences between example (14) and
example (15). In example (15) the word order is unmarkedwith a subject pronoun in
the prefield followed by the predicate. Here “only” the right-dislocation of theNP die
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Fußballvereine ‘the football leagues’ and its separation from the sentence result in a
marked alignment of grammatical role and position. The syntactic separation leads
to the creation of a separate prosodic phrase requiring an obligatory accent (also rel-
evant for the implicit prosody), and consequently to a high degree of speaker sa-
lience. (In the above discussed example (14) with unbracketing, the syntactic
structurewasmarked already in the beginning of the sentence, due to the placement
of the PP (mit) demFriedensnobelpreis ‘(with) theNobel Peace Prize’ in the prefield.)

As for the analysis of the alternatives to the text-initial sentence containing a
right-dislocation in the original version (15a), the displacement strategies are
more complicated than in the unbracketed cases. Since the right-dislocated
NP die Fußballvereine in (15a) has a pronominal copy in the sentence,
this pronominal copy should be replaced first by the right-dislocated constituent.
Whereas (15b) shows the replacement of the personal pronoun by the reference-
identical NP in the prefield, (15c) contains the NP in its base position in the
middle field, moving instead the predicative mutiger ‘braver’ into the prefield:

(15a) Sie sind mutiger geworden, die Fußballvereine.

(15b) Die Fußballvereine sind mutiger geworden.

(15c) ?Mutiger sind die Fußballvereine geworden.

It is easy to realize not only the relevant syntactic differences between the variants
(15a), (15b) and (15c), but also the effects of the syntactic changes on the informa-
tion structure. (15b) has an unmarked word order with the subject in the prefield,
making the reading with maximal focus domain possible. This means that the
whole sentence can be new information and none of its constituents is specially
highlighted in information structural sense (the sentence accent is assigned in the
default way to the focus exponent, which is in this case the predicative mutiger).31

This option does not exclude the possibility that the NP die Fußballvereine can
function both as a sentence topic and a discourse topic, it does however not trigger
any expectations. Compatibility with discourse topicality does not mean unambig-
uous marking of this discourse function. As discussed above, discourse topicality
requires highlighting with highest possible speaker salience scores, which can
only be indicated by narrow focus structures (achieved by marked alignments of

31 Changes of default prosody can only be marked in written texts by the use of different typo-
graphical strategies (caps, italics) – without additional marking the nuclear accent falls on the
focus exponent.
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positions and grammatical roles) or by marked special structures (dislocation,
cleft), and which optimally includes also high degree of speaker salience.

The result of the displacement of the subject in the second modified case,
in (15c), is strange in the given context. Not only a predicative in the prefield
of a discourse initial sentence is marked, but also the placement of the subject
in the middle field position immediately before the closing part of the verbal
bracket, which normally hosts the focus or focus exponent of the sentence.
Since both constituents appear in marked positions – the predicative in the
prefield and the subject in the middle field – they both trigger a highlighted,
focused or contrastive reading. However, the conditions for contrast are not
fulfilled in the context of the original example in (15a); this explains why the
sentence is odd in the given discourse. The conclusion is that the original op-
tion with right-dislocation (and narrow focusing) is the optimal choice, since
it is not only compatible with the discourse topic function of the NP die
Fußballvereine, but it can also guarantee the highest possible salience score
for this NP and the unambiguous marking of its discourse topicality. The sub-
sequent text in (15) confirms this claim: the right-dislocated NP die
Fußballvereine serves as a discourse topic, licencing the referential chain of
the related NPs in the following sentences of the text die TSG Hoffenheim, die
auch noch stark abstiegsgefährdete Mannschaft ‘the strongly relegation-threat-
ened team’, Jugendmannschaften ‘youth teams’ und eine Branche, die ‘a busi-
ness that’ (. . .).

To sum up, our analysis has shown that the postfield placement of NPs and
PPs in the investigated newspaper texts announces the discourse topic of a text
or text segment in an unambiguous and optimal way, which would not be pos-
sible without the exploitation of this sentence position. We argued that the
marked syntactic alignment of grammatical role and sentence position at the
right periphery can indicate the highest possible degree of salience of a referent
within the sentence. The high salience score based on the focus status of the
constituent in unbracketing and right-dislocation has consequences for the dis-
course structure by triggering the expectation that the referent is highly rele-
vant for the whole discourse.

7 Returning to the Global or Local Discourse
Topic – Text-final Placement

Concluding the investigation of the postfield in the German sentence and its
relevance for marking discourse topicality, we will discuss some cases of high
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speaker salience manifested by postfield placement, where the referent is
serving primarily as a backward-looking center. In this cases, the unbracketed
or right-dislocated constituent appears in the final segment of the text. Simi-
larly to the above discussed examples (14) and (15) unbracketing and right-
dislocation are important rhetorical strategies for this text type, anchored in a
high degree of “intentionality” of use which serves the manipulation of the
addressee’s attention. The placement in the marked right-peripheral position
signals the return and reinforcement of the discourse topic, by re-activating
and focusing a [+discourse old; +hearer old] referent, showing a high degree
of persistency in the text.

The texts presented in (16) and (17) below demonstrate the efficiency of
postfield placement also for marking the return to the discourse topic. In (16)
the PP um VW ‘around VW’ is standing to the right of the verbal bracket in the
first sentence of the last paragraph of the press commentary. Due to its persis-
tency in the text (marked by underlining of the relevant items) it can be as-
signed high hearer salience in this final part of the text; however, due to its
placement triggering prominence (both in prosodic and information structural
sense) it also receives high speaker salience scores. The combination of the
high salience values from both the hearer and the speaker perspective leads to
the highest possible degree of salience for the postfield constituent making its
function as the discourse topic possible.

(16) (HEADLINE) Nach Abgasmanipulation
(TITEL) So viel Dummheit von VW ist unentschuldbar
(LEAD) Mit der Klage der US-Regierung gegen Volkswagen bekommt der
Abgas-Skandal eine völlig neue Dimension. Eine, die zeigt: Das Schlimmste
steht dem Unternehmen noch bevor.

(1 §) Zu den vielen unentschuldbaren Dummheiten des VW-Skandals gehörte
vom ersten Tag an der Umstand, dass der Konzern nicht nur die Käufer
seiner Diesel-Pkw in Europa und Fernost jahrelang belog, sondern auch jene
in den USA. (. . .)

. . . (2 §) . . . (5 §). . .

(6 §) Einige Institute haben bereits ausgerechnet, wie viele Menschen – rein
statistisch gesehen – wegen der unzulässigen VW-Abgasemissionen an
Atemwegs- und Herzerkrankungen gestorben sind, (. . .)

(7 § / last paragraph)
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Es war einige Zeit ruhig geworden um VW – zu ruhig, wie sich jetzt zeigt:32

Alle, die geglaubt haben, das Schlimmste sei für den Konzern bereits ausge-
standen, werden nun eines besseren belehrt. Das Schlimmste, es steht erst
noch bevor.
(sueddeutsche.de, 05.01.2016)

‘(HEADLINE) After the exhaust manipulation
(TITLE) So much stupidity by VW is inexcusable
(LEAD) With the complaint by the US government against Volkswagen, the
exhaust scandal gains a completely new dimension. One which shows:
The worst is yet to come for the company.

(1 §) Among the many inexcusable stupidities of the VW-scandal was from
day one the fact that the conglomerate was lying for many years not only
to buyers of their diesel cars in Europe and the Far-East, but also to those
in the USA. (. . .)

. . .(2 §). . .(5 §). . .

(6 §) Some institutes have already calculated how many people – purely
statistically – have died of respiration and heart diseases because of the
unpermitted VW exhaust emissions, (. . .)

(7 §) For some time it has been quiet around VW – too quiet, as it has now
turned out: all those who believed that the worst had already passed for
must now think again. The worst is yet to come for VW.’

In text (17) below, the politician Rainer Brüderle is in the center of interest. Interest-
ingly, in the final paragraph the referent is mentioned in the two last sentences of
the press commentary. The right-dislocated NPs, der kalauernde Bierzeltrhetoriker
and Rainer Brüderle, indicate in both cases the role of this referent as discourse
topic.

(17) (HEADLINE) Brüderle-Rede auf FDP-Parteitag
(TITEL) Fehlprogrammierter Mittelstürmer

32 (16) (7 § / last paragraph)
Es war einige Zeit ruhig geworden um VW – zu ruhig, wie sich jetzt zeigt:
it was some time quiet become around VW too quiet as itself now shows
‘For some time it has been quiet around VW – too quiet, as it has now turned out:’
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(LEAD) Rainer Brüderle macht ab sofort den Miro Klose der FDP. Doch auf
dem Parteitag der Liberalen in Berlin präsentiert sich ein müder, abge-
kämpfter Stürmer, der nur selten seine Fähigkeiten durchblitzen lässt – und
so redet, als stünden die Russen noch vor der Tür.

(1 §) Es dauert eine Stunde und sechs Minuten, bis Brüderle mal etwas lauter
wird. (. . .)

. . .(2 §) . . . (12 §). . .

(13 §) Manche Scherze verunglücken irgendwie: “Ich mache für die FDP
die Sturmspitze wie Miro Klose“, sagt er und redet danach davon, dass
der jetzt in anderen Ländern aushelfe. Will Brüderle auswandern?

(14 § / last paragraph) Erst in den letzten Minuten fängt er plötzlich nochmal
aus dem Nichts heraus an, den Saal niederzubrüllen: “Wirüberlassen diesen
Fuzzis, diesen fehlprogrammierten Typen nicht unser Land!”

Da war er wieder, der kalauernde Bierzeltrhetoriker Brüderle.33 Der, der
einen Marktplatz in eine liberale Kampfarena verwandeln kann. An diesem
Tag seiner Kür zum Spitzenmann aber wirkte nur einer völlig fehlprogram-
miert: Rainer Brüderle.34

(sueddeutsche.de, 10.03.2013)

‘(HEADLINE) Brüderle speech at FDP-party conference
(TITLE) Misprogrammed centre forward
(LEAD) Effective immediately, Rainer Brüderle will play as the Miro
Klose of the FDP. However, at the party conference of the liberals in
Berlin, a tired and exhausted striker presents himself, whose skills only

33 (17) (14 §/last paragraph)
Da war er wieder, der kalauernde Bierzeltrhetoriker Brüderle.
here was he again the bantering beer tent rhetorician B
‘Here he was again, the bantering beer tent rhetorician Brüderle.’

34 (14 §/last paragraph)
An diesem Tag seiner Kür zum Spitzenmann aber wirkte nur einer völlig
on this day his election to standout but acted only one totally
fehlprogrammiert: Rainer Brüderle.
misprogrammed R B
‘However, on this day of his election as leader only one person appeared totally mis-
programmed: Rainer Brüderle.’
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seldom shine through – and who speaks as if the Russians stood be-
fore the door.

(1 §) It takes one hour and six minutes before Brüderle grows somewhat
louder. (. . .)

. . .(2 §) . . . (12 §). . .

(13 §) Some jokes fail somehow: “I will be the forward for the FDP like Miro
Klose”, he says, and then speaks of how the latter now helps out abroad.
Does Brüderle want to emigrate?

(14 §) Not until the final minutes does he suddenly out of nowhere re-
sume shouting down the hall: “We do not surrender our country to
these freaks, these misprogrammed characters!” Here he was again,
the bantering beer tent rhetorician Brüderle. The one who can trans-
form a market place into a liberal battle arena. However, on this day
of his election to leader only one person appeared completely mis-
programmed: Rainer Brüderle.’

With the examples discussed in this section we wanted to show that the place-
ment of an NP or a PP in the right periphery at the end of German newspaper
texts can also be used for marking a backward-looking center combined with
high speaker salience. This strategy seems relevant for the stabilization of co-
herence relations and fulfilling special textual-rhetorical function (“Pointier-
ung”, Lüger 1995b: 220). Interestingly, both examples taken from our press
corpus illustrate another relevant rhetorical strategy for this genre, called “Rah-
menkomposition” (‘frame composition’). As Kurz, Müller, and Pötschke (2000:
138) point out, this strategy “gehört im Journalismus zu den älteren Mitteln,
auch in der Argumentation” (‘belongs in journalism to the older devices, also
in the argumentation’). In the above discussed cases the ‘frame composition’ is
supported by the unbracketed and right-dislocated constituent appearing in a
sentence in the final section of the text, creating the other pillar of the frame
introduced in the headline, title and/or lead. Thereby it contributes not only to
the unambiguous marking of the discourse prominence of the constituent in
the postfield, but also to the strengthening of the argumentative force of the
press commentary.
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8 Conclusion

The main goal of the present study was to discuss different types of topichood
and their relation to the edge positions of the German sentence at the syntax-
discourse interface. Special attention was payed to the discourse-pragmatic
properties of two right-peripheral structures, called unbracketing and right-dis-
location, and their relevance for the expression of topichood. The discussion
was based on the key notion of ‘mental salience’ and its different types as sug-
gested by Chiarcos (2010) in Mental Salience Framework. Our main claim was
that non-sentential constituents in the German postfield as a result of an unbra-
keting or a right-dislocation can have the same discourse function in our cor-
pus: equipped with the highest possible degree of salience (including both
hearer and speaker salience), they are in both cases highly relevant for the
whole discourse. Consequently, they can function as discourse topics at the
global text structure.

The distinction of different aspects of salience as suggested in Chiarcos’
framework and the estimation of salience scores in dependence on different
contextual and linguistic factors seemed fruitful for the clarification of the
cognitive and linguistic aspects of discourse topicality. Whereas hearer sa-
lience is backward oriented and primarily based on the degree of givenness
of a certain constituent, also related to the distance of its previous mention,
speaker salience is forward-looking and requires prominence in the linguis-
tic context. On the global textual level, this can be guaranteed by the high
degree of persistence; however, we have also argued that certain require-
ments should be fulfilled on the local level of information packaging in
order to make the strong or unambiguous marking of the prominent textual
function as discourse topic possible. Prominence and discourse relevance
can be indicated by the marked alignment of a given grammatical role (sub-
ject, object, adverbial) to an edge position, accompanied by explicit or im-
plicit prosody. This fact indicates a close relation of discourse topicality to
sentential focus, which – especially when realized in marked syntactic
structures as narrow focus at the right periphery of the sentence – can con-
tribute to the maximization of salience scores. Besides high speaker sa-
lience, high hearer salience value can also be important for guaranteeing
the highest possible salience score value in a certain discourse.

As we have emphazised in this article, the right periphery beyond the ver-
bal bracket of the German sentence is – at least in case of non-sentential
constituents – a syntactically non-obligatory, and thus entirely pragmati-
cally ruled position. This position can be considered as the preferred posi-
tion for the expression of discourse topicality in press texts, by creating
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optimal conditions for marking the highest degree of the combined hearer
and speaker salience. It can thereby serve the unambiguous marking of
discourse topicality – either the announcement of the discourse topic or
the return to this most prominent referent of the discourse.

In future research, the discourse relevance of syntactic structures at the
right-periphery of the sentence should also be investigated by extending the
range of methodological and theoretical issues. Concerning the methodological
dimension, further corpus studies and more extensive acceptability judgments
could contribute to research in this field, relying also on quantificational and
statistical evaluation of the empirical data. The methodological tools for the cal-
culation of saliency scores and the statistical analysis are already developed in
Chiarcos’ model, which could be applied to the analysis of postfield structures.
The results could be confirmed and further examined by the application of
modern psycholinguistic experiments, where eye-tracking studies seem to be
especially important and conclusive.

As for the cross-linguistic perspective of the investigation of the relation
between discourse topicality and structures at the edge of the sentence further
contrastive, comparative studies (for example based on the results of Ashby
1988, Lambrecht 2001, Grobet 2002 for French, Grosz and Ziv 1998 for English,
and Averintseva-Klisch 2009 for German) and typologically anchored studies
would be of great interest, leading to the establishment of language specific pat-
terns and universally relevant cognitive and pragmatic principles in this field.
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Augustin Speyer

Topichood and the Margins of the German
Clause from a Historical Perspective

Abstract: German sentence structure offers two clause-peripheral positions, the
left-peripheral prefield and the right-peripheral postfield. The content of both is
determined by information structural constraints. The prefield especially is often
seen as topic position. A closer look into the history reveals that the prefield
started as a position specialized for familiar aboutness topics in pre-Old High Ger-
man, but became more permissive over time, eventually allowing for anything
that establishes a link to the context. Likewise, the postfield, a designated position
for constituents bearing presentational focus, widened its application range to
anything that bears some focus (including contrastive foci). The development of
the fields towards less information structural specialization is interpreted as a pro-
cess of ‘bleaching’, in that the semanto-pragmatic feature content of elements that
are compatible with the fields is reduced, until only few features are left.

Keywords: aboutness topic, prefield, postfield, focus, Old High German, Early
New High German, bleaching

1 Introduction

Often, German clause structure is described using the so-called topological
field model (e.g. Wöllstein 2010). This model is particularly appropriate for de-
scriptive reasons, because it covers the observable generalizations in a clear
manner, and one need not subscribe to a particular theoretic framework when
working with it. This might be the reason why it has been used under varying
theoretical auspices; since its origins in the early days of German linguistics
(Herling 1821) and its rediscovery in the age of structuralism (Drach 1937), it ex-
perienced a new heyday in the age of generativism (e.g. Höhle 1986). This
might have to do with the fact that it mirrors important insights arrived at in
the generative paradigm (e.g. Dürscheid 1989; Sabel 2000).

The basic conception can be seen on example (1).
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(1) prefield | LSB | middle field | RSB | postfield
a. Gestern | hat | Uller seiner Kollegin | gesagt | dass (. . .)

yesterday has U. [his colleague]-DAT said that
b. Uller | hat | gestern seiner Kollegin | gesagt | dass (. . .)

U. has yesterday [his colleague]-DAT said that
c. Seiner Kolleg. | hat | Uller gestern | gesagt | dass (. . .)

[his coll.]-DAT has U. yesterday said that

The abbreviations ‘LSB’ and ‘RSB’ stand for ‘left sentence bracket’ and ‘right sen-
tence bracket’ respectively. The sentence brackets are the positions for verbal ma-
terial; all non-verbal material is positionally defined relative to them. There are
more fine-grained analyses on the market, but for our purposes this degree of
granularity is sufficient. The postfield here contains a subordinate clause which
of course has a topological structure on its own which is neglected here.

I concentrate on the margins of the clause, the prefield and the postfield.1 In
purely syntactic terms, the generalization that holds for the prefield is that exactly
one constituent – in a generative framework, it would be a maximal projection –
can occupy it, regardless of its syntactic function (barred are only finite verb
forms).2 This can be seen in (1): In (1a), a temporal adverbial is in the prefield, in
(1b), the subject, in (1c), the indirect object. Which constituent may be placed in
the prefield is not syntactically restricted, and it has been recognized for a long
time that the filling of the prefield is information structurally determined (e.g.
Molnár 1993; Hoberg 1997). For the postfield, it is not as easy to arrive at a gener-
alization. One important difference from the prefield is that it is only optionally
filled, whereas the filling of the prefield depends on the sentence type (or Satzmo-
dus, to use the more constrained German term). In declarative clauses and wh-in-
terrogative clauses, it needs to be filled, in yes-no-interrogative clauses and
imperative clauses, it cannot be filled, at least not with overt material (see e.g.
Brandt et al. 1992). If it is realized at all, it rarely contains more than one constitu-
ent. Often we find ‘heavy’ constituents in the postfield, for instance clauses that
are integrated into the matrix clause (e.g. Reis 1997), but prepositional phrases or

1 As I am approaching the matter here from a descriptive perspective, I avoid the term periphery
in this instance; the postfield is anyway not a ‘periphery’ in the same sense as the prefield / left
periphery that corresponds to defined functional projections.
2 There are some cases of multiple prefield-filling, but this is a marginal phenomenon. The
analysis of multiply filled prefields is not clear on the whole. Some propose a remnant move-
ment analysis of a partially emptied VP (e.g. Müller 2003), while others advocate the view that
there is really more than one phrase before the verb (= C°), and couch this often in terms of a
cartographic approach (e.g. Speyer 2008b).
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noun phrases also appear there occasionally (e.g. Hoberg 1997). As with the pre-
field, the postfield is not syntactically restricted and whether it is filled (and if so,
by what) is mainly determined by information structural factors.

Both the prefield and the postfield were subject to changes in the history of
German. In the case of the prefield, it seems to have originated as part of the
general development of the verb second syntax in Germanic languages. While
this development predates the earliest documentary evidence of German, traces
of the development process are still visible in Old High German (henceforth ab-
breviated OHG; cf. Hinterhölzl and Petrova 2010, 2011). As for the postfield, it
was used more readily in earlier stages of German, especially with non-clausal
constituents (e.g. Schildt 1976). As we see a clear change of usage here,3 a dia-
chronic study of this issue is likely to be fruitful in order to better understand
the conditions which account for re-ordering operations.

The question that will be investigated in this paper is to what extent the in-
formation structural conditions under which constituents appear in the prefield
or postfield have changed during the history of German, especially with respect
to topichood. Specifically, it will be discussed whether the observable changes
are due to a loosening of association of the prefield and the postfield with infor-
mation structural values, or rather the contrary. To that end, a more precise de-
scription of the prefield and postfield in Modern German (abbreviated ModG)
under an information structural perspective is offered (section 2). Based on this,
two studies on the information structural properties of the prefield (section 3)
and the postfield (section 4) in earlier stages of German are presented. A short
summary (section 5) ends the paper.

3 A word might be in place whether it is adequate to use the field model for earlier stages of
German. In principle, versions of the field model can be used for any language with two desig-
nated, not necessarily adjacent verbal positions. This applies to older stages of German. One
has to just bear in mind that the generalizations made with respect to the fields may be subject
to change. So the generalization that only one constituent occupies the prefield holds largely
for ModG, but it does not, however, hold (or at least: it covers less cases) for OHG, where we
often find verb first clauses and occasionally multiply filled prefields (see Speyer 2015 for a
more thorough discussion). A more interesting issue is what the field model translates to in
structural-generative terms. There is evidence that the clausal structure did not undergo radi-
cal change from OHG to ModG (see e.g. Axel 2007), so what we describe as prefield and which
corresponds to SpecCP in generative terms (Dürscheid 1989) was already in existence in this
form in OHG. Changes may pertain to the exact realization of SpecCP, that is, if there is a cas-
cade of C-projections in the style of Rizzi (1997) whose singular projections were more freely
accessible in earlier stages of German.
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2 The Fields and Information Structure

2.1 The Prefield and Topichood

Many studies have been devoted to the influence of information structure on the
prefield position in the ModG declarative clause (e.g. Molnár 1993, 2012; Eroms
2000; Jacobs 2001; Frey 2004b, 2006; Speyer 2007, 2008a, 2009a, 2010; Roberts
2011). It is clear from these studies that it is not possible to pinpoint one informa-
tion structural property of prefield constituents. There are at least three proper-
ties; a constituent (or, rather, the referent of the constituent) should possess at
least one of these in order to be put to the prefield. In Speyer (2008a, 2009a),
they have been described as follows (examples (2) taken from Speyer 2008a):
– scene setting elements (2a), printed in the examples in small capitals, that

is, expressions that delimit the situation in which the proposition is evalu-
ated with respect to its truth value (cf. Jacobs 2001),

– poset elements (2b), printed in the examples underlined, that is, expres-
sions whose referents are members of a set which is evoked in the dis-
course either explicitly by mentioning the set or implicitly by mentioning
another member of the same set (cf. Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998; Prince
1998),

– aboutness topics (2c) in the sense of Reinhart (1982), printed in the exam-
ples in bold. Normally, they are discourse-old. Newly introduced referents
are permissible only if they are macrostructurally relevant, i.e. if the topic
is chosen as sentence topic at least in one more sentence (cf. Daneš 1970;
Vater 1994).

(2) a. SCHON IM VORJAHR (. . .) waren die vielen (. . .) Briefe
even in year. before were the many letters
geschrieben (. . .) worden.
written become
‘The many letters of invitation had already be written in the previous
year.’

b. Dem SPD-Kanzlerkandidaten Gerhard Schröder hielt Waigel
[the SPD-chancellor-candidate G. S. ]-DAT held W.
vor, (. . .). Alt-Bundespräsident Richard von Weizsäcker warf
PTC ex-federal president R. v. W. ]-DAT threw
Waigel eine “(. . .) Verharmlosung” der SED-Nachfolgepartei vor.
W. a trivialization of.the SED-successor party PTC
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‘Waigel confronted the chancellor candidate of the SPD (labour) G.
Schröder (. . .) Waigel accused former federal president R. v. Weizsäcker
of trivializing the successor party of the SED.’

c. Verteidigungsminister Peter Struck (SPD) hat gestern sein
defence minister P. S. (SPD) has yesterday his
Sparprogramm bekannt gegeben. Er sieht darin auch einen
cut program known given he sees therein also a
Schritt zur Reform der Bundeswehr
step to.the reform of.the federal army
‘Secretary of Defense P. Struck announced his plans for budget cuts
yesterday. He also sees this as a contribution to a reform of the federal
army.’

A common denominator for these properties is that they all relate some-
how to the concept of topic. Topic is understood here not as an atomic
concept, but rather as a group of properties that a referent (and hence
the constituent which refers to this referent) can have. Frascarelli and
Hinterhölzl (2007) distinguish at least three types of topics, aboutness
topics, contrastive topics and familiar topics. As they show, they behave
differently syntactically and prosodically, so it is evident that they should
be distinguished in principle. Scene setting elemens are then topical in
the sense that they establish a link to a situation, that is, they locate a
proposition in a local or temporal, that is, extralinguistic, context.4 What
is termed here as poset element is grosso modo equivalent to contrastive
topic in Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), the aboutness topics as used
here are an intersection of aboutness topics and familiar topics. The fact
that we have an intersection leads to a different way of viewing topic-
hood: It is not several types of topics (such as ‘aboutness topic’, ‘contras-
tive topic’) that can be defined in a categorical, mutually exclusive way,
but they can be seen as bundles of properties that are represented as

4 Scene-setting elements are not to be confused with frame topics as keywords that activate a
particular frame in Fillmore’s sense (e.g. Bigi and Morasso 2012; Busse 2012: 644–687). They
do not evoke frames but specify the situation under which an event is evaluated (definition
following e.g. Jacobs 2001). Krifka (2007) sees a connection to contrastive topics in that situa-
tions are delimited which implies that there are other situations possible in which other truth
value assignments are possible.
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feature bundles in the syntactic derivation.5 For example, ‘aboutness topics’
share with ‘contrastive topics’ that they determine the ‘filecard’ (to quote
Heim’s metaphor) to which the clause adds information (= aboutness). So both
kinds of topics have a feature [aboutness]. ‘Contrastive topics’ have, in contrast
to ‘aboutness topics’, another feature, in that they represent members of a situ-
ationally or textually evoked set of alternatives. They share this feature (let us
call it [set membership]) with foci. ‘Familiar topics’ have necessarily a feature
[familiarity] which means that their referents are already textually or situation-
ally evoked. Another type of topic, which is not discussed in Frascarelli and
Hinterhölzl (2007) (but see e.g. Roberts 2011) is the ‘discourse topic’ that refers
to the entity that an entire textual passage is ‘about’. The difference in compar-
ison to ‘aboutness topics’ is that it represents the ‘filecard’ to which a whole
stretch of discourse / text adds information, rather than only a clause. In order
to distinguish these two kinds of topic, we might add another feature, [ques-
tion under discussion] (adopting Roberts’ (2011) term). An aboutness topic may
refer to the discourse topic (then having two features, [aboutness] and [ques-
tion under discussion]), but need not do so.

Let us now move away from topics in a general sense and look at the proper-
ties of the preferred prefield elements. All three types of prefield elements have
in common that they establish a link to the linguistic and extralinguistic context.
In fact, this seems to be the defining quality of all sorts of ‘topics’, which have
been defined as “instructions to the hearers on where the propositional content
expressed by the assertion act should fit in the C[ommon] G[round]” (Bianchi
and Frascarelli 2010: 47, cf. also Krifka 2007). We may term this property as
[bridging]. Scene-setting elements instruct the hearer, as to what the specifica-
tions of the situation are, under which the propositional content is evaluated,
thereby establishing a link to the extralinguistic context. Sentence adverbials
such as leider ‘unfortunately’ or natürlich ‘of course’ have a similar function, but
it is not the situation that is specified but rather other extra-linguistic aspects
such as the epistemic value of the propositional content (in the view of the
speaker) or the speaker’s estimation of the proposition. Even contrastive topics
can be defined as contributing to common ground management, not by adding
information to a filecard, but by indicating the implicit question under discussion
(Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010, following Büring 2003 and Krifka 2007). Further-
more, poset elements and aboutness topics have in common that they name the
referent the sentence is ‘about’. Whether [aboutness] is only strictly local for this

5 This is in line with Büring’s (2003: 512) assumption about topics that they have several prop-
erties, some of which hold for the case he discusses, namely contrastive topics.
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discourse segment, as in poset elements, or is continued as such on a longer
stretch of discourse, as in aboutness topics in the sense used here is irrelevant.

Here a word on locality and potential impacts beyond the local level are in
place. Poset elements tend to be local in that the poset element provides the
filecard for only one clause, the next clause having another referent (from the
same set) as filecard, and so on. But the fact that several members of a set serve
as filecards in a row adds a component that goes beyond pure locality; typically
it is a stretch of discourse, consisting of a number of sentences, that is defined
by the set. Topics are often seen as having some macrostructural effect, in that
discourse stretches are defined by topic continuity (see ‘continuing topic’ in
Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007). Poset elements have a similar quality, but on
another level: it is not a single topic that defines a discourse stretch, but a sin-
gle set from which members are taken that serve as local topics in the discourse
stretch. Finally, aboutness topics standing in the prefield tend to be given;
[familiarity] is a property that prefield elements can have, regardless of what
their exact function is. Poset elements and scene setting elements can be famil-
iar, but need not be; aboutness topics are often familiar, but they can also be
non-familiar entities. There are examples in which it is a newly introduced en-
tity that is referred to in the prefield, which turns out to be the aboutness topic
of the sentence. However, in these cases, this element is used in the following
sentences as aboutness topic as well.

In cases in which the sentence contains more than one constituent with
properties that could lead to prefield positioning, the prefield is filled according
to a ranking: if a scene-setting element is present, it is most likely placed in the
prefield. Otherwise, if a poset element and an aboutness topic are present, it is
the poset element that has a higher likelihood of being moved to the prefield
(Speyer 2008a). In (2a, b), we see such cases of competition. In Table 1, taken
from Speyer (2008a), the frequencies from a corpus of newspaper texts, com-
prising roughly 500 declarative verb second sentences, are given.6

Note that these numbers suggest that the prefield is not the archetypical posi-
tion of an aboutness topic, which is at the left edge of the middle field (Frey
2004a). The fact that the topic is found relatively often in the prefield is due to the
fact that cases in which an aboutness topic is in competition with either a scene-
setting element or a poset element are not frequent. Hence, often the aboutness

6 The abbreviations in this and other tables are: S = scene-setting elements, P = poset ele-
ments, A = aboutness topic. “S > P” and the like mean: cases in which the sentence contains a
scene-setting element and a poset element and in which the scene-setting element, not the
poset element, is in the prefield. “% P: A” and the like mean: the percentage of cases, in
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topic is the only constituent that has the necessary properties to be put into the
prefield.

Is it possible to draw conclusions as to the structural analysis of the pre-
field from this data? The fact that potential prefield fillers are a heterogeneous
group indicates a rich left periphery in the sense that there are several positions
available which are determined by singular information structural features.
There is an ongoing discussion on this issue, ranging from one information
structurally determined position for contrastive elements and an underspecified
position filled by formal movement from the middle field (Frey 2004b, 2006) to
assuming Rizzi’s whole cascade as available in principle (Grewendorf 2002;
Speyer 2008b). Assuming a rather rich left periphery rather than resorting
mostly to formal movement has the advantage that it covers more cases. Take
for example sentences in which there is a sentence adverbial and a topic pres-
ent. Sentence adverbials can be counted under the definition of scene setting
elements. In a system with one special position for scene setting elements and
one for aboutness topics in the left periphery, we would sometimes expect that
the sentence adverbial and sometimes the aboutness topic may be placed into
the prefield, and that the frequency is an outcome of the ranking. In a system
in which scene setting elements and topics are both only movable to the pre-
field by formal movement, we would expect that topics exclusively or sentence
adverbials occur in the prefield in cases of competition, depending on which

Table 1: Relative frequencies of potential prefield fillers in competition cases, ModG.

 competitors S > P S > A P > A P > S A > S A > P

     

% P: A % %

% S: A % %

% S: P % %

 competitors S > P, A P > A, S A > S, P

  

% S: P, A % %  %

which one of the two possible permutations (in this case of aboutness topics and poset ele-
ments) occurs, as indicated by the column title.
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one is assumed to be in a higher position. Corpus studies show, however, that
the distribution is not categorical (see Speyer 2017).

If there is more than one prefield position available, the question arises
how it comes about that usually only one of these positions is filled. Another
question is, how the frequencies can be modelled in an analysis of the prefield.
In Speyer (2008a, b, 2009a) it was suggested that the actual prefield-filling can
be modelled by a stochastic optimality theoretic approach.7 The constraints are
the following, given in their actual ranking:

(3) 1-VF ≫ SCENE -VF≫ POSET-VF≫ TOPIC-VF

1-VF: Only one constituent occupies the prefield.
SCENE-VF: The prefield is occupied by a scene-setting element.
POSET -VF: The prefield is occupied by a poset element.
TOPIC-VF: The prefield is occupied by an aboutness topic.

The ranking is not categorical in Stochastic Optimality Theory. As the ranking val-
ues of the constraints are not seen as a discrete number, but rather as high points
on a Gaussian bell curve, every now and then a paradox ranking can appear. This
is the case if the actual value of a higher-ranked constraint is lower than the ac-
tual value of a lower-ranked constraint in a special assignment. The observed fre-
quencies are an outcome of the numeric ranking values of the constraints, the
closer the ranking values are, the more often paradox rankings occur.

2.2 The Postfield

Also with respect to the postfield, several studies have been devoted to the rela-
tionship of information structure and the postfield in ModG (e.g. Hoberg 1997;
Vinckel 2006, 2011; Molnár 2014). Again, postfield constituents can show sev-
eral information structural properties that are hard to characterize as a single
property, the common denominator being at least that it usually has a function

7 In Stochastic Optimality Theory, the grammar is built as in classical OT, in that a generative
module generates a certain number of possible candidates from the deep-structural input, and
subsequently an evaluation module selects the optimal candidate according to a set ranking of
constraints. The difference is that in Stochastic Optimality Theory, the relative value of the
constraints can differ and therefore the relative ranking of any two given constraints may
sometimes be reversed.
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associated with the concept of ‘comment’. Typical information structural prop-
erties of postfield constituents are:
– High informational content, either due to the sheer mass of information

mashed into one constituent (a potential rationale of the ‘heaviness’ effect)
or to the quality of information, e.g. if it is mostly new information (4a,
from Hoberg 1997: 1670).8 Either way, the information is hard to process;
disentangling of information by putting a constituent with high informa-
tional content into the postfield eases processing for both the speaker and
the hearer (cf. Hoberg 1997). The postfield is marked with a dash and the
index PoF. It should be noted that extraposition to the right for reasons of
‘heaviness’ or otherwise difficult processing is not limited to German. Other
languages, like English, exhibit this as well (see e.g. Hawkins 1994; Wasow
2002; Taylor and Pintzuk 2012).

– Focus (4b, from Hoberg 1997: 1673), in the sense that the set requirements
defined by Rooth (1985) as condition for focus (which, incidentally, are sim-
ilar to the poset requirements put forward by Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998
and Prince 1998) hold and there is some emphasis put on the constituent
(cf. Hoberg 1997; Vinckel 2006).9 Postfield positioning can thus be seen as
a foregrounding strategy, which is in line with what Rochemont (1986) ob-
serves about constructional focus, that is: syntactic operations connected
to the notion of focus, be it presentational (as in the case of new elements)
or contrastive.

– Introduction of discourse topics (4c, from Vinckel 2011: 391). Vinckel (2011)
identifies cases in which discourse topics are introduced for stylistic rea-
sons in the postfield and reiterated in the next sentence in the prefield.
Note that this is a very special case of topic positioning; in principle, the
postfield is not a topic position.

(4) a. Hier soll nun die Frage gestellt werden |PoF nach den
here shall now the question posed become after the
historisch gewordenen, nachweisbaren und weiterwirkenden
historically originated detectable and still-operating

8 In this and the following examples, the left edge of the postfield is indicated with a stroke
and the subscript abbreviation PoF.
9 Note that focus and emphasis are not necessary conditions of each other (cf. e.g. Rochemont
1986).
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Formen, in denen der Mensch Zeit gerechnet, und das
forms in which the human time calculated and that
heißt: Zeit gegliedert hat
means time segmented has
‘Let us now ask about the forms, historically originated, detectable
and still in operation, in which human beings calculated time, and at
the same time: segmented time.’

b. Dieses Grab mag befunden werden
this sepulchre may seen become
|PoF als endgültig verschlossen oder als offenes Grab.

as finally closed or as open sepulchre
‘One might think of this sepulchre as a sealed or an open sepulchre.’

c. Man mag schon fast Mitleid haben |PoF mit Adolf
one may already almost pity have with A.
Sauerland. Er ist ein Bild des Jammers.
S. he is a picture of grief
‘One might almost feel pity for AS. He is the personification of grief.’

The function of introducing a discourse topic illustrated in (4c) shares with
the focus function that it is a foregrounding strategy. In contrast to the focus
function, however, the referents are obligatorily deaccented. Note that refer-
ents that are introduced into the discourse in the described manner are not
brand-new, but situationally evoked, in the sense that the referent is the sub-
ject of an ongoing discussion. The example in (4c) works only because Adolf
Sauerland (then mayor of Duisburg, Germany) has been mentioned earlier in
the context of reports on the stampede at the Love Parade in Duisburg.10 Con-
sequently, postfield positioning can be seen not only as a foregrounding strat-
egy, but also as a strategy to indicate that the referent is currently under
discussion in the newsfeed. We might assume that journalists employ this
strategy deliberately to mark some piece of information as being relevant for
the ongoing discourse. We will see that sources of this usage can be detected
already in Early New High German (henceforth abbreviated ENHG), although
there are some differences.

10 The stampede in a tunnel was caused by insufficient security personnel; Sauerland was
made responsible for assigning too little personnel to the place of the event.
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2.3 Expectations

We saw that both peripheral fields in the German sentence, the prefield, and
the postfield, are filled according to information structural considerations, but
not unambiguously associated with singular information structural values.
Roughly, the fields serve broadly to establish a topic-comment structure, in the
sense that the functions of prefield elements can be described as flavours of
‘topic’, whereas elements that can be moved to the postfield serve functions
subsumable under the concept of ‘comment’.11 Yet not all kinds of topics can
appear in the prefield, and not everything in the postfield is automatically part
of the comment. This indicates that the features responsible for movement to
the prefield and postfield respectively are rather fine-grained and do not only
cover features of the type ‘topic’ or ‘focus’. The fact that more than one
information structural value allows for prefield- or postfield-movement might
be an epiphenomenon of structural differences between the cases with different
prefield-filling, either in a Rizzian way or in the way Frey (2004a, 2004b, 2006)
describes it, or might be the outcome of a scenario with competing constraints
on prefield (and postfield) filling, as described at the end of 2.1.

In attempting a diachronic study of the peripheral fields, a question to be
asked in the context of information structure in general and topichood in par-
ticular is, whether the association of the fields with different information struc-
tural values was somewhat tightened or somewhat loosened over the history of
the language. In other words: Should we assume that the fields were originally
associated with singular, fine-grained information structural values, and more
values became possible over time (loosening of association), or should we as-
sume that the fields were originally associated with a broad cover value and
became specialized to flavours of those values in the course of the history
(tightening of association)? An attempt to answer this question will be made in
the remainder of this paper.

11 Leaving aside special cases such as the echoing of salient material in the postfield (like Ich
kann diesen Idioten nicht ausstehen, diesen Idioten ‘I can’t stand this moron’) or the stylistic
topic presentation demonstrated in (4c).
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3 The Prefield in Earlier German

3.1 Former Studies

Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010, 2011) developed a scenario on how the prefield
could have originated. The background is that the Proto-Indoeuropean prede-
cessor of German most likely had a verb-final syntax, so something like a
prefield (if it is defined stictly as a position of non-verbal constituents to the left
of a left peripheral verb) did not exist. However, that does not mean that there
was no left periphery at all. We may assume information structurally motivated
fronting operations, the target of which might have been positions in a
C-architecture (cf. e.g. Speyer 2009b), but importantly, the verb did not
regularly partake in such operations. The Proto-Indoeuropean predecessor
was also most probably a topic-drop language, which has implications
for Hinterhölzl and Petrova’s scenario.

The scenario might have been as follows (based on Hinterhölzl and Petrova
(2010, 2011), but in some cases differring from their account): It was possible
even in Proto-Indoeuropean to front the verb for reasons of emphasis. In the
dialect that would eventually develop into Proto-Germanic, this verb fronting
operation (whose target might have been a C-head) was employed inflationar-
ily. This means the verb was fronted even when the emphasis on it was weak to
nil. Inflationary usages of this kind are rather common in e.g. grammaticaliza-
tion processes,12 so this is plausible. Eventually, the normal way to form a de-
clarative clause came to be verb first clauses (stage 1). The topic was zero in
these cases, if it was retrievable from the context. If it needed to be expressed,
e.g. in cases of topic shift, it was done by way of a construction similar to the
Hanging Topic construction: first, the topic was named, then the clause offering
the comment to the topic was uttered. Note that the Hanging Topic is an or-
phan, it does not occupy a position in the clause structure (cf. Shaer and Frey
2004). In the second stage, the topic-drop character of the language was even-
tually lost. In this context, an expression referring to the topic, i.e. a pronoun,
was necessary in the clause proper.

So a serialization in terms of clarifying the topic/comment structure of the
clause has developped. The position in which to put the topic was in the left
part of the clause, before the verb. The verb signaled the beginning of the com-
ment part. In cases in which there was a hanging topic, the topic pronoun was

12 See on grammaticalization e.g. Hopper and Traugott (2003); Roberts and Roussou (2003);
van Gelderen (2011); Eckardt (2012).
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coreferential with the hanging topic. In all cases, the prefield pronominals
served as bridges to the context. From such a situation it is easy to perceive
that the hanging topic could optionally be integrated into the clause (instead of
the pronoun) in the left periphery (stage 3). ‘Integrated’ means that it occupies
a position within the clause. If we assume that verb fronting targeted C°, the
position of the ‘integrated’ topic would be SpecCP. If non-pronominals are al-
lowed in the left periphery, other non-pronominals that serve a bridging func-
tion could be put there as well, e.g. scene-setting elements, and in this way, the
prefield in the sense we know it, would have come into being.

Note that under this scenario we would expect the prefield to originally
only host topics, and this is the line Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010, 2011) take.
From stage 3 onwards, the prefield could host anything that had some bridging
quality. We would then have a loosening of association, in that the prefield
would have become more permissive over time.

Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010, 2011) acknowledge the presence of scene-
setting elements in the prefield. We have seen that these can be subsumed
under bridging expressions. We have also seen that this is also possible with
contrastive (or poset) elements. Consequently, other studies (e.g. Lötscher
2009; Lühr 2009; Schönherr 2012) find focalized elements, for instance contras-
tive elements, in the prefield. It is not easy to judge from their examples if those
are contrastive topics (Büring 1997), having a sorting-key character (Kuno
1982), but in any case they would not be covered easily under Hinterhölzl and
Petrova’s definition. So the prefield in OHG probably was as permissive as the
ModG prefield. If there was a change, it could only be a ‘weak’ change in fre-
quency of prefield fillers (which would be an effect of the ranking of the con-
straints leading prefield movement, see Speyer 2008a, 2008b) and not a ‘hard’
structural change. By ‘weak change’ I mean a change that does not imply struc-
tural changes, but only a change in the frequency of alternatives, which can be
modelled as a change in ranking values of constraints in an (stochastic) opti-
mality theoretic framework.

3.2 The Prefield Ranking in Old High German

In order to decide this question, a small study was undertaken in which the pre-
fields of a sample of an OHG text were investigated with respect to their infor-
mation structural content. The text chosen was the translation of Isidor
because, unlike other translation texts, this OHG text is relatively independent
of the Latin original. 131 verb-second declarative clauses from chapters 1–4
were analyzed. The results are represented in Table 2.
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Two things can be observed. First, poset elements are not preferred prefield
fillers. In competition with aboutness topics, aboutness topics account for almost
9 out of 10 cases, and scene-setting elements oust them in all cases. Second, the
strong preference for scene-setting elements over topics for the prefield is not as
pronounced as it is in ModG; if at all, there is a slight preference for aboutness
topics over scene-setting elements. Example (5a: Isidor 2.3) shows a sentence in
which the aboutness topic is preferred over the poset element as prefield filler,
and in (5b: Isidor 2.2) we see an example of an aboutness topic ousting a scene-
setting element.

(5) a. Dhaz ni saget apostolus (noh forasago ni bifant
That not says apostle neither prophet not thought
noh angil gotes ni uuista).
neither angel of-God not knew
‘The apostle doesn‘t say this, nor does the prophet know it, nor does
the angel of God know it.’

b. mit imu was ich DANNE al thiz frummenti
with him was I then all this creating
‘I created at that time all this with him’

So obviously there are some differences from the ModG ranking: the aboutness
topic is ranked about as high as scene-setting elements, and poset elements are
ranked low, as far as we can judge based on the limited data. This result corrobo-
rates the scenario outlined by Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010, 2011), as the associ-
ation between the prefield and aboutness topics is much more clearly visible
than in ModG.

Table 2: Relative Frequencies of Potential Prefield Fillers in Competition Cases, OHG.

 competitors S > P S > A P > A P > S A > S A > P

     

% P: A % %

% S: A (%) (%)

% S: P (%) ( %)

 competitors S > P, A P > A, S A > S, P

  

% S: P, A (%) (%) (%)
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3.3 The Prefield-ranking in Early New High German

Another study was carried out on texts that were written roughly halfway be-
tween the composition date of the Isidor and today, that is, in the middle of the
15th century (ENHG). Texts from two dialect areas were analysed, namely East
Central German (Saxonian and Thuringian) and East Upper German (Middle Ba-
varian). Furthermore, texts from three text types were selected, namely chronicle,
free narrative, and sermon. For each dialect/text type pairing, 100 verb-second
declarative clauses were analysed, totalling 600 sentences.13 The differences in
text type and dialect were negligible, so all results are conflated in Table 3.

Examples of the majority types are given in (6). In (6a: Kazmair §130), a scene-
setting element is preferred over a poset element, in (6b: Pilgerfahrt p.161), a
scene-setting element ousts an aboutness topic, and in (6c: Predigt Leipzig, p.5),
a poset element wins over an aboutness topic in prefield filling.

(6) a. (Herzog Steffan kam . . .) AM ANDERN TAG FRUE kam
duke S. came at.the other day early came
Herzog Ernst und mein Frau geen Landsperg.
duke E. and my lady to Landsberg
‘The next day, in the morning, duke Ernst and my lady came to
Landsberg.’

Table 3: Relative frequencies of potential prefield fillers in competition cases, ENHG.

 competitors S > P S > A P > A P > S A > S A > P

     

% P: A % %

% S: A %  %

% S: P  %  %

 competitors S > P, A P > A, S A > S, P

  

% S: P, A ( %) ( %) ( %)

13 For an exact overview of the texts constituting the corpus see Speyer (in prep.).
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b. (Aboutness topic in the preceding context: Prince Wilhelm v.
Thüringen)
VFF MYTTEWOCHIN NACH CRUCIS INUENTIONE fuer der
on Wednesday after elevation-of-the-cross travelled the
furste (. . .) zcu Venedie.
prince to Venice
‘On Wednesday after Elevation the prince travelled to Venice.’

c. (context: Judas gink mit Petro zu dirre herschaft)
Judas went with Peter to this government

Petrus nam dar an daz ewige leben,
Peter took thereon the eternal life
Judas der nam dar an den ewigen tot.
Judas he took thereon the eternal death
Judas went with Peter to this disciplehood. Peter gained from it eternal
life, Jude gained from it eternal death.’

We see that the modern ranking is already in operation in ENHG: Scene-setting
elements are strongly preferred as prefield-fillers, and there is a slight prefer-
ence for poset elements over aboutness topics. These frequencies even are
somewhat clearer than in ModG. We also see that the establishment of the
ModG prefield ranking is not a matter of one dialect (at least not in the 15th
century), but a common phenomenon.

3.4 Development of the Prefield

Let us summarize the findings of the diachronic survey of the prefield. The pre-
field in OHG is very clearly associated with aboutness topics. So nothing speaks
against the hypothesis that the prefield originated as a position specialized for
aboutness topics. This association of prefield and aboutness topics loses impact
between 800 AD (around when the Isidor is thought to have been written) and
1450 AD, at which time the investigated ENHG texts were composed. We can
interpret this finding in such a way that the special information structural as-
signment of this position was being lost in that period. So the prefield develops
into a position that is less specified with respect to information structure: it is
sufficient that the prefield element is somewhat topical, but it need not be an
aboutness topic. The beginning of this development is in fact visible even in
OHG where we find other types of topics in the prefield, but only marginally.
Still, all possible elements have in common that they have some context-
linking force, so what probably happened in terms of the information structural
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specification of the prefield is that the feature content of the prefield was mini-
mized. Whereas hitherto only elements that possessed all the information struc-
tural features [aboutness], [familiar] and [bridging] were allowed in the
prefield, in ENHG and ModG it is sufficient that an element has the feature
[bridging] for it to be eligible for the prefield.

4 The Postfield in Earlier German

4.1 Former Studies

The postfield has been the subject of several studies with a more or less infor-
mation structural viewpoint. From a purely quantitative point of view, Borter
(1982) finds that even in OHG there was a tendency of the postfield to be filled
by heavy elements. Information structural studies in the strict sense only came
about later, e.g. with Lötscher (2009), Lühr (2009), Petrova (2009), and
Schlachter (2012). Petrova (2009) finds examples in the Tatian-translation
where a Latin order Verb > Object was changed to OHG Object > Verb (that
is: where the postfield was avoided), if the object was anaphoric or otherwise
discourse-old. She concludes from that that the postfield could not host dis-
course-old elements. She, Lühr (2009) and Schlachter (2012) agree that the post-
field is a position specialized for informational foci, which again fits well with
constructional focus, interpreted as presentational focus, associated with right-
ward movement according to Rochemont (1986), or new elements in general.
Lötscher (2009), trying to interpret the findings in the light of a topic-comment
structure, finds that the postfield can only host parts of the comment. So the
common denominator of these studies is that the postfield in OHG is specialized
for both new and non-topical elements.

This state of affairs persists to some extent into the ENHG period. Several
studies (e.g. Bies 1996; Sapp 2007, 2014; Light 2012) describe the postfield posi-
tion in ENHG as a designated focus position. They narrow down the function to
narrow focus and informational focus; in the latter case even subjects can be
moved to the postfield.

When comparing the studies, it becomes apparent that a slight change
seems to have occurred between OHG and ENHG, in that contrastive foci begin
to be permitted. So there is some increase in the information structural interpre-
tations compatible with postfield positioning. As a consequence, the postfield
becomes less specified. So far, this development is somewhat parallel to the de-
velopment in the prefield and constitutes a loosening of association.
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4.2 Study on the Postfield in Early New High German

In order to assess this more precisely, I undertook an analysis of several post-
fields in the ENHG era. To that end, texts from two dialect areas, East Central
(Thuringian) and East Upper German (Bavarian), and across two time spans,
around 1450 and 1550, were selected and the postfields gathered manually.14

Preference was given to texts that are as close to the vernacular as possible, in
order to keep the results comparable to ModG, where postfield positioning is
largely a matter of oral speech.15 Only postfields with non-clausal content were
taken into account.

To quantify the information structural content of the postfields, the ratio of
new referents in both the postfields and the middle fields of the clauses con-
taining a postfield were calculated and compared. ‘New’ referents were defined
as in Prince (1981) as not being mentioned in the previous context and not in-
ferable from other, already mentioned referents. Table 4 shows the numbers
and ratios.

It is evident that there is a correlation between the postfield and new informa-
tion, in that the ratios of new referents are higher in the postfields than in the
middle fields. For the earlier period, the effect is more clearly visible in Thurin-
gian than in Bavarian, In the later period, the difference between the dialect

Table 4: Ratio of New Referents, ENHG.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 number of referents    

number of new ref.    

ratio of new ref. . . . .

 number of referents    

number of new ref.    

ratio of new ref. . . . .

14 The texts were: East Central German: Rothe (1421), Bange (1599); East Upper German: Kot-
tanerin (1445), zu Herberstein (1557).
15 Postfield positioning is also used as a stylistic device e.g. in newspapers, but this kind of
postfield positioning follows quite different constraints. See e.g. Vinckel (2011).
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areas dwindles, which may be due to the beginning usage of the East Central
German based standard in this period.16

Two examples for postfields in ENHG are given in (7). In (7a), an example
from earlier Thuringian (Bange 3.2.11f.), the typical case is illustrated. The post-
field contains new information, and the aboutness topic of the clause is in the
middle field (er ‘he’). But there are also counterexamples, especially in Bavar-
ian. In (7b), taken from Kottanerin (11.14f.), the postfield contains information
that is given, indeed highly salient (the sentence is taken from a report of the
fire in the queen’s bedroom), whereas der poes veint, ‘the evil enemy (= the
devil)’ has not been mentioned in the text. Although the information in the
postfield is not the most informative bit in the clause, it is not the topic, as
which counts die ‘her’ = the queen in the prefield.

(7) a. Da must er vber Meer fliehen |PoF mit Zwantzig Tausendt
then needed he over sea escape with twenty thousand
gewapneter Man.
armed-GEN man
‘Then he had to escape over sea, with 20.000 armed men.’

b. (context: The maid of the queen had risen from bed and did not notice
that the candle had tumbled down and that there was fire in the room)
die hiet der poes veint gern gelaidigt |PoF mit der pruenst.
Her had the evil enemy willingly hurt with the fire
‘The evil enemy would have liked to hurt her by means of the fire.’

If there was a correlation between new information and the postfield, we would
likewise expect the ratio of given, especially salient, referents to be low in the
postfield, relative to the middle field. Table 5 shows that this expectation is
born out. A working definition of ‘salient’ information is as follows: referents
are regarded as salient, if they are contextually given and if there are no more
than 10 other referents mentioned between the present and the previous men-
tion of the same referent. The consideration underlying this definition is that
the short-term memory can only keep 5 to 10 elements. So, we can be rather
sure that if more than 10 referents have been evoked between the present men-
tioning and the last mentioning the referent is not any more in the short term
memory.

16 Significant distributions are 15th cent. Thuringian (p = 0.0004; χ2 = 12.442), 16th cent. Ba-
varian (p = 0; χ2 = 46.682), 16th cent. Thuringian (p = 0.00006; χ2 = 16.017). Non-significant
(but almost) is 15th cent. Bavarian (p = 0.06; χ2= 3.432). The χ2-calculation was done using
Preacher (2001).
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The ratio of salient information is significantly lower in the postfield as
compared to the middle field. Again, the effect is stronger in the later period,
where the dialect areas behave identical, and in the earlier period the effect is
clearer in Thuringian than in Bavarian.17

If we concentrate not on given or given/salient information in general,
but rather on given/salient information that counts at the same time as about-
ness topic (which is a subset of the data in Table 5), we see the same picture
(Table 6).

Note, however, that, although the ratio is very low around 1550, the postfield
still contains a relatively high proportion of topics in the earlier period,

Table 5: Percentage of given/salient referents, ENHG.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 number of referents    

number of salient ref.    

percentage of salient ref. . . . .

 number of referents    

number of salient ref.    

percentage of salient ref. . . . .

Table 6: Percentage of given Topical Referents, ENHG.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 number of referents    

number of topical ref.    

percentage of topical ref. . . . .

 number of referents    

number of topical ref.    

percentage of topical ref. . . . .

17 Significant distributions are 15th cent. Bavarian (p = 0.00003, χ2 = 17.446), 15th cent. Thu-
ringian (p = 5e-8; χ2 = 29.734), 16th cent. Bavarian (p = 3e-8, χ2 = 30.497), 16th cent. Thuringian
(p = 6e-8; χ2 = 29.258). The χ2-calculation was done using Preacher (2001).
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especially in Bavarian, where about one tenth of postfields is topical. In (8),
from Kottanerin 10.3, an example is given in which the discourse topic die Heili-
gen Kron ‘the holy crown’ is in the postfield. The example is taken from a pas-
sage about the safe storage of the crown. It is questionable whether the local
aboutness topic of the clause is the crown or rather the omitted subject ‘I’. The
information in the postfield constitutes the discourse topic at any rate and
shows topical features such as ‘linking’ and ‘familiar’.

(8) (Context: Many Hungarian lords took the crown with them and carried
them into a vault)
und wol sach, wie, wo man hin tët |PoF die Heiligen Kron,
and well saw how where one to-did the holy crown
‘and I saw well where they put the holy crown,’

This usage in some ways foreshadows the modern journalistic usage of
highlighting a discourse topic (see Vinckel 2011), but it does not seem to be con-
nected to a special foregrounding strategy. The modern journalistic usage
might, however, stem from this state of affairs, when the postfield was not asso-
ciated to new or focused material.

Summarizing the study on ENHG postfields, one can conclude that the
postfield seems to be a information structurally specialized position in this pe-
riod, especially in Thuringian. In Bavarian, this specialization is less visible,
but it develops to match the Thuringian state of affairs; in the later period, the
specialization on new information and only parts of the comment is very
pronounced.

If we compare this to OHG, as investigated in several studies mentioned in
the preceding section, we notice some difference. ENHG around 1450 seems
more permissive than OHG, which speaks for a loosening of association, simi-
larly to the prefield. Unexpected in this context is the development ‘back’ to-
wards a more restrictive use around 1550. Whether this is a real change or only
an epiphenomenon of changing influences on the written language cannot be
decided.

4.3 Study on the Postfield in Modern German Dialects

As the non-clausal postfield is mostly a vernacular phenomenon in ModG, dia-
lect texts (which per se are close to the vernacular, or at least try to be) from the
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same dialect areas, composed around 1850, were investigated in the same man-
ner as the ENHG texts.18

The tendencies that were visible in ENHG around 1450 pertain. Table 7
shows the ratio of new referents in the texts. The ratios of the ENHG periods are
repeated to ease comparison.

The correlation of new information and the postfield remains strong in Thurin-
gian at about the level reached around 1550, and is stronger in Bavarian than in
1450, but less than in 1550. This supports the hypothesis that the correlation is
mostly an East Central German dialect feature not adopted in the Bavarian ver-
nacular. Example (9) shows typical cases: new information in the postfield and
given in the middle field of a Thuringian text (9a: Kürsten 1906: 32), and the op-
posite, given information in the postfield and new information in the middle field
in Bavarian (9b: Reitzenbeck 1846: 114f.). The information in the postfield is given
and at the same time represents the discourse topic for this subdiscourse.

(9) a. (context: and they took. . . [four quite honourable citizens as hostages]1
to the Bietersberg (castle))
on an 1. November da worden se1 alle bsamm
and on 1st November there became they all together
äigesteckt |PoF en anne donkle Kasematte,
in-put into a dark dungeon
‘and on November 1, they all were thrown into a dark dungeon,’

Table 7: Percentage of New Referents, ModG Dialects.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 percentage of new ref. . . . .
 percentage of new ref. . . . .
 number of referents    

number of new ref.    

percentage of new ref. . . . .

18 The texts were: Thuringian: Kürsten (1906); Bavarian: Reitzenbeck (1846).
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b. (context: Only one thing makes me nervous at such a fair, the large num-
ber of beggars1,. . .)
Dö Wirth‘ solln liaber án Groschn Eintritt begehrn
The landlords should rather a dime fee set
|PoF für dö Bedlleut1.

for the beggars
‘The landlords should rather set an entrance fee of a dime for the
beggars.’

The same essentially holds for given/salient and topical referents (Tables 8, 9).

It is easy to see that in Thuringian, the ratio of salient and also of topical refer-
ents in the postfield decreases even more in the ModG dialect text. On the other
hand, the Bavarian text more or less replicates the numbers from 1450. On the
whole, we can interpret these findings such that Bavarian was more permissive
with respect to the information structural configurations, in which the postfield
was used. This might be an effect of a different syntactic status of the postfield

Table 8: Percentage of given/salient Referents, ModG dialects.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 percentage of sal. ref. . . . .
 percentage of sal. ref. . . . .
 number of referents    

number of sal. ref.    

percentage of sal. ref. . . . .

Table 9: Percentage of Topical Referents, ModG Dialects.

Bavarian:
Postfield

Bavarian:
Middle field

Thuringian:
Postfield

Thuringian:
Middle field

 percentage of top. ref. . . . .
 percentage of top. ref. . . . .
 number of referents    

number of top. ref.    

percentage of top. ref. . .  .
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in Bavarian versus Thuringian (and the standard variety of German). But more
work needs to be done in order to assess this question (for a preliminary discus-
sion see Speyer 2016). It is however clear that mere ‘heaviness’ in terms of
structural complexity or number of words / constituents / information bearing
units is not the decisive factor for postfield positioning.

5 Syntactic Change by Feature Reduction
(Vulgo: ‘Bleaching’)

5.1 Overview over the Changes

On the whole we can see that with both the prefield and the postfield the origi-
nally strict correlation to information structural values is loosened. Most impor-
tantly, the frequency of aboutness topics as prefield elements in OHG is
strikingly higher than in later stages of the language.

The prefield presumably started out as a position specialized for topics
(probably more precise: given aboutness topics, but only after a topic shift oc-
curred) and becomes more permissive over time: In addition to aboutness
topics, scene-setting elements and poset elements are allowed in Modern Ger-
man, and we witness the increasing loosening of the association in the docu-
mented history of the language. The only elements that are not preferred in the
prefield currently are new elements, if they have no topical value. Note that
these classes of elements are attested already in OHG as prefield elements, but
the frequency of aboutness topics is strikingly higher in OHG.

In both periods, OHG and ModG, we have variation in the prefield, which
has been modelled further below using stochastic OT. Note that the change be-
tween OHG and ModG is not a structural change, but rather a change in fre-
quencies of different sorts of prefield elements and in the preference for
prefield elements of certain sorts if they are in competition with each other.
This can be interpreted as a change in the ranking value of the prefield fillers
(or, more precisely, of the constraints that select such candidates as the optimal
ones). The constraint that would select the candidate with the topic in the pre-
field (TOPIC-VF) had the highest ranking value in OHG compared to the con-
straint selecting poset elements (POSET-VF) and the one selecting scene-setting
elements (SCENE-VF). So the OHG ranking is as in (10), assuming that the gener-
alization that the prefield can host only one element was more or less valid also
in OHG (see Axel 2007):
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(10) 1-VF ≫ TOPIC-VF ≫ SCENE-VF≫ POSET-VF

The ModG ranking was already presented under (3) in section 2.1. In ModG the
constraint selecting the scene-setting candidate is ranked highest and the con-
straint selecting the candidate with the topic in the prefield is lowest, even a bit
below the constraint selecting poset elements.

The postfield presumably started as a positon specialized for information
foci. In ENHG, especially in Bavarian, it appears to be more permissive than in
OHG in that all sorts of elements, most notably contrastive foci but also given
elements, even discourse topics come to be allowed. In East Central ENHG
(Thuringian), elements that are given, let alone topics, continue to not be pre-
ferred. As there is a large impact of East Central German on all varieties of Ger-
man from the 16th century onward, the postfield in other varieties seemingly
develops ‘back’ to a more restrictive position.

The above interpretation of the changes leads to some considerations about
potential mechanisms of syntactic change beyond the ‘hard’ structural changes
that result from reanalysis during language acquisition (e.g. Clark and Roberts
1993; Lightfoot 1999). We will see that syntactic changes can come about also
by changes in frequencies, which in turn are reflexes of changes in the feature
content of certain positions, and this is where information structure as a trigger
for syntactic change may play a role.

5.2 Feature Reduction in the Prefield

How can we account for the change in the information structural content of the
two positions? The OT analysis given for the prefield already presupposes that
there are variants available, but OHG seems to give a glimpse of a pre-OHG
stage where no variation was possible. The change in information structural
content can be captured as a consequence of loss of features that trigger move-
ment. Let us exemplify this with the prefield. The original feature content of the
prefield (or, rather, the relevant projection in the C architecture) was a junction
of the topical features [aboutness], [given] and [bridging].19 In OHG, the feature
content was already simplified so that in the end only [bridging] was left. This

19 The features are to be thought as features that can trigger movement. The information
structural propoerties on the elements, say, aboutness topics etc., are coded as features of the
type given in the text. These features correspond to features in the left periphery positions.
The difference to ‘normal’ feature driven movement is that the derivation does not crash if
the feature-driven movement does not happen. This is more or less the mechanism that is
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means that every phrase which is marked with the feature ‘bridging’ can be
moved to the prefield. This goes for aboutness topics of the sort described, but
also for scene setting elements and poset elements, as each of those bears some
relationship to the linguistic or extralinguistic context.

The change in frequency is another matter which is rather independent of
the feature content of the relevant C projection. But for the question of which
phrases can be moved at all, the presence of a [bridging] feature is crucial. So
what happens is that the feature content of the prefield position is reduced,
and because of that more sorts of elements can automatically be moved to the
prefield. In some ways this is related to ‘bleaching’ as it is known from gram-
maticalization processes. Bleaching in grammaticalisation – as well as in se-
mantic change in general – can be captured as a reduction of semantic
features (discussed in e.g. Langacker 1977: 84–87; Sweetser 1988; Lehmann
1995: 127; Eckardt 2012).

Similarly, information structural bleaching can occur if a bundle of features
that trigger movement is reduced. Especially with pragmatic notions a bleach-
ing scenario is plausible, as there the reduction of features can be caused by an
inflationary usage of some expression, a rather common process in general
(e.g. Hentschel 1998). We might assume that the originally pragmatically
restricted realization of a prefield was also subject to this kind of inflationary
usage. In terms of features, inflationary usage means that a mode of expression,
as e.g. the prefield, is used by language users even in cases in which the full
feature content of prefield movement is not satisfied. For instance, a speaker
might move a phrase that is marked for [bridging] and [given], but not [about-
ness], to the prefield. This over-usage has consequences for language acquisi-
tion. So, a language learner of a learner generation F might pick out only some
features that are relevant for prefield movement from the output provided by
speakers of the parental generation P. If we view topichood in general as a fea-
ture bundle that might be variable in different languages, containing e.g.
[aboutness], [bridging], [given], [discourse topichood] etc., language learners of
generation F might pick out only some features as relevant for prefield move-
ment, e.g. [bridging]. In that way other elements that also contain [bridging] in
their information structural feature content are allowed, e.g. scene setting or
poset elements. Thus, the inflationary usage by generation P, which originally
stemmed from riding dead a specialized construction with novelty effect, might
lead to the analysis of this construction as one with reduced feature content.

described in Rizzi (1997) for the informational structural features responsible for optional
movement to TopP, FocP etc.
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In the case of the prefield, this kind of feature reduction was relatively easy
to originate. We may assume that some C-architecture was even present in
Proto-Indoeuropean and also in Proto-Germanic (Speyer 2009b), so several pre-
fabricated C-projections were available. The only structural change was that
verb movement to the C-architecture became compulsory, resulting in the Ger-
manic verb second syntax. The development of the prefield and its proliferation
went hand in hand with the movement of the verb to the C-projection.

The feature reduction scenario outlined above might translate into a carto-
graphic C-architecture approach in the style of Rizzi (1997). Originally, movement
targeted only one C-projection (the one with the fitting feature content), whereas
after feature reduction, other C-projections that are compatible with the reduced
feature content might be targeted as well. An aboutness topic, for instance, car-
ries the features [aboutness] and [bridging] (possibly among others). There is a
position in the left periphery that is specified for [aboutness] and [bridging], so
the topic can be moved there. It cannot be moved into other positions which are
specified for [bridging] and something else, e.g. [contrast]. After feature reduc-
tion, the topic can be moved to all positions that are specified for [bridging], as
they are underspecified with respect to other information structural properties.

In Modern German, a phrase must still have some minimal feature content
in order to be moved to the prefield. Otherwise you would never expect to get
prefield expletives: If prefield expletives are used exactly in those cases in
which no suitable phrase that can be moved to the prefield is available, this
implies that phrases must still have some properties that make them movable
to the prefield. Note that aboutness topics in German sentences with prefield
expletive typically lack the bridging quality (see Speyer 2009a).

5.3 Feature Reduction in the Postfield

With the postfield, the reanalysis scenario is necessarily different as there are
no prefabricated positions. The postfield is not part of the functional overlay a
clause has anyway (such as the C-architecture), but is either a consequence of a
variable head parameter or a case of ad-hoc adjunction. Consequently, the de-
velopment of the postfield is rather different both from a descriptive and a
structural point of view. Descriptively, we do not see an inflationary usage; if
anything, the postfield is used even more rarely.20 The fact that the postfield is

20 This is in contrast to the English postfield. Here we had inflationary usage which eventu-
ally led to a generalization to the VO-syntax (cf. e.g. Taylor and Pintzuk 2012).
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not used frequently is a direct consequence of its information structural special-
ization as a focus position. First, focus is used in general less often than, say,
topic. Second, the postfield is not the only focus position in the German clause:
Elements at the right edge of the middle field can be interpreted as foci as well.
In terms of features, this infrequent usage means that bleaching does not occur
on the same scale as in the case of the prefield. The postfield is still a fairly
specialized position. Structurally, the ongoing infrequent usage did not trigger
any reanalysis towards an analysis in which the postfield is a regular syntactic
option, e.g. by reanalysing the head parameter of the verb phrase categorically
to left-headedness.21 So, an analysis of the postfield as an ‘expensive’ construc-
tion (which involves for instance building up extra structure) is not prevented.
In fact, it might even be triggered by the fact that it is relatively rare: A lan-
guage learner might come to the conclusion that the rarity of this construction
is a consequence of its costly syntax.22

6 Summary and Final Remarks

The history of the prefield and the postfield in the history of German was out-
lined with respect to the information structural interpretation of the fields. With
respect to the prefield, it could be showed that the prefield became more per-
missive with respect to information structural content. It started as a position
designated for aboutness topics, and it is nowadays a position that can host
anything as long as it has one property of topics, namely the property to anchor
the proposition to the context (what we referred to as bridging). With respect to
the postfield, a different development took place. Although an extension of pos-
sible information structural properties of postfield material is visible, the use of
the postfield became less frequent over time. The developments were inter-
preted as a bleaching process in that the stock of information structural fea-
tures that were necessary for movement to either field was reduced so that in
the end only one relatively general feature (such as [bridging] for the prefield)
needed to be satisfied by prefield movement.

21 This might have happened and did happen e.g. in languages such as Middle English
(Kroch and Taylor 1997).
22 In Speyer (2016) it was argued that Bavarian might have had a variable head parameter,
such as e.g. Old English seems to have had (cf. Petrova and Speyer 2011); this might have been
reanalyzed to adjunction as the more ‘costly’ variant by such considerations.
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The question about the ‘architecture of topic’ is answered here in a way remi-
niscent of lexical semantics in the tradition of Katz and Fodor (1963), in that top-
ichood is seen as a bundle of semanto-pragmatic features. Many flavors of
topichood are in use in the research tradition of the past 40 years – aboutness,
givenness, lack of (prosodic) prominence, to name but a few – and it seems
sometimes as a matter of personal preference, which flavor is ennobled with the
term ‘topic’ and which flavors have to fobbed off with some other term. There are
many advantages of the interpretation of topichood as a feature bundle. One is
that it is easily transmitted to syntactic views of information structurally induced
movement as feature-driven movement: A ‘topic’ consisting of a bundle of sem-
anto-pragmatic features provides the features necessary for movement. Another
advantage is that all flavors of topic indeed are to be seen as topic-like – they all
correspond to possible features, some of which constitute an archetypical topic
in one language, some other selection constitutes an archetypical topic in an-
other language. One of the main advantages of this view, however, is that it al-
lows to trace the development of some aspect of topichood – in the present case:
the properties an element must have in order to be placed in a ‘topic’ position
like the prefield – to a general process of feature loss. Similar processes can be
used fruitfully to model the semantic side of grammaticalization, so this might be
a general process in semantic or pragmatic changes of any kind.

Note: This paper goes back to two talks given at Lund University in December
2014, in the context of the Grammar Seminar and of the workshop ‘Architecture
of Topic’, and a talk given at the Università Ca’ Foscari di Venezia in April
2016. The data for the postfield study was collected with the aid of my
Göttingen research assistant Marten Santjer, whose work I gratefully acknowl-
edge. I want to thank furthermore the audiences of these talks, especially Peter
Culicover, Lars-Olof Delsing, Werner Frey, Hans-Martin Gärtner, Giuliana
Giusti, Roland Hinterhölzl, Gunlög Josefsson, Valéria Molnár, Michael Roche-
mont, and Halldór Sigurðsson for interesting discussions. I thank also Jona-
than Watkins for correcting my English. All remaining errors are my own.
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Valéria Molnár

Stylistic Fronting at the Interface of Syntax
and Discourse

Abstract: This paper presents a novel analysis of the discourse properties of the
phenomenon called “Stylistic Fronting” (SF). The widely held view according to
which Stylistic Fronting has no discourse-semantic effects in Icelandic, but is re-
lated to topic or focus interpretation in Romance, is challenged. It is argued that
SF is not simply triggered by formal features but has relevance for information
structure (IS) in both Romance and Scandinavian. The impact of SF on discourse
interpretation is, however, dependent on the type of syntactic derivation.

In Icelandic, the “stylistic”movement can be either a locally (and information-
structurally) restricted “formal movement” (STYL-inversion) into the subject gap
without changing the IS-properties of the moved constituent or a “true” discourse-
triggered movement (STYL-preposing) with an obligatory contrastive effect. Since
SF also seems to vary with respect to syntactic properties and discourse interpreta-
tion in Romance, the triggers and interpretive properties of SF in Scandinavian
seem not to be as different from those in Romance as generally suggested in the
literature.

Keywords: stylisting fronting, stylistic inversion, stylistic preposing, topicaliza-
tion, focus movement, formal movement, coherence feature, EPP-movement

1 Introduction

This paper discusses the discourse properties of the phenomenon called “Stylis-
tic Fronting” (SF) in Scandinavian and Romance languages and makes the pro-
posal that this kind of movement has interpretive effects in both language
groups. Thus, the widely held view according to which Stylistic Fronting has no
discourse-semantic effects in Icelandic, but is related to topic or focus interpre-
tation in Romance, will be challenged. It will, however, be argued that the im-
pact of SF on discourse interpretation is dependent on the type of syntactic
derivation.

Since Joan Maling’s (1980) seminal work on “Inversion in embedded
clauses in Modern Icelandic”, Stylistic Fronting has received considerable at-
tention in linguistic research. In this work Maling brought to attention an old
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phenomenon, already present in Old Icelandic: a special type of fronting move-
ment through which predicative (“small”) elements – not typically available for
Topicalization – can occupy a vacant subject position. As observed by Maling,
the inversion of a postverbal element (negation ekki, past participle) and the
finite verb is possible (but not obligatory) in certain syntactic environments (cf.
examples (1) and (2) from Gestur Pálsson’s “Tilhugalíf”). The fronted constitu-
ent is given in boldface type.

(1) og nú eigum við að vita (. . .) hvort ekkii finnst ti meira
and now ought we to know whether not finds more
þýfi hjá piltinum
stolen-goods on the.boy
‘and now we are supposed to find out whether any more stolen goods can
be found where the boy lives’
(Maling 1980)

(2) Honum mætti standa á sama, hvað sagti væri ti um hann
him-DAT might stand on same what said was about him
‘It might be all the same to him what was said about him.’
(Maling 1980)

Maling (1980) originally claimed that SF – as opposed to Topicalization –
applies to head-like categories like past participles, predicative adjectives, ver-
bal particles and adverbs. However, it has been recognized in later research
that Topicalization and SF do not operate on disjunctive sets of categories and
that phrasal categories like DPs and PPs can also undergo SF (Holmberg 2000;
2006; Ott 2009, etc.). Consider the authentic examples in Wood (2011) from the
Ístal corpus (3), which includes informal conversations, and from the Alþingi
corpus (4), which contains unprepared parliament speeches:

(3) ég veit bara að sá sem Steinii
1 var með ti hann

I know just that the.one who Steinn.DAT was with he/it
var alveg fínn (. . .)
was just great
‘I just know that the one who was with Steinn, he was just great (. . .)’
(Wood 2011)

1 As Wood (2011: 55, note 4) points out, “the case marking of Steini ‘Steinn.DAT’ shows that it
is the object of the preposition með ‘with’ and not the subject of the clause”.
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(4) sem að um máliði á að véla ti
who that about the.issue should to address
‘who should address the issue’
(Wood 2011)

As argued in several works (e.g. Holmberg 2000; Ott 2009), SF of both predicative
and phrasal elements obeys the same type of syntactic constraints and should
therefore be analyzed in a uniform manner. The two instances of SF are also
claimed to be identical with regard to their interpretation, which is said to lack
semantic and pragmatic implications. The discourse behavior of the stylistic move-
ment is, however, much more complex. As will be argued in this paper, SF should
not be regarded as a semantically vacuous movement, and (at least) two interpre-
tively distinct subtypes should be distinguished: (i) a movement which can apply
in non-specified contexts in neutral cases (like in examples (1) and (2)) and (ii) a
movement which is obligatorily associated with emphasis and contrastive interpre-
tation (cf. examples (3) and (4)).

SF is also attested in Romance languages and is especially common in some
Old Romance varieties. The Romance data indicate that fronting is possible in the
case of both predicative and phrasal elements, as illustrated here by examples
taken from Old Catalan (5), Old French (6) and Sardinian (7):

(5) que fetai aviets ti la corona del Emperi
that made had the crown of-the emperor
‘who had made the crown of the emperor’
(Desclot, 297, quoted by Fischer and Alexiadou 2001)

(6) S’ont trovee la sale overte qui de tiulesi estoit
self-have.3PL found the room open that of tiles be.PAST.3SG
coverte ti
covered
‘They found the room open whose roof was covered with tiles.’
(Le Chevalie la Charrette 991–992, quoted by Mathieu 2006)

(7) Arrivatui est ti a sa festa.
arrived is at the party
‘He has arrived at the party.’
(Jones 1993)

Concerning the discourse effects of fronting in Modern and Old Romance lan-
guages and varieties, it is claimed in the literature (cf. Fischer and Alexiadou
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2001; Jones 1993; Mathieu 2006) that SF expresses a kind of emphasis (5), has
topic interpretation (6) or Fronting is an instance of focus movement (7). However,
the (exclusively) topic/focus/emphasis-related analysis of the discourse behavior
of SF in Romance seems to contradict the empirical facts (cf. the Italian data in
Cardinaletti 2003 and Franco 2009). The main task of the present article will be to
provide a more differentiated analysis of the functional load of SF in Romance
and Scandinavian showing that the type of SF occurring in neutral cases should
be distinguished from the obligatorily emphatic cases in both language groups.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 starts out with the central
theoretical issue of the present paper by discussing the trigger(s) of Stylistic Front-
ing. After the presentation of the relevant diagnostics of SF in Icelandic in section
3, the discourse-based analysis of SF is presented in the following two sections:
after providing syntactic motivation for the split of stylistic movement into two
different types in section 4, the discourse effects of the proposed structural split
are discussed in more detail in section 5. The structural and functional differences
between SF and the other information-structurally relevant movements – Topicali-
zation and Focusing – are summarized in section 6. Section 7 discusses apparent
structural and functional differences between SF in Romance and Scandinavian,
but section 8 shows that Scandinavian and Romance seem similar as to the varia-
tion with respect to the discourse effects of stylistic movement despite certain
parametric differences between these languages. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 The Triggers of “Stylistic Movement” – Formal
vs. Discourse-semantic Features

As documented in linguistic research, SF was highly productive at earlier stages
of Scandinavian and Romance languages (in Old Danish, Middle Danish, Old
Swedish, Old Italian, Old French, and Old Catalan), whereas it is less frequent
in modern “Insular Scandinavian” (e.g. Modern Icelandic, Faroese), no longer
(or less) productive in Romance varieties and not attested in modern Mainland
Scandinavian languages. Following Maling’s work, SF in Scandinavian and Ro-
mance has been studied in a large number of syntactic approaches from both a
diachronic and a synchronic perspective.

The key questions of SF-research have been related to the trigger(s) of this
syntactic operation. “Triggers” are defined by Breitbarth and van Riemsdijk
(2004) as “requirements of some sort that cause syntactic effects, most notably
displacement”. According to Chomsky (1995, 2001) different types of formal fea-
tures are required for displacement such as the ϕ-features (gender, person,
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number) of Infl and v, the Case features of DP and the EPP-feature/Edge feature2

of Comp, Infl and v. These features are regarded as uninterpretable features
which must be eliminated before the derivation reaches an interface (LF or PF).
Otherwise the derivation crashes and violates the requirements of the Principle of
Full Interpretation. Since the elimination (checking) of uninterpretable features is
possible by displacement, these features are triggers for movement. Peripheral,
extra-syntactic features related to information structure and prosody (like [+wh],
[topic] / [focus]) are also claimed to belong to the set of triggers, where the same
status is assigned to them as to regular morphosyntactic features. Crucial for the
trigger-based approach is also the claim that independently of the type of trig-
gers, displacement is forced to apply if the abovementioned features are present.
Whether the checking of regular and peripheral morphosyntactic features applies
overtly or covertly is a matter of cross-linguistic variation.

There are different options for the explanation of the displacement type
which is represented by Stylistic Fronting in the trigger-based framework. One
option is to relate it to the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), which requires
that a predicational entity must take a subject. If the EPP-feature is assigned to a
head, the overt displacement of phrasal material to the specifier position of this
head is obligatory. In this case, however, the stylistic movement is triggered by
the properties of the target (by Attract, cf. Chomsky 1995, chapter 4) and not by
the category being moved. As demonstrated below, this type of analysis is
adopted predominantly for SF in Scandinavian. The other possibility – triggering
of movement by the discourse properties of the displaced category – is most
often taken into account in the analysis of SF in Romance. However, only opera-
tor(-like) features such as [topic] and [focus] (and the related feature “emphatic”)
are discussed among the relevant discourse properties of the SF-moved constitu-
ents in Romance.

As argued in this paper, the inventory of information-structurally based
features should also be extended to other types of discourse features, primar-
ily to those which relate to the role in discourse linking, like [givenness] and
[contrast]. These features – which guarantee coherence in discourse (also
called “C(oherence)-features”, cf. Molnár 2003; Molnár and Winkler 2010) –
differ from the abovementioned operator features in several respects and
work orthogonally to topicality and focusing, both overlapping and cutting

2 Platzack (2008: 7) claims that both the EPP-feature and the Edge feature (EF) may trigger
movement. However, there is an important difference: “EPP is a demand that an Agree-relation
must be visible at the SM [Sensory-Motor] interface, the edge feature a demand that a phase
head must have an A’ specifier. Hence, visibility at SM holds for EPP but not necessarily for
EF”.
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across these two other established notions of information structure. Both
topics and foci can – but do not need to – guarantee coherence, either by the
contextually recoverable (given) status of a constituent or by contrasting a
(given or new) constituent to another constituent in a contextually given set.
The “C-feature” seems to be relevant for fronting strategies also in Scandina-
vian languages, which observe the “C-Constraint” suggested by Molnár (2003:
236): “Place a ‘C’-marked element in the left peripheral – sentence internal (or
sentence external) – position”.

The question arises, though, as to whether the triggering mechanism can be
restricted to these two complementary options or whether there are more complex
cases. A very intriguing problem is the question of whether the target position of
SF should only be related to ‘regular’ formal features or whether it is also con-
nected to/constrained by pragmatic features (e.g. [focus], the C-feature). Since the
choice of the fronted constituent is dependent on certain contextual and semantic
factors, the restriction to exclusively formal properties of the target position seems
not to correspond to the empirical facts: fronting also requires compatibility with
certain semantically and contextually based requirements. Consequently, it is
plausible to assume that Stylistic Fronting is not only triggered by formal proper-
ties of the target but also by the category being moved. Further, it also seems nec-
essary to take additional factors – e.g. prosodic properties – into consideration as
relevant conditions for this fronting operation (cf. Wood 2011).

The discussion of possible SF-triggers also requires a comparison of SF
with two major types of A-bar-movement – Topicalization and Focus move-
ment. It has to be clarified whether SF is a distinct, totally different type of
movement, i.e. if it is possible to distinguish SF from Topicalization and Focus
movement on structural and/or functional grounds. A comparison of languages
where SF is attested also leads to the question of whether SF can be regarded
as a uniform movement in Romance and Scandinavian, triggered by the same
feature(s) and similar with regard to its structural and interpretive properties.

This paper aims to provide an answer to the above questions by investigating
SF at the interface of narrow syntax and information structure from a contrastive
perspective. I will compare SF with Topicalization and Focusing and discuss its
peculiarities in different Scandinavian and Romance languages. Despite a large
amount of work, a satisfactory discussion of SF at the syntax-pragmatics interface
is still missing in linguistic research. As will be shown below in more detail, the
claims concerning the discourse relevance of SF are contradictory, with regard to
both Scandinavian and Romance. Regarding SF in the Romance languages
(mainly in Old Romance varieties), SF is most often related to either Focus or
Topic interpretation, although a less categorical position is taken by Cardinaletti
(2003) and Franco (2009). In the analysis of the discourse properties of SF in
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Scandinavian (concentrating on Icelandic) the dominant view is that SF is a move-
ment that fulfills some condition which purely concerns form – for example satis-
fying the EPP or triggered by the Edge feature (cf. Holmberg 2000, 2006; Ott 2009;
Platzack 2009). It is explicitly claimed by Holmberg (2006: 560) that the term “sty-
listic” does not refer to the discourse relevance of SF but is motivated by the op-
tionality and the “formal, even archaic” character of this movement. This view is
also supported by Angantýsson (2009), who argues that SF is more common in
written language and in a formal style of speech.

The main claim of this paper is that SF – similarly to Topicalization and
Focusing – is a discourse-semantically relevant and/or contextually restricted
movement in both Romance and Scandinavian. The trigger of SF cannot be re-
duced to the target, but is also related to semantic-pragmatic features of the
moved constituents driving dislocation in narrow syntax. Further, it will be ar-
gued that the impact of SF on discourse interpretation is dependent on the type
of syntactic derivation in both language groups:

1. The Icelandic data require a distinction to be made between two major
types of stylistic movement: a “true fronting” (STYL-preposing) triggered by con-
trast,3 and a locally more strictly restricted “formal movement” into the empty
subject position (STYL-inversion). Crucially, this latter type is also visible at the in-
terface between syntax and semantics/pragmatics since it is arguably restricted by
semantic and discourse constraints. These two types of SF have partially different
discourse effects (they do not create disjunctive sets), which can be regarded as a
consequence of different syntactic configurations or derivational histories.
Whereas STYL-preposing is a contrast-related movement with obligatory accent,
STYL-inversion often appears in contextually not specified (i.e. “unmarked”) cases
with a maximal focus domain, even though optional backgrounding, conditioned
by the givenness of the fronted element, or contrastive focusing is also possible.

2. The split of stylistic movement into a type with obligatory emphasis and
a type with optional emphasis and interpretive variation also has interesting
consequences for the comparison of languages. The proposed distinction of two
SF-types makes it possible to analyze stylistic movement in Scandinavian and
Romance in a uniform manner. I will argue below that it is not the case that SF
in Scandinavian and Romance is different in the sense that it lacks discourse
relevance in Scandinavian while it has discourse effects in Romance; rather,
both language groups seem to have (at least) two structurally and functionally
distinct varieties.

3 The obligatory character and connected problems will be discussed in more detail below in
the syntactic and pragmatic analysis of SF (see sections 4 and 5).
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3 Stylistic Fronting – Selected Diagnostics of SF
in Icelandic

As Maling points out in her article from 1980, SF in Icelandic is different from
Topicalization in several respects and the suggested dichotomy has by and
large been confirmed in later SF-research. The most important syntactic asym-
metries are related to the type of the fronted elements, the target position, and
the (ir)relevance of locality restrictions.

The prototypical elements that undergo SF are heads or head-like elements –
participles, infinitives, but also particles, adverbs, negation, predicative adjec-
tives, and predicative nominals – in contrast to phrases, which are typical for
Topicalization. SF of DPs and PPs is restricted, but not excluded. The variation in
Icelandic with regard to the moved elements is illustrated in the examples (1–4),
with fronting of “heads” (1–2) on the one hand, and with movement of full DPs
and PPs in (3–4) on the other.

The target position of SF is according to Maling (1980), Platzack (2009),
Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson (1990), and Holmberg (2000, 2006) the position
immediately preceding the finite verb – Spec,TP or Spec,IP – as opposed to
Topicalization, which targets Spec,CP (an A-bar-position). Since Spec,TP is the
canonical subject position, SF can only apply if there is no overt subject in this
position. As the grammaticality contrast of the following examples (8-a) and
(8-b) indicates, preverbal subjects are ungrammatical in Icelandic sentences
with SF:

(8) a. hún sem fyrsti var ti til að lýsa stílfærslu
she that first was PREP to [describe] Stylistic Fronting
‘she who was first to investigate Stylistic Fronting’

b. *afleiðslan sem hún fyrsti var ti til að lýsa
the-construction that she first was PREP to [describe]
‘the construction that she was first to [describe]’
(Holmberg 2006)

The so-called subject gap condition also has consequences for typical SF-contexts.
In Scandinavian, SF often appears in subject extraction contexts and is thus domi-
nant in embedded clauses, e.g. in subject relative clauses (see examples (2), (3),
(4) above). However, SF is also possible in different types of impersonal (main or
embedded) clauses (see (9), (10)) or in main or embedded clauses with a “late”
subject (see (11), (12)):
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(9) Tekini hefur verið ti erfið ákvörðun.
taken has been difficult decision
‘Difficult decision was taken.’
(Holmberg 2000)

(10) Það fór að rigna, þegar búiði var ti að borða.
EX went to rain when finished was to eat
‘It began to rain when we had finished eating.’
(Holmberg 2006)

(11) Falliði hafa ti margir hermenn í þessu stríði.
died have many soldiers in this war
‘Many soldiers died in this war.’
(Jónsson 1991)

(12) Ég hélt að kyssti hefðu ti hana margir stúdentar.
I thought that kissed had her many students
‘I thought that many students have kissed her.’
(Jónsson 1991)

In addition to the subject gap condition, locality restrictions are of decisive rel-
evance for SF since SF is regarded as a movement of the closest element to T
obeying the “accessibility hierarchy”. This hierarchy, which was first observed
by Maling (1980) and later modified by several researchers (Hrafnbjargarson
2003, 2004a; Holmberg 2006), partly corresponds to Attract Closest suggested
by Chomsky (1995: 311). The order “negation ekki/sentence adverb > past
participle/verb particle > predicative adjective” regulates the possible move-
ments of elements if there are several candidates for SF and predicts that nega-
tion and sentence adverbs will always block SF of elements lower in the
hierarchy (cf. (13-b)):

(13) a. (. . .) þegar ekki var ti búiði að borða.
when not was finished to eat

b. *(. . .) þegar búiði var ekki ti að borða.
when finished was not to eat
(Holmberg 2006)

The “accessibility hierarchy” is, however, only operative in the case of SF, in
contrast to Topicalization, where locality restrictions do not play a role.
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The syntactic status of the target position is also indicated by the fact that
SF is clause-bound. Stylistic Fronting – as opposed to Topicalization – is an
A-movement, and does not license operator chains. As example (14-b) below
shows, SF from a complement clause to the matrix clause is generally ruled
out (see also Maling 1980; Sigurðsson 1989: 58; Thráinsson 2007: 374):

(14) a. þeir sem halda að fariði verði ti á morgun eru bjartsýnir.
they who think that left will-be tomorrow are optimists
‘They who believe that they will leave tomorrow are optimists.’

b. *þeir sem fariði halda að verði ti á morgun (. . .)
they who left think that will-be tomorrow
(Egerland 2013)

The most intriguing property of SF is the fact that it can apply to a heterogeneous
set of categories. In Maling’s (1980) original proposal, only “small elements”
were taken into consideration regarding SF. However, Holmberg’s (2000, 2006)
argumentation seems convincing when he shows that not only “heads” but also
phrasal elements may undergo SF in Icelandic. Fronting of DPs and PPs is
restricted by the same constraints as fronting of adverbs and predicative elements
(see the effect of the subject gap condition in example (15) and the relevance of the
locality restriction (“shortest move”) in example (16) below):

(15) *þeir sem í Danmörkui hann hafði hitt ti (. . .)
those who in Denmark he had met
‘Those whom he had met in Denmark (. . .)’
(Thráinsson 2007)

(16) *þeir sem í Danmörkui hafa ekki verið ti (. . .)
those that in Denmark have not been
‘Those who have not been in Denmark (. . .)’
(Thráinsson 2007)

The variation with respect to the SF-moved category has, however, led to differ-
ent syntactic analyses in Scandinavian. In addition to the hybrid view repre-
sented by Hrafnbjargarson (2003, 2004a), according to which SF is either a
head or a phrasal movement depending on the fronted element, the dominant
approach to the analysis of SF in Icelandic data is a uniform treatment. Jónsson
(1991), for example, consistently accounts for all SF as head movement, while
others (e.g. Ott 2009) argue for the analysis of all instances of SF as phrasal
movement. The latter approach stipulates remnant movement of the head-like
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categories, which means that in these cases “incomplete” categories containing
traces are moved (see Ott 2009 and the reference to Webelhuth and den Besten
1987 therein).

Of special interest for the present analysis of SF are the differences be-
tween SF and Topicalization with respect to discourse effects. According to
Maling (1980), Topicalization requires emphasis or focus on the fronted con-
stituent, whereas emphasis or focus is not necessarily present on the fronted
element in the case of SF. In later analyses the differences between the dis-
course properties of SF and Topicalization are often more sharply separated,
resulting in the claim that SF has no semantic and pragmatic implications
(Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson 1990; Jónsson 1991; Holmberg 2006; Thráins-
son 2007; Ott 2009; Platzack 2009). Commenting on fronting of “small ele-
ments” like particles and non-finite main verbs, Thráinsson (2007: 372) claims
that “there is no focussing involved. The particle fram ‘forth’ cannot possibly
have any kind of focus reading in [. . . [(17)] (. . .) and by komið ‘come’ in (. . .)
[(18)] . . .] it is not being implied, for instance, that other students had ‘gone’
or whatever”. Consider:

(17) Frami hefur komið ti að fiskaðj hefur verið tj í leyfisleysi (. . .)
forth has come that fished has been illegally
‘It has been revealed that illegal fishing has taken place (. . .)’
(Holmberg 2006)

(18) Komiði höfðu ti margir stúdentar á bókasafnið (. . .)
come (sup.) had many students to library
‘There had come many students to the library.’
(Thráinsson 2007)

The claim of semantic / pragmatic vacuity of SF in Icelandic is also supported
by the fact that impersonal Icelandic sentences allow for an alternation with
the expletive ((17’-a) vs. (17’-b)). According to Holmberg (2006: 549) SF can be
regarded as a kind of expletive movement: “The category fronted by SF is an
expletive in its derived position”.

(17’) a. Frami hefur komið ti að (. . .)
forth has come that

b.Það hefur komið fram að (. . .)
EXPL has come forth that
(Holmberg 2006)
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Also Sigurðsson (2010b) maintains the dominant view regarding Icelandic: “SF
often has (formal) stylistic flavor to it, but it does not correlate with proposi-
tional semantics, (. . .) it generally has vague or even non-detectable semantic
effects”.4

The alleged sharp contrast between the discourse functions of Topicalization
and Stylistic Fronting is, however, problematic and there are good reasons to take
a closer look at the functional differences between Topicalization and Stylistic
Fronting. Topicalization in Scandinavian is only typically but not necessarily con-
nected to emphasis. If one also reads Maling’s description of the pragmatic role of
SF carefully, then it becomes clear that Topicalization and SF are functionally not
as different as generally claimed in the literature. Crucially, emphasis or focus is
not excluded in SF in Maling’s or Holmberg’s analyses. Both types of fronting oper-
ations can thus appear with and without emphasis and focus, and the alleged
“atypical” cases are quite common: (i) even if not mentioned by Maling and other
researchers, emphasis is often absent in the case of Topicalization of subjects or
certain types of adverbials, and (ii) stylistically fronted elements with emphasis
should not be regarded as unexplainable exceptions either (contrary to Holmberg
2006). Consequently the question arises: is it really justified to distinguish Topical-
ization and SF in Scandinavian on functional grounds? This question can, how-
ever, only be answered if SF is clearly defined and syntactically delimited from
other types of fronting, and its relation to the two most important functionally
loaded A-bar-movements – Topicalization and Focus movement – is properly ac-
counted for. This will be the aim of the following sections.

4 A Discourse-based Proposal – A Syntactically
Motivated Split with Interpretive Effects

We will argue that the discourse effects of SF in Scandinavian are not as different
from the functions of Topicalization as claimed in the literature, and consequently,
the view that SF is a semantically and pragmatically vacuous movement does not
seem to be justified. On the contrary, it is plausible to assume that SF can have
different discourse properties both in Scandinavian and Romance. Concerning the
relation between SF and discourse, one of the main questions is which types of
interpretations can be identified. In a study looking at the interface between

4 However, in a recent study, Sigurðsson (2017) points out the preference for choosing
contextually anchored, deictic SF candidates.
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syntax and information structure it is also essential to ask whether the different
discourse effects of SF in the same language can be justified by different structural
configurations.

In order to answer the above questions, the interpretive potential of SF
in Icelandic will be revisited and scrutinized in this section, leading to a
new proposal accounting for at least two syntactically distinct SF-types
with different interpretive properties. In a later section (section 7) the
parametric differences between Scandinavian and Romance will be dis-
cussed and it will be shown that despite structural differences SF in the
two language groups has considerable similarities concerning its discourse
interpretation.

The main challenge in the analysis of the discourse relevance of SF in Ice-
landic is to explain the apparently contradictory SF-behavior:
i. On the one hand, it is desirable to account for the information-structural

“neutrality” of SF, i.e. the rather common cases with “reconstruction ef-
fects” which also provide the main motivation for Holmberg’s analysis of
Stylistic Fronting as a PF-phenomenon. According to Holmberg (2006: 560)
“[t]he fronted constituent (. . .) is presumably ‘reconstructed’ in the sense
that it is interpreted in its pre-movement position”.

ii. On the other hand, it is necessary to explain the possibility or necessity of
emphasis/focus in certain cases which in Holmberg’s (2006) analysis are
considered as exceptions to the rule.

According to the proposal made in this paper both tasks are made possible
by splitting SF in Icelandic into two types: STYL-inversion and STYL-pre-
posing. First, I will argue that these two types have partly different dis-
course effects: for STYL-inversion focusing and emphasis are not typical
and not necessary, although they are possible (a claim which is compati-
ble with Maling’s and Holmberg’s analyses), whereas STYL-preposing (in
the sense defined here) bears obligatory contrastive accent. Second, I
claim that the observed interpretational difference is due to syntactic dif-
ferences. Third, it seems reasonable to assume semantic and/or discourse
visibility and relevance in both cases.

4.1 Two Types of Topicalization: Formal Movement
and A-bar-movement

The present proposal is based on earlier approaches distinguishing different
fronting types in verb-second (V2) languages. Since all Scandinavian languages
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belong to this language type, the distinction of fronting operations is highly rele-
vant for the analysis of SF. Several works within the generative framework argue
that “fronting” in V2-languages (e.g. the case of the filling of the so-called “pre-
field” in German) is not a uniform phenomenon (cf. Frey 2006, also Fanselow
2002, Bhatt 1999). According to Frey’s view the prefield in German can be filled
in different ways and movement comes in two varieties: (i) In the case of “Formal
Movement” the highest constituent of the middle field is moved into the prefield
preserving whatever pragmatic property the constituent has “acquired” in the
middle field. (ii) The other type of fronting – a “true” A-bar-movement – goes
together with an obligatory contrastive interpretation of the moved item. In con-
trast to Formal Movement, this movement does not need to observe the locality
restrictions.

Formal movement (FM) , affecting the highest constituent in the mid-
dle field, can be applied both to base generated and scrambled phrases.
According to Frey the unmarked case is when base generated items are
moved by FM, which Frey illustrates with examples (19-a) and (19-b).
Since the base position of the frame adverbial is the highest position of
the middle field (shown in 19-a), this sentence is unmarked. After applying
FM to the frame adverbial the resulting sentence (19-b) is also unmarked
simply because (19-a) is unmarked.

(19) a. (dass) fast überall Jungen gerne Fußball spielen
that almost everywhere boys gladly soccer play
‘that boys like to play soccer almost everywhere’

b. Fast überall1 spielen t1 Jungen gerne Fußball.
almost everywhere play boys gladly soccer
‘Almost everywhere, boys like to play soccer.’

As Frey points out, FM in German (a language with basic OV-order) can also be
applied to a scrambled phrase if the scrambled phrase occupies the highest po-
sition in the middle field. However, a constituent which is scrambled to the
highest position in the middle field (shown in 20-b) induces pragmatic marked-
ness, i.e. it cannot constitute a part of a maximal focus domain. It can either be
interpreted as backgrounded or in special cases as contrastive focus. But if a
scrambled phrase is moved to the prefield by FM – as is the case in (20-c) – the
markedness status of the construction will be preserved:

(20) a. (dass) Otto mit der Axt den Baum gefällt hat
that Otto with the axe the tree chopped has
‘(that) Otto cut down the tree with the axe’
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b. (dass) mit der Axt1 Otto t1 den Baum gefällt hat
that with the axe Otto the tree chopped has
‘(that) Otto used the axe to cut down the tree’

c. Mit der Axt1 hat t1’ Otto t1 den Baum gefällt.
with the axe has Otto the tree chopped
‘With the axe Otto cut down the tree.’

On the other hand, the application of true A-bar-movement has quite different in-
terpretive consequences and is always bound to contrast. True A-bar-movement is
the only way for certain elements (like predicative phrases, modal adverbials) to
target the prefield since these elements cannot be scrambled and thus cannot get
to the highest position of the middle field (see the ungrammatical examples (21-a)
and (22-a)). Movement of a predicative (in 21-b) and a modal adverbial (in 22-b)
into the prefield always results in a marked (contrastive, emphatic) reading of the
fronted elements:

(21) a. *dass Maria grün1 die Tür t1 streichen wird
that Maria green the door paint will
‘that Maria will paint the door green’

b. Grün wird Maria die Tür streichen.
green will Maria the door paint
‘Maria will paint the door GREEN.’

(22) a. *dass Otto unfreundlich1 sehr oft t1 gewirkt hat
that Otto unfriendly very often seemed has
‘that Otto often came across as unfriendly’

b. Unfreundlich hat Otto sehr oft gewirkt.
unfriendly has Otto very often seemed
‘Otto often came across as unfriendly.’

The main syntactic difference between Formal Movement and true A-bar-
movement is thus that in the former case the movement from IP to Spec,
CP is EPP driven and is restricted by locality requirements (Minimal Link;
cf. also Attract Closest) whereas the latter can (cyclically) move any con-
stituent in the middle field to the prefield without locality restrictions. Cru-
cially, the syntactic difference has interpretive consequences according to
Frey’s claim: Formal Movement has no semantic and pragmatic effect in
contrast to true A-bar-movement, which always induces a contrastive inter-
pretation of the moved item (cf. Frey 2006: 241; see also Frey 2010 on the
notion of emphasis).
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Frey’s analysis of German suggests that complements of verbs can undergo
formal movement in a structure with basic OV-order thanks to the visibility of
their fronting in the middle field (Scrambling). Consequently, Topicalization of
non-subjects in these languages is not bound to contrast or emphasis. The as-
sumption that Topicalization in an OV-language is more easily available is also
supported by Håkansson’s (2010) study of Swedish, which shows that the degree
of variation in the prefield is dependent on the variation in the “middle field” in
Old Swedish – which as an OV-language is similar to German. By contrast, Top-
icalization of non-subjects in Modern Swedish (a VO-language) is more restricted,
less frequent and connected with markedness (emphasis, contrast) (cf. Molnár
and Winkler 2010).

4.2 Two Types of SF

Inspired by Frey’s (2006) analysis of fronting in German, it will be suggested in
this work that Stylistic Fronting in Icelandic (and in Scandinavian languages)
should be divided into two types, based not primarily on the types of the
moved categories or on the different target positions (as argued for in previous
“hybrid analyses”), but on the type of derivation of the fronting. The most im-
portant claims of this article concerning the syntax and discourse behavior of
Stylistic Fronting in Icelandic can be summarized as follows:
1. The target position of Stylistic Fronting is Spec,TP.
2. Filling the Spec,TP-position by stylistic movement is, however, not a uni-

form syntactic phenomenon.
3. It is not the category of the moved element but the type of derivation that

decides the discourse properties of stylistic movement.
4. The function of SF cannot be reduced to a movement fulfilling only the

EPP/EF-feature requirement associated with the empty subject position and
thereby applied at the Phonological Form as claimed by Holmberg (2000,
2006).

In the following discussion the abovementioned issues will be taken up in more
detail.

4.2.1 The Target Position of SF

The target position of Stylistic Fronting is Spec,TP, which is to be regarded as
an A-position, or alternatively as a mixed A- and A-bar-position. Movement to
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this position by SF is possible in two different contexts: either in clauses with a
subject trace or in clauses with a non-trace subject gap. Importantly, SF is
apparently optional in both cases, but it alternates with different options: in
subject extraction cases with a subject trace in the Spec,TP ((23-a), (23-b)),
and in impersonal clauses with the overt expletive það obligatorily required
in this context according to Holmberg (2006); see (24-a), (24-b), (25-c)):

(23) a. Hver heldur þú að _____ hafi stolið hjólinu?
who think you that has stolen the-bike
‘Who do you think has stolen the bike?’

b. Hver heldur þú að stolið1 hafi t1 hjólinu?
who think you that stolen has the-bike
‘Who do you think has stolen the bike?’
(Holmberg 2006)5

(24) a. Ef það er gengið eftir Laugaveginum (. . .)
if EXPL is gone along Laugavegur
‘If one walks along Laugavegur (. . .)’

b. Ef gengið1 er t1 eftir Laugaveginum (. . .)
if gone is along Laugavegur
‘If one walks along Laugavegur (. . .)’

c. * Ef er gengið eftir Laugaveginum (. . .)
(Holmberg 2006)6

The optional character of movements is, however, a considerable problem for the
trigger-based movement theory. In order to confirm the traditional conception of
triggers it is thus necessary to show that SF is non-optional. In the case of imper-
sonal clauses where SF has complementary distribution with það, SF could be
claimed to be obligatory in some sense. Holmberg’s (2006: 533) claim that either
SF or insertion of an expletive pronoun must apply in impersonal clauses is, how-
ever, contradicted by the empirical data of Sigurðsson (2010b, 2017) who shows in
his investigation that V1 is also an acceptable option in these sentence type.7

5 The example is taken from Jónsson (1991).
6 The example is taken from Rögnvaldsson and Thráinson (1990).
7 Sigurðsson’s (2017: 329) empirical investigation indicates that “SF is still the most common
of the three competing word order types in impersonal clauses in the written language, much
more common than V1 and það-V together in all the clause types checked”.
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The problem of optionality in the case of subject extraction clauses is, also
intriguing, but needs a different explanation. In this case, the position in front
of the finite verb apparently contains the trace of a subject, satisfying the EPP-
requirement. According to Ott (2009), however, this is only one of two available
syntactic options in clauses with relativized wh-extracted subjects in Icelandic.
Besides this option, where T raises the phrase (the subject) it agrees with and
where after movement to Spec,CP this position hosts a deleted copy of the sub-
ject, there is another possibility: C can raise the subject directly, and in this
case Spec,TP must be filled by some other element (the closest element). Thus,
in these latter mentioned cases of subject extraction the filling of Spec,TP by SF
is obligatory.8

4.2.2 Non-uniformity of SF

Filling the Spec,TP-position by stylistic movement is, however, not a uniform phe-
nomenon since this movement shows both syntactic and interpretive differences.
This motivates the Stylistic Fronting split into (i) a type called STYL-inversion,
which is locally strictly restricted and not necessarily bound to emphasis, and
(ii) a movement called “true” STYL-preposing, which shows differences with re-
gard to the locality requirements and obligatorily induces emphasis (and different
types of contrast).

The above claim, however, contradicts the claim that fronting of phrasal and
head-categories is subject to identical locality constraints. Both Holmberg (2000,
2006) and Ott (2009) argue for the equal accessibility of predicative elements and
complements to SF and the equidistance of the two categories. According to
Holmberg (2006), this is probably a special case of a more general phenomenon
(with regard to the relation of a head and its complement), whereas Ott (2009)
explains the optionality of the choice between a predicative element and the XP
in a “remnant movement approach”. The proposal is based on Chomsky’s “phase

8 Ott’s proposal is based on Chomsky’s (2008) idea concerning parallel chain formation.
Chomsky argues that T and C are parallel probes and can attract XPs to their specifiers
at the same derivational step. “A-chains (triggered by attraction by T) and A´-chains
(triggered by attraction by C) are fronted simultaneously when both heads enter the deri-
vation. (. . .) This view entails that C can raise A´-moved subjects directly from their base
position (Spec,v) since the A-chain formed by T raising the subject to its specifier is in-
visible to C” (Ott 2009: 168).
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theory”, where it is suggested that the movement of a complement XP to the
edge of vP (which is regarded a phase) is required for further operations.

According to this theory, phrases (complement XPs) which start out as
sisters of V in VP must be moved first to the outer edge of vP in order to
be available for further operations. This derivation is possible if one as-
sumes that v can be optionally endowed with an EPP-property that triggers
this movement to the vP-edge (cf. Ott 2009). Ott emphasizes that SF of
complements, which he regards as parasitic on this edge-driven movement,
still fulfills the locality requirements of SF. This is because the moved XP
and the vP are equidistant from T after the movement of XP to the outer
edge of vP, since they are sisters and neither asymmetrically c-commands
the other. Importantly, movement of predicative elements is also analyzed
by Ott as an instance of phrase movement (“remnant movement”) “with
evacuation movement of the object triggered by vP’s edge property” (2009:
158). There are good reasons to adopt the suggested remnant movement
analysis since it also explains why the choice between moving of XPs or
predicative elements is possible.

However, Ott overlooks one important factor in his analysis in claiming
that “movement of an XP complement of V to the phase edge leads to equidis-
tance, in that either the XP at the edge of vP or vP itself can raise to Spec,T”
(2009: 167). His emphasis on the equivalence of the two options seems to con-
tradict the empirical facts. As pointed out in SF-research, SF of non-predicative
elements is much more restricted than SF of predicative elements and the two
options show considerable differences with regard to frequency, acceptability
and markedness (cf. Sigurðsson 2010b, 2017).

According to the proposal of this paper the decisive distinguishing fac-
tor should be related to the status of the vP-edge and/or to the fact that
this position can be reached by different kinds of operations, depending
on the directionality parameter (OV vs. VO). If we adopt the approach
based on the special edge property of the vP, phrasal elements can only
reach the vP-edge by a true, discourse-driven movement with obligatory
contrastive effect in modern Icelandic, a VO-language, (cf. (25)). This dis-
course effect is preserved in the last step of the derivation. By contrast,
predicative elements can undergo Stylistic Inversion, i.e. formal movement
of the remnant vP to the Spec,TP.
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(25)

XPk

tk

vP

v’

v

…

VP

V

In OV-languages (German, Old Scandinavian), phrasal elements can be target
the vP-edge by formal movement (cf. (26)):

(26)

XPk

tk

vP

v’

v

…

VP

V

The apparent difference between the OV- and VO-type of languages could
also accounted for by the visibility of the vP-edge. As suggested by Poletto
(2006), the OV-order is important for the active status and visibility of the
vP periphery in a V2-grammar, making a locally restricted “formal” move-
ment easily available. In contrast, the invisibility of the vP-edge in VO-lan-
guages blocks the possibility of this option and requires true XP-movement
to the Spec,TP.
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4.2.3 The Relevance of the Derivation Type

Concerning the syntactic differences between the two kinds of stylistic operations,
it is, however, relevant not to equate fronting of DPs and PPs with true STYL-prepos-
ing and the movement of head-like elements with STYL-inversion. Since the type of
phrasal SF is dependent on the directionality parameter, in OV-languages not only
predicative elements but also complements of verbs can undergo formal move-
ment to the vP-edge and/or to Spec,TP. Thus, crucially, it is not the category of the
moved element (NP, PP vs. predicative element in the remnant vP), but the type of
derivation that decides the discourse properties of stylistic movement – even
though this is not apparent in Modern Scandinavian, which exhibits VO-order.

The correlation between the basic OV-order and the frequency/adequacy
of SF-movement of phrases is also attested in Old Swedish, which is a (head-
final) OV-language. STYL-inversion was not only available for predicative ele-
ments but also for phrases, although this option does not exist in Modern
Scandinavian (due to its basic VO-order, see below). The Old Swedish data re-
ferred to by Delsing (2001: 165, 166) support this analysis: “The possibility to
move objects in MIcel. [Modern Icelandic] is very limited (. . .). On the con-
trary, OSw. [Old Swedish] frequently fronts objects by SF. According to Petter-
son (1987), they are the second most likely category to be fronted by SF (after
negation) (. . .). The difference between MIcel. and OSw. with regard to front-
ing of objects by SF can possibly be connected to the basic word order of
these languages (. . .). The idea is that, in an OV-language, the object is found
to the left of the verb, and it should also be accessible to SF”. As we will see
below, the availability of the OV-configuration in Modern Icelandic contrib-
utes to the acceptability and unmarkedness of XP-fronting (cf. example (37)),
i.e. XP-fronting can also be regarded as an instance of STYL-inversion in cer-
tain cases in Icelandic.9

4.1.4 The Interpretive Effect of SF

As to the interpretive properties of different kinds of stylistic movement, the
main claim is that this type of movement cannot be reduced to a movement ful-
filling only the EPP/EF-feature requirement associated with the empty subject
position and thereby applied at the Phonological Form as suggested by Holm-
berg (2000, 2006). This claim is supported by the following arguments:

9 Concerning the decline and the loss of OV in Icelandic (see Hróarsdóttir (2001).
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a. The distinction between true vs. formal movement – motivated by the dif-
ferent relevance of locality constraints for the syntactic derivation in the
two instances – contributes to an empirically adequate account of the func-
tional load of SF: The discourse effect of the stylistic movement operation is
dependent on the movement type: contrast/emphasis is obligatory in the
case of STYL-preposing. Emphasis/focusing – connected to contrast – is
also possible in the case of STYL-inversion.

b. The target position of the stylistic movement is also subject to discourse
constraints in the sense that it is “coherence”-related.

c. Further, semantic constraints are operative as well, since stylistic move-
ment targets meaningful elements with lexical semantics (see however foot-
note 12 below). This movement is also related to scope differences or has
specificity effects (connected to “C-relatedness”).

5 The Discourse Function of SF in Icelandic

In order to account for the discourse effects of SF in a systematic way, it is,
however, necessary to specify the range of possible information-structural in-
terpretations of elements in the left periphery of different clause types (both
main clauses and embedded clauses).

5.1 Two Main Requirements of Discourse

The claim is that a distinction needs to be made between informativeness
and coherence. Informativeness in discourse is guaranteed primarily by
two different types of focus, whereas coherence in discourse is guaranteed
by background and contrast.10

10 A relevant information-structural category is also the notion topic. However, the function
of topic is more complex, since topic not only contributes to the establishment of coherence of
discourse, but can be informative (contain new information). Concerning the functions of
topic, cf. Molnár (1991, 1998, 2006).
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5.1.1 Two Types of Focus

In neutral contexts, i.e. in contextually unspecified utterances answering the
general informative question What happened?, the focus domain (i.e. the do-
main of new information) extends over the whole sentence. In these contexts,
the constituent on the left periphery constitutes a part of a maximal focus do-
main. In this case, focusing of the clause-initial element (or other constituents)
is “merely” connected to new information. This kind of focusing – called infor-
mation focus by É. Kiss (1998) – seems to be relevant for SF in Icelandic.

However, focus can also be an instance of quantificational operation –
operation on a set of contextually possible alternatives – which is typical
for the Focus operator in Hungarian, Italian, etc. and induces the presence
of an operator [focus] feature. This type of focus – the so-called identifica-
tional focus (É. Kiss 1998) – is both pragmatically and syntactically nar-
rowed down, and is complemented by a presupposed and/or contextually
given background part (this part can also be eliminated in certain con-
texts). The function of this operator focus is extensively discussed in both
semantic theories (based on Rooth’s 1985 influential work) and syntacti-
cally oriented approaches to information structure (cf. É. Kiss 1998, 2006;
Kenesei 2006; Molnár 2006, etc.). For our present purposes it may suffice
to say that this kind of focus is not necessarily related to contrast and al-
ready contextually present alternatives (cf. Molnár 2006). Evidence for this
claim is the fact that a sentence in Hungarian (a language with a desig-
nated operator focus position) containing identificational focus can be an
exhaustive answer to a wh-question, but does not need to operate on (and
exclude) contextually present alternatives (27-b):

(27) a. (Context:What did you buy?)
b. [Focus Egy biciklit ] vettem.

a bicycle bought-1SG
‘I bought a BICYCLE.’

The presence of alternatives in the context and the contrastive reading are,
however, not excluded: (27-b) can also be an answer to the question Did you
buy a car or a bicycle? Identificational focus (which is not dependent on explic-
itly or implicitly anchored contextual alternatives), also has relevance for cer-
tain types of (SF-related) fronting. I will though argue below in section 7, that
this function can only come into question for fronting of constituents in certain
Romance languages.
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5.1.2 Background and Contrast

As will be demonstrated below, besides the abovementioned types of focus, at
least two other discourse functions of the left peripheral constituents should be
taken into consideration: backgrounding and contrast. As opposed to the two
focusing types, these functions are context-related (“C-related”) and contribute
to the establishment of coherence in discourse in different ways (cf. Molnár
2003; Molnár and Winkler 2010). C-relatedness is either guaranteed by the con-
textually known or given status of a constituent (by the identity or similarity of
the constituent with generally known or previously mentioned elements in dis-
course) or by relating a (given or new) constituent to another constituent in a
contextually given set. The former function is typical for backgrounding, and
the latter for contrast. The C-relatedness of the moved constituent – its back-
grounding or contrastive character – seems extremely relevant for SF in Scandi-
navian in those cases where the focus domain of the clause is narrowed down.
In these cases the SF-moved constituent at the left periphery of the main or em-
bedded clause is either backgrounded or contrasted.

This indicates that the target position of stylistic movement is also subject to
discourse constraints in the sense that it is “coherence-” (“C-”)related. As argued
in Molnár (2003) and Molnár and Winkler (2010), preferably “C”-marked (coher-
ence establishing) elements are moved to the left edge position of CP and TP (cf.
the C-Constraint or Coherence-Constraint11 in SV-languages, to which all Ger-
manic languages belong). The proposed C-Constraint also predicts the ungram-
maticality and inappropriateness of the stylistic movement of non-C-marked
elements, which is typical for non-contrastive (narrow) foci. Those focus constit-
uents in Spec,CP or Spec,TP that are integrated into a larger (or maximal) focus
domain (as typical for all-new utterances) are, however, acceptable since default
C-marking is assumed in these cases.

5.2 Stylistic Inversion and Stylistic Preposing in Discourse

As was argued above in section 4, two types of SF should be distinguished in
Icelandic (and other Scandinavian languages: STYL-inversion and STYL-pre-
posing. In the following, the discourse properties of these two SF-movements
and the differences between them will be investigated in more detail. We

11 Cf. Molnár (2003: 236): “Place a ‘C’-marked element in the left peripheral – sentence inter-
nal (or sentence external) – position”.
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should, however, keep in mind that these two syntactic types do not create dis-
junctive sets with respect to their functions.

As will be demonstrated below, STYL-inversion – as a type of formal move-
ment – can preserve the original interpretive function of the moved element. It
is compatible with the information focus status of the constituent in the left pe-
ripheral position in neutral contexts, and it can relate to both C-marked func-
tions: backgrounding and contrast. STYL-preposing is, however, as a “true”
fronting operation, bound to contrast (emphasis). Thus the distribution of
the information-structural functions shows a more complex pattern, since
STYL-inversion and STYL-preposing not only differ, but also share certain prop-
erties with respect to contrast.

There is a further functional similarity between the two SF-types. As pre-
dicted by the C-Constraint, both SF-types should be restricted to those informa-
tion-structural functions which are C-related in some sense, and the stylistic
movement of an element to the left peripheral Spec,TP-position can guarantee
coherence in discourse. It is thus expected that identificational focus (the quan-
tificationally based focus type) should be excluded in both SF-types.

The pattern of information-structural functions for SF in Icelandic is given
in (28):

(28) The discourse functions of the two SF-types:

STYL-INVERSION STYL-PREPOSING

contrast contrast
backgrounding ? * backgrounding

information focus ? * information focus
* identificational focus * identificational focus

As discussed above, in Icelandic – a language with a VO-basic word order –
STYL-Inversion is particularly frequent with adverbs and predicative elements,
whereas STYL-Preposing is typical for phrasal elements (DPs and PPs). The asym-
metry between the acceptability and frequency of the two SF-types is striking,
and indicates that the formal movement type is more easily available (despite the
equidistance of predicative elements and their complements) and is contextually
much less restricted that the true stylistic movement.

The empirical data discussed in SF-research and the evaluation of their dis-
course effects support the suggested analysis. As to the discourse function of the
formal type of SF, it is emphasized that it does not need to have a focusing effect
(see examples (17) and (18) above) and can occur without contextual specifica-
tion, i.e. in discourse initial contexts (29), such as introducing news in a
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broadcast (cf. Egerland 2013). In these cases, the fronted constituent is, however,
still part of a maximal focus domain and can be regarded as information focus:

(29) Smyglaði hefur verið ti miklu magni af áfengi til landsins
smuggled has been large amount of alcohol to country-the
frá í haust.
in autumn
‘A large amount of alcohol has been smuggled to the country during the
autumn.’
(Sigurðsson, p.c.)

As Egerland (2013) argues, the fronted element can also be backgrounded.
He gives no context for the evaluation of the discourse function of the SF-moved
constituent in the following impersonal sentence, but the sentence could be ut-
tered in the context of a question likeWhat should be built next? (Sigurðsson, p.c.):

(30) Byggjai má nýa brú ti ef viljinn væri fyrir hendi.
build may new bridge if will is at hand
‘A new bridge could be built íf there is willingness.’
(Egerland 2013)

Importantly, SF of non-finite verbal elements can be – but is not necessarily –
related to backgrounding. As the sentences (17), (18) and (29) quoted above
after Holmberg, Thráinsson and Sigurðsson show, SF can also occur discourse-
initally and be related to focus within a maximal focus domain. Consequently,
information focus is compatible with SF. The focus type which is excluded is
the quantificationally based identificational focus. The infelicity of this type of
focusing in a sentence answering the question Is there no bridge to the main-
land? (in (31)) is also argued for by Egerland (2013):

(31) * Nei, en byggjai má hana ti .
no but build may it
‘No, but they/we could build one.’
(Egerland 2013)

Contrast, however, seems to license stylistic fronting of narrowly focused ele-
ments. As pointed out by Sigurðsson (1997) and later by Holmberg (2006: 548),
a predicative element can be fronted (32-b) if it is contrastively focused:

(32) a. (. . .) sem ___ hafa GERT eitthvað, en ekki bara talað.
that have DONE something and not only talked
‘that they DID something and not only talked.’
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b. (. . .) sem GERTi hafa ti eitthvað, en ekki bara talað.
(Holmberg 2006)12

Also Hrafnbjargarson (2003) claims that focusing of the SF-moved element re-
quires contrast: according to him fronting of the past participle lesnar in (33-a)
is only adequate if the sentence is “contrasted with a situation where books
have not been read” and lesnar is contrastive (called verum focus by Hrafnbjar-
garson in this special case). Example (33-b), where lesnar is focused without
SF, should, on the other hand, be acceptable without contrast; this sentence is
regarded by Hrafnbjargarson (2003: 161) as only “a description about books
being read”.

(33) a. Lesnari hafa verið ti bækur. 13

read have been books
‘Books have been read.’

b. Bækur hafa verið lesnar.
books have been read
‘Books have been read.’
(Hrafnbjargarson 2003)

The C-Constraint can be assumed to be operative even in cases of stylistic
fronting of DPs, where the specificity requirement indicates the necessity of
the contextual anchoring of the SF-moved phrase. As Holmberg points out
(2006: 548) “there is some evidence that the fronted category, if it is a DP,
cannot be nonspecific”. Consider example (34) quoted by Holmberg after
Maling (1980)14:

12 Sigurðsson (2017, footnote 22) emphasizes that “[a]ccentuation may for instance apply in
rare cases of clear contrasts, as in [32-b], (. . .) but comparable examples without a contrast or
accentuation are fine too (sem gert hafa ýmislegt fyrir byggðarlagið, ‘who done have various
things for the district’, etc.)”.
13 According to the judgment of an anonymous reviewer (a native speaker of Icelandic)
there is “no obligatory contrast induced by SF in [(33-a)]”. This is, however, not a prob-
lem for the present analysis, since fronting of the predicative elements (being a formal
instance of SF-movement) does not require contrast. The C-Constraint only predicts the
ungrammaticality of contextually not anchored (non-contrastive) narrow focusing (identi-
ficational focus). Hrafnbjargarson’s analysis seems to correspond to this claim: if the
fronted participle is a narrow focus, it must induce contrast.
14 Maling (1980), who subsumes only fronting of predicative elements under SF, classifies
fronting of DPs as an instance of Topicalization.
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(34) hundurinn sem minkinni /*minkai drap ti
the.dog.N that the.mink / minks.A killed
‘the dog who killed the mink/*minks’
(Holmberg 2006)

The specificity requirement in (34) is, however, regarded by Holmberg as a problem-
atic case and as “an exception to the generalization that SF has no semantic effect.”

Wood (2011: 31) is right in maintaining that “the conditions governing the
acceptability of fronting DPs are extremely subtle, and not fully understood. Defi-
niteness (Maling 1980) and abstractness (Sigurðsson 1997) have been suggested
to have an effect”. A closer look at the evaluation of different cases of phrasal SF-
movement seems, however, to help us to discern a certain pattern. It appears
that both structurally based and/or pragmatically anchored properties of the
clause or of the moved constituent play a role in the judgment of acceptability of
phrasal SF-movement: the “closeness” of the noun to the verbal head in the
structure of the VP, the availability of the OV-order, and formally also indicated
C-related features (contextual anchoring by deictic elements, contrast-inducing
structures) seem to contribute to a higher degree of acceptability.

Let’s start the discussion with the structural aspects of the issue. The rele-
vance of the feature abstractness can probably be motivated by the fact that the
SF-moved noun in the evaluated cases is a derived noun nomen actionis which
creates a complex predicate together with a “light verb” in the VP. This “predi-
cative” character of abstract verbal nominals explains not only the suggested
acceptability contrast between (35-a) and (35-b) (see Holmberg 2006: 562, foot-
note 14), but also the absence of a specificity effect in (35-c), which is regarded
as a problem by Holmberg:

(35) a. Þeir sem þessa erfiðu ákvörðuni verða að taka ti
those that this difficult decision have to take
‘those who have to take this difficult decision’

b. ? Þeir sem þessa leiðinlegu bóki verða að lesa ti
those that this boring bok have to read
‘those who have to read this boring book’

c. Þeir sem erfiðar ákvarðaniri verða að taka ti
those that difficult decisions have to take
‘those who have to take difficult decisions’
(Holmberg 2006)

The availability of OV-structure in certain contexts is also a factor favoring fronting,
since XP-fronting in these cases can be regarded as formal movement (like in Old
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Swedish). Negative fronting in Old Icelandic shows clear residual OV-effects: as
pointed out by Delsing (2001: 157) “in sentences with a negative object, the
object must occur to the left of the verb” (cf. (36)):

(36) a. Ég hef enga bók keypt
I have no book bought

b. *Ég hef keypt enga bók
I have bought no book
‘I have not bought any books.’

Delsing emphasizes that in these constructions it is clearly possible to front ob-
jects by SF in Modern Icelandic:

(37) Sá sem enga bóki hefur lesið ti
he who no book has read
‘he who has read no book’

The higher degree of acceptability also seems to show a correlation with the for-
mal realization of different C-related features – e.g. by contrast-inducing struc-
tures and the use of deictic elements.

Concerning the impact of contrast, Wood (2011: 50) mentions in connection
with adjective fronting in subject relatives (XPs are not included in his analysis)
that the use of “comparative and superlative forms (. . .) often improves other-
wise marginal examples of adjective fronting”, cf. example (38):

(38) Það sem að alvarlegasti er ti (. . .)
it which that most.serious is
‘What is most serious (. . .)’
(Wood 2011)

Hrafnbjargarson (2003: 180) also discusses the acceptability difference between
cases of XP-fronting with and without contrast-inducement. According to him,
cases like (39), where the noun has the definite article suffix, are rather marked
(he mentions, however, in a footnote that his informants did not agree on the
grammaticality of the sentence):

(39) ?? Það var hún sem flöskunumi hafði stolið ti
it was her that bottles-the had stolen
‘It was her that had stolen the bottles.’
(Hrafnbjargarson 2003)
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Sentence (40) is judged more acceptable because “the full DP is not unique but
picked out of a set” (Hrafnbjargarson 2003: 180). As pointed out by Sigurðsson
(p.c.), the use of allir generally increases the degree of acceptability. This fact
receives an explanation in the proposed C-related approach, since the creation
of a subset implies the relevance of other subsets and induces contrast (cf.
(40)). The main point here is that the set of those who have drunk homebrewed
aquavit is a subset and can be contrasted to another set of people who have
drunk something else:

(40) ? Allir sem heimabryggað brennivíni hafa drukkið ti vita þetta
all that homebrewed aquavit have drunk know this
‘Everyone who has drunk homebrewed aquavit knows this’
(Hrafnbjargarson 2003)

Interestingly, contrast marking by the C-feature also makes the fronting of a
non-specific noun possible. This indicates that not the specificity requirement
is crucial (as argued by Holmberg, see example (34) above) but C-marking of
the phrase. As required by the C-Constraint, C-marking is possible not only by
the “C-continuity” feature (based on/correlating with specificity, givenness,
definiteness) but also with “C-contrast.” In this way, the intuition of an anon-
ymous reviewer (a native speaker of Icelandic) that “the contrast between the
definite and indefinite cases reported for [(34)] is quite weak” can also receive
an explanation.

The same reviewer has also pointed out that XP-fronting (see example (35))
is not obligatorily bound to contrast. This judgment – the lack of contrast –
can, however, also be accounted for in the proposed framework by the distinc-
tion of STYL-inversion and STYL-preposing. Assuming that the obligatory
contrast reading is only motivated in VO-structures where the movement of an
XP is an instance of true SF-movement, one could argue that the lack of con-
trast on the moved item indicates that SF of phrases is treated by the speaker as
formal movement similarly to SF of heads. This variation in speaker judgments
can possibly be related to the Double Basis Hypothesis suggested by Kroch
(1989), the relevance of which for SF is discussed in more detail in Egerland
(2013). According to this hypothesis, “an old grammatical system is continu-
ously reinforced in the language community if the speakers are exposed to evi-
dence for it, along with evidence for the new system” (Egerland 2013: 75). This
is the case in Icelandic, where fronting structures – “reestablishing” the OV-
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configuration – are frequently used, making the formal movement analysis of
XP-fronting understandable.15

The formal movement of XPs seems, however, to be triggered and/or
restricted by the C-constraint. In a recent corpus study Sigurðsson (2017: 336)
argues for the influence of contextual anchoring on the choice of SF “candi-
dates”: he shows that “indexical or deictic elements [DPs, PPs and AdvPs] with
their reference depending on properties of the speech event (. . .) seem to front
more readily than do other DPs and PPs/AdvPs”. According to Sigurðsson’s
(2017:322) empirical study, “the effect of the presence of þar ‘there’ is striking”
in the subject relative sem þar hafa búið ‘who there has lived’ as compared to
sem i Danmörku hafa búið ‘who i Denmark has lived’, with 20 (vs. 1) hits in Goo-
gle and 196 (vs. 0) instances in Timarit.is. The relevance of the deictic character
of the SF-fronted elements is also attested in several other cases: “Thus, search-
ing Timarit.is (July 6, 2015) for sem við mig hafa talað ‘who with me have spo-
ken’ gave 47 hits, whereas its “competitors”, sem hafa talað við mig and sem
talað hafa við mig yielded 56 and 24 hits respectively”. A systematic examina-
tion of these C-related factors for SF in the case of XP-movement could be an
interesting task for further research.

The requirement of obligatory contrastive interpretation for the SF-moved
DP or PP would also contradict another important, widely accepted claim
made in SF-research, according to which “heavy constituents resist SF more
strongly than “lighter” constituents” (Ott 2009: 149).16 Contrastive phrases
bear (contrastive) accent and thus can be claimed to have a higher phonologi-
cal weight. This correlates with a higher information-structural weight. The ef-
fect of phonological and information-structural “heaviness” in contrastive
cases is clear: fronting of XPs is marked and strongly restricted. Phonological

15 Cf. Hróarsdóttir (2001: 56): “Although Modern Icelandic is generally assumed to have SVO
surface order (. . .), there still exist three constructions in Modern Icelandic exhibiting some
sort of SOV order: Negative (and quantified) phrase construction, Object Shift, and Stylistic
Fronting”.
16 According to Sigurðsson (2017: 323) “(. . .) ‘lightness’ rather than focus/accentuation seems
to favor SF. Wood presents evidence from spoken language corpora that “constituents with 1
syllable highly favor fronting, those with 2 syllables weakly disfavor fronting, and those with
3–5 strongly disfavor fronting” (2011: 45). Deictic elements are also “light” in another sense:
they are presupposed in a given speech event and thus “informationally light”. As many in-
dexicals are monosyllabic and often deaccentuated, informational lightness and phonetic
lightness commonly overlap, and it is not always easy to tell these factors apart. However,
when they can be teased apart, there is some evidence that mere phonetic lightness is not a
strongly promoting or favoring factor”.
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weight includes, though, not only accent but also other formal aspects, like
length. This explains the clear contrast between (41-a) and (41-b) in Sigurðs-
son’s (2010b) judgment, which also correlates with the clear quantitative differ-
ence between the attested frequency of the two uses in Google:

(41) a. OK sem þessa ákvörðuni tóku ti
that this decision took
‘that took this decision’

b. ? sem þessa erfiðu ákvörðuni tóku ti
that this difficult decision took
‘that took this difficult decision’

This “lightness” constraint on SF (in both a phonological and an informa-
tion-structural sense) is also referred to by Egerland (2013) to explain an-
other intriguing fact in connection with SF in Icelandic, namely the ban
on SF-movement of those VPs where the non-finite verb would be moved
together with its complement, as discussed by Holmberg (2006), Ott (2009)
and Egerland (2013). Consider (42-a) and (42-b):

(42) a. * sá sem skrifað þessa bóki hefur ti
he that written this book has

b. * kosningar sem farið frami hafa ti
the.elections that gone forth have
(Holmberg 2006)

Since phrases can be moved by SF and the remnant movement analysis should
also predict the possibility of the cases illustrated above in (42), there is no struc-
tural reason for the fact that movement is excluded in these cases. The heaviness
of the moved item (as suggested by Ott 2009) cannot, however, render a satisfac-
tory explanation either, since heavier constituents with a more complex internal
structure ((35-a), (41-a)) can be SF-moved while VP movement including the com-
plement is ungrammatical in the case of shorter elements as in (42). Heaviness
can thus be claimed “only” to reduce the acceptability of SF-movement but not
to exclude it. A reason for the ungrammaticality of this movement could possibly
be related to the VO-structure within the VP. This prohibits the SF-movement of
VP since it does not correspond to the basic requirement of SF: the reconstruction
or preservation of an OV-configuration.

Before summarizing the discussion on the interpretive effects of SF in Ice-
landic, one more argument for the semantic and discourse relevance of SF must
be mentioned. As observed by Jónsson (1991) and discussed in later research
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(e.g. Holmberg 2006; Egerland 2013), fronting cannot apply to the copula or
passive auxiliary vera:

(43) a. þetta er versta bók sem skrifuði hefur verið ti
this is worst book that written has been
‘This is the worst book that has been written.’

b. * þetta er versta bók sem veriði hefur ti skrifuð
this is worst book that been has written
‘This is the worst book that has been written.’
(Holmberg 2006)

This fact that SF-movement is restricted to contentful verbal elements while
auxiliaries cannot be SF-moved (43-b) is also consistent with the proposal of
the present work to not regard SF as a pure PF-phenomenon.17

We can thus conclude that SF in both cases – not only STYL-preposing but
also STYL-inversion – has pragmatic and/or semantic effects and/or is restricted
by semantic and pragmatic constraints. The two types show, however, certain dif-
ferences with regard to their interpretation, motivated by the type of syntactic
movement applied for their derivation. As argued above, in the case of STYL-
inversion only the identificational (and not the C-related narrow) focus inter-
pretation is deviant, whereas the inducement of contrast is obligatory for STYL-
preposing and all other interpretations are excluded. According to the present
proposal, the syntactic and interpretive distinction between the formal and the
“true” type of SF should not simply be related to the category of the moved item
but to other factors as well. The availability of the OV-structure was regarded as
the most relevant distinguishing feature between the two types of syntactic deriva-
tions of SF, motivating their interpretive differences. The higher degree of avail-
ability of the OV-register could thus also contribute to the formal analysis of the
movement when the moved item was a DP and PP (cf. the comment of the anony-
mous reviewer). It was also shown that SF-movement is always restricted by the
C-Constraint, which has the consequence that the movement of quantificational
narrow focus without contextual anchoring (C-feature) and that of items without
semantic-pragmatic visibility is excluded.

The facts discussed above indicate that Holmberg’s analysis (2000, 2006),
according to which SF is to be interpreted as movement of only phonological

17 However, according to Sigurðsson (2017) SF of progressive vera (comparable with be –ing
in English) is common. In the Icelandic equivalents of cases like ‘who was reading’ is SF possi-
ble: sem verið var að lesa.
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features, cannot be on the right track. The relevance of the semantic and prag-
matic constraints for SF discussed above calls the expletive character of this
syntactic movement into question.

6 SF Compared to Focusing and Topicalization

The accuracy of Holmberg’s claim concerning the interpretation of SF has been
challenged by Hrafnbjargarson, who takes quite a different position in this dis-
cussion based on cases where the semantic and discourse relevance of SF is ap-
parent. The “overestimation” of the semantic and pragmatic effects of SF in
Icelandic leads Hrafnbjargarson (2004a), however, to conclude that SF is Focus
movement in Icelandic: “The claim is that SF has semantic effects. This could
be reflected in an analysis where SF is a feature-driven movement operation
into two positions: XP undergo SF into FocusP and heads undergo SF into
Focus°. (. . .) The feature [F] on Focus° may be any kind of a formal feature
alpha. It might be an EPP feature, or some kind of focus/topic feature. I will not
try to identify the feature here”.

Hrafnbjargarson’s claim is, however, problematic, even though it has the
advantage that it makes a hybrid treatment of SF possible by opening up two
positions, a Spec- and a head-position in the Focus projection (see examples
(33) and (40)). Yet several questions are unsatisfactorily answered and prob-
lems remain unsolved in this approach:
i. How can we account for cases of SF without focusing? Hrafnbjargarson’s

proposal, according to which the checking of the Focus feature is “open for
either an expletive or a stylistically fronted XP”, where the expletive is re-
garded as “a semantically empty focus element that is inserted into Fo-
cusF-Spec to check the focus feature on F°” (Hrafnbjargarson 2003: 164),
seems rather ad hoc.

ii. The fact that narrow focus in SF is always bound to contrast although fo-
cusing (operator focus) is not obligatorily contrastive (as pointed out by
Molnár 2006 among others) is not taken into consideration.

iii. There is no clear evidence for a split C-domain in V2-languages, although
subsequent work by Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund seems to be on a prom-
ising path in this direction (cf. Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund 2009).

iv. The main syntactic requirements of SF – the locality constraints and the
subject gap condition – are definitely not present in Focus movement,
which strengthens the impression that the parallel syntactic analysis of
these two movements is not convincing.
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As argued above, the claim of discourse relevance and the possibility of focus-
ing in the case of SF can be integrated into an approach where SF is regarded
as a special type of syntactic operation in Icelandic. The claim of the present
work is thus that SF should be distinguished not only from Focus movement
but also from Topicalization, both on structural and functional grounds. This
claim is partly consistent with Maling’s original analysis, where the distinction
between SF and Topicalization was introduced and argued for; the differences
between SF and Topicalization regarding their discourse interpretation, how-
ever, have not been further elaborated on until the present work.

Thus, in the current proposal Topicalization and SF are still regarded as two
different syntactic movements, distinguished primarily not by the type of the
moved category but rather by the difference with respect to the role of the empty
subject position and the accessibility hierarchy (cf. section 2). Functionally, how-
ever, the two movement types seem to be more closely related, as recognized by
Maling, even if they do differ with regard to their “typical” function. The range
of the possible functions is identical in both cases; their distribution, however, is
different if only Topicalization of non-subjects is taken into consideration.

The main discourse differences should thus not be located between Stylistic
Fronting and Topicalization, but along the lines of “formal” vs. “true” movement,
both in the case of Topicalization and stylistic movement. This analysis conse-
quently contradicts a previous claim by Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson (1990: 28),
according to which “[TOP and SF] are syntactically a unified process, even though
they are certainly different functionally (. . .)”, emphasizing the syntactic similari-
ties between SF and Topicalization, and also subsuming certain instances of SF
under Topicalization. Thráinsson explicitly suggests in a later work that the rele-
vant distinguishing factor is the discourse function of the movement: “Every time
a constituent is fronted for focusing purposes it is an instance of Topicalization. If
the fronting has no focusing effect it is an instance of SF” (Thráinsson 2007: 369).

7 SF in Scandinavian and Romance

So far the syntactic and functional analysis of SF has concentrated on the Icelan-
dic data, and the proposal made above in section 5 was only related to Scandina-
vian languages. From a cross-linguistic perspective there are still two important
issues regarding SF, which will be taken up in the following discussion.

The main questions relating to language comparison are (i) whether
there are common structural prerequisites of the stylistic movement in
Romance and Scandinavian that justify its separation from Topicalization
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and Focusing in both language groups, and (ii) whether it is possible to
reach a cross-linguistically valid generalization regarding the interpretive
effects of these syntactic operations in the different languages. The struc-
tural aspects of SF in Romance will be discussed in 7.1., followed by a
presentation of the dominant view concerning the discourse function of
SF in Romance in 7.2. The question of other possible interpretations in
Romance will be addressed in 7.3.

7.1 Syntactic Requirements

The diversity of the moved categories is also attested in Romance languages,
where similarly to Scandinavian, SF comes in two basic variants. The examples
in the introductory section of this paper taken from Old Catalan (5) and Old
French (7) show both types of fronting possibilities in Old Romance, however,
these patterns are also encountered in Modern Romance languages and dia-
lects. According to Cardinaletti (2003) both predicative elements (44) and DPs
(45) can be stylistically fronted in Italian:

(44) Lo studente que viai andò ti senza dire niente a
the student that away went without saying anything to
nessuno.
anybody
‘the student that went away without saying anything to anybody’
(Cardinaletti 2003)

(45) Merito di John Elderfield, que questa espozionei ha voluto e
merit of John Elderfield who this exhibition has wanted and
curato ti
edited
‘John Elderfield’s merit, who wanted and edited this exhibition’
(Cardinaletti 2003)

The observed categorical variationwith respect to the fronted element in SF –which
is apparently present in both Romance and Scandinavian–has, however, been ana-
lyzed in quite a different way by Fischer and Alexiadou (2001). Instead of account-
ing for both varieties in Romance and Scandinavian, they argue for a parametric
difference between the SF-syntax of Scandinavian and that of Romance, which in
their view is the reason behind the different discourse behavior of SF in these lan-
guage groups (2001: 136f.): “Now the analysis we proposed in the previous section
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for Old Catalan and the one adopted here for Icelandic are straightforwardly unified
under the XP vs. X° parameter. If we are right in suggesting [that] SF in Old Catalan
involves X° (information structure related) movement, andwemaintain Holmberg’s
analysis that SF in Icelandic involves XP (EPP) topic-relatedmovement, then the rel-
evant difference is again one of XP vs. X°. SF involves head raising in Old Catalan,
but involves XP raising in Icelandic”.

There are, however, “real” differences between Scandinavian and Romance
with respect to the basic syntactic requirements of Stylistic Fronting and also
concerning the discourse relevance of this movement.

The subject gap condition – one of the most crucial syntactic prerequisites of SF
– seems to be obligatory in Scandinavian languages (e.g. in Old andModern Icelan-
dic, Old Swedish) but not in Romance (Old Catalan, Italian, etc.).18 Whereas the
grammaticality contrast of the examples (8-a) and (8-b) discussed above indicates
the relevance of the subject gap condition for SF in Icelandic, a preverbal subject is
apparently acceptable in Old Catalan (46) (subjects are underlined):

(46) e adonchs con amà Deu e serví Déu
and so with love.3sg God and serve.3sg God
de que Déus donati li havia ti
of that God given him had.3sg
(Fischer and Alexiadou 2001)

Fischer and Alexiadou (2001: 122) point out that “Old Catalan SF seems to have
been an optional operation, applying independently of verb second require-
ments and the necessity of a subject gap, unlike Icelandic SF”.

Stylistic Fronting can appear with preverbal subjects in Old and Modern
Italian as well, as illustrated in examples (47) and (48) below:

(47) Il saver dell’ arme color di Cartagine difenderi
the know.INF of.the weapon those of Carthage defend.INF
non potè ti
not could.3sg
‘The knowledge of warcraft could not defend the people of Carthage’
(Franco 2009)

18 The subject gap condition is, however, relevant for Sardinian.
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(48) La ragione per la quale si può dire che il problema
the reason for the which SI can say that the problem
risoltoi non è ti
solved not is
‘The reason for which one can say that the problem is not solved’
(Cardinaletti 2003)

Further “deviations” from the basic syntactic patterns required for SF in Scandi-
navian are discussed in the analysis of fronting data in Sardinian (Jones 1993;
Egerland 2013). Fronting of predicative elements seems to be an A-bar-movement
supported by the possibility of extraction of the moved item (49-b) as opposed to
the clause boundedness property of SF in Icelandic (see example (14) above):

(49) a. Creu ka est arribau.
I(think) that (he)is arrived
‘I think he arrived.’

b. Arrivatui creu ka esti ti
arrived (I)think that (he)is
(Egerland 2013)

7.2 The Discourse Relevance of SF in Romance

Concerning the discourse effects of SF in Modern and Old Romance languages
and varieties, it is often claimed in the literature that SF expresses a kind of
emphasis and is either bound to focus or to topic interpretation.

In Sardinian, fronting of the participle in main and embedded clauses like
(50) and (51) is claimed by Jones (1993) to require obligatory narrow focus on
the fronted participle and to have the same information-structural interpreta-
tion as Focus movement:

(50) Arrivatui est ti a sa festa.
arrived is at the party
‘He has arrived at the party.’
(Jones 1993)

(51) Appo natu ki arrivatosi sun ti (. . .)
said sg.1. that arrived are
‘I said that they have arrived (. . .)’
(Jones 1993)
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Egerland (2013) discusses the Sardinian data at length and shows convincingly
that this type of fronting in Sardinian shares certain syntactic properties with
SF in Icelandic (the subject gap condition, which, however, has different
sources in these two languages, and the ungrammaticality of fronting of purely
functional elements), but also differs from SF Icelandic with respect to some
fundamental syntactic properties: this type of fronting is not clause-bound (49),
shows no definiteness effect, and has focus interpretation. Since in this case
the quantificational type of focusing is involved, this kind of movement is
regarded by Egerland (following Jones 1993) as Focus movement. Consider
example (52) in a context where the VP – verb and direct object – is new infor-
mation (narrow focus), and the rest of the sentence is backgrounded:

(52) (Context:What did you do for his birthday?)
Arregallau unu librui dd’ appu ti
given is a book to-him (I)have
‘I have given him a book.’
(Egerland 2013)

As generally claimed, focus movement is compatible with contrast even if con-
trast is not required. Thus fronting in Sardinian can also be appropriate in con-
texts inducing contrast (cf. Jones 1993; Egerland 2013):

(53) a. Arregordausi si funt ti ?
remembered REFL (they)are
‘I they are remembered.’

b. Nou, scarèsciusi si funt ti ?
no forgotten REFL (they)are
‘No, they are forgotten.’
(Egerland 2013)

As Egerland shows, fronting in Sardinian is not acceptable (54-a) in the context
of a question like What happened?, where the whole answer is information
focus, without containing a focus-background-partition. In this case, only the
answer without fronting is felicitous (54-b):

(54) (Context:What happened?)
a. * Perdiu su trenui ari ti Gianni

missed the train has John
b. Gianni ari perdiu su trenu.

John has missed the train
‘John has missed the train’
(Egerland 2013)
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Concerning SF in Old Catalan, Fischer and Alexiadou (2001: 127–128) argue that
“SF in Old Catalan contributes to information structure” and describe this con-
tribution as “emphatic affirmation”. In their view SF is used “in order to ex-
press something which needs to be emphasized, which is unexpected/
unforeseen or outstanding in the development of the text”. They illustrate their
claim with the following example:

(55) [Context:
Longament consider lo hermit en la demanda que li
long considered the hermit in the question that him
hac feta Fèlix (. . .)
had.3sg made Fèlix
‘For a long time the hermit considered the question that Felix had asked
him. . .’]
Continuation:
Fèlix, se meravell à del hermità
Fèlix ref. surprised of the hermit
com no li responia a la demanda [que fetai li havie ti ]
how not him answered to the question that made him had.3.sg
‘Felix was surprised that the hermit did not answer him to the question he
had asked him.’
(Llull/24, quoted by Fischer and Alexiadou 2001)

According to Fischer and Alexiadou (2001: 127) the preposed element feta
clearly indicates the emphasis of the unforeseen – in the given context
the fact that Fèlix had not expected that the hermit would not be able to
answer his question: “In our interpretation the inverse word-order
here, clearly emphasizes the surprise Fèlix felt, and the reader feels”
(ibid: 127–128). However, the analysis of the information structure of this
example – and thereby also the discourse interpretation of the SF-moved
constituent – is not convincing: the surprise is rather motivated by the
polarity of the sentence (55) and consequently the emphasis should be
related to the negation adverb no.

Mathieu (2006) also suggests that SF in Old French has significance for dis-
course interpretation. Its discourse effects are, however, related to the notion of
Topic (56) (see also example (7) above):
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(56) Quant les dames et les damoiselles qui avec le reinei
when the ladies and the young-girls who with the queen
estoient assises ti
be.PAST.3PL sat
‘When the ladies and the young girls who sat with the queen’
(Mathieu 2006)

Concerning the evaluation of the discourse effects of SF in Romance, there
seems to be considerable agreement in the literature. As opposed to the domi-
nant view in Scandinavian linguistics, according to which the trigger of SF is
some version of the EPP requiring that the Spec,TP-position of finite clauses be
filled, SF in Romance is most often claimed to have information-structural func-
tions. These are, however, subject to cross-linguistic variation: as discussed
above, the expression of “emphatic affirmation” in Old Catalan, focusing in
Sardinian and topicality in Old French are suggested as different options. The
difference with regard to the information-structural behavior of SF in Scandina-
vian and Romance is thus widely accepted in SF-research. Comparative studies
analyzing the parametric differences between the two language groups in detail
also contribute to this picture by relating the different syntactic properties of SF
to differences with respect to its discourse behavior (cf. Fischer and Alexiadou
2001; Franco 2009).

7.3 Revision of the Dominant View

The analysis of SF in Romance presented above has, however, been challenged in
two works on stylistic movement in Italian. Cardinaletti (2003: 47) suggests that
“Italian SF displays the same properties as SF in Icelandic” referring to Maling’s
(1980) and Holmberg’s (2000) analyses. She claims that not only the syntactic
properties of SF in Modern Italian (with respect to the type of the fronted item (44,
(45), the accessibility hierarchy, clause boundedness, etc.) are reminiscent of SF in
Icelandic,19 but also its discourse properties: “While a focalized element always
needs contrastive focus contrastive focus (CF)and gives rise to a marked word
order (Rizzi 1997), this is not the case for the SF-constituent”. According to Eger-
land (2013: 75), “Cardinaletti (2003) provides a convincing analysis of fronting in

19 Cardinaletti argues, however, that the subject gap condition is not operative in Italian (cf.
example (48)), since Italian is not a V2-language (see also the discussion of the V2-parameter
and its effects on SF in section 8.2. below).
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Old and Renaissance Italian. (. . .) Whether it is the accurate desription of modern
Italian, however, is a matter of controversy”. Franco (2009: 67) does not share Car-
dinaletti’s view concerning the productivity of SF in modern language usage and
“accept[s] only some cases as instances of (old) literary style”.20

Franco’s analysis of Old Italian data is, however, compatible with Cardina-
letti’s claim. She shows on the basis of an extensive empirical investigation
that different positions – and consequently also different interpretive options –
are available for stylistically fronted elements in Old Italian. Although her
analysis is restricted to the examination of SF in “unmarked” cases, her data
and conclusions are novel. The restriction to fronting of predicative elements (e.g.
participles, infinitives) seems necessary, primarily in order to avoid the problem of
apparent overlap between SF and Focus movement or Topic movement in the case
of fronting of phrases. Franco’s examples, taken from three Old Italian corpora,
show, based mainly on evidence from the placement of clitics, that there are two
different target positions for stylistically fronted predicative elements in the CP-
field of Old Italian: ModP and FinP (located in the following way: (FocP >) ModP >
FinP (> SubjP)). Nominal predicates and adjectives (parasitically) target ModP in
the CP-domain (57), a non-quantificational position which according to Rizzi
(2001) is dedicated to adverb preposing. By contrast, participles and infinitives are
located in FinP after stylistic movement (58):

(57) Bisognoi fa ti che noi lo ritroviamo.
need makes that we 3s.CL.ACC find
‘It is necessary that we find him.’
(Franco 2009, FR, 47, 13)

(58) Per una grande pioggia che venutai era ti
for a big rain that come was
‘because of a lot of rain that had come’
(Franco 2009, N, 31, 11)

Franco argues that the distinction of (at least) two types of SF is required for predi-
cative elements since they differ not only with respect to syntax (targeting different
positions and showing different frequency in main and subordinate clauses) but
also functionally. They check different features at different structural levels and
this fact explains why they occur differently in main and subordinate clauses: SF

20 Concerning the explanation of the difference between Cardinaletti’s and Franco’s judg-
ments, see also Egerland (2013).
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to ModP is preferred in main clauses, and SF to FinP in subordinated contexts.
And importantly, they are also bound to different interpretations: she argues that
emphatic stress is only required in the case of movement to ModP. Although the
details of her analysis regarding information structure must be worked out in more
detail, her proposal of SF-split shows interesting similarities to the analysis of SF
suggested for Icelandic in this paper.

8 Parametric Differences between Scandinavian
and Romance – their Effect on SF

The following discussion will show how the parametric differences and similar-
ities between the two language groups play a role in SF. As discussed above,
the most important structural properties of / prerequisites for SF are the follow-
ing: (i) the subject gap condition related to the inflectional properties and the
presence of pro-drop, (ii) the V2-property, and (iii) the directionality parameter
(OV- vs. VO-configuration). These are summarized in (59) below. It is, however,
important to point out that these properties also show considerable synchronic
and diachronic variation (cf. Franco 2009). In order to capture the main similar-
ities and differences between the two language groups, the details regarding
the variation at different developmental stages will not be specified in (59).
However, the following discussion will also take some relevant aspects of the
attested variation into consideration.

(59) ROMANCE SCANDINAVIAN
pro-drop only partial pro-drop
“relaxed V2”/ non-V2 V2
VO/OV OV/VO

8.1 Subject Gap – the Pro-drop-parameter

Concerning the issue of the structural prerequisites of stylistic movement, the
subject gap condition seems to have the highest priority. This is the common
syntactic denominator for different instances of SF in Romance and Scandina-
vian, motivating the structural distinction between SF and Topicalization.

The possibility of a subject gap providing a target position for SF as well as
the frequency of this are, however, related to certain parametric properties of
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the languages: (i) to rich agreement and V°-to-I°-movement (Falk 1993) since
the checking of the phi-features in I° is necessary and can be satisfied by verbal
morphology (subject-agreement suffixes) if there is no nominal element in the
subject position, and (ii) to the pro-drop property, which licenses a subject in
Spec,IP without overt realization and also makes a subject gap possible in main
clauses with any subject.

The parametric differences with respect to the pro-drop property explain
the contrast between Romance and Scandinavian concerning the subject gap.
The pro-drop property of Romance shows, however, certain variation. As
Franco (2010) demonstrates, Old Italian has an asymmetric pro-drop pattern
where pro-drop can only be licensed in main clauses by V-to-C-movement. Full
pro-drop in Modern Italian makes a subject position without an overt subject
possible in both main and subordinate clauses and as such creates optimal con-
ditions (at least with respect to pro-drop) for SF.

In contrast to Italian, pro-drop is much more restricted in Icelandic and can
apply only in the case of expletive subjects and quasi-arguments in impersonals
(cf. Sigurðsson 2010a). The pro-drop property of Romance is thus essential for
creating empty subject positions in more types of environments (both in main
and subordinate clauses) than is the case in Scandinavian languages, where SF
typically appears in subordinated clauses.

8.2 The V2-parameter

The restriction on the cooccurrence of a raised subject and an SF-constituent
in Icelandic requires, however, that the setting of the V2-parameter also be
taken into consideration. As argued in the literature, this restriction is due to
constraints on V2 (cf. Cardinaletti 2003; Franco 2009, 2010). As discussed
above in sections 3 and 7, SF in Scandinavian is only possible where no visi-
ble overt subject is present in the subject position whereas overt subjects are
not necessarily obstacles to SF in Romance. Since in non-V2-languages more
subject projections are available, SF is possible with realized definite subjects
in Italian. The subject gap can be attested in Romance languages in clauses
with definite subjects preceding the empty subject position, leading to a
completely unthinkable SF-configuration in Scandinavian.

In Scandinavian languages, thus, the verb-second property is regarded as a
crucial prerequisite for stylistic movement. Maling (1980: 71) claims that “(. . .)
this kind of fronting can [. . .] be viewed as a generalization of V2 to clauses that
would otherwise begin with the finite verb”. It is uncontroversial that V2 has a
greater significance in Scandinavian languages than in Romance. The dominant
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view regarding Scandinavian languages, including Old and Modern varieties, is
that they all belong to the V2-language type and show a “strict” V2-order.21 Ac-
cording to Franco’s (2010) claim, Old Romance languages have a “relaxed type”
of V2-order since more than one element can precede the finite verb in the C-do-
main. V2 is asymmetric, though, since the verb moves to the CP only in main
clauses, not in subordinate ones. (As Franco also points out, this explains why
pro-drop is not licensed in subordinate clauses, where overt subject pronouns
are found instead.) V2, however, has been lost in the Modern Romance lan-
guages, including Modern Italian, which is thus a non-V2-language.

In the generative framework the abovementioned differences regarding the
V2-property between languages and/or developmental stages are accounted for in
the following way: V2 in (Old) Scandinavian means that after the V°-to-I°-move-
ment into the C-domain, movement of I° to C° is required (cf. Falk 1993). Concern-
ing Old Catalan with the Romance-type of V2 (relaxed V2 or non-V2), Fischer and
Alexiadou (2001) suggest an additional movement into the so-called Σ0-projection
located between IP and CP, for hosting an SF-moved constituent with an emphatic
reading. According to their analysis, the operation of SF in Old Catalan is therefore
to be regarded as the head movement I°-to-Σ° (in contrast to XP-movement in
Scandinavian), differing from SF in Scandinavian both with respect to syntax and
information structure (cf. subsection 7.1. above). However, as diccussed above, for
the analysis of SF in Old Italian, Franco makes a different proposal following Riz-
zi’s “Split-CP model” (Rizzi 1997): SF can target certain functional projections
within the “articulated” C-domain: not only the operator positions in TopicP and
FocusP are available for this movement but also ModP and FinP (located before
the SubjP).

Based on this difference between Romance and Scandinavian, another rele-
vant difference can also be observed between these two language groups. The
C-Constraint related to the left peripheral positions of main or embedded
clauses is only relevant in Scandinavian, which belongs to the V2-type lan-
guages, and is not operative in Romance. This explains why focusing in Ro-
mance does not require contrast as opposed to in Scandinavian – focus is
realized by Focus movement and results in the creation of a quantificational
type of focus showing relevant differences both to the non-quantificational “in-
formation focus” and contrastive instances of focusing not necessarily bound
to an operator type (A-bar) Focus movement.

21 A somewhat different proposal is made by of Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund (2009), who
argue against this view on the basis of Modern Icelandic data. Examples from Early Runic and
Old Norse (cf. Eythórsson 1996; Faarlund 2008 referred to in Franco 2009) also serve as evi-
dence for a more relaxed V2 in Scandinavian.
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8.3 The Directionality Parameter – OV- vs. OV-configuration

A further significant parametric difference between Romance and Scandinavian
and between different stages of these languages can be traced back to the set-
ting of the OV–VO-parameter. The relevance of OV for stylistic movement is
connected to the “easier” frontability of different lexical elements from the
lower phrasal domain, since these are locally closer to the SF-probe in the basic
OV-configuration (cf. Franco 2010).

With respect to the basic word order the main differences are not be-
tween Romance and Scandinavian, but are instead related to the availability
of OV in the older varieties of these languages. As pointed out in works on
Old Romance, OV is a frequent configuration despite the VO-character of
these languages. OV seems possible for any type of constituent (arguments,
adverbials, verbal modifiers) with the “lack of specialization” typical of left
peripheral positions (Poletto 2006). According to Egerland (1996), OV results
from direct object agreement, i.e. object movement to AgrOP in Old Italian.
In Modern Romance, OV is more restricted and residual OV is regarded as
typical for the literary register (cf. Egerland 2010).

The Scandinavian languages, which were originally all OV-languages, have,
however, lost the OV-property to a greater extent than Romance. As mentioned
above in the introductory section, SF was quite frequent in for example Old Swed-
ish, partly due to the OV-character of this language. There is one relevant exception,
though, as to the presence of OV inModern Scandinavian, namely Icelandic. Icelan-
dic preserved a basic OV much longer than the other Scandinavian languages and
turned to VO as late as 1800. As argued by Poletto (2006), the importance of OV-
order in a V2-grammar is related to the active status and visibility of the low vP pe-
riphery at the end of themain phrase, causing the locally restricted “formal” version
of SF to be much more easily available in an OV-language. The late change of OV to
VO in Icelandic and Iceland’s influential literary tradition may have contributed to
the “activity” of OV-order in Modern Icelandic. SF can be regarded as an excellent
means in Icelandic of reconstructing the traditional OV-configuration, giving an ar-
chaic flavor to sentences where the structural requirements of SF can be satisfied
(cf. Egerland’s 2013 discussion on theDouble Basis Hypothesis).

We can conclude that the frequency of SF and its importance in Romance
and Scandinavian are linked to the abovementioned parametric differences, also
discussed in the literature. The positive setting of the pro-drop parameter contrib-
utes to a wider availability of the vacant subject positions required for SF, and
the OV-property of languages creates symmetry between the high left periphery
(CP) and the low one (vP), enabling the frontability of SF-moved elements (by
observing the locality restrictions onmovements). Finally, the differences with
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regard to the V2-parameter contribute to the difference in the significance of the
subject gap condition in the sense that overt subjects can precede the SF-moved
constituent in Romance, an option which is not available in Scandinavian since
fronting in a V2 language is restricted to a single constituent.

8.4 Interpretive Effects of SF in Scandinavian and Romance

The differences concerning the interpretive properties of SF are also generally at-
tributed to the V2-parameter. In most approaches, verb-second in Scandinavian
serves as the main motivation for an analysis according to which SF in Scandina-
vian is only conditioned by EPP-requirements (or by the Edge feature) without any
relevance for discourse. As argued earlier in this work (cf. section 5) this proposal
seems unable to account for the complexity of information-structural possibilities
in Icelandic. Instead, a distinction was suggested between two different subtypes
of SF (STYL-preposing and STYL-inversion), which show different discourse behav-
ior due to the different derivations of the stylistic movement. However, as empha-
sized in section 5, both types of stylistic movement must respect the C-Constraint.

Concerning Romance, this splitting up of Stylistic Fronting also seems to
be supported by the empirical facts. As Franco argues, SF is not uniform in
Old Italian and can have different interpretations depending on the type of
features which are checked at different structural levels. However, in standard
treatments, the variation in the interpretive effects of SF in Romance is often
disregarded. Fischer and Alexiadou’s (2001) claim of the discourse relevance
of SF in Old-Catalan, i.e. “emphatic affirmation” as a consequence of move-
ment to ΣP located between CP and IP and triggered by a strong Topic feature
on ΣP, cannot capture all relevant interpretive options of SF in Romance. Nor
can Mathieu’s (2006) analysis of Old French data, which also claims a dis-
course relevance of SF – in this case the Topic-interpretation – be the whole
story. And even if Cardinaletti’s (2003) analysis of SF in Modern Italian devi-
ates from the widely held view of discourse relevance of SF in Romance, the
variation with regard to the interpretation is not accounted for.

In addition to cases which are reminiscent of “true” stylistic movement
(STYL-Preposing) in Icelandic and require emphasis, there are also cases (docu-
mented by Cardinaletti and Franco) where the function of Stylistic Fronting is
quite different. In these cases SF is analyzed by Franco (2010: 22) as “an interface
requirement to license subject extraction/drop, by checking the relevant features
on the lower complementizer position (FinP); cf. Sigurðsson and Maling 2008”.
Following Rizzi (2004) and Rizzi and Shlonsky (2007), Franco relates these cases
to the Subject Criterion, by which the “classical EPP,” the requirement that
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clauses have subjects, is restated as a criterial requirement, the Subject Criterion,
formally akin to the Topic Criterion and the Focus Criterion (cf. Franco 2009,
2010). These latter instances of SF, which are reminiscent of STYL-inversion, indi-
cate, however, that the dominant view of the functional load of SF in Romance
should be revisited and modified.

9 Conclusion

As the comparison of the stylistic movement in Romance and Scandinavian
presented above shows, the evaluation of the functional load of SF is quite
problematic in linguistic research. Mainly cases related to emphasis (with
Topic or Focus interpretation) have been taken into consideration in works on
Romance, while research in Icelandic has focused on unmarked, functionally
neutral instances of SF. The exaggeration of the dominant cases regarding
both language groups – in combination with unmotivated or problematic judg-
ments – has led to the conclusion that the discourse behavior of SF in the
Scandinavian and Romance languages is quite different.

The main aim of this paper has been to call the parametric difference between
Romance and Scandinavian regarding the discourse effect of SF into question and
to provide a modified account of the interpretive properties of Stylistic Fronting. It
has been argued that SF in Romance and Scandinavian ismore similar than hitherto
suggested in the literature, and it has also been claimed that stylistic movement
comes in (at least) two varieties in both language groups. Despite relevant paramet-
ric differences between Romance and Scandinavian with respect to the verb-second
parameter, basic word order (VO vs. OV) and pro-drop property, SF can have differ-
ent discourse effects within the language groups in both cases. It can appear as a
Formal Movement (here called STYL-inversion) in unmarked cases, primarily satis-
fying the requirements of the EPP, Edge feature or “Subject Criterion”, but in V2-lan-
guages also respecting the C-Constraint. “True” stylistic fronting (STYL-preposing)
with amarked information-structural effect is also possible in both language groups
and is not restricted to the Romance languages. This proposal, based on earlier
ideas on the relevance of locality restrictions for Topicalization developed within
the generative framework (cf. Frey 2006), is also compatible with a recent analysis
of SF in Old Italian suggested by Franco (2009, 2010).

Another important aspect of the comparative approach presented here is
that the differences in the discourse function of SF within and between
languages and developmental stages are – similarly to previous proposals –
attributed to syntactic differences. However, it is not primarily the type of
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the SF-moved category that is regarded as the main reason for the different
interpretation but rather the differences in the derivational history and the
influence of the locality constraints.

Concerning Icelandic it has been argued that “true” stylistic movement (STYL-
preposing) is a contrast-related movement (with obligatory emphatic accent),
whereas the discourse behavior of the locally strictly restricted STYL-inversion
shows a greater diversity. Contrast is also optional in these cases and background-
ing is possible. Crucially, this type of SF is also compatible with the unmarked
cases where the whole sentence – thus also the fronted element – belongs to the
maximal focus domain. As argued in this paper, the C-Constraint is observed by
all these cases whereas the violation of this constraint which occurs in the pres-
ence of narrow focus without contrast is infelicitous.

The different options of SF claimed for Romance are according to this proposal
also related to the syntactic differences between the SF-types. In this case the dis-
course interpretation is decided by the feature and its checking in different struc-
tural layers of the left periphery. SF can appear in Romance as a criterial operator
movement to the higher CP-domain, which is focus related and bears obligatory
accent (as is the case in Sardinian, and presumably also in Italian), or as a non-
operator movement to lower projections at the left periphery, leading to different
interpretational effects. The movement to ModP or FinP correlates with different
prosody, and in the former case (moving predicatives, especially in V2-contexts) it
is related to nuclear accent, whereas particles and infinitives typically lack an ac-
cent in the FinP-position.

The cross-linguistic analysis of SF at the interface of narrow syntax and dis-
course interpretation proposed in this paper leaves open many issues which
should be investigated in more detail and on the basis of much more linguistic
data, from both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective. However, by chal-
lenging the dominant view on the functional load of SF and claiming a more
detailed distinction of functional types both in Romance and Scandinavian, the
purpose of this new perspective on SF is to contribute to an empirically more
adequate analysis of this phenomenon, which is necessary for further theoreti-
cal generalizations concerning stylistic movement operations.
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